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INTR6DUcTION

With th6 completion of Stage Seven in the s ring of 1980, the siadf-

study reached a logical midway point. InsKt7Cion 1 and societal trend

data had been collec_tod and examined for indications of tIe nee4s and .

opportunities facing each sector of tfie uniersity in the 1980s. This

process ied to the formulation of 83 objectives for the 11 insLitutional

sectors.

When the E980 tall semester opexed, the Steering Committee was

,able to circulate across campus draft copies-oi Volume One, 'containing

Stages One through Seven. All segments oi the university community were

urged to examine this document and to send any comments or suggestions

to the Steering Committee. Volunteers were also sought for participation

in stitages Nine through Twelve.

The Stage Seven working groups had been instructed'to generate

objectives freely, without.concern tor matters such as ompatibilitv
. .

and feasibijity. These questions were to be die fbcus of Stages Eight

through Twelve. ;Thus Volume Two represents the evalbative phase of

the self-study, in.which the 83.objectives formulated in Stage Sevea

were more. carefully examined fromo variety df perspectives --

oompatibility, sislificance, strategies for implementation, future ' // c

consequences, and feasibility.

eStage Eight was eompleted by the Steering Committee. The wOrk ot,

Stages Nine through Twelve was-accomplished by 24 COMMitLee,, composed

of approximately )32 persons from the faculty, administrzition, staff?

and ktudent body. .Since the members of these committees had not, in mos,t

. instanjeg, been a part of the groups that formulated the obje'ctives,
'they generally approacfied ehem with open minds In many instances, they

were able to indicate where the objetives lacked clari y and to make

suggestions as to how they could be strengthened. All -uch contributions
to

were passed on to the Steering Committee tor its consid ration in the

revision phase 0 Stage Thirteen.
c

,

This volume contains the reports for Stages Eight throu g h Twelve.

It isorganized by s'tages so as to indicate clearly each step of the

evaluative process and.to conform to the)self-st6duiodel. llovever,

11

when the Steering Committee began its work of synthesis 'n Stage
Thirtrjr17-it discovered that each objective could be mo.r. effectively

evaluated by using an organizational format in which each objevive
was followed by the Stage 9, 10, 11, and 12 reports relevantl to that --.

objective. To assist the reader who might wish to follow this format,
koceeding on an objective-by-objective basis rather than reading through

each stage in its entirety, the following matrix is provided as a guide

to the appropriate pages.
,

V
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STAGE EIGHT

TESTING THE COMPATIBILI'TX OF OBJECTIVES

Once ubjecrivesiwere formulated for each institutional secqor, it

became important to dvtermine whether they were harmonious with the . .

institution's purpose and whether they could be mixed without negative

effects. Consequently, in Stage Eight each objective was tested against
each element in ASU's current statement of purpose, against each element
in the revised statement of purpose praposed by the Purpose working group
in Stage Seven (Purp-.)se Objective I), as well as against every other

objective.

The Steering Commikt.tce, which was responsible fur the%..accomplishment

of this stage, quickly became aware of the c9mplexity of the task.. Each
of the 83 objectives had to be tAsted against .(1) 11 elements in the

existing statement of purpose, (2) 11 elements in the revised statement

ot purpose, and (3) tuw other 82 objectives. This involved the construc-

tion of several matrices containing over 8500 cells. In effect, the

exercise requVred that over 8500 decisions be made with rs?gard to com-

patitility. Recognizing that no one individual in a reasonable amount
of time could give careful consideration to that number of 'ases, the

Steering Committee divided the task so that each possible cumbinatibn
would be cons,idered by appruxUately five members of the committee.
Unless there wes serious disagreement among the five members of the

committee, it was decided that majority opinion would be accepted.

The system that was developed to Lest compatibility involved the
u3 e. of the following symbols: C r.Compatible; N Neutral; I Incompatible;

d-rirci (when testing 6ITZ-spbjective against another) D - Duplicative.' A rating

of C (Compatible) was to be given when the 'two Atems were closely related

and compatible. An N (Neutral) wds to be used when the two items were not
closely related, but involved n6 incompatibility. An I (Incompatible) was
to-indictate that a given objective was clearly incompatible with either
an element in the statement of purpose or with another objective. Since

some of the objectives formulated by the various working groups in Stage
Seven contained similar elements, a D (Duplicative) was to indicate a
degree of similarity which might suggest that the two objectives could
ultimately be combined.

The results of 'this exerCise show that N was the most frequently,

used s'ymbol. Given the tact that the 33 objectives were meant to respond
to the needs of 11 different sectors, this is not s'urprising. The committee
discovered that many of the objectives were simply not direct19 related to

objectives formulated for other sectors. For example, objectives that
airtid at improving student services (e.g., the structure of the Student
Affairs area; housing and health services; an effe(tive judiciary system)

were-Apt found to be closel elated to objectives Lowerned with improving
he library ur meeting specifi faculty needs. One might argue that funds
.0 improve the library would pr hably not be available without continued
ligh enrollment, and that on factor in maintaining enrollment is pie

...../.-tlrovision of effective student services, but the two areos of c'oncern are

-not directly re4ated.

t.1
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On the other hand, 8 high degree of correlation and compatibility

was found; for example, between objectives concerned with encouraging

research and iMprowing the graduate program and between research objectives

and library objectives. It seemed obvious that research activities were

Llosely related to the graduaogram and to improvement of thoriibrary,

. as well as to the maintenance of a highly qualified faculty.

Two cases of duplication were identified: Organization and Administration
Objective II and Financial Resources Objective IV, both of which stressed '

the need for added emphasis on fund-raising; and Organization and Admini-

stration Ill and Financial Resources V, both of which addressed the issue

of onrollments. The designation of D for these two sets of objectives

meant that in Stage Thirteen the Steer4jag Commi.ttee would consider whether

"they could be effectively consolidated'. Given the fact that several other

objectives received one or two D ratings, it seemed likely that oiher cdses
of overlap and potential consolidation would be discovered as the object.ives

passed through succeeding stages.

Although in no instiince did a majority at the committee find a clear
case of Incompatibility, a nUmber of objectives received at least two I

ratings when_ tested against elements in the statement of purpose or other

objectives. The objectives most frequently cited by a'minbrity as poten-
tially incompatible With parts of the statement of purpose were Financial

Resources Objectives I, II, and III and Organization,And Administration

Objective II. These objectives, responding to the prospect of an era of

contilued inflation and decremental budgeting, stressed the need for
conservation and reallocation.ot resources, greater accountability, and

the developmebt of financial priorities. Some questioned whether ASU

could actually fulfill all of the commitments in its statement of purpose'

under such'circumstances. However, it was generally agreed that if economic
cond.itions in the i980s were as harsh as was anticipated, only by adoptidg
the kind of measures advocated in these objectives could ASU hope to serve'

its constituency. Financial Resources Objective VI, which called for the
gradual shif6.ing of a larger proportion of the costs of higher educaticin

to the.student, also attracted attention. Some questioned how, under such

a policy, ASU could serve Elie needs of all of the members of its constituency.

Questions of potential incompatibility were also raised when.these
objectives were tested against cIlier objectives which recommended initiatives

requiring new expenditutes. of money. The tone of the objectives calling
for conservation of resouraes seemed to suggest that there woUld be little

/ money available for liew programs and services oe for the improvement of

some existing progxams and services. However, the Steering.Committ4e noted

that the working group-formulating objectiyes in Stage Seven were instructed
to "blue sky," to indicate what ASU ought to do to be prepared to meet the

needs of its .onstituency in the.1980s. Hence it was to be expected that

many objectives would entail large expendLtures and that ultimately it would

not be possible to achieve every objective. However, it was agreed that no

one ohjeLtive, when tested against those objectives calling for financial

stringency, was absolutely precluded from being aclf:eved.
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Thus no cases of absolute incompatibility were discovered. But the

Steering Committee was alerted to a number of instances of potential

incompatibility. It was anticipated that additional questions concerning
compatibility would be rdised as a result of the fuller.examination of
objectives being undereaken in Stages Nine through Twelve and would kave

to be addNssed in Stage Thirteen.

The Stage Eight reports that follow are presented in the form of

nine matrices:

1. Compatibility of Objecti.ves with Institutional Purpose

2. ,Compatibility of ObjecOvesiwith Proposed Revision of Statement

of Purpose
Compatibili.ty of Purpose and Organization and Administration
Objectives yith Other Objectives

4. Compatibility of Educational Program and Financial Resources
Objectives with Other Objectives

5. Compatibility of Faculty Objec.tives with Other Objectives

b. C mpatibility of Library Objectives with Other Objectives
7. ompatibil,ty of Student Development Services Objectives

with Other Objectives
8. Compatibility of Plijical Resources Objectives with Other

Objectives
4. Compatibility of Special Activities, Graduate Program, and

Research Objectives with OtherObjectives

The fojlowing coding symbols were used in the matrices:

C Compatible

N Neutral
umpat ib 1 e

I) Dupl.i ,it ive
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cOMPATIBILITY OF sPECIAL ACTIVITES. GRADUATE: PROGRAM AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES WITH OTHER OBJECTIVES
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4.

STAGE NINE

CONSTAUCTING A FUTURES CENARIO

TheStage Nine committees were urged to engage in a bit of creative

. daydreaming about the future -- to Aterrt to answer the question, "What .

would ASU be like if...7" Specifically, the committees were asked to
write brief futures scenariqs for each objective assigned to them,
imagining the institution under tyo different conditions:

Scenario A: Assuming that the objectiye has been achieved.4

Scenario B: Assuming that the objective as not undertaken.

- --The purpose of this exercise was to enhance the Steering Committee's
understanding of the importance of each objective. It also would allow
the committee to,place side by side a number of scenarioi in order to,,
gain some insight into the potential cumulative impact of several actions

'or events. In other Words, by shuffling scenarios, the committee Woutch

be able to consider'a number of alternative futures.

Despite the fact that few'Stage Nine committee members had any
preyious experience In writing futures scenarios, they accepted their

assignment goodnataTedly. Moreover, perhaps even to their own surprise,
. .

most committees reported that they enjoyed doing the exerlse.. Many
of the reports that follow reflect the sense of treedom at the

committees felt fn this stage and provided unexpected insights into the
potential significance of an objective*.

11-
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a.

I.

Institutional Sector: PURPOSE .

Purpose I: ASU will seek to ensure that its statement of purpose accurately
reflects'the character and aspirations of the institution. Specifically,

ASU will adopt the revised statement of purpose proposed by the Stage 7
.ftPurpose working group.

Scenario A: The objective has been ,achieved.

Because the'neW statement represents a general,)b,u\ accurate and realistic,
presentation of the purpose of the university, Students and others interested
in ASU.now encounter an up-to-date statement of purpose hen they refer to
the catalog or other university publications. ALLhough much of the language
of the previous statement remains, the revised statement/offers important
.shifts in emphasis. For example, concern for the student's intellectual
development and for academic excellence is strongly emphasized._ Appalachian's
tradition of fostering.diversity and innovation and attending to students'
individual needs is acknowledged.. And ASU's responsiveness to national and
global issues and its statewide responsibilities suggest a more cosmo-
politan environment in the 1980s.

These new emphases to sharpen the image and aspirations of ASU both
in' the minds of prospective students and among the members or the university
communityiwho consult and place some credence in statemenC;OI purpose.
Moreover, provistion for periodic review of the statement.helps to guarantee
that members ofthe ASU community will remain aware.ot the purpose oC the
institution and will be prepared to revise it when appropriate. This, in
turn, helps to assure prospective students of an accurate introduction
to the institution.

0 Scenario Bl The objec,tive was not undertaken.

The statement of purpose that served ASth during the 1970s continues to
appear in all official publications duri g the 1980s. Since this,state-
ment includes many laudable objectives which continue to guide the univer-
sity, it remains a valid representation of ASU's purpose. Its pledge
"to make its resources available to the people within its sphere of
influence" maybe d cause of some confusion since its "sphere of influence"
is not clearly defined. And some might find its colamitment to "serve as
a force for 4socia1 improvement" a bit vague and its commitment Ao co-
operate with all institutions and agencies which are dedicated to the
betterment of mankind" rather grandiose; but others might .s..i.mply accept t:

these statements as typical of the genre. At any rate, it is polisible

that most people don't read statements of purpose very carefully anyway.

Without provision for periodic review, the statement of purpobe is not
given serious consideration again until the institution prepares for its
next reaccreditation study. By that time, 'the statement ha§ lost some

of its relevance and much of its immediacy as a reflection of the spirit
and character of the institution. r-

3 J



Purpose II: ASU will seek ,tor make idk statement oe purpose operative

by requiring that all new unfversity programs, initiatives, and commitments -

4be cons'istent with Appalachian State University's offiltial statement of
purpose.

,

Scenario A: The object ve has been achieved.

Zr
.

Given the general nature of any statement of purpose, implementation
.

of this pdlicy did not have an immediate impact upon the development of
new programs and initiatives. However, it does make those involved more'

_ .

aware of the university's purpose and requires them to examine more
carefully the appropreateness of any new programs. The requirement
also adds greater credibility to the statement of purpose, since it is
consulted Agularly. More frequent consideration of the 'statement makes,

-.

it more likely that members of the Appalachian community will be alert
, ,

to the need tb revise the statement,
.

-0.

Not everyone is pleased with this requirement, hOwever. It adds to the
already heavy amount of paperwork and some feel that it is rather
ineffective, since it s possible to justify almost anything, givgil
the broad scope of the statement of purpose.

Scenario241: The objective was not undertaken.

New programs and initiatives continue/to be proposed and dopted. Those
n'authority give some consideration,to consistency with the university's
urpose and generally are prepared,to reject programs which are obviously
inappropriate. The procedure for _planning and approval of new academic
programs required by the UNC General Administi'ation guarantees th.it neW

academic progra4 will be in conformity with ASU's mission. However
there is no specific guarantee that the issue of consistency witti
purposrwil1 be formally addressed during the planning and ipproval
proces--for initiatiies not related to academic programs and, as a result;
there are occasions when questions are raised and criticisms voiced
concerning the appropriateness of somegnitiatives.

\\,
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_Purpose III: ASU will estiblish a procedure to review periodically the
implementation of institutional objectives recommended in the final

stage of 'the self-study.
9

Scenar0 A: The,objective has beetv,achieved.
,

Communications between the Chancellor and the Vice Chance%4rs, on the

one hand, and the Committee for Inst:itutional Studies and Planning, on

the oth r, are excellent. The commit1ee is kept informaeof which
_objecti es the admimistration is commftted to pursuing, fs well as those---....\
which t feels are currently, not feasible. The committee has.developed
Sregular review procedure, whereby it examines the self-study req.ommen-
dationts and .cons,iderls whether any revisions or Oclitions are necessary.

06It also makes recommendations of new subjects for planning. In effect,

it is fulfilling its charge as Ng university committee for long-range
planning. Members of the committee are aware of the importance of their
charge'and morale is high. The university community is also aware of the
fact that.the self-study'recommendations are being given careful consider-r
ation and that many hive been, or are in the process of being, implemented.
This serves to reduce the normal amount of cynicism usually associated
with self-studies and committee work in general.

r"
Scenario 11; The objecave was not undertaken.

Despite the absence of any review process, many of the self-study
recommendations are implemented. However, many of the recommendations
a,re simply forgotten as time passes. Some of the recommendations prove
to be inappropriate as circumstances change, and wAthout a process of
review or revision these recommendations are either allowed CO die a
quiet death or, worse, are followed in spite of changed circumstances.
In effect, the self-study has failed to provide ASH with the basis for
a continuous long-range planning process. This confirms the opinion of'
those Oho had questioned tbe utility of undertaking a nohtraditional
self-study based on a long-range planning model.
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I.

Institutional Sector: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Organization and Administration 1: To implement programs leading to greater

energy conservation, efficiency).and accountability and to be prepared to

evaluate academic, co-curicular, and extra-curricular programs in terMs of

energy consumption versus their value to the institution (e.g., cluster

courses, field trips, forensics, athletics, and off-campus facilities such

as the New York Loft, Washington Appalachian House, and Camp Broadstsne).

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

As the plans for;;the, university's use of the more plentiful and more

.economical alternate fuels are realized, the financial resources applied

to heating the campus are reduced substantially, resulting in the avail-

ability of the resources for other purposes. A large portion of such

costs impact self-supporting student support (auxiliary) services. The

expense to the student of attending the university iie,now lower because

of this program. Similar results are obtained from the extension of
the computer-based energy management system now centered in the Energy

Management Center. This is made possible by the completion of the campus
communication (cable) facility and the availabilit§ of increased resources

to enhance central and remote energy monitoring and control equipment.

Energy use'is alsq minjmized by the review of university programs,
addressing scheduling of facilities and use of transporation. This,

in turn, minimizes the effect of energy use curtailment when mandated

by external authorities% As an additional bonus, awareness and

involvement in energy conservation programs prepare stuants'for
functioning in an environment of curtailed energy resource's.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Failure to extend and further energy conseryation and management programs
and consider the use of energy in the development and review of all other
university programs has resulted in the continuation of lopsided escalation

of the energy costs to the uniiersity. The cost of attending the university

increasei annually and significantly. Shortages of petroleum fuels curtail

campus and off-campus programs. Goyernmental agencies consider unfavorably

certain capital and grant requests. The university's standing in an energy-

conscious society is harmed. The financial benefits 9f energy conservation
ace directed to other institutions as energy consumes an ever-increasing

portion of Appalachian State Univetsity's resources.

do
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OrAanization and Administration II: In the face of adversity'such as &and-
ling financial resources, greater competition for those resources which are

available, increased state and federal regulations affecting both admissions
and personnel policies, and publicdemand for greater accountability, the admin-
istration must be prepared- to make whatever changes are necessary to promote
and,ensure the financial security of the institution.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The administration constantly'monilprs financial priorities, reallocating and

conserving resources. The university strengthens grass roots support and

achieves leaner, more efficient operations. Individual fund-raIsing efforts

are encouraged, thereby raising internal support and morale. A strong gra-

duate progtam geared to the marketplace attracts highly motivaued, bright
students'who strengthen the school internally.

However, with all agencies within the unbiersity free to go after the same
funding sources, there is the risk that those sources may soon be either

exhausted or alienated. And over-emphasis on marketable graduate programs
threatens the core -- the undergraduate program.

Scenario B: The objective was notimidertaken.

Failure to pursue this goal has necessitated student fees so high that'ASU
has lost one adv.antage over the private schools and, lackinm4strong scholar-
ship program, now has fewer.and fewer students paying more an ore.

1

Organization and Administration III: Implement immediate measures which will
allow ASU to maintain the controlled growth of the student body while Caking
positive steps to ensure that the overall quality of the instithtio9 and its

academic product will not be compromised.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Because the number of faculy is dependent upon FTE enrollment, controlled
growth assures faculty growth. The university is able to replace faculty who

leave and to tenurelood faculty. The curriculum maintains its comprehensive-

ness and continues to diversify, with growth in the faculty. The university is

able to continue to develop its physical facilities with the assurance of the
revenue generated by a high level of enrollment. The residence halls, whfch

are self-liquidating, remain full with cOntraled growth.

Controlled growth necessary to realize the.above mentioned benefits is, however,

very carefuLly monitored. For if the .oniversity grows too rapidly, it may find

that because of the declining number of highsschool graduates, it is left with

empty residence halls and classrooms.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The failure to maintain controlled growth has required a cut-back in seprices

offered by the university. Facult4 positions are lost and, as a direct fesult

of that, curricular offerings are narrowed. The construction arld renoation

of facilities also decreate with the loss in fee pevenues. A cut-back'in

staff is having an adverse effect on the local economy (unemployment). Faced

with these conditions, ASU reacts belatedly by enrolling less qualified

students who requkre costly developmental assistance.

3,
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Organization and Administration IV: For the administration to be prepared q

to revamp the academic structure of the university in .order to respond to

a oollegial organization whicli Will more clearly emphasize and differentiate

the academic programs, objectives4 and interests.in the natural, physical,

.
mathematical, and technical gciences from those of the social sciences,'

fine arts, or humahities.
0

Scenario A: The objective haspbeen achiv.)ed.

Although the primary missions of iippalachian State University to teach,

conduct research, and serve its region - had not changed, departments
found the organizational structure of the university to be inhibiting

and cumbersome. Because of the wide diversity of disciplines which
existed within each college, department chairpersons andjaculties felt
their dean gave little attention to their specialized rieeds and little

or no encouragement to the development of new programs a'nd research

projects.

Responding to these expressed feelings, as well as the need for more

accountability in tligher education and the ever-increasing specialization
in all academic disciplines, thhanLellor appointed a task foice composed
of members of the faculty; administration, and student body to study the
academic structure of Appalachian State University. This task force,

realjzing the magnitude of its charge, sought input from all areas of the

university community. Faculty, administrators, and stugents sensed a

.
feeling of "a new day" and responded in large numbers to the task force's

request for input.

After much fact-finding add discussion, the task force recommended a new
ac.ademic structure which reflected a more homogeneous grouping of de-

partments and programs. This new structure enables the new colleges to

.more clearly define their goals and object.ives. Each college functions

.effectively and efficiently under the new organization. Because of the

commonalities of the departments housed in the new copeges, each dean
more easily functions as an advocate for his/her college. Research

projects, as well as new and relevant academic programs, are more easily
established, and students express the feeling that they can more readily

identify their goals. Faculty members express the feeling that a higher

quality student will be_attracted because of the new structure. As a

result a highly qualifiel,graduate enters his/her chosen professionif

Scenario.B: The objective was not undertaken.

The primary missions of ASU have not changed. The Lollegial structure which

"t served the university during the 1970s remains intaLt. Because of the Wide

diversity of disciplines found in each col.lege; the deans continue to feel
frustration owing primarily to their inability to identify with the special-

ized needs of each department. Department chairpersons.feel the.needs of
their department are not being tet and are consistently being placed in a
"no-win" relationship with their dean on one hand ajui their faculty on the

other. Faculty members feel their input into the future of their department

and college is not heard nor even desired by the administration. Cost

effective Method's Of adiiiiiastering andAel.lvering- instructfon are not. cou-

sidered because of the administration's lack of knowledge of che methodology
and goals of each of the diverse departments in the college. The development.

3
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of new programs and research projects is conslered by the faculty to be
so cumbersbme that a general feeling of "why try" prevails. As a result4
Appalachian's programs remain unchanged through the 1980s.

eg
On the other hand, some faculty members often talk of how glad they are that
the.considered changes were:not put into effect. ,These'conversAion in-
variably include discussions of the mopey'saved, the free exchange of ideast
which takes place between disciplines within a c'ollege, ,and the,feeling of
being a part of the total university -- all of which they feel would have
been almost impogsible under the proOlised restructurtng.

Organization and AdminiStration V: To provide the organizational structure
and administrative leadership for the integration (combining) and enhancement
of research functions and responsibilities linter one unit which will be able
to direct', coordinate, and promote these activities in the most efficient
and effective manner possible.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Since the heed for an Organizational structure -for research aroseAkip a
time when there was an emphasis upoin increasing efficiency, curtailing costs,
and reducing administrative persorniel, the single unit. operates within a-
collegial model in which faculty perform many of the administrative tasks.
Under th'e direction,of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, there is
a multi-tiered committee system which permits the colleges maximum flexi-
bility and provides maximum assistance and utilizes the Graduate School as_
a coordinating body. 'This system has representatives from every department
in the colleges at. the "informa,tional and planning level" and representatiNe(s)
from each college at the "coordinating and objective-setting" levels.

Because of this structure, the faculty feel involved in research efforts,
al.though the priority given to applied,over'Zroditional research receives
criticism. The coordinator has a close-working relationship with members of
the committees at both levels, thereby keeping in close contact with the
needs of the region. In fact, many of the college rePresentattives were
chosen because of the contacts they,had already established in the region.
Since allocations of resources and,approval of projects are made by the
coordinator under guidelines developed by the committeesand approved'by
departments, reasobable goals have been set.

This new structure has given research a more visible position in the university
and has led to greater enthusiasm among research faculty, has attracted grad-
uate students interested 'in applied research, and has increaseh and expanded
ASIPs reputation as a university with expertisel

.4

Scenario -B: The objective was not undertaken.

Because of the increasIng nee&to respond to human problems in such areas
as energy, housingland use, and. social problems, the absente of an efficient
coordinating,unit for research makes ASU less able to respond to regional
needs. The institutions and agencies consult other universities.whose organ-
izations are more accesSible. As a result, the institueion is somewhat
divided, as some colleges have developed research, "territories," sometimes
conducting research which is within the scope of other professionals within
the university. JHowe,ter, since the organization is diffuse, it is difficult
to suggest a way to avoid providing inexpert applied research, since there
is no single body which monitors quality and assists in ob.taining funds.
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Organization and Adminigtration VI: To implement programs whi.ch will promote

andprovfde for the continued growth and od evelopment ASU's faculty, staff,,

and students.

Scgnario A: The objective has been adhieved.

Faculty% The center for.Ins,tructional Development cuiptinues to support

Laculty and instruclional development activities. More funds are available
for Professional growth opportunities, and the center now provides ty0ing
assistance to'faculty preparing materials for public.ation. This, of course,
required additional staif personnel for the center, but has served to ease
gomewbat the pressure on departmental secretarkes. The center provi,des

-

close support to the Graduate School and the'University Research Committee.
Closer ties between the center and Personnel Services have resulted in better
growth opportunities Eor both faculty and staff. The Employee Assistance
Program Kas expended and, again, help is available'tp faculty and siaff.
Research opportunities are available.

4

Staff: Personnel Serl,ices :oncinues an active program of statf developMent
and cooperates with the Center for instructional Development in sponsoring
programs targeted for staff and.faculty. The Employee Assistance Program
is expanded and availAble..' lb general, personal and professional growth
are encouraged through a wider availability of existing courses and special
training events. Tuition waivers are.available for employees and their
families. ,

Students: In addition to regular course offerings, more cultural opportun-
ities are available to students. The Artit and Lecture series has,)been
expanded and better booking procedures re'Sult in much,greater utilization
of Fartfiing Auditorium. When resource pers nsiare brought to the campus,

)
a major effort continueS'to make themHavail ble to the total ASU family.

.

Events are scheduled Whenever possible to include faculty., students, staff,
their families, and tfle eommunity. .

,..

Scenario B: The objective was,not undtrtaken.

.0

Factihty: Some funds are available for training and professional,growth
opportunities, but 'heavy travel costs coupfed with state-mandated restric-
tions and .inadequate funding have reauced greatly the mobility or the
faculty.- Research contiAlues to be an uncoordinated effort, and few

.rerutces are avaflable. % There ivo clear way for faculty members"to-
,

have materials readied tor Rublication. Because of heavy work'loads,
there is lftele time Eor.service to the region. Programs exist, but are
resricted by low funding and an appearance of indifference to them:

. 0

Staff: Again, programs' exist, but they do nOt se-ern to be WO important.
Some staff training offered.. The Employee Assistance Program continues
to deal with personnel concerns, but serves mostly as a. referral agency
to off-campus.(sometimes expenstve) resources. No.services are available
to family of laculty ancLstaff.

Studen One or tug; cultural events are available each year, but many
more occu ing in Charlotte, Johnson City, Greensboro and all around are
simply.no available. to Boone because of a lack of funds to pay for them.
Student o portuni,ties are so limited that the "suitcase college" tag gets
worse. igh transportation and energy costs persist, and this fact in

combination with an absence of opportunities leads to lowered enrollment
and faculty retrenchment.

4()
A
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Institutional Sector: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Educational Program I: To provide for continuous engagement, among students
and faculty, in critical exploration of values and ethics as these relate

to both individual and social dimensions of life.

' Scenario A: .The objective/has been achieved.

Because of an institutional commitment to the exploration of values an4
ethics, several cultural and instructional changes have been made to assure

continuous dialogue in these areas. For example, since one of the stated

purposes of General Education is to provide.students "an opportunity to
develop value judgments and constructive attitudes, and the ability to
function purposefully in a democratic society," interdisciplinau capstone
courses have been incorporated into the general educati n requijeinents.
These courses offer students and faculty the chance to xplore such Issues

as man's responsibility for the environment, the im act of the energy
crisis,.social implitations of changing lifest le equal opportunity,

changing sex roles, expansionist versus reductionist theories of growth,
and individual responsibility to self and society. Specific departmental
courses offering instruction in professional ethics in such areas as
politics, business, journalism and education allow students to confront
these same issues from the perspective of their own discipline. insti_
tutional commitment to the teachi/g of values and ethics has also 'resulted
in a "consciousness raising," similar to that which accompanied the women's
movement in the '70s. Thus some attention is now paid to exploring values
(particularly epistemological and aesthetic values) in most social science
and humanit,ies courses.

The achievement of this objective has resulted in a clearer picture among
students of what wes :t ern man, in _particular, defines as "the good life."

,Students are generally able to define their basic values and ethizal systems
beyond the cliche of "life,.liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Many

students, ihowever,, continue to stress only economic and material values in

their definition of "purpose of life." Such a decisiol. may be wellfounded,
in fact, considering media and peer group support (including university
placement services and educational publications) of this attitude.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

As we move into the '80s students seem to be more and more -willing td accept
the everyday machinations of big business and big government as simply the
product of a rapidly expanding society. Ethicil and values questions s,.m
to be overshadowed by a "get ahead at any cost" philosophy -- a philosophy
bolstered by a shrinking job market, particularly for humanities and socilil
science graduates. As a result of the growing complexity of the times,,
students are confronted with a barrage of difficult decisions and choices.,
regarding their professions, the energy crisis, religion, politics, econqmics,
etc. Although, ideally, these decisions are based on values, students olten
do not have a clear picture of their own values. Despite course offerinks:
in,some colleges (such as "SocIal Responsibility of Management" in the
uol-lege of Business), which aim at values inquiry, many students make no
attempt at values clarification but rather succumb tu peer pressure, media
propaganda or some external authority (such as parents or government) when
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faced with moral or ethical decisions. In the classroom, teaching
continues to stress the factual and theoretical levels of subject matter
without due consideration of the values level. Thus many students in such
areas as computer science, chemistry, business, education, and medicine
may be firmly grounded in the content,of their disciplinli but not iully
award or the moral or ethical issues confronting these areas. Finally,
the university's decision not to commit itself to curricula which stress
values implies a laissez-faire attltude that may further complicate students'
decision-making about the future. Many may wonder if, in fact, adherence
to a system of values is essential in our society, or if the quest for
knowledge is unrelated to the quest for values. Many students, however,
function quite comfortably without a clearly defined value or ethical
system. Many also feel that, given the wide range of different and
conseantly changing values in the world today, it has become meaningless
to try to discriminate betwee'n worthy and unworthy conduct. Considering
the verbal and math deficiencieS that afflict so many entering students,
many would argue that the university would do better expending effort
on teaching the "basics" than on some esoteric quest for values.

Educational Program II: To provide for education in cultural diversity,
particularly as this is related to the continuing viability of American
society as an ongoing experiment in c)iltilral pluralism and as it relates

to intercultural coMmunication and understanding at the international level.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Var.ious'courses and interdisciplinary programs have been introduced within
the colleges to achieve greater intercultural communication and understanding
at the international level. For example, interdisciplinary comparative
government programs have been designed by the-Departments of History,
Political Science, Sociology, and Psychology. Also, the DepartMent of

....oreign Languages has expanded its offerings and gives special recognition

to the goal of all ASV students achievLng competence in one or more foreign
languages. The College of Bus.iness has increased its emphasis on courses
in the international areas of trade, economics, and law. The College of
Fine and Applied Arts has proVided within its course structure units and
demonstrations of non-western art (including plays, music, etc.) to represent
intercul ,ral ethical and aesthetic values. The College of Learning and
Human Development has increased its requirements in the areas of geogra-
phical and historical mastery for teacheg training. Also this college
has introduced new material dealing..with matters affecting minority students,
especially those newly arrived in this count-if.

Greater sensitivity to cultural differences and a better understanding at
the international level has been achieved. Such an approach has not been
without cost and a necessary reallocation of resources.

Scenario B: The objective wasinot undertaken.

The goal of imp'noving intercultural communication and understanding at the
international level has been retained. However, its implementation is
fragmentary. The existing foreign language requirement remains with no

greater inducement for a majority of the student body to enroll in foreign
language courses. Attempts to build the interdisciplinary Business-Foreign
Language program continues. Various international courses in history,
government, etc. exist in isolation. International components in the
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School of Business may grow. Representations in art, music, and drama

continue to be largely in the western tradition. Teacher training may

not provide enough baCkground for the teacher to cope with minority
students, especially those new to this culture. On the other hand, we
are able to operate within a budget which does not strain Ihe system
in*coping extensively with intercultural affairs.

Educational Program III: To provide for education with respect to the
multifaceted problems and implications of human interaction with the environ-
ment, particularly inclusive of instruction which will raise 'the level of
sensitivity to.the complex network of value issues which are at stake Ln

all environmental policies.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

A concerted effort to infuse all instructional programs with the capability
of providing increased sensitivity to, and knowledge of, environmental
valAie issues has been implemented at ASU. Because of this effort, and
despite the curricular trade-offs necessitated by it, ASU continues to
fulfill its public trust to serveits region by being responsive to,
interpreting, and shaping societal change. The university enjoys the
reputation of producing environmentally responsible professionals; of
extending its influence to future generations of environmental decisLon-
maicers through the multiplier effect Of the public school teachers it
trains; and of doing its part in producing environmentally knowledgeable
citizen participants' in planning/decision-making.

Sink,e implementation, an enlightened perception of environmental values, has
diffused through the university community so that ASU serves as an exemPlar
of weighted assessment of its impact on its immediate environment and
heightened sensitivity to its participation in the regional, state, national,
and global environment. The university is viewed as a practitioner of sound
environmental planning and its expertise is sought by those who seek to

emulate these practices. Students are drawn to the university because of
its affirmative action on environmental mat(ers and its graduates are preferred.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Although environmental value issues have been of imPortance in isolated areas
of ASU's curricular offerings, a reluctance to implement such an infusion
int,o its instructional programs has led to an abrogation of its public trust

o remain responsive to, interpret, and shape societal change. The graduates

i

k

'\

., t the university' thhave not demonstrated emselves to be environmentally
nowledgeable citizen participants in planning/decision-making. Because of
the environmentally uninformed posture of its teacher preparation programs,
the university is viewed as an agency which ,...ompounds environmental-Inmn-

, sitivity, thereby reducing the employability of its graduates, This negative
image is enhabced by the unsiversity's somewhat unenlightened assessment of
its impact on its immediAte enviiwnment and its greater environment of the
region, state, nation, and globe. Isolated pro rams in the university

t
continue to stress envtronmental awareness, but e potential for all

programs to contribute in gome way is not realize .

/

40
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Educational Program 1V: To provide for elevation of the level of communi
) cation skills and the level of appreciation of the language arts.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Entrance tests revealed that the basic language skills of the student
body were substantially below the norm when compared to former student
bodies. Departments throughout the university complained that their
students were not as qualified as former classes and, as a result, the
general level of quality had slipped dramatically.

The university, committed to the basic educational principle of beginning
instruction at the level one finds the student, established a committee
within each college consisting of one member of each department, the
assistant/associate dean, and one resource person trained in developmeal
and remedial education. The expressed purpose of this committee was to
investigate the situation as it relat,ci to each department and that.
particular college. Each .departmentAq representative was a member of
the curriculum committee of his/her respective department. Acting on
the iecommendationslof its curriculum committee, all departments have
now .established a new course titled "Source Readings in (the discipline)"
which is required of all majors and, fyrther, have accepted the following
additional recommendations as operatini policY:

1. All faculty members agree to the concept that they, as well
as the specialigts, share the responsibility for'teaching
basic communication skills to their majors.

2. All faculty members agree to provide opportunities for
developing basic communication skills in each course they
teach by incorporating required short papers, one paper of
extended length, ind oral reports as part of che basic
requirements.

3. All faculty members agree to accept the responsibility of
referring students whose work/performance demonstrates a
lack of -basic communication skills to a special center for
individual on group help.

4. Th.e new course in "Souzce Readings" has the prerequisite hat
a student must have received a "P" on the basic communications
entrance,exam or have Passed with a minimum grade of "C" the
course titled "Improving Basic Communication Skills."

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

In order to maintain full enrollment, admission standards have been lowered.
As a result, the applicant pool has remained high and Appalachian continues
to be in high demand. The general feeling among- the faculty regarding their
,continued employment is one \of security. But academi,.. departments are faced
wieh a dilemme Admission requirements are down and as a result the depart
ment enjoys full enrollment, but qualified students are considerably fewer
than in past years. Professors complain because they feel they must "weaken"
the course in order to maintain adequate enrollthent.

4
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Analysis of entram.e exams reveals a weakness in basic communiation skills
among incoming students; however, suggestions to estabkish courses to
evelop these skifls continue to fall on deaf ears. The general feeling

..../.
among the administrators is that if Appalachian begins requiring remedial
Lourses of a large number of its students, the word will spread amongv
po,tential students and the result will be a substantial drop in the
admissions pool, thus causing the adoption of severe retrenchment policies.
Faculty members in general continue to blame the English and Reading f

Departments for the lack of basic communication skills and absolve
themselves.from any respOriSIbitity in that regard. As a result, nothing
is done and Appalachian's graduates no longer enjoy a favorable employ-
ability status.

kkt

EduLational Program V: To provide for a renewed commitment in the university's
academic programs to meet the needs -- within our definition of mission --
cof all elements of society.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

While the main campus at Boone remains dimanated during. the regular.
academic year by the younger adult learners (ages 18-24),.programs are
increasingly being designed.and delivered via satellite campusesand
interactive television to an ificresasingly older student popUlation both
here and abroad.

Emphasis is being given to programs designed to assist professional men
' and women in the transition to deil careers. Short-term leisure/learning
programs for the professional class as well as the retired are growing
rapidly. Academic programs leading directly to a career are being expanded.
Students, particularly older women and minorities, who have basic skills
deficiencies and/or psychological or motivational blocks to learning are
being admitted to special programs designed to remove thesetbarriers and
help them to enter the program of their choice. Inv'olvement with third
world countries, especially in the areas of energy, business, health, and
teacher training, is on the increase. However, ASU_continues to be hampered
by the limitatidns of financial and personnel resources.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Stiff competition from the more consumer-oriented regional universities
and private colleges has resulted in a de-emphasis in off-campus programs
of all types. Repeated requests from the Faculty .Senate to "g ith our
strengths" has resulted in the decision to emphasize a high q lity under-
graduate education in the traditional academic disciplines re rdless of
the impact on student enrollment and faculty positions. The 41ministration
projects no more than a 157. reduction in the size of the stud t body during
the late '80s and,early '90s. Having made these decisions the university
now offers a high quality undergraduate program to the growing counties of
northwestern North Carolina along with a moderately successful continuing
education program.

0
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Institutional ector: FINANCIAL RESOURCES

I.inancial Resources L: The university will institute a program of (cmilinuous

reexamination of financial priorities.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The achievement of thi'S objective has resulted in the allocation of the
financial resources of the university to the areas of greatest need.
The university is now more accountable in the way it utilizes its financial

resources. Growing and_declining programs are tagged, leading to a con
tinuous justification of the allocation pf resources. Continuous re
ex'amination decreases the lag time between the recognition of the need
for funds for new programrs and the institutionalization of those funds.
DifferAt entities within the university feel that their resc44irce prioblems
will revive attention. erealistic services for students ari faculty are'

not promised.

However, this continuous reexamination has led to c.onstant fighting by

administ,rators over the university "pie." The process has resulted in

,the creation of amounta\tp of paper to justify,expenditures. A great

'deal of time is being used to justify. pósitions.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Without a reexamination process, the university is forced to react to

crises. For .thefuniversity to change, resources must be funneled to the

areas needed. But without reexamination, resources are not properly

allocated. The lag time between the need for resources and the provision

of those resources is growing. The dynamic areas of the university are

constantly short of resources. Areas which need to be phased out continue

to limp along. Faculty, students, and administrators feel that the system

is unresponsive to needs.

Financial Resources II: The university will pursue rigorously a program of
conservation of resources in order to offset t.he dwindling supplies of

new money.

S&enario A: The objective has been'achieved.

Because Appalachian State University is rigorously applying /program of

conservation of resources in order to offset the dwindling supplies of
_new money, one now sees a definite change in the following: use of
existing learning spaces and facilities, organization of the school
calendar, styles of new buildings, accounuability of faculty and
administrators, ordering of supplies, and interaction between higher
administration and faculty with rAspect to budge't matters.

With reference to the use Of existing learning spaces and the construction
of new buildings, each college has developed more efficient use of its
own specific learning areas and facilities by eliminating whenever possible
those blocks of time during which areas are heated or couled but not used.
For example, departments within each college are sharing assigned class .
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rooms so aS, to make sure all classrooms'are in use during the peak
daytime hours with minimum usage during nighttime hours. In addition,

the operating schedules of special learning f cilities in respective
departments (e.g., laboratories, resource ro ms, *etc.), have been
shortened so as to give students ample acces to these facilities but
yet curtail the use of fuel as much as possib e. New buildings (completed
and under construction) now conform to the l est energy-conservation
building codes with alternative fuels being used as their source of energy
(e.g., heat pumps, passive solar heating, or wind power).. As a result
of the above measures, ASU haS become more attractive to state and federal
granting agencies and has been awarded several grants and other funds in
the area of energy production and conservation.

Another area which has been changed to minimize fuel consumption during
the winter months is the rearrangement of the academic calendar. Reading
days and semester breaks have been eliminated, and the beginning of the
spring semester has been moved back to mid-February.

As a result of the above and other measures taken by the separate
departments to conserve all types of resources, one can clearly observe
an increased amount of interactton and communication between faculty and
higheradmtliistration with resp'ect to budget matters. No department
wants to lose money that has been allocated to it. Thus one sees each
department becoming more accountable for monies it has spent or is

/ planhing to spend. In sum, ASU s certainly serious about rigorously
pursuing a program of conservation in all respects, thus rapidly becoming
a model consumer and conservator regional energy and material resources.

Scenario'B: The objective was not und rtaken'.

Because ASU is lacking in a program of conservation of resources, there is
grew concern bs to whether this institution will continue to be solvent
aliran attractive institution to both faculty and students. Some of the
disturbing results one sees because of this lac* of planning and foresight
are:

I. With the increase of fuel costs and the dwindling supply of new
money, it has been difficult forpthe university to stay within
its proposed annual budgets. Fuel costs are sapping more and
more of the annual budget.

2. As a result of the above, one sees a more objective and critical
exaMination of exigting programs and faculty. Funds for growing
programs are declining, with funds for declining p'rograms being
nonexistent.

3. In addition, students are having to bear an even greater proportion
of the costs of their education An oirder to meet rising costs, thus
affecting the ability of some students to attend ASU. As a result,
the enrollment at ASU is declining 44.1,.the range of diversity
within the student body has narrowed.

4 ;
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4. With the\decline in enrollment, few new faculty members have
been hired to replace retired faculty members, few new positions
have beei granted, many part-time positions have been el-iminated,
and some

1

educational prqgrams have been cancelled owing to lack
of studepts.

5.
.

New buildings do not conform to the latest energy-conservation
building codes qr use alternative sources of fuel. The,new
buildings are not much mine efficient than the older ones.

Thus, the f ture of/ASU is certilnly insedure and is possibly heading
toward bank uptcy. One can safely say that ASU at this point in time
is not a mo el consumer and/or conservator of regional energy and
material re o ces.

Financial Rest rces The University will pursue a policy of reallocating
iesources ratNer than expecting funding for all new projects.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Owing'to the university's coliprehensive policy of reallocation of existing
tesources, there have been noticeable-changes in the structure and operation
of Appalachian State University. With respect to monetary matters, ASU
administrators, have been able to stay within the predicted budget guidelines
and, more specifically, the increasing fuel budget has been met owing to
the reallocaEion of funds.

With regard to the development of educational programs, decliAing progiaml
have been deleted with their monies being reallocated to growing programs
(e.g., the adult-oriented programs which are geared to the growing student
population over 22 years of age). Other reallocated funds have been used
for the assistance of the elderly attending ASU (e.g., Elderhostel program),
preschool care centers for working mothers attending ASU, the increased
number of ethnic minorities attending ASU, women's athletic programs, special
programs for learning disabled students, and remedial educational programs.
As a result of these changes in programs and the reallocation of funds,
one definite,ly sees more interaction and discussion among faculty members
pd between faculty and administrators about the definition of "a high .

quality program" at ASU. These discussions have been fueled by the
competing demands from traditional programs, developmental programs, and

i

vocational programs for the available financial resources.

Another significant change is the drastic curtailment of faculty off-campus
travel. The result of this curtailment is more money for programs (such as
the above) which are needed to attract 0 larger and more diversified student
body. lo compensate for the reduction in off-campus courses, there has
been a shift to broadcast facilities and correspondence courses.

ln sum, the face of ASU has chged owing to the reallocation of resources,
but these changes have been deemed necessary so as to preserve thelisecurity
of the institution
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SV
nario'B: the objective was not undertaken.

Since ASU lacks.a policy regarding reallocation of resources, the future
of the university, and more specifically the financial solvency of the
university, is in jeopardy. Annually the anxiety of ASU higher admin-
istrators grows with the hople that the unfkersity.*will receive at least

enough funds in each new annual budget to cover existing programs. The

instigation of new programs (e.g., programs for the elderly, preschool
centers for working ASU motherS", programs for minorities, women's
athletic programs,.special programs for the disabled learner, remedial
educational programs) has been impossible during the last few years
owing to the la k of projected funds which ASU has not received, and
the upcoming yea show no more promise.

Owing to this unpredictability of the annPal- budget, the lack of other
resources, and spiraling energy costs, non-energy related budget items
(e.g., faculty services, student services, projected capital needs).
have been receiving significantly less attention. In addition, there
has been a reduction in the number of administrators and faculty (with
no new positions being added), thus reducing the number and kinds of

S.-1. course.offerings. if ASU continues in the same manrer, across-the-
- board salary cuts may even be deemed necessary. The university's,.

administration must soon reali z,.. that dependence on the annually awarded
,

budget is not wise, tha,t financial priorities must be dealt with, and
that reaLlocat'lion of funds from unproductive and unnecessary areas of !

the university to needed and prOductive areas must be made in order
to ensure the productim.ity and solvency of this university.

\ , \
Financial Resources IV: The universUy will plan to seek funds for
"investment" (Or multiplier) purposes, wherein a definite "payback"
would be achieved.

\
Al

\

Scenario A: Tfie objective has been achieved:

\
The university has been able to establish and maintain programs beyond
what the legislatpre can support. vEndowed professorships b ng national
and international authorities on to the faculty. Endowmen also upple-

\
s s

ment salaries and provide support for research, publicatio , etc. By
\ . 9

tapping business and Industry, and by convincing those sectors that investing
in Appalachian Stat University can provide a pay-off to them, the university
also attracts studen\s interested in those industries. Endowments are used
for scholarships and help create programs related to global affairs and
international relations. By demonstrating that it is alert to changing
trends,.the universityinduces public and private institutions to provide
funds to support research and program.development at ASU.

\

However,.there is some Foncern that over-dependence on grants may create
a boom-and-bust scenario. There is time lost from the classroom fur those
faculty who go out in the search for funds. Moreover, the small private
contributor seems to be losing out in importance; destroying a vital human
element in the school's development. ..

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Since the legislature is no longer able to fund the complete prugram, the
university is declining from lack of funds - if not from lack of students.



Financial Resources V: The university will strive to assure an adequate
level of funding by maintaining a high level of student enrollment while
encouraging more diversity and excellence within the student body.

Within Objective V there seem'to,be three separate objectiVes which are

as follows.: 1) to maintain a high level of student enrollment; 2) to

attract a di.erse student body; 3) to attract academically excellent students.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

1) Having maintained a high level of enrollment, the university is able
to continue to offer its present services and to expand and develop as

necessary. Because funding is based on FTE'enro'llment, a high level of
enrollment assures continued growth in the faculty. Curricula within
the departments develop and diversify with adequately staffed departments.
Cont.inual construction and renovation of physical facilities is also
possible. Resident halls and classrooms are being used to maximum
capacities and other student Jupport facilities remain viable.

2) The attraction of a diverse student body from other regions of the
countwand from foreign count,ries has been beneficial to the total learning
experience for students and facmlty alike. The exposure to different
cultures, perceptions, ideas, and religions of international students is
an especially valuable experience for.ASU's Rative students. With more
students from other states, North Carolina students learn more about the
entire couiftry both in and out of the classroom. A large influx of foreign
Students has required additional staff and services. From the actual
admission, process to meeting the curricular, housing, and language needs
of the foreign student, the university has committed more time and money
than is required for native students. With present state regulations
(allowing a maximum of 157. outofstate enrollment), ASU can only hope to
increase its outofstate enrollment by about 600 students.

3) ASU has derived many benefits from its policy of recruiting academicallY
talented students. Students learn a great deal from each other, and being
surrounded by good students has improved the educational experience for all
students. Faculty are increasingly stimulated by bright students and are
pressed to do their best to challenge the students. Morale has improved
noticeably. The fact that ASU has good students is encouraging other good
students to apply and helps to ensure continued achievement of the goal of
high enrollment.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

1) Having failed to maintain its enrollments, ASU now finds that when
faculty leave or retire, in many cases they cannot be replaced. Some
nontenured faculty canntt be rehired. Academic programs and curricular
offering§chave been narrowed. Necessary repairs and renovations of older
'buildings are neglected without adequate staff or monies. New construction
is out of the question. Moreover, the necessary cutbacks in staff have
adversely affected the local economy.

2) Without the opportunity for exposure to different ways of Life, ASU
students' education is narrow. Their chance to grow and learn about other
ways of life is limited.
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3) Failure to attract excellenx students has had the effect of Making
ASU's good students feel unchallenged and they are beginning to traasfer

to other institutions. Faculty, too, are becoming demoralized.

Financial Resources VI: While keeping student fees as low as possible, the

university will pursue a policy of shifting gradually a, larger proPortion

of the financial burden of a college education to the person who will benefit

directly therefrom -- the student.

SeInario A: The objective Was been achieved.

Student fees have been raised, but university funds have become more

erratic, depending on enrollments. As costs rise relative to other
institutions, enrollments are tWreatened, leading to acceptance of
marginal students as ASU's traditional students attegd oth,u- institutions.
Students' appreciation of their education does increase as its cost

Aescalates. 0

i'rograms which do not appeal to large numbers of students camot pay

their way. Consequently, the uniNersity is considering the discontinuance

of several programs. Fees for supplies in high cost disLiplines (Wemistry)
have discouraged students from majoring in thoie areas.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Society seems willing to finance institutions for only a small subsct of

society. Thus, ASU finds itself short of funds and must cut back services.
Students' interest in education seems to be eroding.

1

The university must decide whether to shift scarce funds to high cost

areas or to cut back programs in these disciplines.

.r
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stitutional Sector: FACULTY

Faculty I(A): Appalachian State University will make every ettort to
continue to maintain a quality faculty with varied talents and haLkgrounds,

-Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

As a result of caretul 'curriculum reviews in every depar)tment, unnecessary
'courses have been deleted from the catalog. This allows eaph department
to offer certain courses on a more or less regular basis utilizing the
special expertise and interests of every faculty member. Through the
Center for Instructional Development and.its Faculty Development Fund,
faculty members can attend,a variety of training events in the areas of
research, leadership, and- training. Interdisciplinary teaching is en
couraged and procedures for faculty work loads have been developed to
allow expanded use of team teaching techniques. Watauga College and
the deneral College still continue to be more interdisciplinary Ehan
other units, but curriculum studies continue and avenues to consolidate
basic courses in several fields are availabte, Departmental lines are
less.pronounced and many faculty members cros over department lines to
teach courses related to their area Of expertise. The trend toward more,
smaller departments seems to have reversed and the trend is now toward
larger groupings (divisions) within.the several colleges.

With regard tu sala*ies, the university continues to have prublditis with
"supply and demaild" situations, and some faculty members continue ku have
higher salaries because of a lack of available personnel in those fields.
Efforts continue to hire more black faculty members, although the low
percentage of blacks in the area continues to discourage those interviewing
for positions. One major breakthrough has occurred, and women faculty
members, where comparisons are possible (e.g., similar backgtound, ex
periehce, etc.), are now paid the same as their male counterparts.

Scenario B: The objective was hot undertaken.

Because of rigid departmentalization and uncontrolled course duplication,
course options are reduced and course offerings are generally,fewer in
number. Faculty size is constant, but the opportunity is reduced for
faculty members to teach those very, special courses they enjoy.. By

maintaining, but not expanding, the funding and opportunities for pro
fessional growth (inflation taking its toll), faculty expertlse and
effectivèness are reduced. Although the university is "maintained,".
there is less enthusiasm, lowered morale, and a general state of stag
nation seems to exist. -Hiring efforts are maintained, but the general
state of affairs works against good faculty recruitment. Student enrollment

goes down and the retrenc' nent that the pessimists expect anyway finally

octurs.

Summary: The difference between these scenarios is, generally, the
utilization Of resources, both human and financial. It is true that more

.money As needed, not just to offset infl'ation, but to overcome it. More

important ts the way we utilize whatever we have,. Departmental maintenance
budgets are not enough. We must have instructional and faculty development
funds. We must have money to pay expenses of neW faculty coming for inter
views. If such a choice must be made, we sfiould invest more in people than
in things. And we must utilize better tOan ever the people and the things
that we have.
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, Faculty i(B): A§U will make e,ve'ry effort to encourage mean,ingful and

necessary reseaiCh and publication efforts by faculty.

'Scenario Aj The objective has been achieved.

The amount and quality of research are major criteria in the evaluation
of a faculty member in terms of promotion, tenure, and merit pay. New
faculty at ASU are more researchor4ented, since their potential for
ritsearch and.publication weighs heavily An the iWitial decision on A
whether or not they are hirtd.

There has been some resistance from those faculty members who have seen
their primary goal as teaching. Some have begun research when its
importance to their career bekhame obvious. Many, though, feel isolated
wieh the university's change in emphasEs. A stress on research in
tazulty evaluation poses problems of fairness. Vakiations among the
disciplines have led to uncerFainty about standards co measure quantity
and quality; hence, there arestill differing,points of view about
stand*rds which are fair to all departments.

Alettough research is emphasized, it is prima.rily applied- research which
is encouraged because ASU is a "regional university." This type ot research
is also more likely to be funded. Facul'ty mho have pursued "theoretical"
research cohtinue to find some encouragement,,but potential new lacuity,
with a strong theoretical interest are less attracted to ASU.

The impact on the quality of teaching is mixed. Some faculty engaged in_
research are more uptodate in their field and more enthusiastic; stme
communicIte thi knowledge and interest to their students, especially
those in upper level classes. 'Others, as members of "research teams"
composed of a faculty member and graduate assistants, are making research
more visible. The graduate assistants aid in research projects while,
acquiring research methodology. In some instances, teaching assistants
in introductory courses have been inadequately prepared, and the quality
of teachfng has declined. In other cases, taculty members have devoted
an inordinate amount octime and energy to research and permitted the

oquality of teaching to suffer.

Scenario B: The objective was noL undertaken.

Since ASU has not developed universitywide procedures to promote research
and publication, the climate for ;these activities is somewhat sterile. ,Thei

quantity of publishing Fias decliaed and the faculty, generally, work with
their d,aily teaching schedule and Little else. Those who do research only
for job\advancement have little real interest and produce results of dubious
quality; Those pursuing research are on their own in many respects and
continue to find little help in terms of released time, travel funds, and
aid in the typing of manuscripts. It is primarily up co the faculty member
himself/herself to create an en.ironment in which to carry on. This may
be positive in terms of individual faculty initiative, but demoralizing
overall.

Those who see their role here as primarily a teaching one are Loncent to
devote most of their resources to this end. New faculty, not oiiented
to research, are favorably inclined to join ASU. Those inclined to active
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research may well decide a different academic envirOnment is more kAlliducive'

to their pursuits. With lesS research occurring and no released time,
faculty are still teaching more courses and havemore time to devote tu
class *preparation, although it seems many have settled in to the complacent

life and are conterkt to teach what was rather than What could be. Faculty

members have additional time for personal pursuits. Wkiiie these may be

worthwhile, their activities do little to enhance the frontiers of knowledge

in higher education.

Faculty 1(C): ASU will contimue to encourage faculty to make important

contributions to the.community and region.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

By providing monetary incentives, granting released tlime and off-campus,

assignmentt, And,supporting community and regionally-based programs, ASU
has become a major.resource in the region as its faculty is involved in-
providing services and innovations to satisfy essential human needs-and
the university serves as a major force for soctzl improvement. The attain-

.
ment of this.goal has made the university,an integral.part of the regional
community,4increased.its financial grants and support from local goverv-
ment and individuals, increased the enrollment of students fr'om,local high
schools,.and contributed to a significant imVrovement in the quality of'

life in <the region as better social services are Made available. This.

has also served to lessen the traditional town/gown antipathies and has
resulted in an expansion of off-campus programp and cultural activities.
it tlas lessened the impact Of local communety colleges. However, the
attainment of these goals has had some deleterious tffects as faculty and
other resources devot.ed to maintaining these programs have reduced the
support available for teaching, research, and publications. There is
also a sense that the university has wasted resources auplicating or
replacing services provided by extant irkstitutions, e.g. local churches,
volunteer organizations, etc.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.
-

The university has decreased its support for community and regional
activities, and consequently its force for social improvement has been
dissipated as its resources are directed elsp.where. The amount of
cultural programs and service activities has decreased to a Oegree, but
other agencie's are replacing ASU's services and leadership,in some of
these areas. While there Is a slightly'smaller enrollment of local
students and a degrease in funding from local and regional agencies,
individual initiative by faculty memhip has limited this and some
degree of significant ASI influence continues despite the with4rawal
of ASU's institutional s j)ort. The absence of university support for
local activi,ties allows Allf to promote "traditional"'upiversity goals
such as teaching and schola'rship, and internal institutional service has
become more significant in ihe university reWard sys,tem.
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Faculty I(D): ASU will make'every effort to see that faculty are on the
cutting edge of their disciplines as well 3s broadly knowledgeable about
concerns of society and their solutions.

Scenario A: The objective has been achipved.

Though there is still a tendency to equate a narrow definition of research
and the publication of papers with a professionally active and growing
faculty, this definitton has.expanded and grown. It recognizes that the
quality of the faculty is perhaps the university's most important resource.
Further it is seen that faculty welI-being involves a mix of at least
three important factors -- the intellectual, emotional, andphysical. In

this rega-4, intellectual productivity is viewed as an outcome that is
dependent upon_the process that proceeds it.

A climate has been carefully developed within the institution which serves
to foster and promote those processes that contribute to faculty produc-/

/7 tivity. Support for the intellectual factor is still the more widely
supported and accepted. The Center for Instructional Development has a
larger budget and staff. It also serves as the focal point for the funding
of a broad range of research and other creative activities. .0ne example
of this expanded view is the support now gimen to faculty for their
leadership roles in state and national professional organizations, In

all departMents allotments for faculty travel to workshops, conferences,
etc., have been increased and are used at the discretion of the individuad
facility member. Sabbaticals, after seven years of service, are common
though not available to, nor even desired by, all faculty.

Within the area of emotional factors, some institutional progress has
bee" made. A full-time counselor is employed by the university. This
person deals with faculty matters related Lu the prevention and treatment
of psychological issues that interfere with faculty productivity. These
include issues of burnout, stress, substance abuse, marital problems,
career/development cr!ses, etc. This service receives mixed reviews from
the faculty. Those that have utilized the service readily praise Its
usefulness, while others remain very skeptical.

In spite of mounting evidence showing the relationship between physical
well-being and the total health of an individual, the institution's efforts
in this area have met with a lukewarm reception on the part of faculty.

Nevertheless, age-appropriate intramural activities, individual fitness
programs, and physical facilities for these activities have been instituted
and supported by the administration.

Scenario B! The objective was not undertaken.

The administration and A majority of faculty continue to give lip service
to the concept of faculty growth and development_. However, in truth, a
combination of internal and external factors have reduced to a mere
skeleton those substantive aspects which would serve to make the goal
more than a hollow boast.

Owini to the national economic picture, the faculty is very conerlied
about job security. There is little turnover or "new blood" entering the
university. Under the argument of "equal treatment for all" and following
the befief that "merit" cannot be defined, a system of steps and time-in-
grade has been adopted for the distribution of any salary increases.

50
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Individual travel funds for attending conferences:workshops, etc.,

have, like the sabbatical, gone the way of the horseless carriage.
The sensational expose of irrelevant and unnecessary travel on the part
of several state officials coupled with a taxpayers' revolt and the
general apathy on the part of faculty and other administrative officials
within the university community have served to contribute to this situation.

Within the university itself, the Center for instruttional Development has

been eliminated. lt was a frill that was dropped from the budget in view

of the fact that some felt it only served the few and never the many.

Likewise, new programming and the addition of new courses are di_scouraged.
This reflects the unspoken fear of changing the status quo or rocking the

boat. It is supported by a complicated series of bureaucratic steps and
justifying reports that must be completed before any programmatic changes
can be made. Thdse steps are so difficult to complete (includes cOmplete
surveys, statistical analysis of feasibility, etc.),that they preclude

most attempts at change. This process is also assumed to prevent the
addition of any academically questionable programs or courses to thie

currieulum and is a mainstay in,maintaining academic integrity.

IMSf
,

Furthermore, it has become increasingly ''.1ear that it is the responsibility

of the individual faculty member to continue to grow and develop. The

inseitution's role in this process has bei'en over-exaggerated in the past

and the ',:urrent situation reflects a better balance of institutional and

individual needs.

Faculy II(A.1): Appalachian State University will make ,ontingency plans
tor approprLate faculty responsiveness to changes in student population ever

the next decade.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The campus looks very different in 1990, as the focus is now upon inter-

generational learning opportunities. Courses offered for credit and
degree-seeking students have been opened up to lifelong learners who are

. seeking knowledge for nontraditional academic goals. Classes often have

modular structures, and the student population is not constant for a
semester-long period, as interested persons move in and out of requisite

units of study. While these students are often in their 40's, 50's, or
bU's, they are motivated and sincere participants in the learning process
and bring a new dimension to the Llasstoom -- that of prior experience,
perhaps applied knowledge of related topies that can either direaten or

support and enrich the professorial role. There is an in,reased interest in ,

the liberal arts courses and in the general knowledge le/els of the s,iences

as they apply to new discoveries and difficulties of everyday lire. in the

decades ahead.

The faculty have the option of increasing their knowledge of strategies
for effective work with mature adults. An intergeneracional classroom

does not Lend itself to traditional pedagogical approaches for youth.
Lt requires more skill in group processing, peer interactions, and ad hoc

management of topics. Faculty experienced with Elderhostel students took

the lead in establishing an ongoing series of workshops and clinics, for

which activities faculty members were released one-quarter time for one

semes,ter to upgrade their skills.

5
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The student services now include an expanded type of counseling and
medical consultation for more mature students. Dormitory life is
changed, because there are fewer full-time resident students and more
'transients and Iamily units needing shelter and food services.

At the same time, off-campus programs have expanded dramatically.
Professorial teaching loads are cognizant of the time and effort required
to teach external clusters and individual courses. The on-campus credit
requirements ^have been made more flexible. Off-campus enrollments now
amount to nearly 50-. of the total. Rigorous academic standards are
maintained for these off-campus offerings.

Scenario The objective was not undertaken.

No adjustments were made to -reflect the population demographics Cur higher
education in the 1980s. As a result, all dormitories but one are closed.
The total number of faculty has been reduced in commensurate fashion.
Course offerings are extremely limited, and each faculty member is
required to teach the equivalent of 21 semester hours per term. This
leaves absolutely no time for off-campus extension or cluster work. The
Community Services unit has been abolished. The General Assembly is
considering-elimination of three campuses in the consolidated university
system, and ASU is one of six such campuses being evaluated by the
General Administrative staff. A report and recommendations are being
submitted at the next session of the General Assembly. Summer school
is no longer held.

Faculty fl(A.2): In view of the growing propensity tor litigation, ASU will
provide procedures and safeguards for the protection of the lacJilty.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The faculty of ASU is now provided with full liability insurance coverage
for obligations incurred as a result of litigation against them arising
from job-related functions and for payment of legal fees in defense of
that litigation. ASU also offers its faculty-complete and diverse in-
service programs regarding the legal implications of, and responsibilities
for,.faculty performance.

Because we live in a litigious world, necessity today demands that most
professionals procure malpractice insurance. The liability insurance
policies provided by the university which assure faculty of payment of
any judgment rendered against them arising from job-related functions,
the North Carolina statute which provides for legal counsel tor the faculty,

:and the in-service programs designed as preventive measures fully cover that
present-day demand. The policies and programs further provide an added
incentive and.fringe benefit to both faculty and _he -university since such
prote,tion is an inducement to academic freedom and tó freedom from concern
about litigation expenses and thus an inducement to retention of capable
and qualified faculty. At the,same time, such coverage is not intended to
constitute encouragement by implication of recklessness that might result
in negligence, nor of lack of care for the student's right to privacy,
equality, and personal and civil rights.
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The inservice programs (seminars, lectures, and memoranda) conducted by
various legal staff on the campus educate the faculty as to the areas of
misfeasance, malfeasance, and nonfeasance in which they might be held
legally responsible and serve as well to forewarn them of possible legal
pitfalls ,so as to minimize the instances wherein the provisions of the
liability policies and the statute have to be utilized. Noting the im
possibility of contemplating every possible type of litigation teachers

, might be subject to, the general areas of (1) negligence (tort), such as
- accidents in the chemistry'or biology laboratories, athletics, or in

industrial education and technical work, (2) libel and slander in the
clasroom, (3) invasion.of privacy, (4) violation of copyright laws, and
(5) denial of equal tights and opportunities and violations of civil
and personal rights are the most likely to be encountered.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The university has continued the partial liability coverage of the l970s.
It provides inservice programs for faculty concerning the legal impli
cations of, and responsibilities for, faculty performance. The liability
insurance policy includes the payment of any judgment against faculty on
limited or specific subject matters arising irom wrongful conduct by
faculty member within the course and scope of his/her employment except
for (1) acts of fraud, dishonesty or illegality, (2) bodily injury or
property damage, (3) false arrest, assau.it and baxtery, malicious prose
cution, defamation, wrongful entry or evictjon, and (4) healthcare
malpractice by licensed or certified professionals. It does not cover
payment for legal expenses. However, North Carolina statutes inClude
a provision (C.S. 143-300.3) for the defense of any employee or former
employee; therefore, the failure of the liability policy to include
payment of legal fees is immaterial.

Moreover, the university offers faculty a group program of liability
insurance which does cover the first three exceptions enumerated above,
up to a limit of $300,000 per person for bodily injury and $50,000 for
property damage at a nominal fee of $2.70 per annum tor the majority of
teachers and at $8.20_per annum for those in highrisk categories, e.g.,
laboratory, Athletics, etc., which policy also includes payment of defense
expenses. In additions each faculty member is covered by a separate
liability policy for both bodily injury and destruction of property
incident to his/her operation of a stateowned vehicle in the performance
of his/her official duties.

The rejection of'the full libiIity policy for faculty members was therefore
of little significance in view of the N.C. statutory provisions for payment
of legal counsel fees and the policy substituted therefor, plus the group
policy available at a nominal cost.

_aa
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Faculty 11(B.1): ASU will hold on to its spectal heritage of knowledge

while responding to the multiplicity of society's concerns. Since the

faculty are the primary interpreters and purveyors of this heritage,
their views should be strongly considered in the setting of goals and

policies.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

ASU continues its heritage of knowledge by emphasizing the liberal arcs.
The administration and faculty feel that it is important to instill a .

-respect for knowledge per se in students rather than'tq provide purely

careeroriented training. While certain fields require specialized
knowledge, and skills, a minimum pool of general knowletlge is essential ,

for all disciplines. As technology creates more specealized employment,
it is more important than ever for some members of the population to have
a general education allowing them to cross lines to other employment

opportunities. Society needs citizens with a background of understanding
and general knowledge which will allow them to formulate broad goals for
so.ciety, drawing from many technlcal areas. By securing the best available
faculty from varying backgrounds and experiences and by giving the faculty
a voice in setting goals and policies, the herttage of general knowledge
has continued through the 1980s.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

ASU has departed from its heritage of a general education and now

emphasizes highly specialized education. While the demand for highly
specialized education is great and admirable, this approach is in
opposition to.ASU's statement of purpose. 1161-WeVer, pressures 1,rom .

sources such as the General Administration and branches of local, state,
and the federal government have pressured the university to place a much
stronger emphasis on highly technical and careeroriented education.
Since ASU could not endure the financial strain demanded by highly special
ized programs with its level of funding, the university has had to sacrifice
the quality of its established heritage for one of questionable need for

our region:

Faculty TI(8.2): Appa.lachian State University will strive to build a
basis for mutual respect and understanding in order to prevent severe
conLrontations between the university and society as.a whole.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The university has sought to assert its role as a force promoting the
physical, intellectual, and aesthetic betterment of mankind. This is

achieved through faculty and untversity involvement and support for local
chapters of national ,or3anizations whicti promote these objectives. This,

serves to enrich and diversify the social, cultural, and political life
of the university, and, to a small degree, increase its impact and make
tangible contributions to some' aspects of progress in the region, state,
and the broader society of which the university is a part. This has made

J
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ASU more appealing to students,and faculty, has promoted harmony with
the mainstream of society, and lessened ASU's provincialism. But it
has also created turbulence with elements'in local, regional, and slate
communities, decreasing support given by local students, agencies, and
alumni, and increasing the possibilities of more town/gown conflicts.

The results attained from the achievement of this goal are understood
to be heavily influenced by the type of activities and groups which are
supported,' the degree to which they are perceived as "radical" by the
local community, and the amount of institutional support prOvided.

Scenario 11'---the objective was not undertaken.

,

The university has declined to assert leadership in the promotion of the
general area of human welfare. ConseqUently,,it risks becoming more
provincial, mundane, vocationally-oriented, and less appealing to students,
faculty, and foundations. While individual initiatives from students,
faculty, and regional agencies continue to support some activities, a

4,. greater degree of discordance between the institution and society has
developed. This has increased the generation gap between students and
faculty, inhibited dialogue throughout the university, and increased
tensi ns to the extent that unionization has become more appealing to

)some acuity members. However, this ,refusal to become involved in social
issues has had a salutary effect on the university's relationship with
groups and agencies in the xegion and his made ASU more appealing (a:,
a shelter or haven from societal problems) to lo l students.

Faculty 11(3.3): ASU will encourage and preserve in die faculty 'those
ethical values necessary to the protection of individual rights and the
fostering of individual responsibility.

Scenario A: The objctive has been achieved.

The goal of a liberal education is to expand one's intellectual curiosity.
Maintaining and reinforcing an appreciation of ethical and aesthetic values,
aids the student in producing a personal code for decision-making through
an awareness of value choices beyond self. Faculty members project value
choices to the student within and outside of the classroom. Maintaining
high standards and expressing this formally as an objective of the univer-
sity placed a burden on the faculty, while promoting a more creative and
responsible faculty-student environment in which to search for truth --
the ultimate pursvit of the liberal education. As faculty seriously.
assumed this responsibility, it became more evident to students that the
ramifications of one's decisions go far beyond an indiVidual's immediate
self-satisfaction. Future technological, political, financial, legal,
and professional.choices are 'seen to hinge upon whether one will exploit
a's'ituation for personal gain or observe a broader scope of accountability
to others. However, faculty have emphasized thato if the university pro-,

fesses high standards and yet the administration and support services are
not also held to these, the objective rings hollow.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The university did not formally encourage in the faculty a set of ethixal
values necessary for the protection of individual faculty-student rights

a
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and the fostering of individual responsibilIty. More and more we seem

to educate students to become knowledgeable opportunists who know the

price of everything and the value of nothing. The university increasingly

focuses on technical and scientific competence to meet the pefceived

societal needs for Specialized and professioval skills. This narrow

interest neglects the development of a social conscience.sensitized

to the appreciation of ethical and aesthetic values. Consequently, the

university continues to forfeit its moral authority and credibility as

a center of liberal arts education.

Faculti. 111(A): The university will sharpen the process to measure and
evaluate the effectiveness of the faculty in an effort to keep the faculty

professionally alive.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.
. .

there iiready existed an established process for faculty development and

funds lor workshops. In an effort to achieve this objective, the'funds

were increased and there was greater encouragement on all levels for

faculty seeking to sharpen or expand teaching skills and knowledge.
Faculty members are now granted released time for research and creative
activity during a given semester. More money has become availal,?le in'

this area, as well as additional funds for faculty research grants and

summer research grants available throUgh the Graduate School and the

University Research Committee. There is gieater acknowledgemeiat of those

receiving grants and a systematic evaluation of the work prod4ced by

these facultT. The university is considering whether to publish those

articles written as a result of such research money.

The evaluation of the faculty is now a clearly prescribed process involving

several areas of the university -- students, peers, chairpersons, and deans.

Faculty are advised of the results of the eValuation and counseled with

0 regard to their needs academically and/or professionally. Faculty are

then encouraged to seek further training,or to become involved in curriculum

development projects to freshen teaching methods. There is great encourage-

ment to seek this kind of help and it is not solely the responsibility "of

the faculty member to initiate it. There is a more careful evaluation of

faculty during the process of consideration for tenure and faculty who
have not shown..improvement in weak areas are not offered tenure. Tenurea

faculty are also strongly urged to continue to study and refine teaching

skills.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

With mohey already available for acuity research and creative activity0

it was felt that no further suppor or encouragement for these activities

. 1 .. was necessary. Wttli, escalating co el, it is now difficult to do projects

with the limited funds available id faculty are discouraged from applying

by the competition for few awardd. Theicost for workshops, seminars, and

classes has made -jyt: very difficult for faculty to pamicipate without

, syestantial financial aid, and it is very difficult to encourage faculty

to retpol*,to meet their changing disciplines.
. ,

4

The existing haphazard method of faculty evaluation has continued into the
:

.

180s and this provioes
.

some basis for decisions regarding tenure and pro-
,

, motion. However, .there are faculty who are tenured despite weaknesses in

01e, classroom ahd in.overall productivity. There is also an increase of
tenured faculty who"till to continue to grow and innovate and who produce

little research or,creative aotivity.
Gi.
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The university will avoid potential full-time4part-time

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

ASU has avoided this conflict by meeting its obligations to the students

\with primarily full-time faculty. While utilization of part-time employees

'Ikas been beneficial in certain situations, it has been used successfully

on a limited basis only. The legislature has funded permanent employees

which has allowed for slow, stable,growth. There has been no lowering

of morale due to the unrealistic demands of increased productivity by
either the legislature or administration. The university and state have

maintained an attitude that job security and morale are of paramount

importance tthe faculty.

Scenario B: The Objective was not undertaken.

ASU has Moved into an area of possible conflict and dissention by handling
growth and increased enrollment with the hiring of part-time rather than

permanent faculty. As the Watauga County area continues to grow, the pool
of highly qualified persons who will teach on a part-time basis Increases.

Since the public demands an increasing accountabilitx for public funds,
the tendency is to fill positions with part-time emptoyees whose salaries
and fringe benefits are not as castly as those of full-time faculty.
While p,.-time employees accept jobs with the understanding that when
the demand for their services no longer exists, their employment will
terminate, their mere presence and availability remove the bargaining

power ot permanent faculty for increased.job security and benefits. Thui,

morale problems exist within some departments.

In addition to monetary and security issues, the role of part-time fpculty

in the departmental process is unclear. Should part7time faculty have
equal voices in curriculum planning, as well as in directions the department

will take? While many of these part-time persons are of very high quality,
not all of them have the same long-term interest in the department's and
university's well-being- as do.permanent employees.

Faculty IV(A): In view of a declining real wage for most sections of the
population, including faculty members, the university will strive to hold
faculty loss in real income to an amount no more than the national average
and will strive to increase "indirect" means of compensation.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The university has been able to establish substantial fringe benefits
which compensate fpr the loss in real income.ta the faculty. The,

university has also been able to increase faculty salaries to a buying
power equivalent to the other schoo.ls in the system and has heLd the.loss
in real income to no more than the national average.

By raising salaries to a level competitive with other universities fn the
system, ASU is able to attract and retain quality faculty'and maintain a
high Jevel of academic performance. The fringe benefits in increased
insurance payments, tuition waivers for faculty childrew in other schools

in the system, and the sabbatical leave help offset the losses in real
4

income and help encourage renewed study and researCh.

6
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Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The university continues as it has with salaries not as high as other
schools in the system and raises not meeting the rate of inflation.
Fringe benefits continue as they are, with the off-campus scholarly
assignment possible, but no sabbatical leaves.

The university is able to retain a high quality faculty-attracted by
the environment and by the lower cost of living. HOwever, ASU is not
competitive in salaries with the larger schools in die systdm and will
never have the research faculty that Chapel Hill has. More faculty will

leave to return to business as the value of their salaries declines.
This will be-especially true in competitive areas such as the College
of Business. With fewer "indirect" means of compensation, there is
less encouragement of research and schOarly advancement, and increasing
insurance costs further deflate the dollar value of the salary. Without
substantial financial incentive, the quality of -the faculty shows sighs

that it may begin to decline.

Faculty IV(B): The university will strive to acquire and maintain the
best possible faculty in an era when resources are diminishing. In order

to do this, the university will make every effort to expend as much of its

budget as is possible on upgrading faculty salaries.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Lobbying efforts, in combination with the findings of several recent

court cases, have resulted in he ASU faculty now being paid on a par

with faculty in all of the 1.6 UNC campuses. The net effect of this

has been generally to raise salaries at ASU. Continued efforts to
redu.e the number of administrators being paid under faculty slots has

been successful. Hence more faculty funds are available for the teaching

faculty. In addition, fund-raising efforts through the private sector
have been notably successful and a fair'percentage of these monies has
been earmarked%for the establishment of endowed -hairs, etc. However,

in spite of these gains, the faculty in general remains unhappy 'about

the salary issue. This feeling is supported by statistics that continue
to show faculty members receiving lower salaries than other comparably
trained professionals who work in the private sectdr.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

in spite of attempts to the contrary, faculty salaries, at best, show
only modest gains. And when compared with the private sector or even
some of the other institutions within the UNC system, there is in fact

a real loss. Part of this is owing to the fat that the state legislature
has embarked oma program to widen the salary differentials between the
various institutions 'wtthin the UNC system. A glut of new Ph.D,s in most
disciplines keeps starting salaries low and diminishes the pressure to

raise Wary levels at the high9r ranks. Additionally, new federal ry-
gulations concerning services.that the university must provide to its
students has hindered any efforts on the part of the uni,;ersity to expand
the percentage of its resources that it can allocate to fpculty salaries.
Notwithstanding these factors, the faculty, while naturally not happy with
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the situation, i8 not unduly upset. Feelings of discontent have been

mollifidd in part by the modest salary increments that have been forth
coming. Recruitment of qualified.new faculty has been relatively un
hampered due to the number of new Ph.D.s and the paucity of uni*ersity

positions available. Furthermore, the reputation of ASU coupled with
its geographical location, etc., continues to offset the salary issue
and makes it an attractive place to prospective new faculty members. ,

Faculty V(A): ASU will strengthen and nurtttre the Faculty Assembly of
The University of North Carolina as an effective means of providing meaningful
and substantive faculty input to the President and his administration, tW

the Board of Governors, and to the State Legislature.

Scenario A: The objective has been ad'hieved.

The number of respresentatives of constituent institutions of The
University of North Carolina on the Faculty Assembly was formerly deter
mined by the number of fulltime faculty positions allocated to each
institution. Under this system, ASU had only three such delegates and
no rules or regulations were established for determining from which
college these three representatives should originat,e, resulting some
times in all three coming from only one college. Obviously, unless the
chairperson of ASU's delegation was familiar with the needs and desires
of all colleges, this situation could result in a state of nonrepresen
tation for one or more colleges as well as in the passage of certain
changes in policy or actual key.practices or policies without the know
ledge of the ASU facuLy as a whole. The Faculty Senate therefore issued
new regulations governing voting for sucli representatives to the effett
that each delegdte had to be from a different college, thus effecting
a more equitable distribution of delegates. SubsequentLy, the ASU
delegation was able to persuade the Faculty Assembly that representation
should-be based on the number of colleges rathel- than on fulltime
equivalency and ASU now has six r_epresentatives.

Sincs the Faculty Assembly is the voice of the university and, through
the President, advises the Board of Governors and the General Assembly,
it is vital- that more of the faculty be heard and that their contributions
be shared with ASU's delegates. Furthermore, it is iMportant that said

delegates keep the general faculty informed of the proceedings of the
Assembly. in this connection, Sec. II, par. 3, of the Faculty Assembly
Charter provides: "Each- institutional delegation to the Assembly shall
make available to the faculty of its institutiA the ofFicial minutes of
the proceedings of the Assembly, together with the written report of the
delegation." And the Bylaws of the Assembly provide, Sec. XLI B, Reports,
that "The delegation from each institution sharl submit to ics Eaculty...
an annual report of th pork of the Assembly...for submission to the
faculty concerned at its first. regular fall_meeting." The chairperson
of the ASU delegation advised that such reports would be submitted to the

. faculty in the.iature and that the faculty would be given more opportunity
to contribute to the decisionmaking processes ut the Faculty Assembly. A
yearly survey of faculty was instituted to measure the degree of satisr
faction with faculty input.

The improvement in repre;entation and in communiLation between the la'culty
and the Faculty Msembly delegates proved to _be of ineslimable value to
both the university and the faculty.
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Scenario B: The objective was not*undertaken.

Unfortunately, no change was effected in the' number and distributon
of representatives from ASU to the Faculty Assembly. The number iof

representatives remains at three. However, the fact that the Faculty
Senate issued new voting regulations to the effect that each assembly
delegate should come from a different college is scill a favora0e
outcome. With aggressive and thoughtful representation by the three
delegates, the failure fully to achieve the objective is not highly
significant since such representation is still beneficial to ASU.
Moreover, the better interchange between the general faculty And the
Faculty Assembly delegates assured by the Faculty Assembly Chairperson
offset somewhat the failure to gain additional delegates. However, ),

input from the faculty in general is not sought on key decisions made
at the Faculty Assembly. No yearly survey of faculty satiSfaction Witli
minimal faculty input (i.e., ,faculty delegates only) is provi pd for.
Faculty interest lags and the Faculty Assembly is not effecti te :., a

means of providing substantive faculty input on matters of unLl'ersity
wide import to the President, the General Administration, to tile Board
of Governors, and to the State Legislature. 1

I i

I I

Faculty V(B): ASU will continue and encourage the development of the
Faculty Senate as an effective voice in the governance oi ASU. ,

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

As the Faculty Senate continued to mature as an efficient and el\iective

voice in university affairs, the individual faculty member experienced
a heightening of his/her own cprisciousness about his/her owii contributions.

They increasingly see thLs body as that through which they can lice their
concerns and decisions.

Through the measures taken tp implement this objective, the senatOrs
beLame more sophisticated'in ways to gather opinions from facultytmembers.
The fact that the senate has continued to increase its strength a a

deliberative body (e.g. the retrenchment study of l979-80);encourages
faculty members to study the issues and contribute their iinput through
their representative senator. Because of aTrocedural defiberateness
that incorporates as many points of view as possible, the administrators
of the university take the advice of the Faculty Senate seriously.
Administrators increasingly consult the senate on a regular basis for
itslecommendations concerning decisions that affect -the ;life of tli,e

university. Newlyelected senators are enabled to make informed detcisions,
about university affairs because the Senate Committee oniWelfare and Morale,
has instituted a training program for new senators. Further, representative
senators serve as liaisons on university councils and coMmittees as1 vital
communication links between the senate and the university. An outvowth
of the soundness of the senate's operation is the impact of ASU f4lty
opinion upon the President, the General Administration, and the uNq Board
of Governors. During the Faculty Assembly meetings at Chapel Hill, the
Presint listens closely to the chairperson, of the ASV Faculty Senate
because that person represents an experienced and mature faculty body.

(.)
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Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

As the economic situation grew worse, the Faculty Senate worked to
consolidate procedural matters rather than develop changes necessary
to being an effrcient und effective voice in university affairs.
Strong and well-defined procedures still Protect the faculty's individual
and collective rights within the academic community, but faculty interest
in faculty governance has eroded. These procedures are usually respected
and even enhanced in cooperation with a good administration, especially
in a growing institution where good quality faculty are attracted. But
if capable administrators are hired away into more'llucrative positions
and a less adept administration replaces them, the result could be a less
democratfc institution. Strong procedural definitions permit concerned
faculty a means for controlling certain decisions or, at least, mitigating
voor or adverse administrative directives. During severe economic times
this guards against unscrupulous use of tenure termination. However, the
broader interest in university decision-making has suffered as narrow
"bread and butter" issues overshadow traditional-liberal arts concerns.

Since the Faculty Senate failed to accept respons6il'ity for making as
flexible and broad a procedural policy as possible by neglecting the
development of a training program for new senators in order for them
to make informed decisions on university affairs, and since representative
senators were not placed on university councils and Lommittees to increase
Lommunication and effective decision-making in university governance, the
strength of the faculty voices has diminished. Limited faculty input in
developing strong _procedural definitions fot the Faculty Handbook has
weakened tts effectiveness for future use. Faculty ihterest in the senate
as having an effective voice in university affairs has declined. Admin-
istrators no Fonger consult regularly with the senate for its opinion on
new matters requiring decisions since it is not.a voice representative
of the faculty as a whole.

Faculty V(C): The Faculty Senate will revise and refine the structure-
of.university committees.

. Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

With 11 unlversity committees serving the structure of the academic
community, a wide range of activities is represented. Approximately
one-fifth of the faculty members, together with their interests and
education, are contributing to the university community through the
outreach of these various committees. Those faculty members who might
be reluctant tb acceptjositions of major leadership responsibilities
can give the benefit of their insights through the coMmittee stru'cture.

The practice of review and revision initiated by the Taculty Senate
provides contiritlity and change forthe committeeotructure. It encourages
an overview of all of the committees to see that eaCh is functioning in
a valuable manner. If not, it can be omitted (as was the Educational
Development Committee). If the need for the committee is vital, the
review encourages a productive use of mechanical procedures such as
elect.ing a chairperson,the preceding spring semester. A .clear"chain
of Jmmand helps the committee to begin proMptly, at the beginning of
fall semester. If commitlee members are unclear as to their committee's

6
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direction, they are informed of their purpose and can establish a

procedure that will accomplish it. In this way, firm recommendations

are developed that are representative of diverse opinions. These are

shared with the appropriate administrators.

Wise'administrative officials incorporate"these suggestions into their

own thinking. In addition, they develop polacies that embody these

faculty recommendations. Heavy committee auignments for faculty are

pot encouraged by the administration. The Senate Committee on Committees,

charged with an annual review and possible revision of university com
mittees, continues its streamlining of university committee structure

at periodic fntervals.

Scenario )3: The objective was not undertaken.

Without provision for periodic review and revision of university
committees, the system works well only if a significant democratic

process is functioning. If the committees are not functioning in a

constructive manner, human factors can work havoc. For example, a

chairperson sensing potential power in the posirion chooses to exploit

it rather than assist in gathering information that iepresents differing

points of view. Or there is an opposite reaction. Administrative directives

are rubberstamped, expediting the committee's responsibilities but not

adequately representing faculty concerns. Dissension and angry complaints

result from situations such as these.

The legal authority of the committee's work is of increasing concern
economic conditions get tighte-. This was already the case in the 1970s

for committees involved with grievance procedures and academic freedom

and tenure questions. However, as accountability became more of an

issue, such committees as the Academic Policies and Procedures Committee
and.the Patent and Copyright Committee have also been affected.

The size of the committee influences its effectiveness, A- large committee-

does not allow group dynamics ta function fully; its working procedure

can become cumbersome and alienating to those possessing leadership skills

in group dynamics. A small committee where two cantankerous faculty members
continually square off against each other, even for the sake of argument,

can be destructive in building,i-constructive committee atmosphere.

However, because of the failure of the Faculty Senate Committee on
Committees to continue to review and refine the structureal_university
committees, it is difficult to correct such gituations. Consequently.

effective university governance is undermined.

6 a-
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Faculty V(b): There will be more interaction between the various unlvers.ity
councils and the Faculty Senate and faculty in general.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.
4

The various unillersity counCils have become more responsive to the faculty
in general by periodic reportse the facul;y aneby soliciting faculty
Opinions on impending decisions that affect them. A Faculty SeAator is
assigned to each council as a liaison between the Faculty Senate and the
respective council. 6ince the councils are appointed by the administrative
officer to whom they are responsible and to whom they-Feport, the need
was seen by the administration, the senate, and the faculty in,genera,1
for the councils to receive more faculty input and concerns. University
governance is increasingly a reality as'4the faculty as a whole has in
fluence on decisions and on which of its members, serve on the university
councils. Furthermore, a study of the various university councils by
the Administrative Cabinet and.the Senate Committee on Committees resulted
in a streamlining of them so that they perform vital functions necessary
to sound faculty organization and governance.

,

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The university councils rarely report to 'the faculty i ge eral. The
faCulty as a whole has little influence on whith bf it me ers serve
on these councils because the counci_ls are appointed administrativek,
officers. BecauseAA heavy committee aSSignments, the Facu ty Senate
is unable to assign a Faculty Senator to each council a a iaison between
the Faculty Senate and the respective council: The Admi i trative Cabinet
saw no pressing need to seek more faculty'input.in what it regards as
essentially administrative concerns. The Senate Committee on Committees.
was cOntent to restrict itself to university committees, in keeping with
the Faculty Senate Handbook. The various universitycounctls function
as usual, and no study is conducted to discern how vital and,necessary
a function each performs. Faculty ,interest in universitywide governance
declines as faculty members are content to delegate their voice via
the Faculty Senate.

t) 0
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Faculty V(E): ASU will establish an elected committee oT the faculty

to advise the Chancellor regarding retrenchment issues.

Scenario A: The objectbie has been achieved.

Consideration of a positive recruitment program has led to a somewhat

less severe student attrition rate than was anticipated in the early

1980s. By implementing a vigorous effort to serve nontraditional college

popu ons in the region through external degree offerings and establIsh

men of new ways to reflect FTEs, it has been possible to maintain almost

804 of previous enrollments.

in accordance with the RUPAC proposalS, terminat.on of tenured facul.ty,

wh2n such measures were considered owing to r ' .tion in number of programs

offered, has been kept to a minimum. There have been intensive efforts .

to retrain faculty where programs have been eliminated, and natural

attrition, through retirement, permanent disability, or Cleath, as well as

departure for new positions, has enabled the administration to retain

all but three tenured faculty. However, the faculty is quite static and

the median age far older than was formerly the case. The deans of the

several colleges have repeatedly urged the Chancellor to establish

strategies for faculty renewal through exchanges or temporary hires

of younger scholars.

Many faculty members dislike the saledules which require them to make

offcampus trips once or twice a week to teach threehour evening blocks.

They express concern about the lack of scholarly library support for

fieldbased students, especially at the upper division and gradute leve-ls.

Since students only need to earn 12 hours of resident campus credit for

a bachelor's degree now, there is no way to fill the dormitories.

On the other-hand, the adjustments in teaching load recommended by RUPAC

have enabled tenured faculty to pursue scholarly interests and do more,

publication than previously, leading tO increased respect for Appalachian

State University's academic delith.

A very few faculty members ha;re taken advantage of the early retirement

incentives. With Ole ever escalating costofliving indices, it is not

realistic for them to give up the, substantially better income they can earn

by teaching until. they reach age 70: As a resolt, the General Administration

at Chapel Hill is considering an acrosstheboard reduction in pay scale,

a plan which was recommended by the last session of the General Assembly

as an alternative to closure of three of the state system campuses. It

is an uneasy.time.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Severe cutbacks in state appropriations in the early 1980s caused the

Chancellor to abandon the RUPAC recommendations. At the direction of

-Chapel Hill., 17 campus programs were eliminated. The resulting litigation

by the AFT, which had nosed out AAUP in the unionizing that took place ity

1982, was injurious to faculty morale, campus finances, and recruitment

efforts. The efforts by AFT to reinstate faculty are stilt in the courts.

Student enrollment is only 500 FTEs. All classes are held in two build.ings,

and the campus is a ghost villdge of empty structures.

Ca
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Institutional Sector: LIBRARY

Library 1: Libnary holdings will increase to keep pace with increased
demands for additional,resources and to meet ACRL standards; a minimum
of 80 volumes per student (FTE) should be reached by 1990.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The 1990 Appalachian State University library, with its 80 volumes per
student, now meets the ACRL standards for institutions granting the MA

degree. Circulation of books among undergraduate and graduate students
has greatly increased, since professors now are assigning much more

outside reading. The library is,better prepared to support and serve
the people of the region who seek information or pursue degrees in a
wide range of subject specialties. Greater accessibility and use of the
'library is being made possible through a delivery system to a central
lo,ation in various departments, to offcampus centers, and to outreach

programs. More research and scholarly publications by faculty and
graduate students dealing with regional, national, and global issues

are made possible by increased library holdings. Resources are avail
able to support the planning of new courses in such areas as parent
education, gerontology, and black studies, a/well as 'to support
programs for women, the handicapped, and foreign students. The library

has become a regional center of multicultural material, a laboratory of
updated scientific information, and more of an intellectual magnet or
focal point for study, research, and pleasure reading for students,
faculty, and lifelong learners. The overall impact of achievement of
this objective has been the emergence of a more scholarly student body
and faculty with a 'greater concern for excellence.

.Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The 1990 ASU library holdings have not kept pace with the increased needs
and °emends of students, faculty, or the public. In fact, ASU has Teached

a period of stavation in the education of its students. Graduate 'students

and faculty ho are interested in scholarly research and publications are

turning to other universities. The university shows little concern En

its library holdings for the needs of special students. As a result, the

retirees, the handicapped, foreign students,, and other minorities are

1ook'ing elsewhere for their schooling. The demands of the people of
the region for various outreach programs and adult edutation are not

being met. Few curriculum changes are'being made; therefore, students

are not being pre,pared to cope adequately with the problems oi conservation,

energy, environment, and international relations. The future of ASU as one

of the leading universities of the state looks bleak. It lacks quantity

and quality in Its library holdings.

Library II: To ensure adequate funding for the purchase of librarypateriaLs
by increasing the yearly budget to reflect the annual inflation rate, by
providing additional funding to support new programs approved during the
preceding year, by seeking alternative means of funding to supplement
traditional funding, and by establishing a separate budget item for
audiovii.ual/media materials.

I (I
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Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Through inclusion of an intlation factor in the annual budget, the library
has been able to meet steadily rising costs for acquiring nd processing*

materials. This funding enables the library to sustain an annual gross

growth rate in its colleitions of at least 5, whidi is the miniminu growth
rate recommended by t'te ACRL for a library whose collections have already

reached the overall size required hy ACRL standards. The inflation factor

allows for continuity of colleCtion development, which is absolutely
essential if the library is to maintain its utility t,o the patrons it

serves.

lrovision of additional library funding to support new academic programs
approved during the preceding year means that the library is able to
purchase materials fur new and expanding programs without infringing on
funds needed to support previously existing programs.

Becausc of the aggressive efforts of library administrators and the Learning
Resources Committee in seeking alternative means of funding, grants and
gifts from outside sources (government, private industry, alumni) are aiding
the library in its attempt to meet minimum ACRL standards for Library

holdings per student.

Establishment of a separate budget item fur audio-visual/media materials,
a suggestion of the 1971 SACS Visting Committee, allows tor a clear-cut
division ot the funds needed fur purchase of both book materials and AV
materials. More intelligent lung-range planning in the development of
both collections is made possible. In particular, a separate budgetary
entry for AV materials has lessened the likelihood that expenditures
for such materials will infringe on funds required for book purchases
and thereby enhances the library's capability to meet the ACRL Standard
tor college libraries which is based on print volumes or microform
volume-equivalents.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Because an inflation factor has nor been included in the annual budget,
the library cannot meet increased Costs for acquiring and processing
materials. High Costs lor books and other materials have reduced the
number of items which can be purchased. ln addition, the declining value
of the dollar abroad has reduced the number of foreign books, periodicals,
films, and videotapes which can be acquired. Continuity of collection
development has been lost. As in the academic years 1979-80 and 1980-81,
departments must order a declining percentage of the materials they usually
order. Library patrons are immediately deprived of a portion of the most
up-to-date literature in the variouc disciplines; some oL it will go out

of print and never find its way into the library.

In the absence of additional library funding to support new programs, the
university continues each year to approve new programs which generate in-
creased numbers of requests for books and other resource, materials. Such

requests can only be partially filled and, even then, at the price of
withdrawing funding support -- already minimal -- from previously existing

programs.

7 1.
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Since alternative sources lof library funding have been Ignored,

the collection has not been improved through gift contribution% or
monies generated by grants.

Failure to estdblish a separate budget item for audio-visual/media
maEerials means that expenditures for such materials continue- to be
paid, virtually without limitation, from the book budget. This
militatesagainst intelligent long-range planning for, development of
both.book and,AV collections. Since the tendency is for expenditures
on AV materials to infringe on the monies needed for book purchases,
Che library's capacity to meet the ACRL.Standard for college libraries,
based, on print volumes or microform volume-equivalents, is reduced.

Library III: The library staff, in cooperation with the Learning Resourc.es
Committee, will develop an overall collection philosophy as the basis for
a mord systematic allocation of library resources among competing instruc-
tionkl, research, and extracurricuLar program needs.

'8cenario A: The objective has been-achieved.

With a clear set of goals and pbjectives before them, supported by,quanti-
/

tative data on enrollment, size and composition ot faiAilty, adequacy ot
library holdings in each subject-area, 'research needs, publication trends
and costs, and collection use, library administrators and the Learning
Resources Committee are able to assure a more sensible and equitable
allocation of library resources anicing competing needs within the university

and, at the same time, maximize the utilization of resources in a period of
increased costs and'budgetary constraints. More informed decisions are_
possible when attempting to apportion resources,among departments within
the library and among academic department's, as well as among other competing
interests -- new interdisciplinary programs as opposed to the traditional
disciPlines, new "professional" irograms as opposed to the liberal arts,
graduate programs as opposed to 'undergraduate, instructional as opposed to
researCh needs, or the purchase of.books as opposed to audiovisual/media
materials. When new programs are established or old ones,discontinued,
the library can respond quickly and accurately with impact stOkements,
showing the effect on library resourcts. In compeEing for institutional
funds, the library is better able to furnish preci,se justification for its .

,needs.

However, there is some danger that a collection philosophy, on,:e developed,
will linger from year to year, becoming an inflexible and increasingly
outmoded standards. Thus, it is realized that it is imperative that the
demands on library resources be under constant scrutiny and that library,
objectives be periodically readjusted in response to changes in institu-
tional direcftons.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Without an overall collection philosophy, there is no guarantee that
utilization of library resources will be geared toward meeting institu-
tional needs and priorities. As in the past, credit hours generated by
departments is the principal criterion for allocating resources among

^
subject fields. This is an easy solution to the allocation problem

which sidesteps the central question of how to proceed with a view to
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building a library sound in quantity and quality of materials within
each discipline and, at the same time, reasonably well-balanced in
quantity and quality of materials among a1,1 disciplines. The library's

responsibility to develop a well rounded collection, whatever the current
course offerings, remains unfulfilled under the credit-hours-generated

formula. Heavily enrolled departments which may already be supported
by sound library collections are continuously awarded extensive funding,
while smaller disciplines seeking to build adequate collections for their

students 'lack necessary funding. Graduate programs needing iunds to

'build viable research collections are dependent for success on the
undergraduate credit hours they can generate. To what extent students

and faculty of each discipline actually use the library, or need to use

the library, is a question ignored entirely. Moreover, the system of
allocating funds to traditional disciplines tends to slight the growing

demand for materials interdisciplinary in nature.

Librar IV: Professional staff with expertise in the areas of subject
specialization, systems design, foreign languages, and information re-
trieval will be added to library personnel to improve information
services. %Clerical staff wiCh library technical skills will be increased
to provide support services fRr the professional staff at a ratio of three
co Orr. . fr

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The presence of additional professional staff with subject expertise,
recommended by the 1971 SACS Visiting Committee, promotes better co-
ordination of library services with the needs of instructional depart-
ments. Knowledgeable in the literature of their particular subject .
specialties, they can effectively direct studies of library strengths
and weaknesses in their areas, prepare subject Ubliographies, 'assist
in library orientdtion of students majoring in their disciplines, and
work closely with instructional faculty in developing resources for new
courses. In particular, librarians with a high level of subject compe-
tence have become an integral part of the resource selection process,
setting acquisition priorities and providing for a more even and reliable
flow of books and other materials into the library collection. Moreover,

employmeri t Of professional staff with language competence has created
greatet library interest in the ac.quisition of books in foreign languages.
The addition of staff with expertise in information retrieval has hastened
participation in on-line retrieval networks and generally enhanced the
library's capability to exploit effectively its full resources for
research and instructional purposes.

Increase of clerical staff to,three times the number of professional
staff has brought the library up to ACRL standards and for the first
time obviated the need for professional librarians to devote part of
their time to cTericai duties. As the library continues to expand,

-

skilled supportive personnel in adequate numbers allows for quicker and
more efficient acquisition, processing, delivery, and interpretation
of library materials. Increased clerical staff also permits studenE
and faculty access to library materials for a greateT number of hours

each week.

0
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Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Lacking sufficient professional staff with slibject expertise, the
library is limited in the services it cam provrde to instructional
departments. As in the past, a professional librarian serves es
liaison with each academic department, receiving book orders,and
responding to ,quIries of departmental library representatives.

But wethout training in the subject specialty, tpe liaison person
cannot accurately gauge the library resources available in the field
and their relative value to researchers, can give only marginal

assistance to students in the discipline, and is unable to work with
instructional faculty, in developing resources for new courses.
Staff without subject competence cannot participate effectively in
the resource selection process. Left to the personnel of individual
departments, book ordering tends to be uneven, leaving significant
_gaps in subject collectiohs. Weak foreign language collections and
outmoded information retrieval techniques remain characteristicas
the library still lacks sufficient specialists in these areas.

-

Failure to add clerical staff to support professional librarians slows
the acquisition, processing, delivery, and interpretation of library
materials. Professionajs are forced to devote part of their time to
clerical routines. The library cannot remain open as many hours, a

particular handicap for graduate students who often cannot use library
facilittes late at'night, on weekends during the summer sessions, and
during vacation lieriods.

library V: The_library administration will be consulted by departmental
Curriculum committees concerning resources, present and potential, needed '

for support of new and expanded programs, and the library will be repre
seneed on all acadeMic policy committees that affect or are affected by

,

the library.

Scenario A: The objective has 4een achieved.

.Consultation of departmental curriculum committees with the library
administration permit4 both parties to assess, in terms of library'
resources, the feasibility of inaugurating new programs or expanding
existing programs. Administrators can view a new program proposal
within the context of the library's overall collection philosophy and
total financial resources and estimate the library's capacity to fund
purchases of necessary books and other materials over a period of
several years. On the basis of such information, curriculuM committees
can make a reasoned judgment as to whether or not to.proceed with
implementation of a new program.

Representation of the'library on academi, policy committees, as suggested
by the 1971 SACS Visiting Committee, permits essential library input into
decisions to approve pr reject new program proposals.. Such decisions

t

are no longer made without full knowledge of the library's capability
to provide adequate resources for the support of new programs.

V.
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Scendrio B: The objective was not undertaken.

In the absence,of provision for regulai.- consultation between depart
mental curriculum ammittees and library administrators concerning
new psogram proposals, departments proceed to implement programs
without regard lor the ljbrary's ability to fund purchases of needed
books and other materials. Consequently, new programsare usually not
4uppprted with suf,ficient library materials. The library is often

placed in a position;yhere it must violate its establishtd collection
philosophy, as funds earmarked for existfng programsare spread thin in
order to provide some minimal support- for a new program.

In the absence of library representation bn academic policy committees,
new.programs continue to be apprbved without due Lonsideration of the
library's support apability.

Library VI: To provide better and more cost effective use of the librpry's
resources, computer technolog5r will be utilized in the development and
implementation of a total librAry system consisting of Acquisitiong,
Cataloging, Serials, and Circulation Control.

Scenario A: The objective habeen achieved:

The computerized total librar\j,istem enables the library to provide
faster and-more-accurate service to patrons. Library personnel are
able to order and process materials with increased accuracy and speed.
The necessity of hiring addiLional personnef to aid in the processing
and circulation of materials has been mduced. Library faculty are
freed from routine clerical tasks, which enables them to devote more
time to assisting patrons. 'Better control is maintained over the
collection and user access to needed materials is improved. Patrons

and personnel are ible to determine quickly the status of materials --
whether rhey are checked out, lost, at the bindery, on order, etc.
Terminals situated at convenient Jocations are used to determine where
to locate -needed Library materials.

Reports generated by the system (inventory, circulation, etc.) supply '

personnel with necessary information. Statistics on usage of books,
serials, and AV materials are easily obtainable. These usage statistics
are used in collection development and"influence the_allocation of
funds for collection development. Serials ti'Lles that are infrequently
used can be eliminated, resulting in savings in subscription and bindery
costs.

Despite increased operating costs resulting from initial implementation
ot a computerized system, library service is greatly improved. This
improved service, along with dn anticipated decrease in the tost of
computing and au expected lowering of labor costs as compuLers reduce
the need for neil personnel, has led the Associate Librarian for
Technical Services to codclude'that the system will eventuate in more
cost-effective use of the library's resources..

7
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Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.
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The library has the same partiaLly automated"system that it had in
the year 1980 and finds itself perfo!ming with decreased efficiency
as the number of materials ordered and usage of materials increases

yearly. Delays in ordering and in processing of materials occur with

increasing frequency. The backlog of materials awaiting processing

grows steadily. Human error occurs as, the overburdened personnel
attempt to order and process materials as rapidly as they can. Staff

,dissatisfaction is evident'as the pressure to handle the backlog
increases, and staff turnover increases. Faculty members are annoyed

with the time lag between their submitting of angorder and placement
of the'item on the shelf. Additional personnel are being hired in

an attempt to deal with the situation. Labor costs are rising and

an increasing portion of the library's budget is being allotted to
pexsonnel. salaries.

Record-keeping and gathering of statistics continue to be handled
manually and inaccuracies due to human error continue to occur.
Necessary. reports (e.g., usage reports) continue to be unavailable.
Much staff time continues to be spent on routine clerical functions,
and the staff is not able to provide increased patron service.
Additional staff has been added to handle increasing circulation
loads.

User access to needed materials is hindered as patrons have difficulty
determining the status of needed materials -- whether an item is at
the bindery, checked out, missing, in technical services, etc. Patron
service has decreased and growing patron and staff dissatisfaction
with the system iA evident.

. Library VII: In order to Aetermine how best to use its resources, the

library will conduct ongoing studies, includihg cost efficiency studies.

Scenario A:. The objective has been,achieved.
.

Ongoing studies have enabled the library to conduct its operations in an

efficient, cost effective manner. Library staff conduct studies to de-

fine problem areas. Efforts,are made to'evaluate alternative solutions

to problems o hat the best possible solution is chosen. Studies include

analyses of operational systems, work measurement and simplification studies,

and bastetime and motion studies.. Systematic analysis of library oper-

ations has contributedto an increase in productivity. Studies are

.helping to provide clear goals,for library personnel, and personnel feel

a sense of participation as they undertake various studies. Shifts in

duties and personnel occur when findings demonstrate more productive

ways to use personnel. Staff members are sometimes reluctant to change,

their routines, and there is some criticism to the effect that it.is

taking more time and effort to conduct these studies than they are worth:

The general consensus, however, is that the studies provide lasting, .

benefit& and are well worth the time spent on them. In addition to

staff-conducted,studies,.studies are undertaken by library consultants

when the library administration determines that there is need,fnr such

consultants. Consulting servi!Ces are used effectively and resultqn

considerable savings for the library.

7u
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As the library proceeds with computerization of its services, studies
are undertaken to ensure that this effort is accomplished in the most
effective manner.' Library costs continue to iise in spite of improved

efficiency'and cost reduction efforts. These efforts, however, tend

to control the rise in costs to some extent.

Note: The stipulated result of this objective is the hiring of a
library consultant in the year 1985 apd every five years thereafter
to report to the library administration, the Learning Resources
Committee, arid the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs on the state

of the library. Because library consultants are no;mally.,,called in

when library management determines that there is a need for their
services, management may well question the advisability of choosing
an arbitrary year and conducting a study during that particular year
and every five years thereafter. The.use of a consultant in this
mannet may have the possible disadvantage of insufficiently involving
library management and staff, which may lead ,to feelings of ill will

and resentment. The accreditation team may make various recommendations
and possibly even suggest that the library hire a consultant after its
review of the librari, If this should be the case, the library may
not have had sufficient time to implement changes suggested by the
accreditation team prior to the arrival of a consultant in 1985.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

4.

The absence of ongoing studies, including cost efficiency studies, has
resulted in a decrease in the efficiency of library operations. The

library administration and department managers lack sufficient input
necessary for effective decision-mak,ing. Lack of systematic studies
to determine problem areas and examine alternative solutions to these

problems results in their continued existence. Staff are not functioning

at optimum productivity levels. Work flow and procedures are not as
efficient as they could be. Patron studies are no longer conducted and

this has resulted in a decrease in patron service. The absence of studies
regarding availability of needed materials and quality of service has
reduCed user input necessary to library personnel.

The efficiency of the automated total library system which is in the

process of being developed and implemented has been hindered because of
the lack of systematic study. The expertise of library consultants
necessary at various stages of development and implementaton has not
;been sought and utilized. The system suffers from the loss of special-
ized skills, analytic ability, new ideas, and objectivity that such
consultants provLde. As a result, the system is not as effective and
cost efficient as it could be. The absence of the expertise of library
consultants and the discontinuanCe of library in-house studies has
resulted in ineicient usage of library resources.
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Library VIII: The library will participate in on-line information retrieval
networks and resource-sharing networks of a state, regional, or national,
organizational structyre, such as the Center for Research Libraries and
the National Periodicals Center System.

Scenario A: The objeclive has been achieved.

Increased participaCtea...0 various network systems has enabled the library
to stret,zh its limited budget and resources. On-line information networks,
now provide access to over 100 data bases and indexing and abstracting
services, which has reduced the need fer subscription to a number of highly
specialized, little used, expensive reference tools. Services offered to
the researcher are increased. On-line retrieval of information far exceeds
that possible by manual searching methods (e.g., computer access points
include words appearing in a title or abstract as well as author and
subject categories). Time required for a literature search is greatly
reduced. Printout capabilities of a computer.search have eliminated the
tedious job of copying relevant bibliographic information. The reference
librarians' time involved in training and developing search strategy,
however, has also increased. Eventually, additional reference staff
will be necessary.

As the library conducts more on-line searches, there is a greater demand
for titles not owned by the library, thus increasing the need for inter-
library loans. Resource-sharing networks, supporting traditional inter-
library loan service, are facilitating borrowing and delivery of materials.
Faculty and students have greater access to materials not owned by the
library. The university is in a better position to support research
efforts of its faculty and intellectual development of its s,tudents.
Such networks have facilitated communication with other libraries and have.
encouraged coolierative collection development. Rost respurce-sharing
networks involve negligible cog.ts. The Center for Research Libraries
is an exception. As a member of CRL, the library is now committed to
approximately $3,500 per year. In addition to the initial cost of esta-
blishing on-line search service, the library has ongoing budget provisions
for data base thesauri, telephone charges, and travel expenditures for
participation in training and update workshops, which are essential for
pxoficien't searching.

4

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The library'has decided not to.pursue any additional resource sharing net- -

work systems. The delivery of materials not owned by the library via inter-
library loan remains the same. P....ause of the OCLC ILL,subsystem,.in which
the library does participate, faulty and students receive materials faster \

than with the traciLtional mail system. Libra-ry users, however, continue
to run into copyright limitations.and must continue to pay for photocopies.
Membership in CRL would alleviate both these barriers as CRL lends journals
in lieu of photocopying articles. In addition, library users continue to
wait extended periods to receive obscure materials through normal ILL channels.
te library's decision not to contince financial support for on-line data base

searching, initiated in September, 1980, leaves the library in the-dark ages
of information retrieval. The failure to pursue actively various network
syste s indicates a lack of support for the intellectual development and re-
searcI endeavors of the university community. This has resulted in a negative
attir.k1e on the part of faculty and students towards the library in parti-
cular and the university in general.

7
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Library IX: The library will'prkvide improved access to its microfoYm and
government document collections through comprehensive indexing of those
collections in the main card catalog, increased stafif assistance.to users,
an increase in the number of microform reading machines, and more efficient
repair and maintenance of microform equipment.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Because the library now indexes all eicroforms and government documents
in the card catalog, there is a greater awareness of the library's holdings
in those areas. As a result, there is a marked "increase in the use of these
materials. Thus the library is promoting the, intellectual development of
sr.odents by enabling them to use primary, uptodate, and authoritative
publications rather than relying on the unsound

I

research method of using
merely books and encyclopedias. As awareness oi microforms and go.vernment
documents has increased, these resources, which' incjude many primary source
materials, have become the basis of a number 0 master's the'ses. Librarians
and researchers are spanding less time, in tracking down these materials.
Because ail microforms and government 4ocumenC1s are cataloged, the library
now has a more accurate record of its holdings:. We library's budget has
been increased to cover OCLC online charges for approximately 3,000 addim'
tional titles per year and to include salarieS for the additional staff
required to input information into the OCLC data base and process cards
for the catalog. Whenever sets of cataltog cdrds are aailable with micro=
form collections? those cards are being purchased along with the ndcrofor s

Because the library has iltreased the number, of microform readers and im
proved the maintenance of the machines, there is less frustration in using
microforms and greater assistance from materials in thal format. As 0 re
is more assistance provided in locating and,using microforms and dAum nts,
faculty.and students are findill it easier o use these materials.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The library has icicided that the cost of cataloging all microforms and
Overnment.doeuments is too costly. Accessibility to microforms and
government documents.remains as it has be0. Library users continue to
rely upon the librarians' expertise in these areas/ Librarians continue
to teach users how to locate material in these collectius on an individual
basis as asked. Few library users, however, are aware of potentially use
ful materials%in these collections. Thus these resources are largely over

.

looked. Although the cost of cataloging microforms and documents is being
saved, the cost effectiveness of allocating funds' for space, staffing, and
purchasing equipment and materials for underutilized collections may be
qdestioned. Perhaps investigation will be made of other means of Making
these resources more accessible, such as additional guides to microform
collettions and key word indexes in the COM catalog for government documents.

Note: Although microform facilities seem adequate at this time, this would
not be the case if microforms were more accessible,,i.e., through compre-
hensive indexing in the card catalog. Moreover, even though more staff
hours are being devoted to Ehe collection, users are still unable to get
tlle assistance they need in locating and using microforms, primarily be
cause the area is not fully staffed at night. lt should be noted that the
microform Lollection includes more volumes than all t,he rest of the library.

7 ti
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To sive these materials second priority in cataloging because of. format,

to fail to provide the best reading machines available, and to fail to
provide the best assistance to students and faculty using the materials Is
to overlook their important place in research and information retrieval.

Library X: The library will seek to become the major repository for primary
manuscript data on the Southern Appalachian region.

Scenario A: The objective h'as been achieved.

Appalachian State University has made significant progress toward becoming
a major repository for manuscript sources on the Southern Appalachian
region. Since a new curator has launched an aggressive acquisition program,
ASU has added to its collection such valuable.materials as family documents,
diaries, Bibles, church records, business records, photographs, letters, and
papers of prominent citizens. Authors writing about this region have also
contributed manuscripts and galley proofs of their work. These manuscripts

, provide rich resource materials for faculty and students in the various
departments, such as English and History. The graduate program in Appala-
,hlan_Studies is the most obvious beneficiary of the manuscript collection.
it has srown into a first-rate regional studies program. Folklorists,
historians, musicians, writers, artists, educators, and other interested
people of the region and nation are now ,using the collection.

Space and facilities for housing, displaying, and properly:preserving the
collection are provided. A full-time records manager supervises the
organization and cataloging of the vrious manuscripts. . Since ASU is now
an established manuscript repository in the region, it has become part
of a cooperative program with other major collecting agencies who share
and exchange materials. Many materials of the region are now sent auto-
matically tb ASU.

.Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Because of ASU's failure to establish itself as'a major repository-.for
primary Manuscript data of,the Southern- Appalachian region in the 1980s,
it has lost many valuable materials to other universities. Therefore,

ASU students and faculty rmIst travel to other tepositories to find ade-
quate materials for research projects. Others in the region are no longer
interested in.coming co the Appalachian Collection for research and study.

in the'absence of a curator to publicize the importanCe of properly pre-
. seriing documents for posterity, many,manuscripts of western North Carolina

remain in private hands, destined to be permanently,lost through gradual
deterioration, fire, or cogaignment to the rubbish

Lack of' proper,facilities for pres(2'rvation of materials already in the

Appalachian Collection has contributed to their detexioration. Fear of

losing mateyials through theft and Eire is.constant. There is little
publlc interest in tontributing materials to a.university that doesn't
provide proper facilities for preserving manuscripts'and making them
accessible to retearchers.
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Librar Xl: The library's organizational structure and procedures will be

designed.so as to fdcilltate,cooperative participation by library admin-,
istrators, faculty, staff, and the.Learning Resdurces Committee in manage-
ment decisions that affect the library.

Scenario A: The objective has been'achieved.

Systematic participation of both faculty and staff: members in the deaision-
making process has encouraged a more useful flow of ideas about how to
improve opera5ions. Libiary administrators and managers are able to draw
upon the expertise of all staff members in pinpointing Lime-consuming
and expensive bottlenecks and in developing more efficient policies and
procedures. Staff members so involved exhibit a greater apprediation of
the library's tetal needs, as well as of,their own role in meeting those
needs. The result is less absenteeism and waste, better interpersonal
relationships,,and stronger cdMmitment to decision implementation.
Similarly, regular coniultation between library administrators and members
of the Learning Resources Committee has broadened the input into policy
decisions and has promdted mutual understanding of faculty and student
needs, as well as of the constraints under which administrators .labor.
Increased dialogue among all those.concerned with the library's 'Welfare
has had the effect of slowing the decision-making process. However, at
a time when the library is confronted simultaneously with increased costs
and limited budgets, the gains derived in terms of efficiency, from
maximum utilization of talent available have been immense.

Scenario B: 'The objective was not undertaken.
«0

The absence of systematic COnsultation among administrators, department
managers, and staff has permitted'quicker decision-making, but the oppor-
tunity to draw upon the diverse tatents,of all personnel in attacking
serious library problems 4e.g., increased costs for acquiring and processing
materials; increased demands on serv4ces; space.limitations; Thysical

'A
deterioration of Source materjals) has been left to the personal disposition
of administrator64 department managers to involve staff members in-theit
decisions. Urii411iingneks to consult in a meaningful way is tending to
undermine efficiency by creating employee morale problems. ln,the absence
of provision,for regular involvement-of the Learning Resources Committee in
management decisions; that committee now meets only on the initiative of
4ts faculty cfiairperson, usually for the purpose of,reacting to a complaint
,erom faculty members Or students. Opportunities for committee members to
bring their wisdom to bear od library problems are sporadic.and tend to
occur when a problem has reached serious proportions in the eyes of
faculty or students.

I
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Library XII: Procedures for library support of off-campus classes will be
developed in several areas: funding to support needed resources cis a separate
budgetary item; modification of circulation policies to facilitate off-campus
use Of library materials; and necessary support (personnel and professional

expertise) by Audio-Visual Services in providing for the develoRment of,'

instructional programs and telecommunications.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved. 4 4

o
1 ,

. .

The-university now [Lilly tonsiders the library implications oc off-campus
instructiOnal programs rt the time they are approved. Coursei taught

off-campus properLy.encourage library, use, and, the library agiressively

seeks to provide its services.despite pbvious logistical prob ems:
Through cooperative arrangements with institutiOns where off-.fmpus classes
are taught, the library maintaitil at those locations selectedlcollections
of books and o,ther materials tailored,to the reading and research require--
Ments of the courses being taught and which are cixculated to the students
enrolled.,.In addition, off-campus sudens can order,by maiL or toll-number,
ancLreceive on loan by return mail, other individual volumes:needed for
course work: Moreover, on selected "research weekends" (Friday throuih

$Sunday) rhel library extends its usual hours and provides extra staff to

. accommo1at6entireoff-cmpus classes which travel to.ASU for concentrated
research experiences. As recommebdeli by the ACRL, these services are co-
ordinated by a librarian'"specifically charged witfi the deliery of such

,

services." The corpitment to these services is financed through a.separate
budgetary item whicfi does net ipfringe on funds earmarked for on-campus
_library resour(!es and services. At the,same'time, Audio-Vispal Services,
in.cooperaLion with, inseructionar faculty, has developed instructional
programs which are beamed on two-way, closed-circuit television to"central
off-campus Jocations. Time and expense of faculty travel to such locations
iS diminished and, in some cases, virtually-Ajiminated, since student re-
sponse not generated on a two-way circuit can be handled through correspondence.

.., f.

. .

Many feel%that involvement in these activities has weakened the library's
capacity to meet growing demands oh its resources from on-campus programs. .

Countering this belief are the arguments that the university is committed
in its,statement of put/pose to "making its resources available to the people

. within its sphere of influence" and-to "the total development of its con-
stituency," that this constituency properly.includes those who cannot take
advantage of On-campus education, and that ishe commitment to off-campus
programsoonce Made, must be a full commitment carried out in accord with
ACRL's "Guidelines for, Library Services to kxtepsion-Students."

Scenario B: *The objective vas not undertaken.

Sin-.:e the library has not expandeci its services to off-campus.programs,

the university is in violation of.the ACRL mandate that such services "must
be-{urnished despite their obVious logistical problems" and that "such
services be financed on a regular basis."' In the absence.of, a separate
budgetary item to suppprt resources and.service for off-cous Programs,
the resources efiectively made ivadlable for the purpose are minimal. Library

...ands,are issued to off-campus students, bdt few are ableor encouraged to
make use oL such cards. Faculty can check put Jimited amounts of material
for student use, but this provides students with no library contact or
experience. For all intents.and purposes, crf-campus educaefon is education
through suiey textbOoks.

o. 4
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With the lailure of Audio-ifisual Services Lo pursue education through

telecommunications, an important option for bringing instruction to
larger numbers of people in the region has been ignored; Faculty

sman-hours spent An traveling to off-campus locations are lost; the
expense of off-campus education, At a time of high energy costs, is

maximized.
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Institutional Sector: STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Student Development Services I: The Student Affairs area of the university
will be structured so as to offer most efficiently a wide range of high
quality student services in order to enhance the total development of students
as individuals and as group members.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

After careful study and evaluation of the structure of the Division of
Student Affairs, the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs recommended
changes in the structure of the area. These changes made ASU's Student
Affairs structure comparable to the structure of Student Affairs Divisions
of other schools in The University of North Carolina system and had a

significant impact upon the quality of student services, which are now
centralized for better administration and communication.

Placement and Career Development is now an important part of the division.
This has creazed a stronger tie with the Counseling Center and Testing
Services. More and earlier involvement in career counseling has been
integrated into residence hall programming.

Another important Lhange was the inclusion of residence hall administration
inco the area of Studen Affairs. A Director of Residential Life was named
to administer the program, and this has created a more efficient management
structure and has provided a more positive administrative force. There is
now a better working relationship with the staff and a better living/learning
environment for the students.

The primary supervilDn and administration of the Campus Recreation and
Intramurals Program was also assumed by Student Affairs. This program is
.;ocurricular in nature and encourages lifelong sports activities, team
activities, and positive use of leisure time. Because the program is not
of an a,:ademic nature, it was more advantageous to h

\
se it in Student

Affairs. This organizational change has led to more ff' ient utilization
of staff and budgets and to a program that more effect' v serves the ASU
students.

Formula funding created a, badly needed financial base for Student Affairs.
The formula ior Student Affair funding now takes into account not only full
time equivalen:ies but also r.ol headcount. These monies have provided for
the salaries of professional personnel in Siudent. Affairs who had been paid
previously from student fees. This has eliminated the need to increase
student fees and has released monies to provide more programming and services.
National formulas for staffing are now utilized to provide a staff level in
Student Affairs areas that can adequately serve the students. Because there
is adequate staffing of Student Affairs areas, the staff has the time to
develop programs to attract nontraditional and international students to ASU.

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs has enlisted the faculty in meeting
the needs of studedts in the area of programming. These faculty members
work with staff members and students in'a complementary fashion. While
joint appoiftmencs 4re desirable, more often released time is provided by
relieving these facUlty members of the more traditional responsibilities,
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such as coMmittee assignments and advising. The contributions of faculty
to Student Affairs are considered in promotion and tenure decisions.

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs has established-a Student Affairs
Advisory Board consisting of faculty, students, and alumni who advise him
of concerns and needs of students and give him guidance in developing
policies that will determine the growth and direction of the Division of
Student Affairs at Appalachian State University.

Scenario B: The objective was not under,taken.

It was decided that the existing structure of the Student Affairs Division
provided adequate services to meet student needs, and so additional services
co meet the changing needs cf a changing.student body were not offered.

StUdies have shown that many prospec,tive students make their choice of
college based on the quality of campus lire if the educational 1.i-ograms of
the colleges they are considering are comparable. TradLtional and non
traditional students expect and need additional services. When these are
not ptovided, enrollment suffers and attrition figures may increase. This
has begun to occur at ASU as a result of the decision to make no changes.

Residence life is one outstanding example. Since the existing structure
was not conducive to effective or efficient supervision and management of
one of the most important university programs, supervisfon of, and Lommuni
cation with, residence hall staffs has continued to be a"problem. This
has led to a variety of problems that impact the quality of student life
and may also lead to a decline in the number of students who choose to
live in university housing or, indeed, attend ASU. Because this change
was not made, nor were other changes such as creating new positions in
several critical areas, service has suffered. Staff members continue to
try to accomplish "too much with too little" and some suffer from pro
fessional "burn out."

When faculty members are involved in student activities, rapport and under
standing are established. But since faculty members at ASU do not have the
opportunity to become involved in these activities, they neither understand
nor appreciate che many contributions Student Affairs can make in providing
a vital support system for students as well as providing the setting for
complementary cocurricular activities. As a result., Student Affairs does
not retain a positive image among persons in the acadcmic community.

a
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Student Development Services II: ASU will seek to improve its program for
student academic advisement and career counseling.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

The previous situation at ASU was such that "everyone" advised students
either in a systematic or unsystematic fashion about academics, careers,
or anything else that seemed appropriate. Thus the Admissions Office, the
General College, Counselor Education, Psychological Services, Residence
Hall staff, depat-,:ments, the Placement Office, Special Services, Watudga
College, University Honors, friends, even roommates, specialized in advising.
It appeared that the university had a massive, albeit uncoordinated, effort
to help:

It was decided that student advising needs might be reduced to two common
denominators: the student's effort to survive in college and his/her
need to decide upon a career and tofind a suitable job. Under the most
ideal circumstances, all advising would be coordinated into one stream-
lined package so that no student would enter, stay, or leave ASU without
having access to sound, coordinated academic and career advising. In an

effort to improve ASU's efforts in this area, the university has initiated
a computerized approach that allows advisors in the General College, in
each department, and other designated locations access to a centrally
housed student file that includes academic and other pertinent information.
The terminals have the capability to call up academic and other student
information and to match these data with the requirements of various majors,
minors, and special programs offered at ASU. Aside from being able to
eliminate many of the errors that were once made, advice is rendered more
speedily and in greater depth. Since the computer stores information
provided by, and simultaneously essential to, the Placement Office, a
student's career option can be isolated earlier and he/she can be helped
more efficiently upon exiting ASU.

Simultaneous with this effort, the university now offers all freshmen a
student7to-student college survival skills program, designed in conjunction
with the experiences gained in Special Services, the General College,
Psychological Services, and "Exxon" in Watauga College.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Having left the present situation as it is, namely with almost every office
handling some aspect. of advising, ASU's capacity to help students survive
c.ollege and to choose careers appropriate to their personalities is increa-.
singly.diminished as it enters the 1980s. As the diversity of the student
population increases and traditional student enrollment declines, this
situation has become particularly difficult. A group studying the present
advising system may need to discove'r that the extant and vested interests
should simply be coordinated rather than systematically streamlined and
overhauled.

*

ASU's approach has much to commend It, especially Pn that it allows for a
high degree, of flexibility and gratification by all of those involved in
advising students. One also cannot characterize it as a failure
drop-out rate is decreasing and its students are still finding jobk7 But
too much talent iA wasted on efforts to locate information and Appropriate
personnel.
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'Student Development Services III: The Psychological Services Center will
be adequately funded, housed, and staffed to meet the:counseliiig needs of
students and to provide testing services to the university community.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Because the Psychological Services Center is more adequately funded, .housed,
and staffed, it is now able to provide a greater variety of services to the
entire university 'community through increased involvement, access, training,
evaluation assistance, and individual counseling. A larger staff has allowed /

for greater specialization and expertise so as to be better able to meet the /

diverse needs of the changing, and perhaps older, student population, their /

changing lifestyles, different cultures, and often drastically altered career/
plans,and goals. The_professional seaff is now available at student orien-.,
tation to discuss with small groups the problems associat,ed with the period/
of adjustment to university life and the services which are treely availat4e.
In addition, trainipg programs are nowconducted for other faculty to assiis

them,in identifying potential problems in students and in making the proper
referral. More time now ex.ists for workshop and outreach programs so as to
make assistance more accessible. This form of "publicity" has also reduced
the stigma formerly attached to this type of program,,particularly in'a small,
rural community. Both day and evening workshops offered on career counseling,
human sexuality, -parenthood, pre-marital counseling, and motivations for
learning and assertiveness have furthered the positive image of Psychological
Services, thus making it possible to reach the more serious, cases of alcohol
and drug abuse and the more severe emotional disorders. Emphasis, however,
is now able to be placed.on one-to-one psychological counseling and ac.ademic

advising, so that true individual potential can be achieved- .The develop-
ment of a preventive model has reduced absenteeism and in many casts has,
prevented the necessity of students.failing classes or withdrawing from
school entirely. Furthermore, a student crisis and suictcle intervention
"hot-line" is in operation, and facilities are in place by which the univer-,
sity can offer diversion alternatives for students who have had problems in
the local zommunity. Members of the student population as well as the entire,
university and lOdal communities are brOught closer together in dealing with
areas of common interest and common concern.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Without adequate fdndeng, staff, and housing the Psychological Set-tices Center-
has been.unable to accommodate the counseling and testing needs of an increa-
singly diverse student population. As we enter a period of raptd:eporlomit,
social, and world political instadility, we have come to wttness a period
of great personal crisis among students and their families, as well,as
among faculty and staff, Marked by a deterioration of the overall quality
of life. This is all too often manifested in an increasing rate of alcohol
and drug use and abuse, mental difficulties, absenteeism, and the r ltant
failures in school, work, and family life. Rather -Plan confronting an ..

offering solutions to these worsening problems at a stage in which they r,e

more easily manageable, if not preventable, the university has failed to
serve a most critical need ot its constituency.
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Student Development Services IV: Student Affairs will continue to administer
a program'of extraclass and cocurricular activities which enhances and
illustrat,s the knowledge gained in the formal classroom, broadens cultural

horizons, and.creates international understanding and intercultural sensi
tivity.

The twelve posited results of the implementation of Objective IV suggest
something of the scope and impact of a continuing concern for cocurricular
activities into the 1980s. The results do not, however, emphasize explicitly
chose activities.currently considered cocurricular such as theatre, band.,
forensics; the ttadio station, etc. A sizeible and wellorganized admini
stratiyeunit and a more loosely organized faculty advisor system currently
exists _to support a cocurricular program at ASU. By and large, this program
is administered by the office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and
its subdi.vision, the Office of Complementary Education.

A continueddevelopment and strengthening of this system impfies that. such
activities will continue to play a significant role in the future of ASU.
Specifically, the results posited suggesE that objectiv,e implementatiun will
enhance oncampus life, the educational mission of the unive sity, and the
administrative and facility efficiency andeffectiveness of ,..te student support
area. Indeed, if, ASU is to prosper as a viable university into the 1980s,
the first two areas are essential and the third a necessary supportive element.

4

Scenario A: The.objectie has been achieved.

It is axiomatic that a universitz is nothing without students. In a period
of growing :ompetition for'students, imPlemeneation of the above objective
has drawn A healthy diversity of students. Indeed, to a large extent, the
diversity of available cocurricular aGtivities has proved,to correlate
rather closely with the diverse interests of prospective students. For
example, foreign students, who make,both a cultural and Financial contri
bution to the university, have been attracted.to ASU because it has the
'facilities and support syst s addressed to their needs and concerns. The
presence of foreign students n campus is contributing to the cultural and,
-edut'ational enriChment of the large domestic student body and fostering

-

stronger understanding of i eriational and intercultural phenomena.,

Stronger, more vital inho e living/learning activities, a diversity.of
living/learning clubs, anded social groupS, and more carefully administered
and planned activity gro ps'also offer valuable incentives for students to 'come

ASU and provide excellent carryosler activities which serve as extensions of
'the' classroom. For instance, traditional cocurricular activities (so named
becarse of their intimate xelationship with the curricular) have a1waxs existed
on the ASU campus. -Yet they needed strenghtening both in terms of exposure
and support.' Such a strengthening was provided by realization of this objec
tive. Forensics, for example, have beCome a vital Laboratory for development
of comMunication skills as well as exposure to vital issues; music perfor
Mances not only provide vehicles for training but enhance the cultural life
of the stSident body and community; likewi.se witg theatre. Also, such 'N).6v1.--
Lies as the Appalachiap have been (1) integrated with a curricular program

"and (2) provided with qualiried, eipert advisors, and are mutually enhancing
.4Lto both student body and curricular strut/Tire. The student, looking for more

than^just, classroom learning, is attracted to these wellsupported and expertly
guided cocurrioular. programs,

A



ikewise, expansion of internship programs has made ASU more desirable for
students in a period of growing pragmatism'in education. Moredver; intern-
ship expansion on campus has reduced the necessity of sending students off ,

campus and thus further assists the university in meeting its energy saving
goals. Internship programs, previously existing under several different
administrative officeS, are now coordinated with all such programs on campus.
The coordination' between internships under Student Affairs and chose admin-
istered by academic departments has expanded the possible availability of
internships and enhanced the overall efficiency of the program. Sxchange
internships are also being considered wherein interns from other campuses
could work at ASU in such areas as psychological services and thus expose
our students and faculty to different ideas as well as tighten the relation-
ships between ASU and the academic home of the exchange intern.

Through strengthened support, curricular integration, and academic oversight,
co-curricular programs are more attractive as activity-social-learning
programs and enhance the overail educational program of ASU. An activity
whidi proceeds from a posture of mutual benefit and academic excellence is

. more attractive to students who more frequently engagq in cOmparative
shopping in selecting a college.

Such.an expansion could not be impleMented without accruing some costs.
For example, facility and staff ifccreases to handle more foreign students
as well as expanded cultural, co-curricular and internship programs have
been financially costly. In order -to enstpre faculty participation, the

academic,units have to be prepared to incur the additional costs of pro-
viding released time for faculty coordination mid sponsorship. This faculty
time often comes at Ehe expense of expanded curricular objectives, the space
at the.expense of needed clafsrooms, and the financial support at the expense
of,other student actiVities with a less justifiable tie to the academic
program. Vehicles to support travel-oriented programs like forensics,
athletics, and- musical groups tax energy sources. Expanded cultural pro-
gramming demands greater energy and space allocation. Thus, in a period of
limited financial assets, the university must make some necesirary financial_
sacrifices in order to ensure the viability of these programs which are every
bit as valuable a part of the educational experience as is the classroom
lecture or library book.

Increased oversight has threatened to ,improve efficiency at the expense of
creativity. Such oversight, applied to programs which now have a greater
parti,ipation by older, more mature students, tends to discourage partici-
pation by those,older students, motivated by feelings of maturity and
independence.

In sum, ihe implementalion of the objective has enhanced several areas
necessary for the continued growth and vita1I 1;y of the university. However,
the costs of such implementation are real.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

A basic institutional commitment and administrative structure already existed
to support a vi.aVe co-curricular p ogram, The institution has continued to
be'served t0 the existing co-curric ar program. Indeed, with the posSible
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exception of a significant prograra for foreign students, all of the results

advanced in this objective already currently existed. The issue was one of

growth.

Failure to implement Objective IV has entailed a limited growth of all co

curricular piograms: student activities, cultural programs, internships,

and student publications. Corollary to limited growth is a probable decline

in the quality of many programs, particularly those demanding significant
and regular investments of institutional resources such as energy, money,

or faculty time.

A more serious result of a limited or static cocurricular program has been
a reduction in institutional vitality and attractiveness. As other insti
tutions increasii...:ly compete for studen'ts, Appalachian State University

finds itself losing ,prospedtive students to institutions offering more
attractive oncampus and educational programs. To the extent that a

cocurricular program enhances the curricular, the failure of the'former
to grow negatively impacts upon the laiter. Cocurricular programs unable
to provide a functional laboratory for the academic programs necessarily
limit the productivity and therefore the value of the academic program.

Finally, a static cocurricular program has been unable to adapt to the
diverte student body h the 1980s. Older students, more pragmatically
oriented students, and students with limited financial resources require
speciilized programs which have not materialtzed in a state of nogrowth.
ASU has failed to attract, satisfy, 'and/or thoroughly educate the student
body of the 1980s.

Student Development Services V: Appalachian State University will stredgthen

its structure for involving students in institutional government.

Sceilario A: The objective has been achieved.

Although ASU had long encouraged student involvement in all of its activities,
the institutton now does even more to encourage student participation on the

departmental and inscitutional level. In addition to various traditidnal
efforts, the opportunities conn4cted with instructional assistance are now

being explored. One of the greatest restraints on active and continued
student involvement on committees was the spotty record of student', chosen
to participate and the partiallyrelated negative attitude by fa:ulty members

to such involvement. An effort is now being made to educate 4cu1ty members,
and student participation is monitored and-recorded more systematically by

the SGA. Gommittee and'other chairpersons provide feedback to the appropriate

arm of the SGA on the level of-tuderlt involvement. Simultaneously, chair
persons are instructtd to introduce students to the tasks of their committees.
An effort is also being made to assure student continuity on committees.

Scenario B: The objective was t undertaken.

The efforts made by the university in the 1970s to encourage students to
parLicipate in its affairs were judged to be more than adequate by any

standard. Thus continuing on that level did no harm either to its students

or its effectiveness as an institution.
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The weakness of this approach stems from the lack of systematic monitoring

-and recording of student participation. Thus, while some students tAke

seriously their role as participants, others shun regular participation in

favor of other priorities. The advantage of this approach is its flexi
.

bility for students; it is, after all, a time for them to explore tlieir

various talents and commitments. The disadvantage is that those with an

intensive commitment to institutional involvement receive no recognition

for their efforts. Since such involvement may take considerabfe time and

help students to grow professionally and personally, a more structured

approach would have been preferable.

Student Development Services VI: Student Affairs will involve students

in carrying out an effective judiciary system for the student body.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Within the time frame for implementation of the revised ';campus justice

0 system," modern court decisions have recognized a student's Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendment "property interest" in higher education and, more
specifically, in the grades and grade point average which have been

achieved during the period of enrollment. A constitutional recognition

of this interest mandates that no student be deprived of "property"
without both substantive and procedural due process of,Law: The campus

justice system is the cornerstone in protecting these now *recognized

fundamental rights of studentS. In keeping with notions of substantive
due process, a modern and realistic code, defined and drafted by the
students themselves, publicized and made readily available and distributed
to each individual, is respected as fair and honored by those who are ex

pected to comply. Procedural due process guarantees, including a speedy

opportunity to be heard and effective representation by a competent defender,

are now built into the system. From this, students learn and develop an

internal value system based on fair play and subslantive justice.

While serving these requirements:" the campus justice system also provides
increased activities related to student leadership development. This is

evidenced in the students-by a greater sense of legal and social responsi
bility, respect for the rule of law, as well as the rights of others, and
a greater student participation fostered by the new system. As opposed

to involvement by a few of the "elite," more students are made aware of

the judicial process, the positions available and their functions, and are
encouraged to take responsible positions in leadership roles in the de
centralized court and in residence hall committees and tribunals. 1rideea$J.k

the students exchange roles as prosecutor and defense Lounsel to Lreate an
even more varied, mote balanced, and less biased experience. The court

,itself, once limited to hearing only the more serious cases (including
the academic offenses) as well as appeals from the residence hall tribunals,
now consists of three panels of three justices each, thus reducing the

heavy caseload. With greater involvement, better training, the creation of
lower tribunals and court reform, the cases are heard more speedily, thus

aTeliorating the former sizeable backlog. This, in and of itself, has

provided an increased incentive for aie individual to avoid the imposition

ot a swift; sure sanction. Such a "grassroots" approach has brought about

a personalized conscientious effort to deaL with cases thoroughly, effective
.

ly, and fairly. This4reater involvement inspires and permits younger

students to take a morekactive interest in campus justice within the "safe"

0

9i



and more accessible environment of the residence hail.
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Creater student participation at all levels, increased_enkouragement Lu
hold office by students from all disciplines and colleges, more oppor
tunities to participate in'and conduct miniworkshops on communitative
and legal skills, increased studentfaculty interaction in these training
programs as well, as in the decisionmaking process itself, all have re
sulted in a more totaL development of the student population through a
spirit and environment of cooperation.\)

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The judiciary system, co prised of a few select or "elite" studehts,
has continued to operatelthrough a centralized court, albeit with an
administrative hearing aS an available alternative. While this centralized
approach does allow for the consistent imposition of sanctions, it is not

flexible. It has not been able to take into account the dynamics of the
'a.ademic world or changes in lifestyles, in the student population, or in
recent court.decisions. The inability of this system to inspire and
encourage younger students and students from various disciplines to partake
in the administration of justice has deprivea most of them of a valuable
intellectual and selfdevelopment experience. Similarly, there has bée.n

inadequate recycling of official personnel to allow for feedback, giowth,
and coentinuity. The individual student has little,input into the system
and has little or,no understanding of the legal process until he/she
becomes a defendent accused within it. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of the system is threatened by court delay find backlog which permit cases
to go unresolved and offenses unpunished. ThLs, in turn, weakens student
confidence in the system, in authority, and in the law generally.

Student Development Services VII: ASU will strive to maintain its policy of
making aid available to academically and/or financially deserving students.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Before 1958, the administration of student financial aid required little
time each year. Thereafter, a great deal of progress was made in increasing
amounts of financial aid to students. Unfortunately, obtaining enough
staff to operate an efficient financial aid operation to properly adminer
these funds did not keep pace with the increase in aid and number of pro
grams. This was accomplished in the 1980s by studying natsonal formulas
and hiring additional professional and clerical staff. Additional staff
and utilization of the Fervices of the ComPuter Center meant additional
services and More efficient methods of operation.

One of the additicopl services has been the development of Methods of
informing students in secondary schooLs of financial aid opportunities
and a0Plication processes. Staff members now have more Lime to spend
with new students and their parents during the summer,orientation program.
There are individuaL conferences as well as group meetings, at which
accurate and uptodate information is provided on tuition costs, as witell,
as living expenses, to aid prospective students in determining their 1

financial needs.

9
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The FinaWcial Aid Office makes information available to faculty, staff,
and administrators, who are able to speak with' students about financial
aid and encourage them to apply. They are also informed of ways that they
can-hire students to work within their areas. The staff also has a greater
capability of monitoring the existing programs and creating a better com-
munication link with all university areas that award scholarships and employ
students through such programs as coLlege work-study.

The Financial Aid Office provides a corilpreh'ensive counseling service for
Students, not only informing theM of types of financial aid available,
but also offefing them general financial counseling. A part of this
counseling service is provided bj,,,,fnterns Trom the College of Business.

The interns are graduate students enrolled in the MBA program or senior
students majoring in management and specializing in the area of budget
counseling.

The Director of Financial Aid, in cooperation witll the Vi:Ice Chancellor

for Student Affairs, has egiablished a Unitersity Financial Aid Committee.
This committ -!e. reviews policies and procedures related to theilmanagement

of the Finacial Aid, Office. The committee reviews financial aid programs
and helps in establishing different types of student budgets. This com-
mit-tee devotes considerable stuq to developing budgets and aid informa-
tion for nontraditional students. This information is particutlarly useful

to Admissions Office personnel. They and Financial Aid Office personnel
work closely to provide accurate and appropriate information to applicants.

The Financial Aid Office works with the Development Office to encourage
4tnors to develop special scholarships and'other aid packages. One impor-
tant type of aid is in the form of increased amounts,of money available
for short-term emergency loans. The Development OffiLe plays a significant
role in the development of a,scholarship program based on achievement and
.;cholarship. ft wocks with personsin the academic disciplinek to.create
these awards for students and to establish criteria for awarding these
scholarships. The Financial Aid Committee is also involved in the scholar-
ship program for academical y talented students by serving as a clearing-
house for requests made by he various academic yeas for these funds.
This scholarship program, b sed on achievement and scholarship, is a yaluable
tool in the recruitment of cademically talented students to.Appalachian
State University.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The proper administration of the financial aid program at Appalachian State
University is a major factor in keeping enrollment at the level needed to
operate the university efficiently. But since staff has not increased,
administration of programs has suffered. Students do not receive counseling
and advice, and some aid programs are not fully utilized. As governmental
controls become even stricter and paperwork increases, the staff.is not
able to keep up with demands. The Financial Aid Office does not have the
time or the staff to pursue different Sources of financial assistance for
students. This is crucial for nontraditional students, particularly those
who have special financial needs that may not be covered by existing finan-
cial aid packages. lf students cannoc receive accurate information, on

financial aid, information on budgets, and costs of attending college,
they may choose to attend other schools.

LI
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Ln the 1980s, enrollment is of great concern. It is necessary that the

financial needs of traditional and nontraditional students be met. But

since.the Financial Aid Oifice has failed tegrow, the needs of some
students cannot be met.

Student bevelo ment Services VIII: University housing facilities will be

opetated more efficiently and in a manner which enhances and contributes
to the learning program and to the general development of the student.

Scenaiio A: The objective has been achieved.

For the university's houskng facilities to operate more efficiently; a
reorganization of the Administrative structure for the housing program
was required. Formerly, the housing prOgram was given direction and

'supervision frop the two large university divisions of Business'Affairs
(fiscal accountability and facility maintenance) and-,Student AffAirs
(residence life, programming,,ahd.disciplinary aspects). The functional'

responsibilities of residence life, policy enforcement, and fiscal and
physical accountability eontidiue'to be e,lident in any housing'organi

zation. But a more efficient organizational structure has produced' a
more efficient housIng program which better meets the nedds'of resident
students and more directly complies with,trie overall mission of the
institution.

4

As a resUlt of.reorganization, one chief housing officer reil to as

either a DireCtor of Housing or Director of Residence Life has been
employed to give overall direction to.all aspects of housing. Assistant
Directors provide specific accountability for Ore areas of.budgettnd
maintenance, personnel selection and staff development/training, and
residence life activities. Fulltime residence coordinators provide the
consistency and continuity ne4ded to develop the applicant pool and' to
employ and train.resi4nce staff. Unti/.such time that appropriated monies
.

in r.he academic area,can be uttlized, graduate students continue to serve
as head residents that. report to th -1-time coordinators. The full
time coordinators ate persons who old the master's degree in the arekof
student personnel.

For a program with the number of staff that the housing program must employ
to maintain its efficiency and effectiv ness, a continual traininglstaff
development program is a necessity. A ubstantial applicant pool is vital

, to select qualified and capable staff,And the attractiveness of the program
both monetarily and academically must be obvious to prospective applicants
to create such an applicant pool. If predicted declining enrollments be
come a reality, livein residence staff ma'y benefit from private kiving
arrangements (private rooms for RA's).

Residence facilitiesare ev'aluated in conjunction witil the existing 10year
plan that addresses facility repairs, replacements, and retrofitting. Spe.
cifically, residence hall environment improvements are looked at on an annual
basis,"with regard for student needs and budgetary restrictions. A greater

emphasis is placed on energy conservation, with residence hall ikicentive
competLtion initiated to cut back energy consumption on a monthly and atinual

basis. Also, new methods are being explored by the physicaljplant director
'to make the facilities more economicql to operattt.

9.1
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Finally, the o verall housing program is administered.by 1he'Divi9on of

Student AffaIrs with supplemental support services being provided from

the Business Affairs area. The pfreviously mentioned Director of.Residence

Life reports directly to the Vice Chancellor for StUdent Affaits and.works
cooperatively with the'Business,Affairs division.

Scenario B: Thq objective was not undertaken.

. 0

Students, faculty, and staff continue to be confusa-"many times as to'
who or what area has die overall administrative responsibility for the
housing program at ASU. Both,Student Affairs and Elusiness, Affairs.are

responsible; however, within these two large 4ivisions; three specific
administrative units exist to supervise the programming, disciplinary,
and operational aspects'of the housing program. This causes a great

deal of confusion and Concern to,students and other individuals outtide

-of the housing area': The residence hall staffs are most ipecifically
the ones that express concern abobt who or what area is actually respon-

sible for their immediate supervision.

The Housing Council arrangement provides for a great deal of bureaucratic

red tape. The old saying of "too many chiefs apd not enough Indians"
certainly seems to apply here.*Pxojects that come before the Housing'
Council that are initiated by students often becbme delayed owing to.

. all the approval processes that must be folloWed tb tatisfy,the admin-
. istration in both.divisions. By the t,ime.an approval finally comes

through the students have usually lost interest or just assbmed that
the administration has forgotten about them.

Housing at ASU for many year's.has been searching fort an identity. This

identity could have, been realized witHlmore direct supervision within
0 single administrative unit, without, so to speak, as many chiefs. But

until a reorganization of some kind provides more efficiency in running

the prugram, the program will funct/Ion without the best interests of the

studeht in mind.

Student Development Services IX: Students at ASU will be provided with

hetter health services.'

Scenario A: The objective.has been achieved. '

Having a student infdrmary that meets the standar4s of excellence se t

by national health organizations has eliminated many of the problems

formerly facing ASU's facility and'sftaff. The addition of staff and/or
doctors has increased the quality of service while decreasing the re-

quired waiting time for the service. Twenty-four hour service has been
greatly enriched by the presence of a doctor.regardless Of the time of

day or night. This around-the-clock shift for a doctor has also elimi-

nated many return trips during the daytime hours.

The possibility of using the university ambulance vehicles to carry
emergency cases from the dorm to the infirmary or from the infirmary

to the hospital is being considered. A small amount added to the student

fee each semester would be a minor contribution in comparison to the

benefits received. In the area of preventive health carre, ale new student

1
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is instructed in the.,necessary preCautions for 'winter suvival in Boone.

An information telephone line-Was been installed with a tape recording

giving information about different dis,eases (ocial, cOmmunicable, etc:).

1

.S'cenario The oblectivewas not 6ndertaken.

With a growing student population and the variety of Cases to be,handled,

student health serviceh are inadequate. Onlz three to five students can

be seen at one time, owing to lack ofi staff. With literally hundreds of

students requiring:some form of medUal attention each day, there:are

long waiting lines. Without any expansion of the staff, there is no

.rOom for specializatioo in any pf the areas that require extra attention'

at the present time.

Student Development Services X: The university will offer a campus re-

creation program, both structured and unsteuctured, which meets students'

needs.

4

'Scenario A: The objectrve has been achieved.

Despite its dedigation,to full dev.elopment of the student and an officialq
sanctioned and developed recreational program, ASU formerly fell short

in seveeal areas of recreational development. Implementation of Objective

X corrected these shortcomings,.

Centralization of campus recreatsion and intramurals within the office

of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs has' resulted in better
coordination with a resultant'improvement in program efficiency and

adequate staffing. By its very nature, Student Affairs is more attuned

"to the diversity of needs of the student body chan is the Department of
Athletics with its narrower objective and focus (and} it might be added,

Student Affairs is more receptive to student irippt). Moreover, the service

erienta-t-ilan of Student Affairs is mo're compatible with a diverse recrea-

tional program,than is the Department of Athletics,-which necessarily is
concerned with issues of competition and financial rerlurn. Oentralization

has also improved the efficiency of the program by eliminating the problems

resulting from shared budgets and s!-affs. The use of interns from HPER
provides adequatelaiffing, enhances the educational prOgrams of the
interns, and stallneps the program under a centralized administrative

authority.

Both efficiency and seivice effectiveness have been enhanced by the expan-
sion of outdoor and/or outdoor-indoor facilities centrally located on the

campus. With the exception of Conrad Stadium, no general purpose outdoor
facility existed that was lighted and only a limited general purpose out-

door facility existed that was not used primarily by the formal athletic

teams. Implementation of Objective X meant the construction of a facility,
either outdoor,and in400r or a combined outdoor-indoor structure, which

was (1) centrally locited on campus, (2) not used for the formal athletic

team practices and, (3) therefore available to lion-Athletic Department

students for general recreation. The limited space available, plus the

tremendous growth in intramural activities (as well as individual physical

fitness activities), necessitated additional facilities. Moreover, the

continued use of Conrad Stadium with its outrageously expensive lighting

p.
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or the continued use of State Farm fac.ilities requiring extensive,use

of cars both strained energy resources %luring a time when all indiLations

suggested limitations. lt was proposed that the aCe.a used ,as the base-

ball diamond, field-hockey field, and tennis courts be converted into

a total activity recreational facility. Part of the area torming the

triangte could house a very adequate general purpose inpoor facility,

while the remainder of the area could be integrated with'the indoor

facility to provide a well-lighted and available outdoor facility. Re-

\ conversion of the triangle area'into a multiz-purpose ilndoor-outdoor

facility has responded to the current and future ecreational needs of
N\ the ASU student as identified in Objective X.

Finally, an adequately staffed and coordinated recreational program,

with imprle available facilities, proved to be adaptive to the recrea-

tional needs of all students, including the varied student body pro.-

jected for the 1980s.

Note; Implementation of Objective X may have some negative impacts upon

resource allocation'and the campus environment. First, such a facility

(either outdoor or butdoor-indoor) Is costly. Given the nature of the

capital improvement funding system in North Carolina, other facilities

with perhaps greater justification may be displaced (such as facilities

tor foreign students, expanded food services, and expande& health services).

At any rate, such facilities must pay for theffiselves and given the fact-

that a rec'reationall, facility is not necessarily an income-generating

facility, such costs will have to be assumed by student fees, already

stretched to ehe limit. Finally, any such facility, located in the

triangle or any other central campus location, necessarily displaces other

uses for the space which then have to be relocated Or abandoned. Since

_any centraily-located space on campus will either displace parking facil-
,

ities or areas currently used for other recreational or athletic purposes,

the displaced facilities will have to be relocated on the frinde area of-

campus. Such-relocation will bf both costly and might well accrue envir-

onmental objections.(e.g., wooded areas or green ,areas might be converted

,to paved lots or playing areas).

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Failure to implement Objective X has exacerbated the ptesent frustration

over inadequate recreational facilities. No general purpose recreational

facility exi.sts with lighting with the exception of Conrad Stadium (and

_regular lighting of Conrad Stadium, even assuming its availability, incurs

tremendous energy costs). With the growth in interest in recreation for

both constructive lerraTe time activity and general health improvement,

these limited facilities are being tremendously overused: A natural out-

come of cibwded or inaccessible recreational facilities is frustration.

Secondly, failure to implement Objective X has placed Appalachian State

University in a less advantageous position to compete for students. indeed,

it is feared that frustration over inadequate facirities may even result in

some stip:tents changing to schaols with better facilities. At,the least,

, inadequate recreational facilities wi..thin the Icetitral campus have'forced

students seeking recreational outlets Cb go off campus, thus increasing

energy consumption and limiting student participation. Also, inadequate

'recreational facilities have made'it even more difficult to fight the

suitcase mentality which limits recreational'activities on campu's4

,
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' Student Development Services XI: The university will provide a varsity

sp'orts program, facilities, and staff which c:onform to guidelines and

regulations of the Southern Athletic Conference, the National Collegiate

Athletic Association, and the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women and which is consistent with the purpose of the University.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

As gppalachian entered the 1980s, one of the more difficult decisiuns the

university faced was the direction in which to proceed with.' the athletic

program, considering the large amount of uncertainty that existed in collegeN

athletics. This uncertainty related primarily to .the state of,the economy \

and 4ts effect upon the type of athletic program an institution can provide.

Already many schools across the nation had reduced the number of team sports

because of budgetary restraints. Expanded women's programs that for s6 long

had been nee0d were making noticeable Orains upon athletic budget's. Appa
lachian, alongwith every other school with.an athletic program, Was at the

crfssroads of aeciding where to go and how to go about it.

A new philosophy was adopted -to adjust to the times and cOmply with the

institutional mistion. ft was decided that the varsity sports program

could not continue to exist as'it hadrin the past witfi inflation taking

its toll. Each varsity sport must opj,ate as a selfsupporting'unit.

Coaches would be accountable for proposing annual budgls and producing

supplemental financial support aside Iromsate receipts 4nd alumniMonetary.

.
pledges to balance tfie expenditures of the budget. Those.sports that could

not continue to exist in a selfsupporting role would be coritinued, but in

the capaciey of either a "club/"or "intramural" sport. Appaltichian decided

to drop all }unior varsity grograms; as they produced as many financial ex

penditures as varsity progKams. This .did not have anr adlierse effect since

. all fieshMen were eligible-for varsity competition.

It was decided thwt the varsity facilities at ASU would increase only upon

*demand. The existing facilities were judged,to be as uptodate and adequiate

as could be expected. _Expandedfacilities would not be a priority until the

existing ones become absolutely inadequate.

Wore emphasis has been placed upon the academic.needs of the participants

in varsity athletic programs. There is now less practice time than 'before

and less time out of class for road trips. Athletics are not regarded as -

a second job for a student athlete and take him/her away from the ac'ademic

world only a minimal amougt of time. Athletes are encouraged to take standard

course loads and are expected to graduate with their respective classes as

opposed, to two or three semesters later.

iniorper for the athletic program at Appalachian to achieve and'Amaintain a

wellroundeki, selfsupporting, and overall adequate tatus,,a reevaluation

. is performed each year to determine if the overalf academic and,finandial needs

of the university arebeing met. Coaches are more involved in the classroom

and less in the roles of Tulltime coaches as more personnel funding comes

from academic appropriations. In effect, the future of college athletics"

has irecome a matter of "sunfival of the fittest."

1
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.Scenar : The objective was not undertgiten.

The economic troUbles of the 1970s extended irlto the '80s and made'it
very difficult for ASU to compete on as broad a level s it did.previously:.

Increased costs of operation and decreased alumni monetary support t4e it
impossible to support the athletie program to the extent it was during

past decade. An expanded and wellrounHe'd program of 11 sports, both mae

and female, proved hard to maintain with operat.ional expenditures exceeding

ticket revenue and alunini supiport. When the economy is in a,depressed

state, people have to support themselves and cannot afford to support

other programs.
1

Appalachian, like every o'ther school with an athletic program, has continued

to maintainan athletic program as competitive as.possible with the resources

.available. However, it has failed to develop a plan and procedure to deal .

effectively with these financial constraints. Manx sports run the risk

of being cut back severely, if not cut out altogether. This will be done

if necessary and in many cases it Kill be an unpopular decision. It is'

not a good time to be in athletic administration with the multitkide of

problems facing college athletics.

0
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Institutional Sector: PHYSICAL RESOURCES A,

Physical Resources 1: The university will make a commitment tç the development
of a compreheaspe phased plan addressing campus beautificatLon, souqd land
use planning, maintenance,_energy use efficiency, and accessibility.'

.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.
a.

4

With the development of a.comprehedsive plan'dealing with the beautification,,
maintenance, and use of campus properties the chances of having"a physical
setting designed to illustrate how the human experience can be enriched by
living and working in a ell planned and desigged environment have been
significantly increased. With such a plan, prioricies are sel, effor?§' are
coordinated, ana the best use of the resourcqs budgeted i achieved. The
implementation of this objective is evidence'of obe importance placed '(Vi the
use of the campus'and its surroundings as a comprehensive learning relurce.

Scenario B: The objective wasonot undertaken.

The failure to.develop and implement a comprehensive plan has meant the
loss of the chance, of realizing the full potential of the physical,ietting
at ASU. While much of the physicati.vpansion of the university has already
Occurred, the lack of any overall pia has reduced the ability to,improye
upon the existing setting, to correct previous mistakes, and to determine
the,directiyn and nyle of future growth. While other univerities may
decide the best use of their campuses to be wallto--:wall buildings and
parking facilities, ASU should have paid close attention to theA4rong
points it has in attracting st4dents'and faculty.,0 Obviously, tre physical
setting is one of these. Ther6fore, the failure to develop a comprehensive
plan building on and developing this strength may'prove t,o be damaging to the
university in years to come.

A

Physical Resources II: The untverSity will institute a more efficient' maintenance.
program clor^the physical plant through incorporation of new techniques and the
developmeRt.of A maintenance staff adequate to meet the needs of thg4 physical -

plant.

/ Scenario A: The objectivR has been achieved.

The implementation by the universiEy of a more efficient maintenance progiam
by incorporating new techniques and the development of an,adeqbate maintenance
staff in the physical plant has had a,positive effect ori the university in

:40

the physical plant areas: The implementation of new programs as they become
available.and the Loncinualion of training programs for the maintenance staff
have provided savinp for the university-byereducing equipment down time,
allowing a longer life expectancy in existing equipment, and reducing major
repairs.

, ......"-
.

Scenario B:, Thedobject ve was not undertaken.

c .

By,failing to implement a more efficient maintenance program for the physical
plalit, Luniversity facilities and equipment are not reaching normal life expec-,
tancy. Also, eq4ipment and facility down time is greater than normal, causing
inconveniences td the users. Deferred maintenance prevails, repair time,i,s '

,
1

greater, and equipment and faciLity replacement occur A shorter iNtervals,
thus creating additional costs to overate and maintain the university.



Physical Resources III: The university will establish itself as a leader in

controlled energy use and.develop a model,demonstration 'campUs for alternative_
. , .

energy sources. ,

1

, This oblective parallels Organization and Administration I so closely that it,

appears that the two should be combined into one objective. For purposes of

Stage 9, the following .brief scenario addresses the "model demonStratian

campus!; concept. .

1-

Scenario A: The,objedtive has been achieved.
,

As Appalachian State University extends its energy Management system and
complet4s its alternate fuel.:project Cri`sihe central plant,"departments and

offices of the uni.versity are incorporating the developments into academic,
public service, arid palic information programs. Awareness of the institution

and the cprrency of Lts programs is eitending througPout the state,-region,

and nat,i.on. New areas of concentrationore being developed; aetracting
studgril-s w,ith interest orientations which broaden.the university.'s base of

academic diversification. The university is recognized as responsible aud

responsive, to current economic and social requirem4nts. Examples of alter
native sourceshave been developed and are displayed\abott Campus, showing

applications for noninstitutional uses.

.

Scenario B: The objective.was nbt undertaken.

. .
,

By neglecting to exploit its energy and alternative fuel programs for
academic and public information purposes, the university has failed to

to current economic and social needs and thought. The univers:ity rea izes .

attract'recognitiorOas a mainstream and rekponsive institution with re9pC,ct

the operational and fiscal benefits of its energy programs. The university's 4

'energy efforts are known and recognized through normal public affairs etforts
and, within a somewhat limited sphere, gain the aetention that the demonstra

tion program 'intended. t

Physical Resourtes IV: Appalachian State University will improve ILS

communication fac.ilLties.

Scenario:A: The objective has been achieved.

With computer terminals in key locations, business man'agement has been

greatly improved. Data retrievaYland storage have been increased, moneys
. I

t)

saved, and time spent on xesearch has been cut considerably. Manpower

necessary to hand carry, sort, and distribute inf,ormetion has 4een reduced,

thereby freeing personnel for other tasks. Moreover, information sent and
I

received by computer is more accurate. All information in central cOmputerS

is more uptodate and accessible than when stored in separatelystems and

departments' accountabilityihas increased. .

I

Energy management has been vastly improveA through the bse of an intercampus .

cable system. Sensors.placed in buildings throughouethe campus allow
faster adjustMents of heating and cooling, and energy loss l)), accidene or

system failure is communitated to a management center with minimUm delay.

Needs by any speciic part of the campus are monitored for peak periods and,

adjustments ma-de automatically. Any failure in a heating oe cooling system
I

/ is monitored by sensor)it4.4 into this central network. This system can be

.expan8ed to include an alarm system for eMergencies such as fire or forced
' /
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entry, OTtreby enhancing security for 'the campul. '

Television cable receptio across the cimpu; has increlased educal'ional

and recreational: plassib4lities for ASU. Besides the obvious Oility to
receive and distri6ute cOMmercial and p011.c b'roadcasting channels, pro- ,

duction oPon-campaik material has increaeed a'bility to convey infor- A
mition quickly; cheaply, and with immediaty for,i ruct n .and storage.

Mass lictures are now televied and broadcast int .multipl clask.00ms,

.utilizing existing facilities instead of constructing larger rooms. Lectures

can be stored aild repe'aeed to later classes and Multiple sections, extra
Anformation made more accessible, and importpnt events recorded and stored
for class-use, recruiting, and alumni reports. Appalachlan is able to produce

programming for publiT teldhision and radio. Owing Co increased CO5t in trans-

portition video lectures now supplement or sopetimesAfreplace those field-
based programs which are primarilY lecture-oriented. This system can also

be offered to the public school system in this area'if attendance is inter-
ripted by bad Weather, thereby increasing ASU's service to the region.

4

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken. 0

By failing to upgrade Its communications system, ASUllas saved the initial
cost of "the system. This savings 'has beem put to use in other capital

improvements. But with ,increased costs in these areas, the initial Invest-
,. ment would have been worth the outlay. Without it, intracampus informafLoW

deliery continues to ,be by hand4.as is deliyery of all rncoming mail. The'

.conslruction of 'a cable netw)rk would not have eliminated.thfs, but it would
have made certain data more accessible and cut the time factor to a MinlmUT.
Delays in tensactkons possible by cable are greater without the system.
AccOunts monitored by compute are not acessible to a central location:
Departmental accountabrliey is lessened%

y
Without a centrai locati&n,.energy management is not as efficient., since

any failure 'f.ni the system must be reported by individuals in the man'y
separate locations,on campus.: Loss of heat and cooling is increased owing
co lag time between,discOvery and report. Periocts of peak an lull usage

are more difficurt to monitor and adjust.

Without the central cabje system, educational television usage remains
about what it was in the 1970s. Separate systems in usd on the camus
continue to operate, but without any central control or broadcast 77tilIty,

making repair and expansion'more difficult. Mass lectures must take place

in large halls, and field7based programs are uncha"nged.

..4

Physical Resourcms-A14 The university will mount a conscientious amrOgn
to acsluire the Dougherty family hOuse and property and develop a planNtekuse
the house as an alumni/information center orlas a museum/gallery.

1

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

By achieving the objective, the university has acquired a valuable piece
of property adjac nt 00 the campus which may be important to its loyerall"

plans. It also assures continuation of the building in its roleas a part

of,the university's heritage. The development of an alumni/information
center or museum/gallery will be a valuable addition. However, the Dougherey

propertf included some 26 acres, which appeared to be more than was needed

- for achievement of the objective.. For t4is reason, the university decided"

to purchase just a part of the property. .

V

- 4
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Scenario.B: The objective was not Undertaken.

Failure to acquire the Dougherty property has required that desired expansion

. be directed toward potentially less attractive properties. The-alumni/infor-

mation center.or museum/gallery will still be developed, uLing other locatlons.

However, the clorntroj over how this property is to be utilized is no longer.

'in the hands 9f the Arniyersity. Furthermore, the university has lost one

of the few rehaining physical links with its founders and its history.

Physical ResourCes VI: The university ;all identify desirable'l.racts of

4 property and develop a Plan for acquiring those,parcels deemed appropriate

, for use ae recreation areas, open spaces, or'potential building sites.

\
Scenarlo A: Thee bjective has been achieved.

The topographic setting of ASU, a relatively naryow and restricted valley,

places major impoancen effective land.use. This involves a'balance
between intensive.use of *mall areas foT multistory buildings,.'as well as

the maintenance of opeA space. Given prevailing inflationSry trends, land

acquisition has had a high priority, becapse it enables the unl.versi* to
expand when and if...necessary in the future-and gives it somaAegree,of contrdl

uver other uses which may nqt be approprimite to a scholastic atmosphere. At

the same time% the university has recognized its responsibility, to 'see that

' the type of development on new properties is compatible with thexeneral desires

,of the community:'

Seenari ,113: The objective was not undertaken.
4 .

Having tailed t9 p lan for'future land acquisitions, the uniyersity is unable

to adjust to needs for' more open space or'building\iites. Increase land

costs make expansior. prohibitive or put major constraints.on needed improve-

ments. Undesirable devel'opments, such as row housing, commercial stiips, arid
low-grade tourist tattractiont'which detfact77from the scholastic atmosphere,,

ndw threaten to surround the university.
1'

Physical Resources VII: Program demands, at reflected in long-range planning .

projections, will be given prime emphasis in setting capital expansion pkiorities.

Scenario A: The objective.has been achieved. )
7

Long-range planning projections have set capital expansion priorities inhaccor-

, dance with Trojected program demands. ProjeCtions in 1980 indicateditlig de-
mands for programs in the hard scieves and in technology fields, and dis-

. ciplines end depart.merttoin these fields have thus had pribrity tri capital

expenditures, both in the planning,undertaken,by the design group and by the

XSU Board of Trustees. As result, by 1985 ricajor renovations to Rankin .

StienLe Wilding have been budgeted by the Board of Governoes fur FY 1985-87,
which include the conversion of additional laboratory space, pur.chase Of

high-technology equipment, and the ltke mkr all at enormous expense: Computer

technology, a growing area of%interest. %men students and faculty, has been
given high priority for acquisition ot costly but necessary new generation

4 equipment. Industriad Arts has seen increases in enrollment since expanding
to

its facilities.
e



,On the other hand, 8ecause capital expansion priorities have been givtn
to area's where program demands have been growing, maintenance of,other \

existing facilities suffers from its lower priority. Some departments

c6ntinde to complain of inidequate space, bUt the major problem is with -41\

upkeep; as existing equipment wears out. LSU has discovered that capital

experiditures in the areas of scientific and technological education have
strengthened these programs, but costs per sCudent are higher also.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

.

.1.ong-range planning projections have not sect capitaf expansion priorit' s

.in accordance with prcjected progTam demands. rInstead, capital expansion
priorities have been set in accordance with existing demands, or according
to various extraneous factbrs such as political influences in Raleigh, the
eacctiveness Of influential deans and department chairpersons on campus,
etc. A rather haphazard approach to capital expenditure's priorities has e _

i

led to the demand that, in fai ness to all, priorities should be adjusted
according to a schedule of rep acement and.renovation of existing buildings
in accordance with their need f repair: By 1985, many buildings are deter-
iorating at a rapid rate because of age and continued reduced maintenance
allocations. Instead of easing overcrowding in the area of the sciences and

t technology, older buildings like Whitener Hall, Chapell Wilson, etc., have
been either totall,y rebuilt or torn down and replaced' at very high cost,
while other existing, facakties continue to deteriorate. Although this
procedure has_ benefitted the programs once served by obsolescent or 'deter-

iorating buildings, it has not eased the problems anticipated as early as
1978-79 in those programs where student enrollment has in'creased.

.

Physical Resources,V111: I.ncreased importance will ,be placed upon triins-

poration resources in future program planning.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved. 4

Transportation resources have been given increased importance in program
planning. The university has acquired.diesel and electric cars (the tatter
suitable only for local useunder existing technology) which are.more fuel

\;"

efacient and are maintained re.thoroughly by Motor Pool persovel.
.Nevertheless fuel costs, bot :Or diesel fuel and for electric power (even
whegenerated by tik university's own plant)5 have continued to mount.
The Atirement of gasoline-powered viehiclés has inevitabl, been gradual, so

,

that in 1985 paft of the fleet still consIsts of gas-guzz ng sedans with
,r---

automatic transmissions.

As a share'6f the operating budgets for university prugrams, transportation
costs by 1985 have begun to cut inp'other parts oi the programs' budgets.
Central coordination of all-,university travel Eas helped 'to keep vehicles

available and operating, but setting uni ersity-wide priorities on the use

;11
of. vehiclet .has led to controversy, ambn e various culleges; departments,

and programs. Problems in this area cntit1ue ,despite achieving the goals
set in 1980.

0
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Scenario' B: Tfle ob4ect1ve was not undertaken.
4

No special attention has been paid to transportation resources in program

plannning. , Various programs continue to assume the,generally easy accessi-

birity to state vehicles 'that they have enjoyed in the pas*., and the

university continues to,maintain in spotty fashion a fleet of large gaso-

line-powered sedans, a hrug on the aueomobile market by 1985, so that

such cars are available from dealers at large discOunts. By 1985, the

constant upsurge, in-gas prices and the inequities in assigning vehicles

.to the various programs, have resulted in serious reevaluation of university

travel and.have led to curtailments which directly affect the stated mission

of the-university itself. ASU is considering eliminating its New York and

Washington operations and has had to cut back many of its extension cOurse

offerings,and prograno because of the high cost of travel. Faculty travel.

restrictions 41.ave led to widespread discontent,4,and even administrawrs are

no longer able to assume that they have autotatic access to university

vehicles.

Physical Resources IX: The university will, improve its recreational ia.AlitieS.

/ Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.
.,

Plding to the severity of the winters in Boone, any outdoor recre tion was
tfaditionally eliminated for most of the year. In order to con inue to-

compete for students at Asu, certain recreational facilities Were needed:

To compensate fot the weather obstacles that must,be overcome, it was
decided that the ideal facility would be an indoor/outdoor building for the

soN use of the student (classes, intramurals). No university team sports

woultl be allowed to practice in this facility.

.Throu0' the construction of this facility, comparable equipment and space
have been provided.for the student who is not a meMber of a varsity sports

program. A high percentage of the users of this facility are women, owing

to the absence of varsity teamr from the area. This facility has been con-

structed on the present basebatl triangle adjacent to the campus Security

Office. Its convenient. lOcation is necessary in order to serve the on-campus

students'. without cars. An indoor track, underground handball and racketbAll '

courts, indoor tennis courts, and multrple other facilities are encompassed,

within this facility.

This facility is not for public use and consideration is being given Oa
charging a membership fet to the faculty and staff. tfhe use of studenu

interns to'manage and maintain the facility has provAd to le b.eneficia

to the university as well as to the participating students.

S-:enario B: The objective was not undertaken.

As student particjipation in recreational activities has increased, the existing

facilitiWare nnable'to funct efficiently. The failure to improve re-

creat,,ional facilities has had a ne ative impact upon student recruitment.

More ver, the university has beeT s iving to keep students on campus and

.to su ply productivp fun of recriati n. But failure to provide adequate

recreational facilities is threatening realization of this goal%

t
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Special Activities t: The unkyevsity will seek to provide a broad range of
continuing education services to the people of the region and state in a manner
that is academiLally sound and is Consi'stent with the role and purpose of a Ar-

university., -
/

Scenario A: 'The objectfve has been achieved.

Community Services projects an image Which is oriented toward academic
excellence., Stricter gilidelines, close supervision, and ready lines of

A
communicatton among students, faculty, and administrators maintain high
standards. The community recognizes and respects the rigor of the program.
Shorter timle periods for classes and greater flexibility in scheduling en-
hance.student learning. However, this academdt rigor appears to limit en- k
rollment and increase the number of students failing outreach classes, as
absenteeism becomes a problem. Students appear reluctant to enroll as rea,dily

as in the past. This new "tough guy". image may cause.budgetary,problems as

enrollments decrease. In addition; this scholarly emphasis simply costs more

and, with,attendance dipping becsuse or stricter standards, the'College of
Continuing Education has serious financial difficulties.

Community Services has found ways to reduce the insttuctional load off-
campus, improving the quality of education. Also, the colleges_are staffing
off-campus,work with their best qualified faculty. In addition, Community .

Servi,.es has ut..lized field supervisors to assist the program. The costs
Ehese academ_c iMprovements We considerable and the generated FTE's

may not balance thq expected cost overrun& for the implementation of this
'plan.

Traditional cuiricular orientatiln has partially given way to programs which
fit the rieed&of a changkng society. The college has identified those aourse
which are geared tomeet this changing emphasis. For example, instruction
in environmentany relaCed subjects, such as energy producticub land use
planning, and regional resource allocation, have been .identified as a major

need by the adnunistrators of the conli'nuing educationprogram. These new

offerings prove to be a major success. Science, technical, and service,yro-
grams are adopted as the region undergoes changes for a technological ftlture,.
Also the region is feeling thel,eneficial effects of increased population.
Migration from outside the region and movemerit from urban to rural areas have
enlarged the enroLlment base of the college._ The idea of lifelong learfng
apPears to have taken hold in today's society: As the "graying" of America
proceeds, 'the College ot Continuing Education adopts curricula for thi-s growing

sector of thepopulation. In.general, the college has'cleveloped programs whit*
address career opportunities for the present and forseeable future, stimulating
interest and enrotlment.....

Finally, the universi61 has been successful in enc'Ouiaging education agencies
to emphasize theineed for higher education for eecertification. Teachers find
it desirable to retool in their chosen fi:elds, thereby increaging enrollments

for the coUlege. Given the college's determination to diversify its curricular
base into nontraditional areas, the school is in danger of spreading itself too
thin,.thereby fottering a jack-of-all-trades Lmage.

1 U u
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Scenario '13: The objective was nqt undertaken.

The failure of the university to,provide academic excellence in its out-

reach programs is distinct.ly tied to financial considerations. Since

continuing education is not self-sufficient and traditionally has been

poorly funded by the uqiversity and_tpe state, its programs have suffered

from budget cuts necessitated by financial constra,ints. Consequently,

the quality of edu ation has faltered as corners are cut. AdmfnCstrators

of the cofitinuing education program must justify' th6 effectiveness and

fiscal viability of each course offering. Strict accountability is demanded

by.The Uni.virsity of North Carolina and the potential for innovation is

ited. Fewer new course offerings are consLiered since they are not proven

money makers. The result is a program which goes with "safe" courses. New
course offerings rhich appeal so changing *societal trends are not often

implemented. The outreach program fails to attract many students who are

interested in the growing'fields of ytience, technology, enOironme'nt, and

.sirvice.

The :image of the program tn the coTmunity and oh campus has faltered as

academic qtandards decline._ The colleges noW fail to taff off-campus.:

work with their best qualified faculty. Departments throughout the univer-

sity are reluctntto spare exciting ihstructors because of the "slack"

academic irritate. Budgetary constrdints have also failed to reduce the

instructional load off-campus, so that the quality of faculty-3tudent time

canVt be maximized! The overall effect is a decline in faculty and student

morale and an undermining ol the program.

.

Th12, university h s also failed.to offer new courses to older students, who,

although committ d to'the concept 'of lifelong learning, are amble to find

.. suitable course fferings because of the anivbrgrty's failure to identify

these needs. .

Spetial Activities The university will provide academically sound con-

tinuing education services to the people of the region and staEe in a manner

that is as efficient as possible -- administratively, fiscally, and otherwise.

Sctnario A: The, objective has bden achieved.

The College of Learning and Human Development has designated four satellite

teaching cen0ers with full-time directors housed in an ASU facility'at

central locationl'away from the main campus. The roles of the directors

of the te.aching centers have-been redefined, and S part of tfieir direct

reSpon'Sibilities is to assess needs, plan provams and work closely with

the College of ContinOing Education. There is a counseling and advisement

office in each teaching center.

Through the use of fuel effi.cient veVicles and efficient program techniques,

faculty are able to commute in grAups'of 2-4 to the teaching centers at a

savings of fuel cost to the university. This process of coordination and

programming has required increased' staffing in CommuniAy Services to facili-

tate this savings, Extensiom of programming has.produced increased demands

for facilities at off-campus locations, and this increased programming may

cause further program problems. AnAttempt., at extensive coordination wtth
,

rf
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academic departments, Community Services, Motor Pool, and other support

units on campus threatens to"burden Elle process further.
4 '1

The,university is continuing to review, fipally, tuition polidies while
maintaining the lowest' possible tuition wiEh a competiave funding base

for off-campus instruction. ASU continues to solicit from the state
.legislature acstate funding formula based on eXtension FTE's. The admin-

istration has consistently supported with funds the concept:that' effective
teaching:can take place off camRus, and faculty are encouraged to parti-
cipate in off7campus programming as a part.of their regular teaching assign-

ments. In-service training for faculty is provided in the form of orien-

tation sessions.each fall for those teaching in the fie1d4for the,, first time.

Direct involvement from the college deans and academic coordinators has en.-
lianced the understanding of ASU's field-based programs.

The administration has actively supported the telecommunication system, and
this system should be operational next semester on an experimental basis in
two metropolitan areas in this state: Ths,system will allow ASU to haire
full-time instructors at all teaching centers.

Scenario 13: The objective was ,not undertaken'.

The cost of fuel for automobiles has mandated an annual review of tuitiOn,
and an increase in tuition now occurs annually. Increased tuition threatens
a.decline in enrollment in many field-based Programs. Lack of state.cars
and intensified scheduling difficulties have not allowed'extension faculty 1

to participate in car pooling. , Thus, transpottation cpsts have increased.

A modified formula for state funding for extenstion ETE'p has enhanced in-
.,tructor pay, but has not eliminated the disparity of tuition between on-
and off-campus programming. Many university faculty sLill view extenifons
activities as a secondary function of the university. Field-based ipstrdc-
tion is generally taught on ansoverload basis, and departments are .encoun-
tering difficulty in getting ASU instructors to participate extensively in
off-campus teaching assignments."

r -

Owing to lack of funding and staffing, Community Services is.unable to
communicate effectively with potential field-based students, and an increase
in the population group of 55 and over has increased.field-based enrollment
for the last. program year. Although the populAtion has increased,,a'lack
of communcation_.has failed to take advantage of this increased eni-ollment
pattern. 't .

-

.

ASU continues to.discoueage tlie state from creating territorial boundaries
for each institution. Appalachian hai consiStently advoca(ted that the
consumers should have the right to,ghoose which institutional program meets
theii identefied needs. However,;the General Administration doiltinues to .

usestringent approval processes for.sanctioning field-based programming.
This has resulted in limite+ enrollment potential and has caused undue delays
for planning long-range prOgramming..

A
,

.

Cost feasibility stutiies on a transportatxion service indicates that a system

is not warranted. This .decision will plae an increased burden on students

/ 4lin the field because, they mus't use their own cars andny car pooling wuuld k
,

have to be negotiated among student groups.

4
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A.tivities Ifl: The university will provide throughout the entire

year a broad spectrum of cultural activities reflecting the region, .the nation,

and the world.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

A summer Artist and LectureApries and a 4orergn film series/festival have

been established. Because We proportion of adults in the target population

has increased asnd because 411 persons in ,the target, population are increasingly

interested in leisuretime activities, prograttring includes a wide 1yariety of

performances and presentations which reflect the varied interests i t'le pop

ulation. Artists/lecturers residing per nently or temporarily in orthwest

North Carolina are encouraged'to parti ate in the Artist and Lecitre Series

and to lead discussions of foreign films. .Talent agencies are contacted each

summer to discover whether potential performers of national and/or international

reputation will viAiethe mountai resort areas ,Aii,ring tourist seasons and

whether such persgpOwill be available fer performances.

The planning and coordination.of both Artist and Lecture Series and foreign

film presentations h'ave made it necessary for fulltime sptaff to be hired.

Energy requxemeiltg tor a summer concert series are minimal; however, exist

ing facilities have beelli,surveyed for adequate ventilittion, andfleficiencies

have been Lorrected. Auk because poor(sound quality in existing facilities

tends to discourage attenAke, and because informality,is tile key to

recreational activities,Aa"Atdoor amphitheater and parking lot have been

constrUcted. Again, because hOirsting facilities are not*.appropriate for the

showing of movies, the unillersity has constructed (purchased, rented) a movie

theater. The construction of the two facilities.has'been costly. Baby
sitting and childcare facilities have been established to free parents to el

attepd evening performances, again at some considerable expense. These

facilities have been found to be necessary because many summer students and,
visitors have brougiit entire families with them to Boone.

In ordei to increase the exposure of the target population Ap other cultures,
the Ar.ist and Lfcture Seri's have included many programs Aich feature artists

from nonwesternIcountries. All cultural events sponsok-ed by the university

are being adverOsed regularly in communities within easy driving distance

of Boone., Howevfrr, unless facilitation of car pooling accompanLes ,ruch adlrer

tisements, as the price of gasoline increases fewer and fewer persons will

travel to Boone solely to attend cultural functions.

During the regular academic /ear, cultural programs are now scheduled for

weekends, thereby allowing more students and faculty members to attend.
Fewer stUdents and fa,,ulty now find it necessary to'leave Boone on weekends.

Scenario B: The dbjective was not undertaken.

No changes have been made in cultural offerings. Artist and Lecture Series

Performances are 'rated to the fall and early winter months, and no foreign

film series is pLanned. Further, the emphasis remains focused upon lestern

cultural eventi, and these activities are not widely advertised regionally.

Few obvious consequences are seen. People'have continued to move to the

mountains, to vacation here nd to attend,the university. The region and

the university have, after 1, many attractive 9ualities -- witness increasing

enrollments at the university and the traffic jams during peak tourist seasons.

p.
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t

?
Perhaps because the public does nor expect to lind a wicie range of cultural
events in She mountains, particularly in the summer, the.failure to offer

such opportunities is missed by only a few. But faculty and students

"Icontinue to leave Boone whenever possib tespecially on weekends; and

seek cultural stimulatiOn elsewhere. ThNegion and the university hove
been shortchanged by the lack of adequate piltural exposure, but the deficit
is apparent only to those who havetlived in communities which provide cul

tural opportunities. . . /

~,....,/

Special ActivitiesIV: The university will provide adequate facilities tor the
performing a'rts and other'cuatural activities.

Scenario A: tie objective has been achieved.

11

. e arts as a whole in the region have greatly.benefitted from,the achieve
/1

.

ment of this objective. Most residents do notsupport only one of the arts;
they attend and benefit froR.the _total progr4. The region has increased

its chances to share in cultural programs origininf on.campus and off.

Traveling companies such as musical theater, opera legitimate theater,
and classical musicians are how much more inclined to play this area because
they have a facility alloWing them to display their.talents to the mqximum.
Cultural programs such as art and technological exhibits that tour the country
find Appalachian a much more inviting place since,they can be exhibited as

befits their needs. Construction of a building ,to houSe an art gallery,
Appalachian illiiseum, and theater facility under one roof has increased audience

usage of the space and encouraged an interrelationship ol the arts. An ade
quate facility for cinema has encouraged greater participation on the part of
students, faculty, and meifters of the regional community.

# 0(
.

An adequate facility for the ku.' versity theater program also allows incKeased

usage of existing personnel ailgreater usage by the university community.
The chances for graduates from Appalachian to participate in further studies
in theater has increased owing to their trainingo in a better theater plant.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The facilities for the arts at ASU have not proved to be adequate for the needs
of the university and the community in the 1980s. Consequently, the fine arts
programs afffcted advance at best,slowly and painCully. Less opportunity for
advancement ftresents itself to ASU students, owing to the substandard facil
ittes offered them during their university career. Some exposure to the arts
has long been considered.an integral part of a full university education, and
without the ability to present this in the best available atmoSphere, he

impact has heed lessened.

Without proper facilities for touring arts programs, it has become increasingly
difficult to provide spality experiences to the students, faculty, and region

al community. This has inevitably affected the recruitment of faculty, students,

and friends to'the university. *

liu
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Special Activities V: The university will seek to provIde facilities,
linantial assistance, and'other opportunities for students and faculty to

engage in international studies.

S.;:enario A: The objective has been achieved.

The increased opportunity fur internships and study abroad has made'it

possible for4h greater number of students and fatulty to gain first hand

knowledge of other languages and cultures. These students and la(ulty

members have returned and are, serving cis resource,people and ambassadors

of good will tor the university'and the entire community by giving lectures,

slide presentations, and demonstrations. Since people in North Carolina

Ove learned about ASU's increased international opportunities, the uniyer
Sity has been able to attract higher_quality students -- many of them want

to participate in such programs. Increased exchanges and internshigps have

resuited in a greater number 'of foreign students and exchange faculty at
,the university, attracted to ASU through personal contacts made in their

'home country. This has provided the students and community people who do
not participate in international programs an opportunity to learn about

different cultures. The longrange benefit ofisuch iirograms ha* been to
r!N create ,an enlightened 'citizenry, aware of such global problems as inter

dependence, energy, and world politics.rs

An expansion of the careeroriented Programs with greater international
perspectives his provided students with practical and et"sential training
to better enalile them to compete in the international job market -- a

growing field with almost unlimited possibilities. The "Joint Venture"

program,'which in 1980 combined business training with an advatIced compe
tency in two languages other than English, has expanded to many other
dlsciplines, and ASU students are now securing jobs with international

firms in a varfety of fields.

The comparative studies program and centers for interdisciplinary studies
have been instrumental in providing students with indepth knowledge of
global perspectives on contemporary problems, thus increasing their chances
of finding challenging jobs and performing well in thos, jobs. These two

programs have greatly increased ASU's chances of recpkvi.ng federal funding
for a foreign language and international stddies regional center, as recommend
ed in the final report of the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International StudreS- in 1979.

A strong and visible Office of International Studies, with several fulltime
professional employees and an adequate secrtprial staff, has been essential
to growth in,the international field at ASU. The office's increased visi
bility has resulted in more students applying to participate in international
progr4ms. The4office also assists program direttors in financial and admin

istrative matters. jt has been essential in the development of programs and
continues to serve as an important source of ideas for future ventures.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

Opportunities for international exchange of students and tactility continue

to be limited. ASU has not kept pace with other universities in the growing
international edu ation field and 'is losing quality students to universities

that have initiated imagldltive and practical programs. With few exceptions,
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such as the "Joint Venture" program, the Watauga College world cultures
curriculum, the History Department's World Civilizations course, and the
Geography Department's World Regional courses, the university programs

are not meeting the current students' needs. in international education.

This has digcouraged both students and faculty and has contributed to Jow

university morale. In effect, ASU has continued to prepare its students

for an isolated world that no longer exists.

However, not everyone is unduly upset by this state of affairs. Some

have argued that limited resources must be used to strengthen existing

programs. Some have even suggested that international studies programs
may be in4propriate at an institution with limited scope.

t

Special Activities VI: The university will seek to integrate the facilities
of the Center for Continuing Education into the lite of the university at large.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Appalachian State University is fortunate to have a campus residenLe center

for its
1 programs and it has recognized that the accessibility of this ficility

to the entire university is mutually dependent on the initiative and interest
of individual campus departments, agencies, and the Center for Continui.4

Education,.

The CCE by definition is a residential center and, as in all other sectors
of continuing education, it is primarily dependent upon self-generated

receipts. The center has always received some state funding and in the 1980s
additional state funding has been received. This has allowed the CCE to
establish a sliding fee schedule based on ability to pay. More university
groups now use the facilities and the center's image has impraved on campus.
A faculty liaison person from each academic college aids the integration of
the center with the university and helps eliminate the center'S perceived

feeling of isolation. This does threaten to create a financial burden on
the center, however, as fewer private groups utilize it to make room for
expanded university participation.

The Center for Continuing Education has enlarged its dining faciltties,
added additional guest rooms, and constructed a multi-purpose building to
be used for tke large banquets, exhibits, lecture hall; and indoor recrea-

... 'tion. This has enabled the center to attract larger groups and bolster its

financial status.

The university is also considering the pUrchase of the Daniel Boone Hotel
in downtown Boone. This acquisition would allow for the exploration of
developing this facility into an arts center, faculty club, or additional
rooms for visitors to the campus. But its purchase, owing to location,
might create management problems and constitute a financial burden to the
center. It might also create problems within the community, since local
opycsition to restoration of the hotel is apparent.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

The CCE has failed to integrate with the university, as more and more private
groups utilize its facilities. A sliding fee schedule has not been adopted
for fiscal reasons, thereby denying access for departments or university

related groups which lack the funds to pay the center's fees. Consequently,

1 I
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campus groups and orgihizations perceive the center as an independent,

isolated institution which does not serve_the needs of the greater university.

A plan to install a liaison person from each academic college has been vetoed

ajso for financial reasons. This has reenforced the center's isolation.

A positive result of these failures is that the center is able to balance

its books,'since more and more private gioups now fill its rooms.

The center has not been enlarged to the degree that will enable ASU to attract

larger groups to the campus. This may or may not pnse a problem-Apr thie

university. On the one hand, it limits the center's ability to attract

larger groups and therefore generate more income. On the other hand, this

may elim.,inate an .additiona.1 managerial headache and the center may or may

not prove capable'of filling this additional space.

The university has decided not to purchase the Daniel Boone Hotel, thereby

denying the community and the university an arts center, a faculty crub,

or extra visitors' rooms. The hotel has been torn down and the town of

Boone has lost a historical landmark and a bit of its charm.

Special Activities VII: The u rsi:ty will continue to provide an environment.

401811°Iewhich is open and conducive special projects which are of service'to the ,-

people of the region state, d nation.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Taking into consideration Appalachian State University's goal of serving Athe

people within its sphere of influence" and population ,trends for the 1980s

and beyond, ASU has had a greater responsibility to fulfill. The programs

to be offered to the community as,well as surrounding areas reflect the

changing traditiVrts of the population. As shifts in the-population.develop,

more women, minorittes, and older cittzens populate the surrounding counties.

ASU's involvement in educating these people is critically important. A wide

variety of programs are being inst.ituted to capture the diversity .of interests.

Programs for women entering professions are high on the list of priorities,

with attention.also being given to the elderly (60 and over). While programs

geared towards children (talented, gifted, 4.1.15,rs) are necessary for total

social involvement/improvement, the decline in birrh rate has dictated that

these programs be limited and the revenue channeled to areas of greater need

(women, elderly, minorities). Many of the innovative ongoing programs of the

1970s continue to be the foundation of ASU's meeting the needs of the entire

growing pcpuration in the mountain counties. However, given the economic

climate of the 1980s, recognition is given to yesource limi*tations both fiscal

and human.
A.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

ASU has not significantly expanded its program offerings to meet the new

clientele in the area it serves. That part of the population that ASU tra
ditionally influenced has been forced Ub find other viable alternatives.
Considering the elderly, young people, women, their mobility and their hunger

for "unconventional"/innovative means of education and/or continuing education,

failure to meet these demands threatens a drastic reduction of prospective

students. Along with a decreasing number of students will come a reduction of

the university's budget and supporting staff. The end result may be a failure

on the.part of ASU .t.o meet its purpose or mpsion as a statesupported insti

tution.

nu
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Institutional Sector: GRADUATE PROGRAM

4 t,

Graduate Program I: ASU will strive to maintain graduate enrollment at,

or above, current levels.

Scenario A: The objective has been-achievee.

Although the trend away frpm the traditional academic Master of Arts degree .

continued into the mid 1980s, the shortage of jobs has incr ed the numbers

11414\
of applications forgraduate programs as well as the pressure o develop

specialist and doctorallevel professional degrees. As a resu t,.graduate

studentqbere more cAreeroriented; more minorities are represevted; and '

women are vying for positions in newly developed careeroriented programs

in business, energy-technology, microtechnology,,and scientific and health"

°related fields. These professional degrees, once an'object of corArn lest
rhey displace .ete tnaditional programs, coexist with the academic degrees,
which 'are aimed primarily'toward teacher education or as foundations for

specialist degrees. It ise'noteworthy that undergraduate degrees now require

more traditional courses to improve re'ading, weiting, and thining. .

WNile a majority of students Are fuldtime students encouraged by increa'Sèd

, federal tuition loans.and stipendsu industrysponsored scholarships, and
graduate assistantships, many students tau enrolled in Heldbased degree
programs, and a few take courses for personal enrichment. Because the

administration had strong faculty supportp....ASU has developed a system of
needs assessment and interinstitutional research to suppgrt requests for
funding eo reduce the studentteacher ratio', to introduce innovative degree
programs, and to expand the library. Consequently, the quality of programs

has improved.

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

ASU has wyk graduate ?rograms which have ch4iged littlein the 1980s.

As.the ok ploponents of academic excellence has led to a decrease
in fieldbased progAilland made the initiation of innovative Professional
degree programs virtuall.,impossible, ASU has been unable to attract.graduate

students. Although a greater emphasis is ieing placed upon quality under
graduate instruction, the careeroriented student is chobsing to attend
institutions with professional graduate programs which they may enter in their

senior year. Within this conservative institution a fewivery energetic, inno
vative departments have responded to regional.demands for programs when the
need is especially urgent. However, the effort required has discouraged
most departments; consequently, the present state of affairs is that depart
ments are asked to develop,proposals for new pYograms. Graduate education
at ASU is viewed as' inferior and the iklstitution as unresponsive to'regional

needs.

r

I
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Graduate ProgramIr: TheoGriduate School will increase its flexibility in

order to adjust to changing academic, student, and constituent needs.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

Because ASU's administrative attitude is o'pen and responsive, the insti-

tution has been able to alter graduate programs, develop new programs, and

devise new delivery systems. This flexibility has enabled A'SU to enhance

its reputation in the state as a vigorous, innovative university. To

accomplish this, an ongoing review process was devised to assess needs,

evaluate programs, the teaching process, and administrative effecCiveness.

This review process, by securing input from employers as well as faculty and

students; enables the institution to revise program content to respond

quickly to changing needs.

Although multidisciplinary programs have not become numerous, there are

a few; more nuderous are graduate programs housed in a single departmpt*

tlut requiring courses in other departments. For example, many professional

programs now require a course in report and grant writing, an interdisci-

plinary course which stresses effective organization of materials, correct-

ness of expression, and the particular requirements imposed by a set of

guidelines. A course suciiihas this has enabled &SU to make its educational

programs more relevant to Tiotal job needs, rather than mqrely addressing the

technical knowledge afforded by the traditional academicrdegree program

which assumed that skills outside the domain of the discipline could be

developed "on the job."

4
The emphasis upon accountability has led to careful consideration of new

programs and an insistence that appropriate funding is essential. This

attitude has enabled ASU to secure some new programs inihgevintology, energy

. planning, criminal justice, and health-related areas. Consequently, ASU

has been maximally effective in meeting-ixs mission to" provide "graduate

4 and profemional offerings in areas whele there is a demonstrable need"
and "to serve as a force for social improvement."

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

SikgR the dgmand for traditional pi-Ograms has fieclined
;

and since the at-

titude of the faculty reflects "an ever more embattled elitism," ASU is

slow to respgnd to changes of the '80s. For example, althouih the S/ate

Department or Public Instruction has set the master's degree as the entry

level for certification of Secondary teachers, most departments have not

considered this demand Lor greater competence as a Part of a societal trend.

Rather thadlemphasizing a balance of programs built of varying proportions'"

of traditional academic and professional elements, the criticism that giaduate

education is being polluted curtails graduate education at ASU. This divisive

attitude has alienated the proponents of professional, nontraditional degrees,

some of whom are attempting to set alp professional schools outside,the

university system.

k
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Graduate Program III: ASU will increase funding for graduate assistantships

and scholarships and for graduate research.

4'
Scenario4A: The objective has been achieved. t

Increased funding, from both the.deneral Administration and the university's
own development efforts, has promoted ASU to a competitive position :Is a
comprehensive university in North carolina. Graduate programs have taken°

on new importance; the master's degree has become the mark of- a-welleducated

citizenry. Although not the only sign of commitments4to quality education,
increased funding ig basic to ASU's efforts to recruit capable. student% in;.,

all disciplines. These teachiag and research assistants have challenged
many ASU faculty, nOw ulder and more stable than faculties of the past decade,
as a system of released time and peer rewerds emphasizes research. Those who

aggressively pursue,the resear.,W objectOes continue to grow professionally

, and thus.enhance the university's stature. Some faculty Continue to take a
passive stance with regard to research while remaining in tenure positions.

t eThe administra0on kée .informewith regard to graduate programs bene

fitting from increase funding. In being responsive ,to societal needs, it

is considered Paramount that graduates find productive, needed placement

in the job maiket. Thus, intreased funding does not contrib,ute to oino

lescence. AssistaAships and scholarshi.ps provide the carefully synchro

nized help to respond to society's needs. .

Scenario B: The objective was not undertaken.

:It

'41

-
ASU funding lias remained the s,ame and even diminished in some areas since the

late 1976s. Lack of increased funding has caused the institution to reexamine
allocation procedures.t Fewer graduate assistantships are now ,mtilized, since
those that ASU has, ofinecessity, receive more compensation per person. 4hat

is, in responding to inflation, ASU is providing higher remuneration to fewer

graduates.

Graduate students seek out places and programs which offer substantial assist
ance and promise high returns On investments of time and money. Schools with

frestigious names continue to ,ittract exceptional students; ASU is unable to

atroract high level students. The university continues to appeal to students

who are drawn to the fess urban environment. Their ambiofbns are pragmatic

and essentially loyalqto the region. Global affairs are considered cosmo

politan and unworthy of particular concern. With few opportunities for in.
creased funding for assistantships,!..the high outofstate tuitioR prohibits
the expansion of our students' horizons.

Many faculty who are able to move do so; some remain at ASU because of

famili, ties or environmental concerns. Their interest in research continues,

but is not a potent force i,n graduate education. The,university system

still recognizes ASU as essentially a teaching institution serving the
region. *Lack of funding permits only those who.live in the region or the

limited few with scholarships to receive graduate degrees.

o
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Graduate'ProgriM IV: ASU will develvp and encourage nontraditional graduate

degree programs. Such degree programs might include: 1) inter-unive ity

programs leading to a doctoral degree; 2), increased use of summer wor ops;

3) international programs makipg use of satellite telecommunications's terns.

......_/ .

Scenario A: The objective has been4achieved. ).i
.

The General Administration of The University of Nort,h Carolina has encouraged

and fundea a program of interinstiptional doctoral degrees. This permits

comprehensive and docto5a1 degree granting institutions jointly to meet needs

of consumers in the state. The UNC system has also moved to formally establish

reciprocal relations wtth nearby states for students seeking graduate degrees.
4

Programs are being chosen with greater care than ever before. Graduate edu-.

catron emphasizes areas of societal, needs such as recreatJonal land use,

alternate gnergy sources, the sciencesp and technology. Erograms which'

appeal to retired persons in the area for the summer monj1s provide a specia

need for instruction in the humanities. The elderhostel and summer immersion

typeOstitutes have increased in numbers.. Some families seek their education

together through special summer programs and regular summer sessions.

Strong support, for expertise in nontraditional programs is found in satellite

telecommunications. Campuses away from ASU provide exceptionally fine non-4

traditional instruction for on-campus students via satellite. ASU has de-

veloped expertise in the initiation of these new ways to establish national

and international liaisons.
.

i 1.

Balancing the need for graduate education with a,career orientation continues

to be a need for a well informed, socially conscious, and intellectually

alert citizenry. GradUate students also seek a strong sense of self-worth.

As ASU has developed nontraditional programs, a concern for meeting Che needs

Nof al I segments of society has been' realized. Internaticinal as well as

handic ped students are well represented in the graduate student body.

'Scenario B: Ne objective was not undertaken. ,

In wishing to establish tself as a comprehensive university and feeling the

need to overcome earlier, no4traditional history, Most depoimental effor s

emphasize the purity of their discipline and discourage any. noitradi5i6l

approaches. In their view, teaching not delivered O") campus is secon -rate;
14, ,

1 teaching by any other than ASU faculty is questionable; and nontraditional

teaching is less than adequate.
II

The administration, fearful of arouping faculty wrath, seems incapable of

at
initiating bold strokes which'involf e risk takIng. The creative problem-

solving which can make higher educ, ion exciting seems bogg'ed dowb in

administrative procedures and inadequate funding.

a

A
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Institutional Secton: RESEARCH
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.

esearch I: The university will de,7eAop 'an effecti/ve administrative structure

for the advancement of research.
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Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

/Through the Center for Reseaich Development created in 1982, ASU has been
ifle tO.enhance research efforts,. despite the.diminution of federal funds
available for grants and a somewhat olden fatulty. Because this center is

staffed by faculty in various colleges and a,fulL.ovime director, contact with

the various departments has been maintained. The research has provided
tangible results.which have,addressed practical problems in the region,

such as energy, land use, crime prevention, educational innovation, mental
health program evaluations, and induf,trial innovations. Consequently, ASU

has increased its status and is considered a truAl comprehensive university.
It also has greater financial support from state.government.and cegional
public and private agencies.

Because ASU has a unit to publicize and coordinate research efforts, 01
climate for applied research has impro4d. However, a small number of
traditional atademic researchers are frustrated as they see more university
resources being 'allocated for applied researchoproject% and little expended

foriprojects to expand the fronCiers of knowledge. The center encoFrages,

soreful devign of research and enables ASU to work more closely with industey
and governmental agencies to identify regional needs and to suggest research-
based,solutions to attract support from private and public sectors, but at

a cost of lowered morale on the part of traflitional academic faculty members.
,Theserembets judge that released time and merit pay given for applied
research indicate that the unoiversity'has abandoned its "real" purpose --

teaching.

Through these applied research efforts, ASU has achieved the support of :

public instirutions. The university communitY has also concluded that t4of

university has met its commitment "to advance the frontiers of knowledge
.through research." Another purpose judged to be achieved is.its pledge to
"promote scholarship as a basis for instruction...and as an essen'tial.,and
unique means of advancing knowledge and understanding."

Scenario B: The objective was not undertakenkli.

Without a centralized administrative structure for the advancement of research,
activities inuthis domain have remained relatively 'stable, with colleges being
the major units to encourage and coordinate research iirojects. Because the
colleges have varied in their commitments to research and have been unable to
cooperate in cross-college projects, an unequal distribution of resotirces has

continued. Resources and encouragement are givep to "producers," and condi-
tions are such that the "non-producers" find it difficult to locate support
for their research interests. Despite the fact that awards for outstanding
research are beidg given and released time provided for research, the quality,
of research has improved only iradually, as there is.not a system for univer-

sity wide rev,iew. The keen competition for research funds has resulted in
little externaL support for research, the primary exception being in those

2

departments with close alliances with industry or public institutions. From

1 I
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the e etforts has emerged some useful assistance to the regional industries,

ed ,ational instimtions, and other agencies:

ite the lack of impressive gakns, the consensu, is that the university

..:hieving its objective "to advance the Irontiers oi knowledge through

research" as' well as can be expected with the level of state support'provided.

Thereqs also the tendency to question the most appropriate way to measure

the extent to whIch the university has fulfilled its comhitment to "promote

scholarshlp 'as a basis for instruction...and as an essential and unique

means of advancing knowledge and understading."

Research 11: The university will elevate the importance of research activi$Aes

at ASU.

Scenario A: The objective has been achieved.

An improved environment for reseatch has resulted in increased research efforts

by the faculty. Among other things, the university has alloted ample funds

fur released time, established a Research Assistantship program, added. spi,
pends to attract more highly qualified graduate students, and hiied seEte

tariallhelp for typing manuscripts. Additionally, research production is

being used as determinant for promotion, tenure, and merit pay. Some depart
ments have set, for example, a certain number of published articles as a
standard, and others have established criteria for determining the value of

a faculty member's research.

This research.has enhanced ASU's reputation both regionally and nationally.
ASU has also been able to attract prospective faculty with research'interests
as well as funding for new research projects from both the UACCA and external

sources.

The effect of kesearch on the quality of teaching is mixed. Some faculty,

engaged in research, are uptodate in th ir fields and have great enthu
siasm for their.subjeot. This knowledge and interesE stimulates students,

especially those at the graduate level. FacultysEudentOresearch4teams"
provide opportunities for students-to. gain a good knowledge of research

methodology. On the other hand, many faculty actively doing research,pre
pressed for time and give less attention to class preparation and student

contact.

The elevation of research activities has frustrated those faculty who view
their primary role as tvhching. They are resentful and confused over the
recent change of emphasis in the university's goals,as they reaiize they
are less likely to be rewarded by promotion, tenure,.and merit pay. One

positive aspect is that some are initiating reseaTch to gain job advancement.

Scenario B: The objective was dot undertake;1.

Because this objective was not achieved, the situation is about what 1.i was

at ASU in 1980. Research is encouraged in some academic departments by making
it relevant for promotion, tenure, or merit pay, but it is not strongly en
couraged in others. Faculty members who,want to pursue research are on their

own tNe with little or no relief from their teaching, load. Moreover, they
have little graduate assistant help and in general receive little aid from
the university for their projects.

I
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Since the amount of research has increased very little, ASU is not viewed

. as a research-oriented institution. Because df this, the institution is
unsuccessful in attracting research-oriented new faculty and is at a p.s-
advantage in securing additional funds either from outside sources or-from
within the UNC system. Thus, decreased emphasis upon research activities
has lowered the quality of graduate inistructpn. Fewer graduate students

participate in rP.search projetts,in tandem wilth a faculty member. The,

faculty-student relationship, so essential in graduate education, has
suolered from a lack of collegiality.

There is less dissension.among the faculty,'however, since those who see.,
their goal primarily 40 teaching still pursue that goal without feeling

. $.

left out of the rewards system'. Those whose focus is research also bend
their efforts in that direction, especially in those academic departments
where it is heavily emphasized. In general, ASU's reputation is still that
of a teochirig institution.

NO.

J.



STAGE TEN

FORESIGHT: INVENTING STRATEGIES
(40"

Having become familiar with the,objectives while writing futures scenarios,
the Stage Ntne cpmmittee members were asked to continue to work with the

objectives in SCage Ten. Many had found'the Stage Nine exercise to be
rather enjoyable; few described the Stage Teh\assignmeet as anything except

hard work.

In Stage Ten the committees were asked to develop speciffc strategies
or tactics for the achievement of each objective. Given the rather general

language of softof the objectives, the committees sometimes had o take
the title of this.stage quite literally and "invent" strategies. However,

even in the case of the more-general pbjective statements, the committees
received additional guidance from the "results" indicated in the Stage
Seven reports..

The committees were given a specific format to follow in the preparation
of their reports. They were to begin with the present, meaning the point at
which implementation of the objective might commence, and indicate hat initial
steps should be taken and what instpiment womld be required to make them occur.
Next they were to describe, in sequential order, intermediate steps to be taken
during the intervening years and indicate anlopproxiffiate date for each action.

Theywere to end with.the achievement of.the obrective, indicating the year
of achievement and the evidence of achievement. In most cases, it was ex
pected that the "evidence of achievement!" would be comparable to the "results"
outlined fin Stage Seven. It was suggested that, whenever possible, actions
related to the objectives be channeled through the appropriate administrative
office and/or university committee or council to avoid the-creation uf a myriad
of ad hoc committees, )

The Stage Ten task was difficult not only because the committees had to
suggest how the objectives could be achieved, but also because the development
of effective tactics usually required an understanding of administrative pro
cedures at ASU and within the UNC General Administration. Faculty members,
who formed the majority on most committees, as well as staff and students,
often lacked experience it these matters. To assist them, each committee was
provided with a copy of the S'Oge Two institutional sector reports, many of

which outlined the administrative procedures followed in a given sector.
Committee chairpersons were also urged to interview those individuals whose
offices or committees might be involved in the implementation of a specific
objective.

4,

-

The Stage Ten reports proved to be of great value to the Steering Committee
as it bevin to evaluate the objectives in Stage Thirteen. Not only did they
suggest how a given objective' might be achieved; they also inlicated the amount
of dime and/or effort that achievement might require. Furtherffiore, the specific
strategies outlined in the Stage Ten reports often revealed hitherto unsuspected
duplications or incompatibiliCies among objiectives. As a result, the Steering
Committee in Stage Thirteen undertook a n

uri
ber of revisions aimed at minimiting

duplication, eliminating incompatibilities, and clarifying and strengtherting
the objectives.
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Institutional Sector: PURPOSE.f.
Purpose I: ASU will.seek to ensure that its statement of purpose'accurately

reflects the character and aspirations'of the institOtion.

4
1. The Present:

4
The Institutional Studies and Plahning Committee considers the revised

statemeffr\Of purpose as recommended by Purpose Objective I, possibly
proposingiadditional revisions, and adopts a potion to be addressed to

the Chancellor recommending that ASU adopt the revised.statement of

purpose.'
The Committee also develops a proposal for periodic review gild, where

Aecessary, revision of the statement of purpose and recommends to the

Chancellor the adoption of this proposal.

2. The Intervening YeatS:(

The Chancellor presents the revised statement et purpose to the Admin
istrative Cabinet which considers and approves the adoption of the

statement. Year: 1982.

The Office of Academic Affairsinstructs the Publications Office to
include the revised statement bf purpose in the 1982-83 catalog and
all other.university publications in which'the statement of purpose

' is included. Year: 1982.

The Chancelldt accepts the proposal of a procedure for period4..c review
of the statement of purpose and is prepared to initiate the review
process when indicated Sri. the future. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The 1982-83 catalog, as well as all other

relevant university publications, contain the refised statement of

purpose. The university regularly reviews this statement and is

prepared to revise it when necessary.

Purpose II: APpalachiatState University will seek to make-its statement of

purpose operative by requiring that all new university programs, initiatives,

and commitments be consistent with its official itatement of purpose.

1. The Present:

The,Chancellor receives the recommendation contained in Purpope
Objective II and discusses it with the Administrative Cabinet..,
The Administrative Cabinet decides that it is possible and adifan

tageous to the university to adopt this recommendation and the
vice chancellors agree to prepare appropriate instructions for

their areA of responsibility.
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2.' The Intervening Years:
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-Each of the vice chancellors develops instructions app;ppriate for
the units within his area'of responsibility, indicating how they are
to address the issue of consistency with the university's purpose whtn

proposing new progiams, initiatives, or other commitments. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: Proposals for new programs or other initiatives

must now adaress specifically and satisfactorily the issue of consistency
with ASU's statement of purpose and official mission.

I.

Purpose III: ASU will establish a procedure to review periodically the
implementation of institutional objectives recommended in the final stage

of the self-study.

1. The Present:

-The University Coordinator of Long-Range Planning proposes for the
consideration,of the Committee for Institutional Studies and Planning

, procedure for pe.riodic review of the self-study oblIttives, as well

as continuous long-range planning activities.

2. The Intervening Years: cj
- The Committee for Institutional Studies and Planning agrees upon a

procedure for periodic review of the self-study objectives and continuous
long-range planning a,ctivities and recommends it to the Chancellor.

Year: 1982.

- The Chancellor accepts the proposal of the Committed for Institutional
Studies and Planning and instructs the committee to begin to follow this
prpcedure when engaged in the recommendation of long-range planning
activities. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement:. 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The Committee for Institutional Studies and
Planning annually (for as many years as necessary) reviews the objecti...es
adopted as a result of the self-study process. It recommends revision
of these objectives, as well as new studies and new long-range planning
activities, when necessary.

1 9 )
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institutional ;tetor: OROANL2ATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Organization and Administration 1: lo implement programs leading to wreater

energy conservation, efficiency, and accountability and., to be prepared to

evaluate academic, cu-curricular, and extra-curricular programs 'in terms of

energy consumption versus their value to the institutiun.

1. The Present:

- The Energy Management Control Center is already in place and functioning.

- Business Affairs follows progress of energy-rerated fund requests sub-,

mitted in 1980 for 1981 and 1982 funding. Bids are received on boiler

conversion project and construction begins. Cable installation in

progress is administered. Present limited energy control system is

supervised and refined.

2. The Intervening Years:

-Construction related to boiler conversion completed. Year: 1981.

-Funds received for:
Extension of control system. Year: L981.

Retrofitting of some facilities. Year: 1981.

- Campus communication facility (cable system for the energy control

system) completed. Year: 1981.

- Scheduling and transportation use reviewed and revised to accommodate

energy considerations. Year: 1982.

-Construction of extended energy management/control system and funded

retrofitting completed. Year: ,1983.

-Funds requested for further retrofitting extending beyond 1983.

Year: 1g82.

3. Yeatof Achievement: 1983

Evidence of Achievement:

- Converted boiler in operation using coal/wood.

- Energy Management/Control System extended to all major using

facilities.
- Reduced level of energy consumption.

Organization and Administration II: In the face of adversity such as dwindling

financial resources, greater competition for those resoursoes which are available,

increased state and federal regulations affecing both adMissions and personnel

policies, and public demand for greater acCounpbility, the administration will

be prepared to make whatever changes are necessary to promote and ensure the

financial security of the institution.

Various aspects of this objective'are addressed in Financial Resources 1-VI.

The Financial Resources objectives are concerned with such matters as the re-

e...amination of financial priorities, conservation and reallocation of scarce

resources, fund raising, and the maintenance of an adequate level of enrollment.

See Stage Ten reports for these objectives (pp. 129-133).
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Organization and Administration III: Implement immediate measures which

will allow ASU to maintain the controlled growth of the student body while

taking positive steps to ensure that the overall quality of the institution

and its academic product will not be compromised.

I. The Present:

The appropriate units (the Admissions Committee, Admissions Officg,

Development Office, Placement, Counseling, Student Affairs, and the

faculty) are made aware of this objective and are encourage1 to pursue

it.

2. The Intervening Yealw:

More resources are made available to che Admissions Office for

recruiting students.
More scholarship funds are available to help attract better students.

More effort is made through a better advising and counseling program

to-retain currently enrolled students.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement:
Total enrollment continues to grow.
The proportion of entering students that graduate rises.

More recruiters come to the campus to interview and hire ASU graduates.

See Financial Resources V for a more detailed plan to reach the same

objective.

Organization and Administration IV: For the admirnistration io be prepared to

revamp the academic structure of the university in order to respond to a

collegial organization which will more clearly emphasize and differentiate

the academic programs, objectives, and interests in the natural, physical,

mathematical, and technical sciences from those of the social sciences, fine

arts, and humanities.

I. The Present:

The Institutional Studies and Planning Committee considers this

objective and adopts a motion to be addressed to the Chancellor re
commending that he appoint a special task force to study the academic

structure of ASU.

2. The Intervening Years:

Chancellor appoints a special task force to make recommendations regard

ing AS0's academic structure. Year: 1981.

Task force conducts investigation (surveys, questionnaires, hearings,

etc.). Year: 1982.

Task force makes a report of its findings to Chancellor and recommends

a new collegial structure. Year: 1983.

A new collegial structure is approved and funded by the General

Administration. Year: 1984.
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3. Year of Athievemeitf: 1485

Evidence of Achievement: Appalac State Unfversity establishes

a.ftnew collegidl structure.

Organization and Administration V: To provide the organizational structur

and administrative-leade ship for the integration (combining) and enhancem nt

of research functions ai responsibilities under one unit which w411 be able

to direct, coordinate and promote these activities in the most efficient

and effective manner possible.

4
See the Stage Ten report for Research I (p. 191) for the recommended

strategy for thg achievement of this objective.

organization and Administration VI: To implement programs which will promote

and provide for the continued growth and development of ASU's faculty, staff,

and students.

1. The Present:

- Through the efforts of the Graduate School and the Center for Instru4'
tional Development, more assistance is offered to those attempting to

prepare materials for publication. The Employee Assistance Program is

evaluated by the Director of the Counseling Center and recommendations

for expanding the program are prepared. The Campus-Wide'and Public

Programs Committee evaluates booking procedures for all cultural and

entertainment programs. Recommendations are formulated for unifying

efforts and utilizing additional funds if aNiailable.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The legislature pravides additional funds for cultural events and for

employee (faculty and staff) training and services.

3. Year of ,khievement: 1982 (an ongoing process)

Evidence of Achievement: Some evidence of progress toward the achiever-

ment of this objective already exists. Specific further steps are:

-Additional secretarial assistance for the Center for Instructional
Development and the publishing of ptocedures for faculty members to

approach the center for publication typing services.

- Funds allocated specifically for faculty training events (as differing

from, but compatible with, funds for resource persons for student
instruction z.nd faculty training).

-E).pansion o( the Employee Assistance Program to provide more services

to employees and their families.

- Tuition waivers for employees and their families.

- More funds for staff and faculty training.
-More funds for the Artist and Lecture Series.
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In5titutional Sector: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Educational Program I: To provide for continuous engagement, among students
and faculty, in critical exploration of values and ethics as these relate
to both individual and social dimensions of life.

1. The Present:

-The Academic Policies and Procedures Committee recommends that each
academic department consider this objective as it might apply to

changes in curricula.
- An ad hoc committee charged with develop ing a -format.for an annual

symposium on ethics and public life is appointed by the Vice Chancellor
for AcadeMic Affairs

2. The Intervening Years:

- Curriculum revisions relating to this objective are approved by the

departmental faculties. Year: 1981.

-The various college proposals for new course descriptions and/or
new courses related to this objective are presented to the appropriate
college councils:" Year: 1982.

-The various college proposals for.new course descriptions and/or new
courses are presented to the Teacher Education Council. Year:. 1982.

-The various college proposals for new course descriptions and/or new
courses are presented to the Academic Policies and.Procedures Committee.
Year: 1982.

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs approves the recommendations
of the Academic Policies and Procedures Committee relating to this
objective and allocates funds for the establishment of an Annual
Symposium on Ethics and Values. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

Evidence of Achievement: Vile 1984-85 General Bulletin reveals that
capstone interdisciRlinary courses are offered as a regular component
of the general education requirements. Courses in professional ethics
are found in all academic departments or are in the process of being
designed. An annual symposium relating to ethics and values is spon-
sored by the university.,

Educational Program II: To provide for education in cultural diversity,
particularly as this relates to the continuing viability of American society
as an ongoing experiment in cultural pluralism and as it relates to inter-
cultural communication and understanding at the international level.

1. The Present:

-At the suggestion of the Multicultural Council, the Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs recommends that this objective be implemented.

12 ,
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2: The Intervening Years:

Vice Chanc llor for Academic Affairs convenes the Multicultural
Council t encourage new offeripgs in cUltural diversity. Year: 1981.

Various epartments propose new ofterings in their college councils

and have tbem approved. Year: 1981.

The courses and programs described below are sent through Teacher
Education Council and/or Graduate Council and/or AP&P and are approved.

Year: 1981.

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs_approves recomthendations of
AMP. Yev: 1981.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: Various new courses and programs emphasizing

cultural diversity havei.come into eXistence at ASU.

Educational Program III: To provide for education with respect to the
.

multifaceted problems and implications of human interaction with th

/e
environment, particularly inclusive of instruction which will rai e the

level of sensitii

c

y to the complex network of value issues which /are at
,

stake in all envir nmental policies.

1. The Present:

An appropriate committee considers Educational Program III and recommends
to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs that the several colleges

act to implement the objective.

2. The Intervening Years:

The Educational Program subcommittee recommends that the p rpose
statement in the General Bulletin be revised to reflect ASU's commit
ment to achievirig tbtts objective and that a colloquium be held for
the university community in which the value issues which are at stake

,in all environmental policies ,are-articulated. Year: 1981.

The Vice Chancerlor,for Academic Affairs through the deans of the
several colleges urges that all appropriate departments act on the
recommendations ofithe subcommittees and that the purl:laze statement .

in the Genera.l.Bulletin be revised in accord with the recommendation.

Year: 1981.

'The deans of the several colleges, through their councils, gtnerate
discussion and identification of concepts and.activities which address
themselves to achievement of the objective and encourage course sylrabi
to be revised accordingly if necessaey. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The purpose statement in the General Bulletin
makes reference to ASU's commitment to meeting this objective. Concerns

and activities which raise the level of sensitivity to the value issues
at stake in environmental policies are included in the course syllabi
of all 'appropriate departments.
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Educational Program IV: To provide for elevation of the level.of communication

skills and the#1evel of appreciation of the language arts.

1. The Present:

- The Academic Policies and Procedures Committee considers this objective

and adopts a motion to be addressed to the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs recommending that he appoint an ad hoc committee to consider the
reciommendations listed in the Stage 9 report for Educational Program IV.

2. Ttie Intervening Years:

- Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
)

appoints committee. Year: . 1981.

- Committee submits its report And recommendations to Vice Chancellor,
who,acceptipthem and instructs departments to act accordingly. Year: 1982.

-New course presented to each department's faculty. Year: 1982.

- New couese (all departments) presented to college councils. Year: 1982.

-New course (all departments) presented to AP&P Committee. Year: 1982.-
-New course (all departments) is approved by Vice Chancellor pft.Academic
Affairs. Year: ,1982.

- A new course "Source Readings" (all departments) appears inrcatalogue.
Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: All departments adopt and put into action
the recommendations of the ad hoc committee.

Educational Program V: To provide.for a renewed commitment in the university's
academic programs to meet the needs -- within our definition of mission -- of
all elements of society.

1. The Present:

The SACS Steering Committee/InstitutOnal Studies and Planning Committee
makes the following recommendations:
a) That policies and procedures associated with all field-based programs

be reviewed in lightlrf present/future needs._
b) That the universicy study the use of cost-effective alternative

deliyery systems4 for off-campus credit and non-credit instruction. /
Thpt the university study the requirements of students with special
needs.

d) That all graduate and undergraduate programs be systematically re-
viewed in the light of current/future markets and cost of delivery
by 1985.

2. The Intervening Years:

a) A clear statement of policy and procedure for all field-based programs
by January 1, 1982:

-Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs directs Dean of the CO-liege of
Continuing Eaucation to revfew the policies and procedures associated
with all field-based programs. Year: 1981.

-Dean of the College of Continuing Education appoints Policies and

Procedures Committee. Year: 1981.

1 2
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-Deans' Council accepts Tecommendations of cbmn1ittee. Year: 1981.

- Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs accepts ifecommerrdations of

Deans' Council. Year: 1981.,

b) A master plan for the utilization of alternatfive delivery systems
aof instruction (i.e., interactive television, video cassettes,

satellite campuses) by Ja uary 1, 1983:

- Vice Chancellor for Acade ic Affairs in cons ltation with the Deans'
Council appoints CoxmnFtte1.on Alternative D livery Systems. Year: 1982.

- Committee retommends utiliz tion of interac ive television, video
discs, satellite campus, etc., as cost effe tive means of extending
university impact on region. Year: 1983. /

-Deans' Council approves recommendations of committee. Year 1983.

- Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs apiir ves recommendations of

committee. Year: 1983.

-Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs dir cts the appropriate unit(s)
to implement recommendations. Year: 19 3.

c) Glearly established programs for all cl ents with "special needs"
by January 1, 1984:

- Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs in1 consultation with the Deans'
Council appoints Committee on Students 'with Speciel Needs. Year: 1982.

- Committee forwards report to Deans' Co ncil for approyal. Year: 1983.
- Deans' Council approves recommendatio of committee. Year: 1983.
-Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs ¶lirects Center for Developmental
Education p assist deans and depart nt heads in the implementation
of recommen ations for students witrspacial needs". Year: 1983.

d) A complete review and appropriaEe revisions of all graduate and under-
graduate programsby January 1, 190:

-Vice Chancellor for Academic Affaiks in consultation with the deans
establishes a time table and crit,eria for in-depth study of all graduate
and undergraduate programs. Year: 1981.

-Departments engage in in-depth study of market for the next two decades
and recommend program changes to the college councils. Years: 1982-83.

-Respective college councils, Teacher Education Council, and Graduate
Council approve recommendations of the departments. Year: 1983.

- AMP approves t4commendations of appropriate councils. Year: 1984.

-Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs approves recommendations of
AP&P. Year: 1985.

3. Years of Achievement: 1982-1985

Evidenc e of Achievement: 'There will be: a) a clear statement of policy
add procedure for all field7based programs by January 1, 1982; b) a ma.ster
plan for the utilization of alternative delivery systems of instruction
(i.e., interactive television, video cassettes, satellite campuses) by
January 1, 1983; c) clearly estabbished programs for all clients wit)),
"special needs" by January 1, 1984; and d) a complete review and appropriate
revisions of all graduate/undergraduate mgrams by January 1, 1985.
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Institutional Sector: FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Financial Resources The university will institute a program of continuous

reexamination of financial priorities.

1. The Present:

Representatives of the Institutional Studies and Planning Committee,
the Budget Advisory Committee, and the Budge't Committee of the Faculty

Senate are requested to consider and make recommendations concefning
the financial priorities which ought to be observed by the university

as it prepares its budget request.

2. The Intervvning Years:

Representatives of the Institutional Studies and Planning Committee,
the Budget Advisory Committee, and the Faculty Senate Budget Committee
outline the criteria to be applied and the procedure to be followed

by each of the budgetary units of the university as it presents its

case for continued or additional resources. Year: 1982.

The Chancellor receives the recommendations concerning the setting
and observing of financial priorities and presents them to the

Administrative Cabinet for discussion.
ifter consideration by the idministrative Cab et, the recommendations

of the representatives of these committees c cerning criteria to be

applied in making budgqt requests are accepted and are incorporated
into instructions to be followed by each unit of the university in

formulating its budget request.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The Administrative Cabinet routinely takes

into consideration the recommendations formulated by representatives
of the Institutional Studies and Planning Committee, the Budget Advisory

Committee, and the Budget Comm'1ktee of the Faculty Senate concerning
financial priorities as it prepar the university's budget request.

Financial Resources II: The university will pursue rigorously a program of

conservation of resources pl order to offset the dwindling-supplies of new

mone/.

1. The Present:

The Chancellor instructs each vice chancejlor to implement programs
which will result in the conservation of resources in his area of

responsibility.

2. The Intervening Years:

The Vice Chancellor for Acad mic Affairs takes the fqllowing measures:
the space utilization report is carefully examined and steps are
taken to eliminate the waste of energy and underutilization of
existing spaces;

1 3
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i -the Registration and Calendae Committee is,asked to take into

account ways to minimize fuel conkumption during the winter by

careful design of the academic calendar;
-department chairpersons are asked to share with their faculty

information regarding budget requests, allocations, and departmental

expenditures and to seek input. where appropriate.

- The Vice Chancellor for Business Affairs takes the following measures:

-plans for new construction give attention to flexibility in design

of spaces to curtail the proliferation_of sucial use spaces wherever

----possible;
-plans for new construction and renovations include provision for

the most energy efficient heating and lighting systems;
-administrative offices are instructed in the use of a "management

by objectives" approach to the performance of their duties;
-accountability and cost-effectiveness criteria are developed by

Audits and Systems and are applied to all administrative units;

-the Purchasing Department is instructed to make recommendations to

the Vice Chancellor concerning specific categories dtosupplies and

equipment hich might be purchased more economically from non-state

contractors. The Vfce Chancellor determines whether such purchases

can be dade within state purchasing regulations and, if not, makes

efforts to have the regulations modified where feasible.
9

3. Year of Achievement: 1982 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement:
- efficient use of existing learning spaces and facilities;

-rearrangement of the academic Calendar;
.1

-more interactipn between administration and faculty with respect

to budget matters;
- new and renovated buildings conform to latest energy conservation
building codes with alternative fuels being used where possible as

their source of energy;
-increased efficiency and accountability in all administrative offices

with regard to budgetary matters;

- increased cost effectiveness in purchasing of supplies and equipment.

Financial Resources III: The university will pursue a policy of reallocating

resources rather than expecting funding for all new projects.

I. The Present:

-The Administrative Cabinet accepts the recommendation of this objective

and plans two approaches for its achievement: a process of academic

program review and a systematic study of resource allocation.

2. The Intervening Years:

Program Review:

- The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs directs all academic departments

to undertake an evaluation of,programs and curricula in terms of such

characteristics as value, need, cost, and demand (enrollment). In addi-

tion, each department is to indicate whether any new program or program

.1 34,
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track is needed presently or in the near futurt. Year: r482.

The.departmental evaluations of existing vrograms are channeled to the

appropriate college council, which makes recommendations to the dean

concerning'diseontinuance of existingvprograms and/or establishment of

new programs. Year: 1983.

Proposal's for program changes are submitted to the Coordinator of Long

Range Planning for inclusion in the "Inventory of Suggeste'd Academic

Program Changes" and are then reviewed by_ theC6unctl of Deans. Year:

1983-84.

The Council of Deans recommends program changes to the Vice Chancellor

for Academic Affairs. After reviewing the recommendatilins, the Vice

Chancelyc invites the departments to follow the existing procedure
within ASU for those program changes which he thinks are advisable.

Year: 1983-84.
Those program changes receiving the necessary approvals on campus and
requiring action by the UNC Board of Governors are then directed to the

President of The University of North'Carolina. Year: 1984.

.The UNC Board of Governors approves budget changes resulting from
program changes requested by the Chancellor. This money is reallocated

from declining programs which are deleted to growing and new programs.

Resource Reallocation:
The Chancellor appoints an Operations Research Committee, with members
from a number of areas, such as: Academic Affairs, Business Affairs,
Computer and Management Services, College of Business, Department of
Mathematical Sciences, Learning and Human Development, and Iihe liberal

arts to examine the resources and objectives of the university and to

propose alternative ways of allocating resources better to achieve -the

objective. Year: 1982.

The Operations Research Committee reports to the Chancellor, who 'discusses

the recommendations with the Administrative Cabinet. Year: 1983.

The Administrative Cabinet accePts and begins to act upon many of the
recommendations of the Operations Research Committee. Year: 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: Owing to reallocation of funds and resources,

ASU has been able to stay within budget guidelines, has been able to
meet the increasing fuel budget, and ha s. been able to switch monies
from declining programs to growing and needed programs.

Financial Resources IV: The university will plan to seek tunds for "investment"
(or multiplier) purposes, wherein a definite "payback" wouldbe achieved.

1. The Present:

The Vice Chancellor for Divelopment, the Director of Grants Planning,
the Director of the Energy Conservation and Development Office, and
others work together to plan appropriate strategies for attaining

*
this objective..
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- 2. The Intervening Yearsi

- The'Development, Grants Planning, and Energy Conservation Offices ,

develop a set of projects that cou0 be of direct-benefit to business

and industry. The funding is'sought from government, business, founda-

%tions, ett. to permit ASU to carry milt these projects. Year: .1982.

-The Vice Chancellor for Development requests additional resources and

staff to intensify fund-raising activities. 'Year: 1982.

-Funds are made available for released time and travel'expenses for one

faculty member from each college to Participate in fund-raising activities

that will benefit his/her college specifically. Year: 1982.

3. Yeae of Achievement: 1983

Evidence of Achievement:
-The university succeeds in channeling grant, endowment, and state funds

into energy and land use research which, in addition to benefitting

society, helps to cut the university's energy costs.

-More resources and staff are made available to the Development Office.

-The dean of each colbege appoints a faculty member to represent the

college in fund-raising activities.
-:The Development Office coordinates the efforts oE the colleges and

generally promotes ASU through personal contacts, print and other media.

Financial Resources V: The university will strive to assure an adequate level

of funding by maintaining a high level of student enrollment while encouraging

more diversity and excellence within the student body.

1. The Present:

-The Admissions Committee and the Admissions Office are made aware

of this objective and make plans to pursue it.aggressively,.

2. The Intervening Years:

-Additional.resources and staff are allocated tc: the Admiisiong Office.

-The Development Office raises more funds for scholarships for talented

students. .Special efforts are made to attract talented out-of-state

and international students through the scholarship program.

-Summer and weekend programs for tifted and talented elementary and high

school stodents and their teachers are expanded.

-Writing, mathematics, languale,'speech, drama, etc., contests for high

school students are held withASU scholarships as awards.

-The administration works to reduce the price differential between in-

state and out-of-state tuition and attempts o persuade the UNC-GA to'

seek a funding formula which takes headcount enrollment into consideration.

- The International Studies Office and the Center for Instructional Devel-

opment promote overseas exchange programs for students and faculty.

- More effort is made (e.g., better advising and counseaing) to retain

currently enrolled students.
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4

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

JEvidence of Achievement:
-Total enrollment does not droe and slow, controlled growth continues.

-The maximum number of out-of-state .students allowed by law is enrolled.

-The number Of international students is increasiffg.
-The rank in high school class, SAT scores, and predicted CPA for

incoming students are risf4 yearly.

Financial Resources VI: While keeping student fees as low as possible, the

university will pursue a policy of shifting gradually a larger proportion

of the finan6ial burden of a college education to the person who will bene-

fit directly therefrom -- the student.

1. The Present:

2.

7The Chancellor appoints an ad hoc commdttee to study and make

recommendations concerning the feasibility of establNhing special

fees for instruction where costs are excessive and of gradually

raising Ln-state tuition.

Intervening Years:
.111

-The,ad hoc committee on student fees completes its report and

recommendations on student fees. Year: 1982-83.

-The Chancellor, with the advice eel consent of the Board of Trustees,

accepts the recommendations of the ad hipc committee on student fees

and secures the necessary approvals from the UNC-GA and Bo'aid of

Governors. Year: 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

Evidence of Achievement: Special tees are now charged for instruction

in certain disciplines where costs are judged to be significantly .

higher than the average cost of instruction at the univeesity. The

first in a.series of gradual increases ih in-state tuition.is

initiated.

64
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Insti.tutional Sector: FACULTY

Faculty 1(A): Appalachian State.University will make every effort to

corktinue to maintain a quality faculty with varied talents and backgrounds.

1. The Present:-

Based on a recommendation from the Academic Policies and Procedures

Committee, the Vice,Qhancelior for Academic Affairs requires each

college k,o do a major curticulum study. A fouryear s:hedule is

establi,shed and specific objectives (topics) are given to each

college and department.

2. .The Intervening Years:

Academic Affairs requires each.college toaanalyze and coordinate

course offerings. Additions are carefully reviewed by the Academic

Policies and Procedures Committee and.wurse eliminations or com

bknations with other departments are accomplished.
Curriculum and program changes and projections are reflected in

faculty position allocation's. Faculty salaries and position allo

cations are monitored by Academic Affairs, but college deans are also

immitted to make personnel assignment adjustments within their

respective colleges.
funds and workshops for needed retraining are provided through the

Center for Instructional Development. Needed materials are developed

through the center, as is assistance in the. modification and redesign

of courses.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement: As a result of careful curriculum reviews

in every department, unnecessary courses have been deleted from the

catalog. This allows each department to offer certain courses on a;

more or less regular basis utilizing the special expertise and interests

of every faculty member. Through the Center.for Instructional Develop

ment and its Faculty Development Fund, faculty members can attend a

variety of 'training event$ in the areas of research, leadership, and

training. Interdisciplinary teaching is encouraged and procedures for .

faculty work loatis tiave been developed to allow expanded use of team

teaching techniqyes. Watauga College and the General College still

continue to be more interdisciplinary than other units, but curriculum

studies continue and avenues to consolidate basic courses in several

fields are avadlable. Departmental lines are lesspronounced'and many

faculty members cross over department lines to teach courses related

to their area of expertise.

For other strategies which will resdlt in the maintenanee.of a quality faculty

see the Stage Ten rePorts for Faculty 1(10, l(D), 1II(A), IV(A), IV(B), and

Organization and Administration VI. Objectives aimed at improving the library

and encouraging researcAill also have this effect.

1 3 u
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Facult ASU will make every effort to encourage meaningful and

necessary research and publication efforts by faculty.

1. The Present:

-The Chancellor presents Faculty 1(13> to the Administrative Cabinet,

which'considers and adopts the objective to encourage researal and

publication.

2. The Intervening Years:

-After the Chancellor directs the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

to make plans to implement the objectfve, a sludy is made by the

Faculty ;enate and appropriate college-level committees to determine
ways to best achieve the goal. Year: 1982.

- The Chancellor allocates the necessary funds for support services and

special merit for research; the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs,
through the deans of the degree-granting colleges and the Dean of
the Graduate School, secures realistic goals from each department for
research andiprovides adequate financial support. Year: 1983.

-Each department includes in its goals a research and publication
component which is appropriate for the missiom of the department,
and individual faculty members are gIven research assignments with a
reduced teaching load to achieve the staed goals. Superior achieve-
ments in research are rewarded by certificates for outstanding accom-
plishments and/or special merit salary increases. A service unit

provides expert secretarial and technical assistance in the prepara-
tion and revision of manuscripts. Year: 1983 and succeeding years.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and succeeding years.

Evidence of Achievement: An effective system for encouraging research
and publication is in operation; this system provides research assign-
ments for faculty, necessary support services, and a method to assess
the quality of research productivity as a component of faculty eval-
uation. This system, which places an appropriate value upon teaching,
research, and service, is on a university-wide basis.

Faculty 1(C): ASU will continue to encourage faculty to make important
contributions to the community and region.

1. The Present:

- ASU faculty are encouraged, publicly and privately, by the Chancellor
and the administration to participate and exert leadership in projects
for local improverdents.

- Adequate travel funds are made available to support involvement in
these activities in addition to those presently available at the
departmental level.

- ASU faculty are given clerical assistance and some support for involve-
ment with agencies'and projects for social improvement.
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2. The Intervening Years:

ASU accepts the concept of compensatory time and grants offcampus

scholarly leave for faculty, engaged in community and regional social

improvement projects.

ASU provides office facilities, physical support, and encouragement

for faculty and community agencies generating and administering projects

for social improvements.
ASU faculty are g4ven financial recognition for local involvement

through the granting of merit pay bonuses, salary increases, and

special stipends.
Departmental personnel committees recognize involvement in projects

for social improvement as a significant factor in consideration for

promotion and tenure.
A number of special citations are awarded to faculty members, local

officials, and agencies in recognition of their efforts to promote

social betterment.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984 and ongoing.

Evidence of Achievement: By 1984 ASU has committed enough of its

resources to the "people within its sphere of influence" and induced

enough of its faculty to make significant contributions to the community

and region to emerge as an important force for social improvement. ASU

faculty are serving in decisionmaking positions in community and re

gional agencies committing ASU to joint sponsorship of projects tor the

social, cultural, and humanitarian improvement of the community and region

with broadbased local support and participation.

Faculty 1(D): ASU will make every effort to see that faculty are on the

cutting edge of their disciplines as well as broadly knowledgeable about

concerns of society and their solutions..

1. The Present:

The Office of Acader'- Affairs requests through the Dean of Learning

Resources a comprehensive plan for improving the services of the Center

for Instructional Development. This would include proposed funding for
expanded faculty renewal/development and proposals related to faculty

travel, sabbaticals, research, etc.
The Office of Academic Affairs directs the Department of Health, Physical

Education and Recreation to work in conjunction with the Faculty Senate
Committee on Welfare and Morale in developing a longrange plan for
providing programming and physical facilities that would enhance the

personal fitness and llalth of the faculty.
The Director of Personnel Service,s undertakes a review of the effective

ness of the present Employee Assistance Program with an eye to expanding

the services offered in this area.

2. The intervening Years:

The Office of Ac'ademic Affairs works through the UNCGA to implement

proposals from the CID to enhance faculty renewal and/or development.
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-The joint HPER/Fa(ulty Senate Welfare and Morale Almmittee investigates
facilities and programs available at other institutions for faculty

physical well-being. A model program, including needed activities

and facilities, is developed for ASU. Year: 1983.

-A full-time position is funded for a counselor for the Employee

Assistance Program. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1990 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The Center tor instructional Development has
a latger budget and staff; a full-time counselor has been employed to
head up a comprehensive Employee Assistance Program; a person is employed
part-time to coordinate faculty/staff co-recreational activities and a
fund-raising proposal for faculty physical education facilities has been
accepted.

Faculty II(A.1):' Appalachian State University will make contingency plans
for appropriate faculty responsiveness to changes in population over the next

decade. Projected decrease in the number of young people and increase in the
number of older people make likely a shift in student constituency, necessi-

tating* faculty and program adaptability.

1. The Present:

- Present programs at Appalachian State are based upon needs of traditionally
aged undergraduates, 18-22 years of age, who are resident students. Some

graduate programs and undergraduate clusters have given the universiy
opportunities to experiment with off-campus programming and more mature
clienteles.

2. The Intervening Years:

- Led by experienced Elderhostel faculty and a pair of nationally-
recognized specialists in adult education, a series of CID-sponsored
workshops are offered to assist ASU faculty members in tedching strategies
and structural modifications that could help them with the anticipated
changing student population. At the same time, off-campus programs are
expanded as the need for them is demonstrated. While these courses no
longer qualify for overload assignments, since ev,eryone who is physically
able may be assiglied at least one off-campus assignment, the average
teaching load i changed to allow more time for profeAional researa
and to Compens te for time and effort involved in commuting to extension
teaching sitef Year: 1983-85.

- Dormitory modtfiLations and health services are approved as more mature
students enroll and necessary construction is planned. Plans are made
for an additional doc.tor for the infirmary as tho need develops.
Year: 1986.

- The UNC system finally joins the'academiAommon market,, and the Pre,tdent
of The University, acting upon a new policy created by the Board of Governors,
announces that all, member institutions will reassess the policies related

to residency requirements with a view to wider aLceptance of work taken
'elsewhere, particularly within the system itself, toward completion of
degree requirements. Year: 1987.

1 3 J
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,-The General Assembly recognizes the importance of lifelong learning
and entitles the state university system member colleges to receive

formulated FTE w:uivaleneles for non-credit, non-degree course work
taken by adult learners, many of them on a part-time basis. Year: 1988.

3. Year of Achievement: 1990

Evidence of Achievement: 1990 will see establishment of intergener-
ational programs effectively implemented both on and off the campus.
This is evident just by looking at the student population in class-
rooms, where there are now as many mature students between 30 and 55
years of age as there are students between 18 and 29. Another indicator
is in the course schedule, which incorporates some new modular approaches
and indicates more non-credit options for lifelong learners.

Faculty II[A.2): In view of the growing propensity for litigation, ASU
will provide procedures and safeguards for the protection of the faculty.

1. The Present:

-The Faculty Senate Committee on Welfare and Morale (Fringe Benefits
Committee) recommends to Faculty Senate (1) that the present liability
insurance for faculty and employees be enlarged to covets areas of
liability not now covered, and (2) the establishment of a committee
of legal staff to conduct programs advising faculty and employees in
the areas of misfeasance, malfeasance, and nonfeasance from which
litigationeriOt aris . March: 1981.

2. The Intervening Years:

- Faculty Senate approvemOnth recommendations of the Committee on
Welfare and Morale. Apiil: 198q.

-Administrative Cabinet recommends to Chancellor Thomas that liability
coverage for faculty and employees of ASU and the greater university
be enlarged and that a committee of legal staff be esta4lished to conduct
educational programs with respect to liability issues. Chancellor Thomas
approves the recommendations. May: 1981.

s -A committee to advise faculty and employees concerning areas of possible
liability is established. It holds its first program for all faculty
and employees during the first week of fall semester and announces its
plans to hold future meetings at the beginning of each semester or as
needed. June-Sept.: 1981.

- Faculty Assembly undertakes review of proposal that UNC increase
liability insurance coverage for UNC faculty and employees and recommends
its approval. Sept.-Dec.: 1981.

-President Friday approves the initiation of negotiations between UNC
legal staff, insurance company representatives, and the N.C. Commissioner
of,Insurance looking toward enlarging the provisions of the present
liability policy for UNC faculty and employees. Tentative agreement
is reached. Feb.-May: 1982.

-UNC legal staff consults with and advises President Friday of tentative
agreement concerning increase in areas of liability insurance. May: 1982.

- The Board of Governors, upon President Friday's recommendation, approves

the purchase of liability insurance over and above the provisions of the

1,1t)
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present policy and final contract negotiations compence. July: 1982.

3. "ear of Achievement: 1982
-

In order to accomplish the overall objective, it will be necessary to

achieve two specific objectives, namely, to increase the coverage of

liability insurance now furnished ASU(UNC) employees beyond that now

offered (i.e., to cover certain areas of exception set forth in the

present liability insurance policy), and to establish programs on campus

conducted by legal staff for the purpose of counseling faculty and em
ployees concerning areas of conduct from which litigation might ensue.

Evidence of Achievement: President Friday announces, via memorandum

to all chancellors, that effective September 1, 1982, all employees

of.The University of North...Carolina are insured under the provision of

a policy of personal liability insurance for payment of any judgment

rendered against them for wrongful conduct undertaken within the course
and scope of their employment, with each constituent inStitution to pay

its prorated-share of the annual premium. September 1, 1982.

Faculty 11(8.1): ASU will hold on to its special heritage of knowledge while

responding to society's concerns. Since the faculty are the primary inter-

preters and purveyors of this heritage, their views shoyld be strongly ,ou,,idered

in the Setting of goals and policies.
4

1. The Present:

All levels of the university (from the departmental level Go chancellor)

continue tOlgmphasize the value of a liberal education.

2. The \Intervening Years:

The Faculty Senate is careful to recommend persons from diverse disciplines
to serve on the Academic Policies and Procedures Committee. Each college

is alsecareful in nominating and selecting persons from different depart

ments to serve on the Faculty Senate. The departments use extreme care

and strive to hire the best persons available for each position. Extreme

care is taken to be sure that neither one region of the country nor one
school furnish too many faculty for any one department.

3. Year of Achievement: Continuous

Faculty members continue to uphold ASU's commitment to providing a liberal
education for all of its students. This will be evident with the continued

selection of faculty with diverse educations from differing regions of :he

nation. Continued work of personnel committees on the departmental level
and a strong, active Faculty Senate will help ensure that faculty and
administration will continue to support the General College and remain
watchful that no college or department (an control its own General College

requirements. The faculty will continue to have a voice in curriculum with

a strong representatioh oniethe Academic Policies and Procj"dures Committee.

The depart nts will continue to encourpe Laculty interaction with students

through semi ars, clubs, and various social functions.

lii
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Faculty 11(3.2): ASU will strive to build.a basis for mutual resp,At and

understanding in order to prevent any severe confrontation between the

university and society as a whole.

1. The Present:

- ASU expands the Artist and Lecture Series and similar programs and

masemcages greater faculty'and community involvement.

- There is broadened involvement by ASU personnel in regional and

national organizations which promote intellectual, aestheti( , and

physical ivities of benefit to socWty as a whole.
-ASU faculty members are ea.ouraged to t.harter local chapters of national

organizations on campus.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The state of Norch.Carolina adopts a comprehensive medical plan which

includes adequate coverage for "catastrophic illness" and for medication.

- A comprehensive plan for dental and orthodontal care is adopted by the

UNC system.
-A change in the degree of financial support received by ASU from the

state of North Carolina enables ASU to move, in a ranking of educational

institutions receiving state funds, from our current position (among

the,lowest five in most funding categories) to a position in the top
eight schools receiving funds for salaries, supplies, library purchases,

etc.
-Adequate library funds for print media are secured to satisfy the faculty
that library holdings are being maintained at a reasonable level, which

allows them an opportunity to maintain currency in their speciality ,

and undertake some research.
-After careful evaivation and consultation with the Faculty Senue, a
ratio is set which limits the number of administrators who can be
supported by funds provided for taculty salaries.

-After careful evaluation of secretarial assistance needed, a fralstri-
bution of secretarial assistance is enacted which makes Apre secretarial

assistance available at the departmental level by utilizing a "secre-
tarial pool" for agencies located in the Administration Building and in

the Student Union Building.
- Service awards are granted to ASU faculty and community leaders for their

activities to promote social, cultural,-aesthetic, and intellectual
improvements in our community and nation.

3. Year of Achievement: 1986 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: Overwhelming rejection of efforts for unioni-
zation by a faculty increasing in quality and.satisfied with its financial

rewards, s fringe benefits, and the atmosphere of (.ollegiality on

campus w ch fosters academic freedom and involvement in organizations

working for societal improvements.

4
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Faculty 11(13.3): ASU will encourage and preserve in the faculty those

ethical values necessary to the prot tion of individual rights and the

fostering of individual responsibili y.

1. The Pres

- The Facult Senate Committee on Professional Ethics already exists and

is prepare to fulfill its charge to consider and make recommendations

to .the seIzte with regard to "real or supposed problems centering around

the university's AStatement on Professional Ethics.'"

2. The Intervening Years:

-See Stage Ten reports for Purpose I and LI and Edu,ational Program 1

for the steps to be taken r2c, revise the starement of purpose, review

it periodically, apply it to new programs and initiatives, and to
emphasize valtAs and ethics in instructional programs.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

II

Evidence of Achievehent: The ASU statement of purpose reflects JAaware-
ness of the values and ethical implications of a,liberal education; it

is reviewed periodically (see Purpose I), and new programs and initiatives

are evaluated for compatibility with this statement (see Purpose II).

Instructional programs throughout the university exist which provide
for continuous engagement among faculty and students in critical ex-
ploration of values and ethics (see Educational Program I). The Faculty

Senate Committee on Prbfessional Ethics is prepared to deal with any
problems or needs in the area of professional ethics.

Faculty III(A): The university will sharpen the pro,ess to measure and
evaluate the effectiveness of the laolity in an effort to keep the fa ulty

professionally alive.

1. The Present:

- A careful study is made of all forms of faculty evaluation tor promotion,

tenure, merit pay, awards, and classroom performance. Out of this study
comes a recommendation for the development of a uniform system of

evaluation.
- There are already several programs in existence to en(ourage faculty

research, development, and creative activity:
- With the advice of the University Research Committee, the Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs has already instituted grants to
allow the colleges to grant released time for fa,ulty resvar,h during
the semester.

- There is money available fortaculty, development' through the Glb

and for curriculum development.
-There is money available for faculty re..ear,h an7I-rirrsummer resparli

grants.

- The off-campus scholarly'assignment is possible with the ;upport of

the departmental faculty, as well as sholar exchange programs.
-Practitioners-in-residence and resource people ah.o prw,tde a form

of faculty development.
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2. The Intervenin4 Years:

-A uniform system of evaluation 'of all faculty in all colleges is

established:
-Forms lor student evaluation of classroom activity are sCandardized

and the results summarized.
-All faculty have an annual interview with their chairperson in which

matters related to evaluation are discussed. A written record of

this interview is maintained in the departmental office with copies

to the dean and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

-All potrsonnel decisitins are made after careful conaideration of

the individual personnel file, which includes the above items.
-There is alsd greater encouragement of faculty to engage in research
and/or creative activity and to participate in curriculum and faculty

development programs. There is a higher visibility for these programs

and opportunities. The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs continues

to provide more m6ney for these programs.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement:
-A well-defined process for periodic iaculty evaluation is escabli,shed.
-There are increased resources and encouragement for faculty development

and research.
-As a result, faculty i vement is high. Although there is a high

rate of tenure, the gener 1 quality of the faculty is higher. Established

programs give faculty an opportunity to move off of the ASU campus to

participate in diffeeent experiences
-There is a handbook available to all jfaculy describing the variolis

grants available and information abo t when and where to apply.

Faculty III(B): The universtty will avoid potentialsfull-time/part-time conflicts:

titl. The Present:
Sc

-Hiring of full-time rather than patt-time faculty continues. Lndiwidual

departments will play the role of watchdog in specific cases.

2. The Intervening Years:

This period is one of continued support by the administrationlo tontinue

filling positions with highly qualified faculty. All eitorts possible

are exerted on the legislature (through the UNC-GA, ASU, and individuals)
to maintain adequate salary increases as well as the addition of fringe

benefits. These efforts will have the effect of helping to keep morale

high. This has the additional benefit of increasing productivity of the

indiv dual faculty member.

3: Ye of Achievement: Continuous

Evidence of Achievement: The higher percentage of full-time.faculty

maintained. The university has continued Lo seardl out and hire the best

faculty possible with the resources available. This is done with support

from all levels of the adminIstration not to fill vacancies with part-time

personnel unless it can be soundly justified. Accomplishment of full-time

employment also requires a dedication to keep salaries and benefits as high

as possible in a time of high inflation and slow economic growth.

1.1,
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Faculty IV(A); In vieW of a declining real wage for most sections of the

population, including faculty members, the university will strive to hold

faculty loss in real income Lu an amount no more than the national average

and will strive to increase "indirect" means of compensation.

1. The Present:

-According to President Friday, the 19-81 salary increase "will insure

a substantial improvement in the competitive standing of all of our

institutions, and will enable the chancellors to a greater extent than

'in many years to provide not only needed v)st-ol-living increases to
all faculty and academic staff but also to give additional significant

increase tor m rit in teaching, research, and servike." (The UNL

Board of Govern rs Newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 1, July, 1980).\i
-The group of six colleges of which ASU is a part:is-ranked fourth
under Chapel Hill, Greensboro, and N.C. State in the amount of state

appropriations for each teaching position. There is a di16erence

of f4,000 between Chapel Hill and ASU. This difference looks worse

than it is when other funds (e.g., grants and ehdowments) are added

to the base salary at research institutions.
-However, many ASU faculty make more total compensation than is reflected

in the nine-month wage through summer school, development money, May-June

contract extensions, and other grants. ASU sees's to maintain a reasonable

balance betWeen salaries and extras. Research grants, development money,

and contract extensions are funded from unexpended faculty salary money

instead of dividing it evenly into faculty salaries. Some schools use

a number of part-time people in order to *,ave mnnvy and inflate academic

salaries. \_

2. The intervening Years:

-There is an ongoing study of fringe benefits and attempts to increase

financ:al support for them. Some of these benefits include free Blue
Gross and Blue Shield for tamily members, dental care, and legal services.
The faculty institutes requests through the Faculty Assembly to the
legislature to change state law prohibitipg sabbaticals and tuition-
free education for the dependents of university faculty and staff.
There is an ongoing study to explore ways to increase indirect benefi,ts
such as recreational opportunities, cultural events, and day-care

facilities.
-The present study of fringe benefits for part-time employees is continued
and efforts are made on their behalf.

3. Year ot Achievement: Ongoing

11)
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Faculty IV(B): The university will strive to acquire and maintain the be:st

possible faculty in an era when resources are diminishing. In order to do

this, the university dll make every effort to expend Ns much of its budget

as is possible on upgrading faculty salaries.

1. The Present:

- The Office of Academic Affairs reviews the list of administrators

currently being paid under faculty'slots and develops a comprehensive

plan to find alternative budgeting for those positions.

-The Development Office, working in conjunction wiN the Office of

Academic Affairs, is charged with initiating guidelines and procedures

for the establishment of endowed chairs.

2. The Intervening Years:

-One.outcome of the federal case against the UNC system is an agreement

to end differential funding of the variouz. institutions within te

sysem. Year: 1985.

-The'Offi(e of Academic AffairS reduces,by half the current numlwr ol

sedministertd7s being paid under'faculty slots. Year: 1985.

- The Development Office makes a commAment to iund seven chairs'

through the endowment of the Evergreen Campaign. Year: 19854

3. Year ot Achievement: 1990

Evidence of Achievement: The ASU faculty are now paid on a par with all

the other institutions within the UNC system. No administrators are now

being paid under faculty slots. The Evergreen iund-raising campaign

has resulted in the establiShment of seven endowed chairs throughout

the university/

Faculty V(A): ASU will strengthen and nurture the Faculty Assembly of The

University of North Carolina as an effective means of providing meaningful

and substantive faculty input to the President and his administration, to

the Board of Governors, and to the State Legislature.

1. The Present:

- Faculty member A recommends to the Chairpen'on of the FacOty Assembly

that the first sentence of Article II, par. 1, of the Charter of the

Vacuity Assembly be amended to read: "Representation in the Assembly

shall be apportioned among the constituenr institutions of The University

of North Carolina with regard to the number of colleges within the indi-

vidual constituent instituion, or, where the former allocation is inappli-

cable, with regard to the number of full-time equivalent faculty pos.itions

allocated to each institution, and, in any case, to no less than two."

(New portions underlined.) Faculty member A also recommetids that an

amendment to the charter to this effect be introduced at the next Faculty

Assembly meeting.
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2. The Intervening Years:

-At the next Faculty Assembly.meeting, the Chairperson of the ASU

delegation introduces the proposed amendment to the Faculty Assembly

Charter. Said amendment is approved by a ',majority of the authorized

membership of the assembly and authorized to be transmitted to the

participating institutions for ratification by the faculty of each

institution. Year: 1981.

- ASU Faculty Senate authorizes new regulations governing the voting for

Faculty Assembly,delegates, including a new regulation that each delegate

must come trum a dilferent college except for the present delegation to

whom the new regulations shall not apply until the expiration of their

present terms.. Year: 1981.

-ASU Faculty Senate approves and initiates a yearly survey of the faculty

to measure the degree of satisfaction with faculty contributions to the

Faculty Assembly. The survey includes, among other things, requests

that the faculty make suggestions and recommendations to the Faculty

Assembly delegation and/or to their appaciprlate faculty senator or.the

Faculty Senate as a whole in order that said suggestions or recommenda-

tions might be evaluated, argued, motions made ahd approved or rejected,

and passed on to the Faculty Assembly delegation. Year: December, 1981.

-Faculty Assembly Secretary issues copies of proposed amendment to the

charter o participating institutions. Year: 1981-82..

- Faculty survey results reveal surprising lack,of knowledge of the

activit es of the Faculty Assembly and a correspondingly large number

of submis ions oersuggestions and recommendations. Year: 1981-82.

- Constituent institutions of UNC ratify proposed amendment and Faculty

Assembly Charter is Amended accordingly. Year: 1984-82.

- In accordance with amended charter and new Voting.regulations prescribed
by the Faculty Sgnate, the senate calls for election uf three new dele-

gates to the Faculty Assembly from three different colleges. Year:

1981-82.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The addition of three n2w Faculty Assembly
delegates from ASU increases the voice of ASU at the Faculty Assembly
and serves to strengthen and nurture the Faculty Assembly, particularly

in light of (1) the numerous and valuable suggestions and recommendations

now emanating from the general faculty and (2) the corresponding current

reports to the general faculty from the Faculty Assembly delegation.

410

14c
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Faculty V(B): ASU will Lon ue and evourage the development of the Faculty

Senate as an effective voice in the governance of ASU.

I. The Present:

-The Senate Committee on Welfare and Morale agrees to developpa training

program for new senators.

2. The Intervening Years:

- The traininKrogram for new senators organizes. Spring: 1984..

1\

-The training program for senators is given a trial run. :Fall: 198

-The program for training new senatOrs is refined. Spring: 1982.

.

.
-University committees and councils request that a faculti, senator sit.

with them in order to provide a liaison between them and the Facultyi

Senate.
- It has become customary for the administralion to consult regularly

with the Chairperson of the Faculty Senate and the chairperson's W.

Faculty Senate committees. Communications are enhanced by the presence

of faculty senators at university committee and counclil meetings. I

/

3. Year of Achievement: 1982
*

I

I

Evidence of Achievement: ' The Senate Committee on elfare and Mora e !

has instituted a training pAgram for new senators Faculty senat rs

are active as liaison persons on university councils and committees.
/

\
4

, . /
\

Faculty V(C): The Faculty Senate will revise and refine the structure of
/

university committees. /

1. The Present:

-Tile Senate Committee on Committees is reviewi/ng (1980-81) two univers ry

committees: ALademic Policies and Procedure, and Trallic Management Ind

Safety.

2. The intervening Years:

- The Senate qommittee on Committees charged with an annual review and

possible rel.sion of university committges continues l.'s streamlining

of the university committee structure at, periodic intervals.

3. Year of Achieement: 1982

Evidence of Achjevement: University committees are functioning efficieltly

and effectively' because committee goalL, responsibilities, and procedur s

are clearly articulated and understpod.
1
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Faculty V(D): There will be more interactign between the various university

councils and tfte Faculty Senate and faculty in general.

1. The Present: )

The Faculty Senate adopts a motion to be addressed to the ChanLellor

recommending the achievement of this objective.

)2 The Inteplening Years.:
_

The Chancellor and Administrative Cabinet accept the senate motion.

1981-82. .

The Faculty Senate, with the approval of the Chancellor and the Admin
istrative Cabinet, de.termines that onto( the senate's members will bp

appointed to eadh university council and instructs its Committee un
Committees to select senators for service on the various uRiversity

councils. Year: 19 2.
cl

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evkdence of Achievement: By the fall of 1982, a faculty senator serves

on each council as a liaison between the Faculty Senate and the respective

council.

Faculty V(E): ASU will establish an elected committee of the faculty to advise

the Chanceltor concerning retrenchment issues.

1. The Present:

A Faculty Senate committee headed by Nancy Neale submitted to the Chancellor

in the fall of 1980 a series of recommendationt-for the establishment of
a Resource Utilization Policy Advisory Committee (RUPAC).

2. No Intervening Years

3. Year of Achievement: 1981

Evidence of Achievement: The Chancellor equests that the Faculty

Senate establish a mechanism for continugtion of a committee on retrench

ment (RUPAC) composed of a respresentatiVe group from all colleges,

including tenured and nontenured faculty.

Note: While establishment cif the committee appears to almost be a fait accompli,

the implications of retrenchment policies for the 19805 will require a consider
able amount of policy change and will hinge upon some external factors beyond-

the control ot the ASU administration. The scenarios prepared for Stage Nine

deal with the best and the worst possibilities. It dppears almost a certainty
that oncampus fulltime enrollments are subject to attrition in the next five

years. Therefore, the concerns of the committee refe,,nteJ above maq well be
with program changes and retraining of faculty. There are also many legal

issues.implicit in the potent.ial reductions when cenurud 1aLulty may have to

be released.
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Institutional Sector:.LIBRARY

4
Library Library holdings will increase to keep pace with increased

deiands for additional resources and to meet ACRL standards; a minimum
of 80 volumes per student (FTE) should be reached by 1990.

1. Tile Present:

- The library administration includes in the 1983-85 budget proposal a

change request for catch-up money sufficient to increaie thenumuer
of volumes from 48 to 56 volumes per stedent (FTE). The change request

is ipproved by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairg., the Chancellor
and Administrative Cabinet, the Board of Governors of The University
of North Carolina, the Governor and Advisory Budget Commission,'and
the North Carolina,General Assembly.

2. The Intervening Years:

=A library chailge budget request sufficient tu inerease the number ot
volumes from 56 to 64 volumes per student (FTE) is approved by the
North Carolina General Assembly for the biennium 1985-87-after guing
through the, usual budget process. Year: 1984-85.

- A library change budget request sufficient to increase the number of

vollmes from 64 to 72 volumes per student (FTE) is approved by the
North Carolina General Assembly for the biennium 1987-89 after going
through the usual budgetary process. Year: 1986-87...

- A library change budget request sufficient to increase the number of

volumes from 72 to 80 volumes per student (FTE) is approved by the
North Carolina General Assembly for the biennium 1989-91 .after going
through the usual budgetary process. Year: 1988-89.

3. Year of Achievement: 1990

Evidenoe of Achievement: ASU has increased its library holdings tu 80
volumes per student (FTE) to meet the ACRL standards.

Library II: To ensure adequate funding for the purchase ol library materials

by increasing the yearly budget to reflect the annual inflation rate, by
providing additional funding to support new programs approved during the
preceding year, by seeking alternative means of funding to supplement
traditional funding, and by establishing a separate budget item fur audio-
visual/media materials.

A. . Increasing the, yearly budget to reflect the annual inflation rate:

1. The Present:

- Thetlibrary administration requests both the Chancellor and the Faculty

Senate to reCommend to the Board of Governors acceptance of the principle
that, in order to maintain continuity of collection development, an
inflation factor be a permanent part of the budgetary formula fur

*
establishing library materials budgets.
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2. The Intervening Years:

The Faculty Senate approves and transmits to %he Faculty Assembly of

The University of North Carolina a recommendEtion that the Board of

Governors ac..:ept the principle that an inflation factor bt a permanent

part of the budgetary formula for establishing library mat rials budgets.

Year: 1982.

The Chancellor recommends to the Board of Governors that an inflation

factor be a permanent.part of the budgetary formula for establishing

library materials budgets. Year: 1982.

The Faculty Assembly of The University of North Carolina recommends

to the Board of Governors that an inflation factor be a permanent

part of the budgetary formula for library budgets. Year: 1982.

The Board of Governors recommends to the General Assembly that an

inflation factor be a permanent part of the budgetary formula for

establishini library materials budgets. Year: 1982.

The General Assembly approves the recommendation and directs the
Governor to include In the continuation budgets for all units of the
university system fund requests sufficient to offset annual itIcreases

in the cost of library materials. Year: 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and ongoing.

Evidence of Achievement: An inflation factor is a permanent part of

the budgetary formula for establishing the library materials budget.

B. Providing additional funding to support new programs:

1. The Present:

The library administration recommends to the Academi, Policies avd
Procedures Committee that every new program request include an estimate
of addatonal funds needed for library materials and that no new programs
be established unless adequate library funds can be provided for purchase

of neceSsary library materials.

2. The intervening Years:

The APS& Committee considers and approves the propusal submitted by the

library administration. Year: 1982.

The Chancellor approves a recommendation from the Vi-e Chancellor for
Academic Affairs that every new program request includc an estimate of
additional funds needed for library materials and that no new programs
be estabiished unless adequate library funds can be provided for purchase

Ot necessary library materials. Year: 1982.

3. Year ot Achievement: 1982 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: No new programs are established without adequate

funds provided fur the purchase of library materials of both a retro

spective and future nature.
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C. Seeking alternative means of funding:
,

1. The Present:

-The Learning Resources Committee, in cooperation with the library

administration, the Office of Grants Planning, and the ASU Foundation,
establishes ongoing procedures for securing grants and gifts earmarked

for the purchase of library materials.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The library administration provides the Learning Resources Committee
with an annual progress report on library monies received through

grants and gifts. Year: 1983 and ongoing.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and ongoing .

evidence of Achievement: Procedures are egtablished for seeking

alternative means of library funding.

j. Establishing a separate budget item for audio-visual/media materials:

1. The Present:

-The library administration includes in the 1983-85 budget proposal a
change request for funds with which to purchase audio-visual/media
materials, separate from and in addition to funds needed for purchase

of print volumes. (The same request was included in the 1981-83 budget

proposal, but the fate of the request was not known as of this writing

in October 1980. The request had been made once previous to 1980,

but was not approved).

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs approves the change budget

request. Year: 1982.

-The 1983-85 biennial budget, including the change budget request for
separate funds with which to purchase audio-visual/media materials,
is approved by the Chancellor and transmitted to the Board of Governors
of The University of North Carolina. Yearx 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and ongoing .-

)

"A.

Evidence of Achievement: The final 1983-85 biennial budget includes a
separate item for the purchase of audio-visual/media materials.
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Librar ill: The library staff, in cooperation with the Learning Resources
Committee, will develop an overall collection philosophy as the basis for

a more systematic allocation of library resources among competing instruc-

tional, research, and extracurricular program needs.

1. The Present:

-The library administration includes in the 1983-85 budget proposal

a change request for funds sufficient to employ a professional

bibliographer whose main responsibility will be olleLtion development.

The change request is approved by the North Carolina General Assembly

after going through the usual budgetary process.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The University Librarian, library area supervisors, the library
bibliographer, and the Learning Resources Committee meet to establish
procedures for securing quantitative and qualitative data on adequacy

of library holdings in each subject area, on anticipated instructional
and research needs in each discipline, on criteria used by other
institutions for allocating library resources, and on any other subject
necessary to the definition of library goals and objectives (data on

enrollment, size and composition of faculty, publication costs, and

colkection use are already being collected.) The library bibliographer

and staff are instructed to implement such procedures. Year: 1983.

-After using information gathered by staff to study demands on library
resources, the University Librarian, library area supervisors, the
library bibliographer, and the Learning Resources Committee define
library collection policies in terms of overall objectives dnd provide
a plan for periodic reevaluation of these objectives. Year: 1985.

-The Dean of Learning Resources approves use of the collection philosophy
as the basis for allocation of library resources among competing program
needs. Year: 1985.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The tibrary staff, in cooperation with the
Learning Resources Committee and academic departments, has explicitly
defined library collection policies in terms of overall goals and
objectives and has developed and set in motion information-gathering
procedures necessary to the implementation and periodic reevaluation
of these goals and objectives.

Library IV: . Professional staff with expertise in the areas of subject special-
ization, systems design, foreign languages, and information retrieval will be
added to library personnel to improve information services. Clerical staff

with library technical skills will be incrcased to provide support services
for the professional staff at a ratio of three to one.

1. The Present:

-Relying on information furnished by area supervisors to pinpoint thc most

immediate professional and clerical staff requirements, the library
administration includes in the 1983-8i budget proposal a diange request

1 5
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for eatch-up money sufficient to employ 10 additional clerical staff,

as well as professional staff with expertise in selected subject fields,

systems design, foreign languages, or information retrieval. The change

request is approved by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Ailairs, thc

Chancellor and Administrative Cabinet, the Board of Governors, the

Governor and Advisory Budget Commission, and tile North Carolina General

Assembly. (Estimates of clerical staff needed to achieve a clerical-

pyofessional ratio of three to one are minimum estimates based upon size

of professional staff L21j and clerical staff L3I] as of October 1980.)

2. The Intervening Years:

-Drawing upon data derived from recently initiated studies of library

operations and upon recommendations of area supervisors, the library

administration sets staff hiring priorities and includes in the 1985-87

budget proposal a change request for catch-up money sufficient to employ

11 additional clerical staff, as well as professional staff with exper-

tise in selected subject fields, systems design, foreign languages,

or information retrieval. The change request is approved by the N.C.

General Assembly after going through the usual budgetary process.

Year: 1984-85.
-Deiwing upon ongoing studies of library operations, recommendations of

area supervisors, and recent recommendations of a visiting library

consultant, the library administration sets staff hiring priorities

and includes in the 1987-89 budget proposal a change request tor catch-

up money sufficient to employ 11 additional clerical staff, as well as

professional staff with expertise in selected subject fields, systems

design, foreign languages, or information retrieval. The change request

is approved by the N.C. General Assembly after going through the usual

budgetary process. Year: 1986-87.

3 Year of Achievement: 1988

Evidence of Achievement: Additional professional positions have. been

Wil

funded and filled with indv duals having expertise in the.areas of

subject specialization, . stems design, foreign languages, and information

retrieval, and a clerica17professional staff ratio of three to one has

been met.

Library V.: The library administration will be consulted by departmental
curriculum committees concerning resources, present and potential, needed

for support of new nd expanded programs, and the library will be represented

on all academic policy committees that affect or are affeeted by he library.

1. The Present:

-The Academic Policies and Procedures Committee recommend:, to LI(' Faculty

Senate Committee on Committees that the library have a 'permanent chair

on the Academic Policies and Procedures Committee. The AP&P Commiltee

instructs deprtment chairpersons that henceforth .procedures for approval

of'new programs will include consultation between departmental curriculum
committees and the library administration concerning adequa(y of library

resources, present and potential, to suppoit new programs. The library

administration is instructed to formalize prcr:edures for su(h.consultation.

5:4
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2. The Intervening Years:

-The Faculty Senate approves a recommendation trom its Committee on

Committees that the library have a permanent seat on the AP&P Committee,

said position to be filled every three years with a qualified member

of the library faculty as recommended by the Committee on Committees

and approved by the Faculty Senate. Year: 1982.

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and the Chancellor approve

the recommendation that the library have a permanent seat on the

APO Committee. Year: 1982.

- rhe library administration informs department chairpersons of formal

procedures to be followed by curriculum ,,ommittees in seeking infor-

mation on adequacy of library resources, present and potential, for

the support of new programs. Year: 4982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The library has a permanent chair on the

AP&P Committee and works with department chairpersons to provide
input as to the adequacy of current holding., arid funding for the

support of new or expanded programs.

Library VI: To provide better and more cost effeLtive use of the library's
resources, computer technology will be utilized in the development and

implementation of a total library system consisting'of Acquisitions,
Cataloging, Serials, and Circulation Control.

1. The Present:

- The library administration authorizes the formation of a committee,
the Committee on Library Automation, composed of the Associate Librarian
for Technical Services, the Associate Librarian for Public Services,
library staff members, and computer center personnel, to study and
make recommendations with regard to the computerization of library

operations. Year: 1981.

-The Committee on Library Automation studies various aspects of the
computerization of library operations and develops plans for the
implementation of the serials, acquisitions, and circulation systems
(the catalling system is atready in operation). A time plan for

implementation is projected. Year: 1981.

- The Associate Librarian for Technical Services and the Serials Librarian

make operational a computerized Seria2s System. Year: 1981.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Associate Librarian for Technical Services and the Acquisitions
Librarian develop and implement the Acquis:tions System. Year: 1981-83.

-The Associate Librarian for Technical Services, the Associate Librarian
for Public Services, and the Circulation Librarian develop and implement

the Circulation System. Year: 1983-86.

1 50
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-The Associate Librarian for Techdlcal Services makes operational an

on-line computer catalog. Year: 1987.

-The Committee on LibrarY Automation continue's to study and review the

computerized library system. Year: 1988-89.

3. Year of Achievement: 1989

Evidence ofjAchievement: The Associate Librarian for Technical

Services determines that the librarit-has an operational, well maintained,

automated system for Acquisitions, Cataloging, Serials, and Circulation

functions.

Library VII: In order to determine how best to use its resources, the

library will conduct ongoing studies, including cost efficiency studies.

1. The Present:

'. -The library administration directs library staff members to study

their respective areas and consider various' studies which would be

of value to their areas.

2. The In ervening Years:

- The library administration, relying on input from library stafi members,

determines studies to be conducted. These studierare begun. Year:

1982.

- The library administration, relying on input from library staff,
determines areas in which the services of a consultant would be most

beneficial to the particular needs of the' library. Year: 1984.

-The Vice Chancellor fiv Academic Affairs approves a request made by

library administration for the funding oi consulting services.

Year: 1984.
-The library administration reviews the qualifications of consultants
recommended by library staff members, Learning Resources Committee
members, and other interested parties and determines which Lonsultant

is best suited to the particular needs of the library. Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The library conducts ongoing studies, including

cost effiLiency studies. The university hires a libfary consultant in

1985 and every five years thereafter to report to the library admin-
istration, Learning Resources Committee, and Vice Chancellor for Academic

Affairs on the state of the liprary.
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Librar VIII: The library will participate in on-line information retrieval
networks and resource-sharing networks of a state, regional, or national

organizational structure, h as the Center for Research Libraries and the,

National Periodicals Cente System.

1. The Present:

- The head of the Reference Department requests and the University

Librarian approves the purchase of a terminal for DIALOG searching.
,The library administration adjusts the travel budget to.enable

librarians to attend DIALOG seminars.

2. The Intervening Years:

- The University Librarian approves purchase of the pion list on
microfiche of the library holdings of Duke University,, North Carolina
State University, and the University of North Cexplina at Chapel

Hill. Year: 1982.

- The University Librarian, Associate Librarian for Public Services,

Interlibrary Loan Librarian, and Appalachian Collection Librarian
discuss possibilities of forming regional rescurce-sharing networks.

Year: 1982.
-The University Librarian determines that the increased book budget
makes it possible to join the Center for Research Libraries. Year:

1982.
-The University,Librarian, Associate Librarian for Public Services,
Interlibrary Lc4n Librarian; and Appalachian Collection Librarian
meet with librarians from the region and members of the Appalachian
Consortium to discuss and implement cooperative buying, compilation
of union lists of serials and special library holdings, and means to

edite interlibrary loan service. Year: 1982-83.
.,

4

3. Yer'oj Achievement: 1983 and ongoing

4

' Evidence of Achievement: Faculty, students, and other patrons of the
library have rapid access to on-line information retrieval networks.
Faculty, students, and other patrons have access to the Center for
Research Libraries 'and the resources of other institutions, organizations,
and networks established for the sharing of resources.

f
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Library IX: The library will provide improved access to its m roform

and government document collections through comprehensive inde ng of those

collections in the main card catalog, increased staff assistan e to users,

an increase in the number of microform reading machines, and more'effi-ient bkr..04

repair and maintenanee.of microiorm equipment.

1. The esent:

The library administration decides that all microforms and all incoming

government documents will be indexed in the card catalog.

In order to provide the best microform reading equipment, the Microforms

Librarian conducts ongoing studies of equipment needs and makes an

anqual request to the University Librarian, who evaluates and approves

the ordering of new equipment.

2. The Inteff4ing Years:

The Microforms Librarian makes a request to the Instructional Materials

Center Librarian for additional student assistants to cover the micro

form area on weekends and nights. The IMC Librarian makes a request

to the University Librarian for this increase. T iversity Librarian

approves the hiring of additional student assistants in the mi(roform

area, which is made possible by the increase in enrollme t funds.

Year: 1982.

The Associate Librarn .Eor Technical Services develops a work tlow

plan to implement the cataloging of all microforms. Year: 1982.

The Associate Librarian for Technical Services and the Government

>
Documents Librarian develop a plan for cataloging all incoming state

and federal documents. Year: 1983.

The Catalog Libratian and the Associate Librarian tor Technical Services

make a request to the University Librarian tor additional cataloging

personnel to handle the increase in the number of government documents

and microtorms now being cataloged. The University Librarian includes

in the 1985-87 budget proposal a change request for funds sufficient

to provide salaries for additional cataloging staff. Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

qvidence of Achievement: The Learning Resources Committee determines

that comprehensive indexing of government document and microform

collections in the main card cata,log has been satisfactorily completed.

A survey among users of chose coliections, conducted by the Learning

Resources Committee, indicates that 90 per cent of users are satisfied

with the level of staff assistance in those collections and wit4 the

microform readers,available for research.

1:7;keij
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Library X: The library will Seek to become the major repository lor
primary manuscript data on the Southern Appalachian region.

I. The Present:

The.library administration includes in the 1983-85 budget proposal a
change request tor funds sufficient to employ a curator of manus(ripts.
The cliange request is approved by the North Carolina General At,sembly
alter going through the usual budgetary process. (Approximately 82
linear feet of mahuscript material, unclassified and unused, are
currently stored in D.O. Dougherty Library. A University Archives
Committee has been established, but it is concerned with preservation
of university records, not with the collection of manuscripts of the
Southern Appalachian region.)

2. The Intervening Years:

Recopmendations of the Curator of Manuscripts become the basis of a.
request from the library administration to the Vice Chancellor for
Business Affairs for allocation of funds from the Renovations and
Repairs Budget sufficient to provide space, proper temperature
control, and fireproofing protection for manuscripts housed in
Dougherty Library. Year: 1984.

The Curator,of Manuscripts makes application for federal, National
Endowment Lor the Humanities, or other grants available to support
development 01 aLcessioning and collection description procedures
as well as collection user services. Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985,and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The library's faculty includes a curator oi
manuscripts who aggressively seeks out the manuscript sources of
Southern Appalachia, and facilities have been provided to properly
house, prese,rve, and make accessible to researchers said manuscript
sources.

S.

15d
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Library XI: The library's organizational structure and procedures will be

designed so as to facilitate cooperative participation by library administrators,

faculty, staff, and the Learning Resources Committee in management decisions

that affect the,library.

1. The Present:

The library administration arranges for consultation on an ongoing

basis with the Learning Resources Committee to secure that committee's

inpul into policy decisions. The Library Council initiates develop

ment of plans by which library faculty and staff can participate in 1,

a systematic way in management decisions lffecting their area or

department.

2. The Intervening Years:

The Library Council submits tentative plans for securing libiary facuLty

and staff input into management decisions of the several library depart

ments. Year: 1983.

The library administration approves final plans for securing library

faculty vid staff input into management decisions. Year: 1983.

The (library administration appoints an ad hoc committee of faculty

and staff to develop evaluation instruments by which library faculty

and staff can eva*luate their supervisors and which include assessment
of faculty and staff opportunities for input into management decisions.

Year: 1983.

The ad hoc committee submits tentative evaluation instruments to all

faculty and statf of the various library departments fur th?ir suggest
ions and revisions, Year: -1984.

The library administration approves final drafts of instruments by

which library faculty and staff can evaluate their supervisors.

Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The library's organizational structure and

procedures are designed to facilitate cooperative participation by
library administrators, faculty, and staff in management. decisions

; that affect the library; an evaluation instrument is used to evaluate
library faculty managers which includes assessment of staff oppor

tunities for input into management dec,isions. The Learning Resources

Committee meets on a regular basis with the libraty adminiltration,
acting in an advisory capacity to the University Librarian and Dean

of Learning Resources.
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Library XII: Procedures for library support of off-campus classes will be

developed in several areas: funding to support needed resources as a separate
budgetary item; modification of circulation policies to facilitate oft-campus
use of library materials; and necessary support by Audio-Visual Services in
providing for the development of instructional programs and telecommunica-

tions.

A-B. Funding to support needed resources as a separate budgetary item and
modification of circulation policies to facilitate off-campus use of
library materials. .

1. The Present:

-The library administration directs the Associate Librarian for Public
Services ,to study, in cooperation with Community Services and the
Learning Resources Committee, the feasibility and relative cost of
alternative pioposals (bookmobiles, establishment of selected library
collections at institutions where courses are taught, 'book loan by
mail, accommodation of off-campus classes for concentrated weekend
research experiences at ASU, and others) for improving library service
to off-campus students.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Associate Librarian for Public Services recommends to the library
administration feasible policies, including cost estimates, for enhancing
library service to off-campus students which are in accord with ACRL
"Guidelines for Library Services to Extension Students." Year: 1982.

-The library administration includes in:the 1983-85 biennial budget a
separate change request for funds sufficient to implement improved
services, including necessary book and non-book materials, to off-
campus students. The library administration also submits to the
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs'iproposal to defray a poTtion
of the increased cost,of off-campus library services through registra-
tion fees paid by off-campus students. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983 and ongoing

Evidence of Achievement: The Vice Chancellor tor Academic Affairs
determines that the library administration, in consultation with
CommunitysServices and the Learning Resources Committee, has developed
a separate budgetary item for the purchase of library materials for
oft-campus use and has developed more applicable circulation policies
which consider the special needs of off-camPus programs.

C. Necessary support by Audio-Visual Services in providing for the develop-
ment of instructional programs and telecommunications.

1. The Present:

-Installation it commenced and completed of a campus Coaxial communi-
cations system, a ibroadbond cable system to be used as the communications

medium for cable television, securiq, energy management, and data
communicatiOns. Year: 1980-81.
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- A Telecommunications1Planning and Development Group, consisting of

representatives from!Business Affairs, Academic Affairs, and Learnin

Resources, and coordinated by the university administration, develop
a comprehensive university approach to telecommunications, includingi

intra- and inter-camOus communications. Year: 1980-81.

- The Chancellor appro4es a comprehensive university teleLommuncationsi
project proposal subOitted by the Telecommunications Planning and ;

Development Group. Tear: 1981.

2. The Intervening Yeati:

- The Development Group makes application for a federal (or private)

planning grant neces/Isary to implementation of the comprehensive '

university telecommuncetions system. Year: 1981-82.

- The'Development Gronp makes application for a federal (or private)
construction grant necessary to implementation of the comprehensive
university telecommunications system. Year: 1982.

-Construction, on a lountain near the university, of remote microwave
relay/educational 41 radio transmitting facility is completed.

Year: 1983.

- Cluster sites are equipped with microwave equipment and an inter-
campus communicatilns system is operational. Complete two-way

- communication for nstructional purposes is a reality. Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievemenit: 1984 and ongoing

Evidence of Achie ement: The Learning Resources Committee determines
that Audio-Vtsual Services has provided the support needed for the
development of in tructional programs and telecommunciations.

C.
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Institutional Se4or: STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Student Development Services I: The Student Affairs area of the university

will be structured so as to offer most efficiently a wide range of high quality

student services in order to enhance the total development of students as

individuals and as'group members.

1. The Present: .01

-The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs appoints the Student Affairs

Advisory Council.
- The Vice Chancellor far Student Affairs initiates a study and evaluation

of the structure of the Division of Student Affairs.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Chancellor and the Administrative Cabinet approve the movement of
the Career'Counseling and Placement Office to the Division of Student

Affairs. Year: 1981.

-The Vice Chancellors for Student Affairs and Business Affairs agree to

move the Residence Hall Administration to the Student Affairs Directors

of Residence Life. Four Area Coordinators are named. Year: 1981.

- The UNC Board of Governors and the N.C. General Assembly agree to

formula funding for the staffing of the Student Affairs area. Year: 1983.

-The Vice Chancellors for Student Affairs and'Acadefiic Affairs undertake
a survey to determine faculty interests in the area of programming.

Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

Evidence of Achievement: The Division.of Student Affiars is eftectively

structured and offers a wide range of high quality student services.

Student Development Services II: ASU will seek to improve its program for student

academic advisement and career counseling.

1. The Present:

- Student records are on tape and when all cables have been laid, terminals

will enable these records to be accessed at different locations on campus.
Thus the basic information needed for advising is already computerized
and can be expanded to include other data needed for 'advising.

- Discussions are underway among the General College, Wataoga College,

Special Services, and Developmental Education with regard to imp1e7
mentation of a student-to-student survival skills program.

2. The intervening Years:

-The student-to-student survival skills program is initiated. Year: 1982.

-Discussions are held with the academic departments, the Cenerai College,
and the deans of the degree-granting colleges on how to add the advising
capacity to the computerized student,records system. ea 10,1981-82.

kl.
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When agreement i reached on the kindp of data to be added and how
the,advising fu ctioa is to operate, the Administrative Cabinet gives
final approval Year: 1983.

The, necessary nformation is added lo the system. Year: 1983-84.

. Year of Achi vement: 1983-84

Evidence of chievement: A computerized approach to advising, with
ikerminals i appropriate locations, is operative.

Student Development vices III: The Psychological Services,Center will be

adequately funded, housed, and staffed to meet the counseling needs of_students
and to provide testing service to the university community.

1. .The Present:

The Counseling and Psychological ,Services Center woves into the new
Student Support Building'.

One additiOnal staff member is added,to the center.

2. The Intervening Years:

The.director of the center requests the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs to allocate the necessary funds to add a second new staff

member. Year: 1981.

A new staff member is added. Year: J982.

Greater'emphasis is now placed cn individual counseling and.the center
is beginning to work with more structured groups -- e.g., workshops
for R.A.'s and some outreach services in residence halls. Year: 1982.

A third new staff member is requested. Year: 1982.

The new staff member'is hired. Year: 1983..

Outreach programs are expanded to include presentatim-son birth control,
depression, drug abuse, etc. Yeav: 1983.

Consultations are initiated with,ficulty members with regard to academic
adviseme . Year: 1983.

Funding &r two new staff members is requested. Year: 1983.

Two more aff members are added to the center's staff. leaT: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

Evidence of Achievement: The Counseling and Psychological Services
Center is now able to meet fully the objectives of individual counseling,
testing,:and preventive outreach.
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Student De-velopment Services IV: Student Affairs will continue to administer

a program of extra-class and co-curricular activities which enhances and

illustrates the knowledge gained in the f9rmal classroom, broadens cultural

horiton, and creates international understanding and intercultural sensitivity.

A. Support of co-curricular programs:

1. The Present:

- The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs is currently considering a

reorganization of the various divisions under his authority: Such

a reorganization should include a designated Director of Co-curr..c.b ar

Programs responsible directly to the Vice Chancellor for Student tJlairs.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Office of Student Affairs designates a Director of Co-curriculir

Programs to (1) oversee and (2) be an advocate for those programs

designated as co-curricular programs. Year: 1981.

-Each co-curricular program is assigned to an academic department by

the Office of Academic Affairs working with the,Office of Student

Affairs. Year: 1982.

- Each co-curricular program is assigned a faculty advisor to direct

the program. These advisors will be given 1/4 to 1/3 released time

for such work. Year: 1982.

- The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs working with the appropriate

deans and chairpersons provides the necessary faculty time to allow

for released time for directors of co-curricular programs. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The foundation has been laid for a co-curricular

program of broadened scope and high quality.

B. Support of foreign students and an expansiOn of the number of foreign

students attending ASU.

1. The Present:

-Through the efforts of the current director oe foreign student a"airs

(a function of the Dean of Students) and other interested faculty members,

working with such official bodies as the Faculty Senate and the Admin-

istrative Cabinet, resolutions are developed and forwarded to the Board

oflrustees seeking added suppol:t for foreign students at ASU.

2. The Intervening Years:

- A Director of Foreign Student Affairs is appointed within the Office

of Student Affairs with the responsibility to (1) recruit foreign

students' to ASU and (2) assist them with financial aid, housing needs,

orientation, and academic support functions. Year: 1982.

-The Office of Financial Aid administers financial assistance programa

for foreign students. Year: 1982.

-The Housing Office and University Food Services cooperate with the Director

of Foreign Student Affairs in meeting the special needs of foreign students

attending ASU. Year: 1982.
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3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achiev'ement: A commitment to encourage foreign students

and to provide for necessary filiancial, housing, and academic support

will be made by the Board of:Trustees of Appalachian State University

and the Chancellor. Statement of such'a commitment is placed in the

1982 official catalog of the university.

C. Support of living-learning and other residence hall programs.

1. The Present:

-Current living-learning programs and other residence hall programs

operate and continue to meet the needs of students living in the

various residence halls.

2. The intervening Years:

-Nu intervening steps are necessary.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: With the reorganization of residence hall

staffs and particularly the employment of full-time residence hall

managers (as proposed in Student Development Services VIii) special

attention can be given to determining and strengthening the living-

learning and other residence hall programs.
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Student Development Services V: Appalachian State University will strengthen

its structure for involving students in institutional government.

1. The Present:

The Faculty Senate Committee on Committees and the leadership of the
SGA are apprised of the recommendations to strengthen student partici
pation in institutional government contained in the Stage Seven and

Nine reports on this objective.

2. The Intervening Years:

The Faculty Senate Committee on Committees and SCA leaders pla-e these
recommendations on their calendars and make plans to implement them.

Year: 1981-82.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: Student participation on various committees
is now monitored and recorded more systematically by the SGA. Committee

diairpersons introduce student members to the tasks of their committees
and provide feedback to the appropriate arm of SGA on the level of

student involvement. An effort is made to assure student continuity

on committees.

Student Development Services VI: Student Affairs will involve students in
carrying out an effective judiciary system for the student body.

i. The Present:

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs instruLts the appropriate agen(y
to design a new campus judiciary system. Either the Housing Count il

undertakes these initial steps and recommends the final version to the
ViceChancellor for Student Affairs or, if the administrative struLture
is redesigned as recommended (see Student Development Services I), then
the Residence Life Director may be the one to undertake these initial
steps.

The Intervening Years:

Recommendations for reform of the campus judiciary system arc forwarded
to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. Key elements of the reform:
clarification and enforcement of rules in residence halls, with residence
hall,tribunals as first instances of appeal. In the case of charges
from the housing or academic area of the university, students may still
appeal to or.be heard by the Administrative Review Board or the Student
Court. The latter is split into three panels, with three judges on each.
Only three of the nine judges can be from any one discipline. Year: 1981-82.
Approval of the new structure is given at the upper administrative levels
and by the SGA. The residence hall tribunals and the threejudge panels
are put into operation on a limited, trial basis. Year: 1982.

Completion and evaluation of experiments. Final structural acilutments
are made. Appropriate revisions are made in the judicial handbook.
Year: 1982-83..
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3. Year of Achievement: 1983

Evidence of Achievement: The new judicial system is in operation.

Note: This objective has given the committee Untold difficulty beLause no

individual, even after many hours of interviews, knew what steps neud to be

taken in order to accomplish the goals outlined in Stage Nine. Reform is,

in other words, more than a dire need.

Student Development Services VII: ASU Will strive to maintain its poli(y of

making aid available to academically and/or financially deser.Fing students.

1. The Present:

-The Financial Aid Ofiice is provided with improved I.i iii ie whi(h

offer additional storage space, a waiting/reception area, adequate

office space fur staff, and a«essibility to all students.

?. lhe Intervening Years:

-The Financial Aid Office works with the Development Office to develop

/more scholarship funds, especially to provide increased aid for

academically talented students. Year: 1981.

-The Computer Center works with the Director of Financial Aid and the

Controller's Office to develop a computer program which will increase

'the Uficiency of the Financihl Aid Office. Year: 1981-82.

-The Director of Financial Aid initiates a Faculty-Administrator
Seminar on Financial Aid. Year: 1981-82.

-Through the cooperative efforts of the Dean of the College of Business,
the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and the Director of Financial

Aid, an internship program is established whereby MBA candidates and
senior business majors provide budget and financial counseling.

Year: 1981-82.
-A Financial Aid Committee is established with representatives from
Student Affairs, Financial Aid, the faculty, and student body. YiA11-:

1981-82.
-The UNC Board of Governors, the Advisory Budges Commission, and the

N.O. General Assembly approve an increase in the Financial Aid Offi(e's

staff to conform to national standards. Year: 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983.

Evidence uf Achievement: The Financial Aid Office now serves a(ademictally

and/or financially deserving stuaents more effectively.

I Ku
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Student Development Services VIII: University housing facilities will be

operated more efficiently and in a manner which enhances and contributes to
the learning program and to the general development of the student.

1. The Present:

-During the spring semester (1981), the intensive evaluation of the entire
housing program at ASU that Uegan in the fall is continued. More specific

responsibilities relating to student residence life are assumed by certain
positions within the Division of Student Affairs. The present Housing

Council structure continues to be decentralized. Both large.diyisions
involved in the university housing program (Student Affairs and Business
Affairs) concentrate exclusively on housing functions as they relate to
their respective roles within the total university.

2. The Intervening Years:

-In order for the housing program to continue to maintain a luyel of
efficiency and effectiveness, an ongoing thorough staff development/
training program is implemented. The most important sIgle position,
that of a chief housing officer (referred to,as a Director of Residen,e
Life), begins developing during this per,Od. This key position i-,

filled no later than December of 1981-

3. Year of Achievement: 1982-83

Evidence of Achievement: The final reorganization of the administrative
structure for the university housing program is accomplished by the fall
of 1982. At that time the positions of full-time residence coordinators
are activated and a Director of Residence Life is functioning s the
chief housing officer for the university's housing program. During the
year 1982 an aLtive energy conservatii i plan is implemented to assi5t.

with the continued effort on-campus to slow down spiraling energy kosts.
The possibility of private rooms for residence staff may become d reality
during the 1982-83 academic year as occupancy rate:, are analyzed to
determine iE spaces can be forfeited for suLh priyacy as enrollments
either stabilize or decline.
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Student Development Services IX: Students at ASU will be provided with

better health services.

1. The Present:

-Student Health Services moves into new quarters in the Student

Support Building.

2. The ,Intervening Years:

-Health Services and the Director of Safety initiate disussions to

ciihrify responsibility for environmental health and safety regulations

as these apply to students. Year: 1981.

-The DiFector and staff of Health Services determine the staffing needs

of the office and make a request to the Vice Chancello.r for Studeat

Affairs for the necessary approval and funding. Year: 1981.

-The Vice Chancellor for,Student Affairs, after securing the necessary

approvals and funding, authorizes a search for person(s) to fill the

position(s). Representative students are consulted and involved in the

definition and filling of the position(s) in order to ensure that student

needs and sensitivities are given adequate consideration. Year: 1982-83.

-With an adequate staff, Health Services is able to initiate, an aktive

preventive medicine and health education program. Year: 1982-83.

Year of Achievement: 1983

Evidence of Achievement: Health SerFices is adequately housed and

staffed to provide students with effective health services.

Student Development Services X: The university will offer a (ampus rereation

program, both structured and unstructured, which meets students' needs.

A. Construction of an indoor/outdoor recreation facility.
A

1. ,The Present:

-The Office of Student Affairs initiates the necessary action with

the Administrative Cabinet and the Institutional Studies and Planning

Committee to seek approval of funding tor, and com.truction of, a

multi-use recreational facility.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Institutional Studies and Planning Committee approves thy in fusion

of a multi-use recreational facility as a high priority item in the

Capital Improvement Request for the next biennium. Year:. 191.

- The Administrative Cabinet requests that the Board of Trustees approve

funding and construction of a multi-use recreational fac.ility. Year: 1982.

- The Board of Trustees approves the necessary financial arrangements for

the construction of a multi-use recreation facijity funded by self-

liquidating funds and any necessary long-range increase in stgdent fees

to pay for the facility. Year: 1982.
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-Th'e request for approval to construct a recreational facility

is included in the total budget request,approved by the UNC

Board of Governors and the Advisory Budget Commission Year:

1982.

- The N.C. General'Assembly approves the request for permission

to begin construction of a recreational facility to be financed

through self-liquidating funds. 'lest.: 1983.

- The baseball diamond is relocated to an appropriate place on caMpus

(possibly in ehe vacinity of the current athletic q.elds and Conrad

Stadium). Year: 1983.

- Construction Of a multi-use indoor/outdoor recreation facility begins

in the triangle area currently housing the baseball diamond and tennis

courts. 'Year: 1984.

.%
3. Year of Achievement: 1986

Evidence of Achievement: The new indoor/outdoor recreational facility

is completed. .

B. Centralization of campus recreation and intramurals.

I. The Present:

- In cooperation with the Detn of Fine and Applied Arts and the Chair-

person of HPER, the Office of Student Affairs recommends, as one

aspect of the reorganization of'the division, the ful4-time assign-

ment of the Director of Intramural Programs to the Office of Student

Affairs.

2. The Intervening Years:

- The Director of Intramural Programs is assigned to the Office of
Student Affairs and is made directly responsible to the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs. Ye.ar: 1981.

-With the cooperation of HPER d the Director of Internships,HPER
students are assigned as in erns,to assist the Director of Intramural

Programs. Year: 1981-82.

-All equipment used in intramuralsjAs assigned to the Director of
IntramAp.ks Programs and is maintained through budget monies provided

for such purposes. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: The campus recreation and intramurals

program is now located in the Office 01 Student Affairs.
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Student Development Services XI: The university will provide a varsity

sports program, facilities, and staff which conform to guidelines and
regulations of the Southern Athletic Conference, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, and the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women Shd which is consistent with the purpose of the university.

1. The Present:

-The Chancellor directs the Athletic Council to develop a general
philosophy for the varsity athletic program at ASU. Specifically,
the committee is asked to set goals and objectives for the athletic
program, to determine and prioritize the present and future needs
of the program, and to indicate the relationship of Ole program
to the purpose of the university.

2. The Inteirvening Years:,

-The Athletic Council reports its recommendations to the Chancelloi.
Year: 1982.

-As a result of these recommendations, the Athletic Director under-
takes a thorough evaluation of all sports offered at ASU co determine
the extent to which they contribute to the overall objectives of the
athletic program. Consideration is given to eliminating.,those

activities which appear to represent an economic drain on the program.
Year: 1982-83.

-Each year thereafter an evaluation of the total program is undertaken
to.determine ho4 broad an athletic program the university can provide.
Changes and cutbacks are considered, as necessary, after each eval-
uation. Year: 1983.

3. Year of,Achievement: July 1983.

Evidence of Achievement: A procedure has been put,into operation
whereby,the athletic'program can be placed on an almost totally
self-supporting basis in the near future.
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Institutional Sector: PHYSICAL RESOURCES

Physical Resources I: The.university will make a commitment to the duvelop

menu ot a Lomprehensive phased plan addressing campus beautification, sound

land use planning, maintenance, energy use efficiency, and accessibility.

1. The Present:

The Committee for Institutional Studies and Planning *determines that a

design group is desired and decides where it fits into ASU's ovhall

funding priorities. It discusses theebest scrategy/terminologyfio

use in developing this request.

2. The Intervening Years:

Development of budget figures, approval by Chancellor, and inclusion
into funding request. Year: 1981.

Funding request forwarded to Board of Governors from ASU. Yedr: 1982.

Receipt of earmarked funds. Yeritr: 1982.

Retention of design group. YeiPr': 083.
Completion of comprehensive plian. Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1984

There is currently a "broad stroke" comprehensive plan in existence.
To refine and develop this plan to the degree suggested in this objective
would require the retention of consultant's in several areas and the
formulation of a design group. Given the current budget:dry process,
the time needed to retain this group, and the time needed to develop

such a plan, it would be June of 1984 before a comprehensive plan could

be furnished.

PhysIA:al Resources II: The university will institute a more efficient maintenanLe
program for the physical plant through incorporation,,of new teLliniques and the
development of a maintenance staff adequate to meet the needs of the physical

I. The Present:

The physical plant submits d request for additional needed personnel and
continues to train existing personnel in order to properly maintain

existing facilities.

2. The Intervening Years:

The physical plant has been given permission to hire additional personnel
because of increases in student enrollment, capital expansions, and requests

-made throughhe university change budget. Year: 1982.

The physicd1 plant implements a computerized maintenanLe program that will
provide an environmprital data base and weekly printouts of maintenance

neeUs. Year: 1983.

The physial plant requests and receives approval for the hiring of

additional needed personnel. Year: 1983-85.

Additional personnel has been hired by the physi, al plant because of

i ic reases in student enrollment and capital expansioni,. Year: 1984.
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3. Year cf Achievement: 1985

r Evidence of Achievement: Higher overail levels of MainLenahce are

achieved by the establishment of a comOuterized maintenanke program
and the hiring of additional physical plant personnel. This achieve-

ment has allowed the uni'versity to provide maximum efficiency in

properly maintaining existing facilities.

Physical Resources III: The university will establish itself as a leader

in controlled energy use and develop a model demonstration kampus for

alternative energy sources.

1. The Present:

-Institutional and departmental controLled and alternative energy

projects are maintained and refined.

2. The Intervening Years:

-Model campus concept is developed for public distribution the

media. Year: 1981-82.
-Current alternative energy projects are completed, e.g., solar panels,

alcohol production, windmill. Year: 1981.

-Sources of funds are identified and developed tu pursue v.orious alternative

energy projects. Year: 1981-83.

-The extended energy management system is installed following 198i'

funding. Year: 1982-83.

3. Year of Achievement: 1983

Evidence of Achievement:
-The energy management/control system controlling the university's
major facilities and utilizing the university campus communiLation

facility (cable system) is functional.
-Exhibition of functioning alternative enery systems.
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Physical Resources IV: Appalachian Stats University will improve ifs
communication facilities.,

Two Phases: A. Completion of coaxial cable ,.yslem on ,ampus.
B. Completion of microwave relay tower lor broada..t

of live televitdon and radio production.

A. Phase One: Coaxial Cable System for the ASU campus.

1. The Present:

-The materials and,equipment have already been purchased and only need
to be installed, therefore planning is complete.

3. Year of Achievement: June 1981.

The cable system is laid throughout the campus.

Phase Two: Microwave Tower for Television and 11-lidio ransmission.

1. the Present:
1

-Action is completed to reach an Agreement with the UNC television
network to combine efforts on the' proposed micrpwave/translator tower.

-Money for the construction of the tower is set aside' ftiom existing

budgets for Appalachian.State University's share of the cosi.

2. The Intervening Years:

'
-Selection of a constructiom company. 1980-81.

-Selection of site for microwave and transfatru towqr to be shared
by ASU and UNC Ielevision netWork. 1980-81.

-Agreement between UNC television network and Appaiachian State
University to share expenses on combination microwave tower and
translator. Land,site rd tower construction shared by both users
would drastically reduce`,expenses for each group. 1980-81.

3. Year of Achievement: *1981-82.

The microwave tower system ties in radio and television transmission
capabilities not only, intracampus to the UNC system, but also allows
transmission to the ragion. Computer connections with the Research
Triangle areware also possible.

3,
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Physical Resources V: The university will mount a conscientious campaign

to acquire the Dougherty family house and property and develop a plan to

use the house as an alumni/information center or as a museum/gallery.

I. The Present:

Detailed plans are submitted to the Board of Trustee:, tor the acquisition

and development of the Dougherty house and property. Funds nre raised

and negotiations begun with the owners ot the property.

2. The Intervening Years:

The house and property are sold to ASU. Year: 1982.

'Remodeling of the Dougherty house is completed and the staff moves

in. Year: 1983. "
A regional museum Is built in a style that is complementary to the
Dougherty hduse while being a model for energy conservation. Year: 1986.

Appointment of a museUm curator and staff completes the objective. They

are responsible for collecting and maintaining displays of regional
artifacts and natural history. Year: 1987.

3. YeAr of Achievement: 1989

Evidence of Achievement: The Dougherty family house and property have

been acquired. The house is converted into an alumni/informatiun center
occupying the first floor and an art/photographic gallery ocupying the.
second floor. A regional museum has been built adjacent to the house
and serves as a center for environmental/cultural displays. Most of

the property itself is maintained as a park with trails winding up to
the ridge to various picnic sites. The ridge ar.a has a cluster housing
development for faculty.

Physical Resouices VI: The university will identify desiraide Lra.ts of property
and develop a plan for acquiring those parcels deemed appropriate for us6 as
recreation areas, open spaces, or potential building sites.

1. The Present:

A committee' is selected to identify land needed fur future expansion as
well as for the maintenance of natural surroundings tu the campus. The

committee consists of representatives of the Office of Business Affairs,
LongRange Planning, Environmental Studies, and selected disciplines such

.as.Geography/Planning and Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

2. The Intervening Years:

The committee identifies various tracts of fand that would provide addi
tional building sites, recreation areas,, and open spacx. Year: 1982.

' 3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: A plan for the acquisition of desirable tracts
of land has been formulated. This will enable the universitY to proceed
in an orderly and expeditious manner to obtain land 9eeded for potntial
building sites, recreation areas, .and open space,.

0

70
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Physical Resources VII: Program demands, as rellected in long-range planning

projections, will be given primeemphcis is .11 ScCt ing d P expa us it In i iori I

1. The Present:

Analysis oi program demand changes over the last five years begin!. by

the University Coordinator of LongRange Planning. Information Is shared

with the Committee for Institutional Studies and Planning and recommen
dations are passed on to Academic Affairs, Business Affairs, and the
university design group.
Specific space needs are surveyed in the departmental areas facing the

greatest projected increases in enrollment.
Items currently on the list of projects requiring capital expendiLures 4

. are rqprioritized by th'i Office of Business Affalrs to anticipate
projected needs.
Planning begins for 4pace reallocation9or new construction not foreseen
before 1980-81 but which oust be anticipated by.the enrollment and
programdemand projections currently being prepared.

2. The Intervening Years:

Capital expansion projects already prioritized and lunded as of the
1981-83 biennium have,begun or..have been completed by 1985.

Because of the long lead time usually required for capital expansion.
projects; most building.projects always appear to be completed.only
afteF years of overcrowding and frustration. However, the proies!,

of making projections into the years beyond 1987 has already begun
by 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement: Longrange planning projections have set .
capital expansion priorities in accordance with project6d program
demands. By this year, priorities will already have been determined
for the 1985-87 biennImm, based upon projections made as early as
1981-82. By 1985, iteMS which had low priority but were already on
the 1980-81 list of capital expansion projects will have moved up the
list of priorities. New items have been added on the basis of projections
made between 1981 and 1985.

7

Physi:al Resources VIII; Increased importance will be plac.ed upon transportation

resources in future program planning.

111

I. The Present:

Business Affairs begins investigating possible ,onsulidation of le

acquisition with other si:hools in the UNC system, initiating dis;.ussions

with state purchasing agencies regarding fuel ellkiency standards.
Business Affairs organizes refresher training programs' for Motor Pool
maintenance personnel regarding procedures for maintaining unotersity
vehi,les at their peak of fuel efficiency and implements these procedures
with maintenance.crews at ehe Motor Pool_
Kcademic Affairs and Business Affairs personnel begin a search.for
direcuor of university travel and agree to give him/her broad power, to
require recordskeeping'on travel by alldepartments and offices on rampus
and to come up with a "faix" pribritization of accessOility to travel
resources.'
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2. The.Intervening Years:

- Implementation of a central control over university travel is achieved:

- Threats 03 restrict travel owing to increased fuel costs result in

program cutbacks involving especially the facilities in Washington

and New York and the many satellite programs in Hickory, Wids.ton-
Salem, etc., as well as the travel by supervisory personnel overseeing
student practice teaching for the Cotlege of Learning and Human *

DeveloOment. Arbitrary cutbacks appear likely unless a director for

university travel rs flatted. Year: 1981.

- A directbr of universrty travel is appointed. Year: 1982.

-All academic departments turn in to the director of university travel
complete and detailed records on trayel related to programs under
their jurisdiction, and all administrators' trave: records ace Compiled.
Grcss disparities are found and eorrectqd by the new director, who is
rancourously,known on Campus as the "car czar." Year: ,1982.

-A "fair prioritizatiOn" of agcessibility to travel resources is
worked out on paper and implemented in directives to all departments
and offices. Year: 1983.

- A new director succeeds the first director.of university travel when
1 the origipal appointee resigns under prO;surd. The new 'director

reshuffle some travel priorities according to the usual pressures
ot campus polit-ics. Year: 1984.

- Managerial personnel at-tlie Motor Pool have been gi\-en additional

instructions with respect to proper maintenance uf motor vehicles 'to
ensure efficient eneriy use.

- State ot the art.technology with regard to elettrit vehicles has not yet
advanced to-the point of making elbctrie automobiles d viable altvrnative
to diesel or gasoline-powered cars. 'Tests continue. N

-The UNC system, in coordination with state purchasing agenties, has
developed criteria for motor vehicles purchased for university use,
rejecting any new vehicles which fail to meet minimum mileage standards.
Because of 'the large numbers of vehicles bought each year, this has an
impact upon the price of vehicles and fuel effitiency of vehicles offered
for bale to all university branches' A majurity of the vehicles purchased
have diesel engines.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement: (a) a shitt to dieml cars and generally to more
fuel-efficient vehi.cles has occurred; (b).maintenance has improved on
vehicle fleet; (c),responsibility_for university travel is coordinated by
a central office.

6
Physical Resources IX: The university will improve its recreational facilities.

See Stage Ten report (Part A) for Student Development Services X (p. 168) for
the recommended strategy for the achievement of this objective.

1
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Insfitut'onal Se-tor: SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Special Aetivities 1: The university will seek to provide a broad range of

continuing education services to the people of the region and state in a manner

that is a,ademically sound and is c.onsistent with the role and puipose of a

university.

In order to implement th'is objei!tive, two distinct courses of a, zion must

be followeo:

A. The Development of New Curricula:

1. The Present:

-Community Services prepares a questionnaire to distribute r,U students
enrolled in the program, surveying their prospective needs aod interests.
Academi(: Affairs takes steps to form an ad hoc committee to advise

Community Services on potential new course offerings.

2. The Intervening Years:

-Field supervisors are employed to assess the edin_ational needs of the

region. The State Personnel Office approyesjunding for the new

positions. The university Personnel Office approves .hc positions

ot tield supervisors. Year: 1981-82.

- Ou-icionnaires are sent to full- and part-time students currently par-
ticipating in the prugram to evaluate their,prospecrive needs and

inter'.sts. Year: 1981.

- An ad io,t comm'ttec is formed by the Office of Academic Affairs made up

of u .lersity-wide departmental curricillum:kommittee members and Community

Ser.' .ces representatives to study new courSe offerings wl ich vill fit

t+ needs oi the program. Departmental curriculum committee members will

familiarize Community Services representat,ives with the test course

offerings which have proved successful in their departments. New tcends

or directions will be discussed. Year: 1981-82.

-The ad hoc committee assesses the evalua4ons offered in the previous
three steps, taking the recommendations of ae field sunervisors, the
results of the questionnaires, and the fruits ot their own discussions
and then implements a variety of trial course offerings as a "testing

the waters" procedure. Year: 1981-82.

-The committee meets subsequently to evaluate trial offerings and make
recommendations on which of these offerings should be implemented on a
regular basis and which should be discarded. Year: 1983.

-Annual checkups by the ad hoc committee monitor the new c.fferings and
suggestions are made for more tr4a1 offerings cl!, do, need ar,-,es.

i i. Year of Adilevement: 1084

Eviden.e of Ac.hievement: The ..01lege of Co.tinuing Ed ation 'dentifies

and otters new ,:urricula which t ?lie needs of the region.
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B. Improvement of the academic image of the College of tontinoing Edwation:

1. The Present:

- A directive from the Office of Academic Affairs to faculry prirticipating

in the Continuing Education program reminds them that off-campus work
should have the same high standards that faculty insist upon in their
other classes. The only difference should be the location of the
class-room. Departmental chairpersons are supportive of the intent oU
this directive.

2. The Intervening Years:

- The Development Office agrees to provide funds for :mition assistance
scholarships created expressly for the Lontinuing Education program to

reward academiL excellence. Year: 1982-83.

-The instructional load for off-campus faculty is reduced. Shorter time
periods for classes and greater flexibility in sdiednling enhame Hass-
room learning. Community Services works out car pool arrangements for
the increased trips faculty must make to :ompensate fur shorter , lass
periods. The development of satellite centers staffed with tacdIty
improves the quality of the program. (These issues are addressed in
detail in Special Activities II, Stage Ten.) Year: 1982-83.

- Improved communication among students, professors, and supervisors is
implemented. An advertised system of 800 toll-free numbers staffed by
departmental faculty at various hours of the day allows tor improved
academic advisement for off-campus students. For example, the History
Department staffs the 800 toll-free numbers from 9-10 a.m. each day;
any problems dealing with Hist,. j courses are answered at this time.
Year: 1983.

- Terminals are added in each department or in a ventral loation which
give academi-: advisors from each department information on oft-campus
students' transcripts and requirements at a moment's notice. Advisors
are to be trained in operating the terminal by ,;ompoter User ServiLes.
Year: 1984.

-Owing to the improvement in the ceaching environment for field-based
courses, faculty members are more willing to parri, ipate itinhe program.

3. Year of Achievement: 1C84

Evidence ot Achievement: The programs offered by Aic Gollege of Continuing
Eduation achieve a reputation for ademic rigor and ex(ellein.o.
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Special Activities 11: The university will provide academically sound
continuing education services to the people and the region in a manner that
is as efficient as possible -- administratively, fiscally, and otherwise.

1. The Present:

-Community Services initiates a proposal through the College of Continuing
Education to Business Affairs to study the feasibility of purchasing a
new fleet of fuel efficient cars.

-The Administrative Council of the College of Learning and Human Develop-
ment takes under consideration a redefinition of tearhing ctnters and
presents a college proposal to the Office of Academic Affairs. Academic
Affairs investigates budgetary implications for the satellite resommen-
dation. The College of Learning and Human Development recommends full
implementation in the fall of 1982.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Office of Business Affairs purchases 30 fuel efficient vehi, les.
Priority for usage has been determined so that student te.eher super-
visors have first priority and field-based instruction has a number two
priority or number one priority when three or more ride together.

-Academic Affairs initiates a task force to write a proposal for state
funding of extension FTEs. Faculty are totally supportive of field-
based activities, and car pooling has reduced the (ost ol delivering
instruction. The task force also recommends increased faculty .,alaries
because of the savings of car pooling and fuel efficient automobiles.

-The Chancellor supports satellite centers by providing full-time faculty
and support personnel. Year: 1982.

-The Office of Academic Affairs instructs the College of Learning and
Human Development to place full-time instrietors at the four satellite
loations with appropriate operational budgey, in each. Year: 1982.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982-1983

Eviden,:e of Achievement:

-The university has purchased fuel efficient vehicles and is exploring
the feasibility of establishing a shuttle bus service, thus allowing
mere field-based participation by providing faculty car pooling and is
able to offer more field-based classes.

-Faculty car pooling has created a savings to the student. Academic chair-
persons on campus, as well as fa4.ulty, are totally committed to the opera-
tion of ASU's field-based programs. For the first time, long-range sche-
duling pjans include a systemized scheduling process for on- and off-
campus classes. The total administrative and academic support from ASU
has allowed an increase in off-campus offerings and efforts are being
made to persuade the state of North Carolina to initiate funding of
extension FTEs without the establishment of specific geographic boundaries
for each member institution.

-Four satellite teaching centers are established in Charlotte, Winston-
Salem, Hickory, and Wilkesbozo. Full-time dire,tors are appointed at each
facility with appropriate support personnel staff. These appointments
give ASU full-time instructional, administrative capabilities a' each of
the centers, allowing for maintenance student records and computer
registration capabilities, thus generating FTEs for the univer,ity.
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Special Activities III: The university will provide throughout the entire

year a broad spectrum of cultural activities reflecting the region, the

nation, and the world.

I. The Present:

-The Division of Complemenrary Education elects to pursue tile spe, ifi,

results rec.ommended for this objective in Stage Seven, together with

certain other results. Specitically, the decision is made to encourage

the Director of Cultural Affairs to:
-include at least one non-western cultural event in Artist Lectuie

Series presentations as soon as possible and to increase the number

of such presentations in future.years.
-advertise Artist and Lecture Series programs in local and reeional

newspapers.
-distribute Artist and Lecture Series presentations throughout the

academic year.
-initiate arrangements for baby-sitting services for Artist and

Lecture Series programs.
-schedule ;.ks many Artist and Lect_ure Series presentations for

weekends a\ possible.
-initiate the facilitation of ,ar pools for persons in the reon
who wish to travel to Boone for cultural presentations.

-The Division of Complementary Education enlists the help of the Develop-

ment Offt.e to seek funds for a greater number of winter series per-
formances, for a new summer Artist and Lecture Series, for the repair
and maintenance of Farthing Auditorium, and for rental of foreign films.
-The Division of Complementary Educa.cia initiates a request for funding

tor a full-time Cultural Affairs Director and an administrative assistant;
decides to explore the possibilities of u ing Horn-in-the-West facilities
for summer programs; and sets up a commi ee co investigate the availa-

bility of movie theater facilities.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Director of Cultural Affairs asks the Alumni Association to identify
persons living in various communities in the region who will art as

contacts for car pooling arrangements. Year: Spring 1982.
-The Cultural Affairs Director asks the Student Government Association to
set up a pool of students interested in earning money by baby-sitting and
to establish a rontract arrangc ent. Year: Spring, 1982.

-The Division of Complementary Education and the Cultural Affairs Direttor
set up a committee to investigate potential facilities for the showing of
movies. Year: Fall, 1982.
-Development Office initiates a fund drive to support the expanded Artist
and Lecture Series, the Foreign Film Series, and the repair and maintenance
of Farthing Auditorium. Year: Fall, 1982.

-The Cultural Affairs Director sends notices of upcoming events to local
and regional newspapers; single-ticket and season-ticket sales are handled
by mail and by telephone. Local newspaper notkes in_lude tht information

that baby-sitters can be found if individuals contait the St;A. Regional

newspaper notices include the information that local ,ontact plople will
help interested persons make arrangements for tar pooling. Yeat: Fall,

1982.

-Job descriptions for two positions are written. Year: 1982.
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- Work un Farthing Auditorium is ibitiated. Year: 1982.

-Artist and Lecture Series, performances are scheduled throughout the
regular academic year and are scheduled, where possible, fur weekends.
Year: 1983.

- Non-western cultural events begin appearing in Artist and Lekture Series
offerings. Year: 1983.

-The Office of Cultural Affairs provides leadership of a committee to
investigate the possibility of renting Horn-in-the-West faLilities for
use during the summer. Year: 1983.

-:ho university Personnel Office approves two new positions in the
.Iffice of Cultural Affairs. Year: 1983.

- The State Personnel Office approves funding for two new positions.
Year: 1983.

-A full-time Cultural Affairs Director is hired. Year: 1983.
-Farthing Auditorium is repaired, refurbished, and equipped. Year: 1983.
- An Administrative Assistant to the Cultural Affairs Director is hired%
Year: 1984.

3. Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement: Artist and Le,.,ture Series programs are uff.ered
throughout the year. Several non-western cultural events arc inkAuded
in the series, together with artists/lecturers who represent the region
and the nation. In addition, a Foreign Film Series has been initiated.
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Special Activities IV: The university will provide adequate facilitLe,, ior

the performing arts and o.her cultural act.ivities.

This objective includes the following goals: Construction of a theater;

establishment of an art gallery; establishment of an Appalachian mus,eum

facility; renovation of an auditorium for film showings; correction ol the

inadequacies of Farthing Auditorium.

Some of the above goals should be considered at length to determine if they

could best be combined in one plant for maximum building usage and energy

conservation. Increased security'would be another consideration. Fur examOle,

the theater and art gallery might be combined for energy conservation, reduced

building cost, increased building usage, and increased security for the art

collection owing to the.building's being occdpied later into the evening. The

above would be accomplished with little or no competition for space utilization

by either organization. Consideration should also be given to whether some of

the goals could best be accomplished by the renovation and utilization of existing

buildings. For example, renovation of an existing auditorium for film showings;

renovation of an existing building such as the Old Library or the Dougherty

Home (if purchased) for the Appalachian Museum facility.

14

1. The Present:

-Departments and/or committees concerned with the above goals are contacted

for building requests and needA. If requests have been made in the past,

further study and upgrading are done. Committees are formed to consider

,:ombining two or more of the above goals in order to better utilize re-

sources. Committees are composed of the personnel most closely related

to the appropriate building usage. Particular care is given to each

consideration to eliminate the possibility of inadequacy of space before

N14.....,

the completion of any'one of the goals.

Z. The Intervening ears:

-The departments ndfor committees involved with each of the above goals

f)resent their r,quests to the appropriate dean and/or COMMitrue. Year: 1981

- The deans and/or committees responsible for each of the above goals submit

their requests,to the appropriate vice chagcellor. Year: 1981.

- The vice chancellors formulate a set of recommendations which are presented

to file Committfte for Institutional Studies and Planning for its input.

Yeai-: 1982.

-The recommendations are formed into a capital improvements request which

is included in the next budget request. Year: 1982.

-The Chancellor presents a capital improvements request co the Prident
of The-University of North Carolina who accepts it as a part oi the UNc

budget,recommendations.twthe Board of Covernors. Year: 1981.

-The'UNC Board of Governors presents a prioritized capital improvements

request to the North Carolina General Assembly. Year: 1984.

7The Norch,Carolina General Assembly approves the budget, making these

structures possible. Year: 1984.

3: "Year of Achievement: 1985

Evidence qf Achievement: Construction and renovation begins pn the struc-

tures that will provide facilities for the performing arts and other cultural

activities.

.11
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Special Activities V: The university will seek to provide (acilities,

financial assistance, and other opportunities for students and faculty to

engage in international studies.

I. The Present:

-The International Studies Council determines the extent ro whi411

the Otfice of International Studies is able to meet the objectives

as statcd above.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The International Studies Council studies funding patterns and aLtivities
in Offices of International Studies at other universities and recommends
to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs an appropriate level of
funding and appropriate activities for such an)pffice at ASU. Year: 1981.

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs presents to the Chancellor the
repor,t of the International Studies Committee and recommends its adoption.

Year: 1982.

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs approves the proposal for
additional funding for the Office of International Studies. Year: 1982.

-The Office of International Studies receives a substantial increase
in funding. Year: 1983.

-A fullLtime Director and appropriate staff are hired for the Office
of International Studies. Year: 1983.

-The Director of ihe Office of International Studies works with academic
departments to initiate and stimulate growth of international programs.
Year: 1984.

3. Year ot Achievement: 1985

Evidence of Achievement: There will be 1) a greater number of faculty
and students studying abroad; 2) more foreign-born students and faculty
at ASU; 3) more on-campus courses of an international nature; 4) a
greater number of students and faculty doing research abroad; 5) centers
for multidisciplinary study; 6) greater advising services to ASU students
an8 faculty in the field of international studies; 7) more cooperation
between ASU and other universities in international studies; and 8) an
increased effort to seek funding for ASU's international efforts.

Special Activities VI: The university will seek to integrate the facilities
of the Center for Continuing Education into the life of the university at large.

1. The Present:

\cC,

-A liaison person is established in each of the watiemi, departments,
and from these there is formed an advisory 'oun ii that meets as the need
arises with the Director of the Center for Continuing Education to discuss
policy matters. This brings about a closer working relationship with
z.he a,cademic departments.
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2. The Intervening Years:

The Director of the Center for Continuing Education and the Dean of the

College of Continuing Education discuss the possible purchase of the
Daniel Boone Hotel and its development into (1) an Arts Center for the

community, (2)'a faculty club, and (3) rooms for visitors to the campus.

Careful thought is given to the current state of deterioration of this

facility, community feelings, and, owing to location, the difficulty in

management. Year: 1981.

The Dean of the College of Continuidg Education explores the possibilities

of seeking monies for the development of a sliding fee schedule based on

ability to pay. Year: 1981.

The university receives approval of the enlargement of the Center for
Continuing Education prc..-14ed agreeable financing can be obtained.

Year: 1981.
Financing for the enlargement of the Center has been obtained and

construction has begun. Year: 1982.

The enlargement of the Center for Continuing Educ'ation has been

completed. Year: 1984.

3. Year oi Achievement: i984

Evidence of Achievement: Individual academic departments and university

agencies are now taking advantage of and utilizing the Center for Continuing
Education as a vehicle for the delivery of appropriate continuing education

programs.

Special Activities VII: The university will Lontinue to provide an environment
which is open and conducive to special prolects which are of servi:e to the

people of the region, state, and nation.

1. The Present:

Giving recognition and consideration to fiscal and human resourc.e limita
tions, university leaders realize that ultimately some less popular pro
grams/projects will have to be eliminated to provide for the needs of the

"new" clientele. However, until such gradual changes occur in the popu
lation, Appalachian continues Li its efforts to serve the "present"
clientele through traditional and Ongoing innovative programs.

2. The Intervening Years:

The continuation of some programs/projects currently being offervl (Oral
History Project, Appalachian Consortium, "504" Committee, Envirohmental
Studies, Specia4 Services, Upward Bciind, etc.) plays a major roll in
Appalachian's meeting its purpose/mission by the end of the''80s. Some

programs/projects (Earth Studies, 4atauga College, etc.) may decline in
popularity because of population s ifts, changes in age and growth patterns

and at,titudes.

Appalachian continues to be invol gid in updating and rtvising old projects/
programs while creating and introducing new ones to meet the demands of the'

new "population." Traditional programs continue to meet the demands ot

ASU's clientele. As women, minorities, and older citizens constitute a
large proportion of the population of the region, offerings keep pace with
demand through Continuing Education and Community Services programs/projects

(workshops, seminars, conferences, Clusters, etc.).
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3. Year of Achievement: Because of the nature of this objeceive, the

time frame of implementation should be immediate and continuous.

Evidence of Achievement: Special prdjects designed for learning

experiences have always been a part of ASU's tradition of meeting its

basic purpose: "to,wye as a force fot social improvement." The

next decade sees.A5U continuing in the same direction.

1 b
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I.

Institutional Sector: GRADUATE PROGRAM

Graduate Program I: ASU will strive to maintain graduate enrollment at, or

above, current ievEls.

1. The Present:

-The Chancellor presents to the Administrative Cabinet the objective

to maintain or increase gradUate enrollment. After due corsideration,

the objective is approved. Through the Vice Chaniellor for A(ademic

Affairs, the Graduate School: is provided financial support and

administrative powers to achieve the goal.

2 The Intervening Years:

-The Oraduate School develops a comprehensive plan to rekruit students
and enlist the assistance of the deans of the degree-granting colleges
and relevant support ,)ffices to enable the plan to be initiated.

Year: 1982.

-In an effort to maintain or increase graduate enrollment:
- the Graduate School coordinates a udiversity-wide recruitment

program which includes the publication of departmental brochures
and paiticipation in state, regional, and national career programs;

- the Graduate School also conducts a regional needs assessment to

ascertain the direction of advanced career and professional studies;
-the university community, co respond as an agent of change, increases
support of resident and field-based studies and (:ommunity Services;

- the university administration recognizes the importance of graduate
studies by increasing internal allo(atior and by requesting addi-
tional funding from the UNC system;

- the UNC systemprovides increased funding for graduate stud'e-. and
funds all field-based graduate programs;

- the continuation of the periodic review of graduate programs
increases both the competence and the credence of the graduate
studies programs;

-the Placement Office establishes a specific career orientation and
job placement service for graduate students;

- the universicy,administration continues to seek approval for advanced
degrees; and .

-increased stipends for g aduate assistantships and/or graduate re-
search have a positive i pact on the graduate school enrollment.

1. Year of Achievement: 1982 and succe,.ding years through 1989

Evidence of Achievement: Graduate. School enrollment has ini.reased

between 1980 and 1982 and the Ccaduate School continues tp maiotain
enrollment at cucrent levele, or above throughout the decade. ln-state
enrollment ha., increased 1071., while out-of-statc.enrollment has increased
4(Po.

so
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Graduate Program II: The Graduate School will increase its flexibility

in order to idjust to changing academic, student, and constituent needs.

I. The Present:`1

- The Chancellor presents to the Administrative Cabinet the recommendation

that the Graduate School increase its flexibility to adjust to changing

academic and student needs. After considering tile impact of such an

emphasis, the Administrative Cabinet approves the objective.

2. The Intervening Years:

- Through the appropriate channels, the Graduate School responds to a

request to submit a plan for achieving this objective and, after

approval, takes steps to implement the plan. Year: 1982.

- The following are important facets of the increased flexibility of

the Graduate School:
-The review of graduate programs cAtinues as an annual procedure

to evaluate the effectiveness of the graduate studies program(s).

-The results of these reviews have influenced budget allocations for

graduate programs, increasing funding in some and decreasing alloca-

tions in other.
-The Graduate School has been responsive to needs for new programs

as a consequence of a liaison with the College of Continuing

Education and the Office of Community Services.
-The UNC system supports flexibility with increased funding for both

the expansion of graduate programs and an increment in graduate

assistanLships.
-A reduction in the faculty-student ratio for graduate-level

instruction has been approved.
-A system for faculty research assignments has been implemented.

Year: 1982.

-The UNC system funds field-based programs of study. Year: 1985.

,3. Year of Achievement: 1982 and succeeding years

Evidence of Achievement: , The Graduatfe Council has approved amendments

in Graduate School policies, procedunes, and program directions as

recommended through the comprehensive review of graduate programs.

The university community's attitude s both open and responsive to:

- the concept of change;

- the graduate studies review proess; and

- input by thoJe served, the agencies affected by the service,
and the staff providing the service -- as reflected in internal

and external needs assessment.

5,i
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Graduate Program III: ASU will increase funding for graduate assisrlantships

and séholarships and for graduate research.

1. The Present:.

- Chancellor expresses commitment to helping graduate education ar ASU'

by his advocacy for increased,funding allocations to the Graduate
School and presents to the Administrative Cabinet the recommendation
to increase fuvling for graduate assistantships, scholarships, and

graduate Iaculty research. Year: 1981.

2. The Intervening Years:

-The Chancellor seeks additional out-of-stave waivers to encourage
high potential gra)uate students to attend ASU. Year: 1981.

-The Graduate Dean increases funding allocation for research assistants
in graduate programs. Yearl 1981:

-The Vice Chancellor for Academic Affiirs plans for steady increase in

alloca,tion to the Graduate Schoo1 fOr assistAntships. Year: 1981.

-The Vice Chancellor for Development makes additional funds for
scholarships availablelto worthy graduate students through the

Graduate School. Year: 1981.

- The Vice Chancellor for Development provides graduate research funds

from ,ae ASU Foundation do the Graduate School for allocation. Yeax.i;

1981.

- The Graduate Council continues careful monitoring and review of programs --
their quality, research productivity, and viability. Year: 1981 and ,

succeeding years.
- A program of research assignments (released tim) for faculty interested
in research is steadily growing. Year: 1981 and succeeding years.

3. Year of Achievement, Begins immediately and im,reases through the

decade.

Eviden.-.e of Achievement: Annual reports of the Graduate School reflect
steady increments in funding for assistantships, scholarships, and
graduate research.
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,Graduate ProRram IV: ASU will develop and encourage nontraditional graduate
degree programs. Such degree programs might include: 1. interuniversitv
doctorates; 2. increased use of summer workshops; 3. international programs
making use of satellite telecommunications systems.

1. The.Present:

P4 The Chancellor presents the iecommendation to dekrelop and encourage
'nontraditional degree programs to .the Administrative Cabinet which,
after careful consideration, approves the objective.

2. The Intervening Years:

illie university.:has initiated the following specific steps to enhame
nontraditional graduate education at.ASU:

7Review And update plan for liaisons; determine greatest need and
identify specific areas. Year: 1981.

Chancellor seeks UNC position st cement. Year: 1981:
Seek particular oqtofgtate unif s to begin liaisons for do..torate
such as VPI (already at informal stage) and East Tennessee State.

. Year: 1982.
k

UNC funds plan for initial cooperative doctorate within the system.
Year: 1983.

t

Formarized plans exist with instate system and outofstate
ufiiversities. Year: 1984.

Summer Utilization of Campus:
.,

Chancellof accepts the recommendation to promote the importance
of summer months at ASU and makes the commitment- to assist the.

tcause of graduate education. Year: 1981.
v

Early planning (September, October) by the Office of Summer Sessions
enables graduate students to plan ahead. Year: 1981.

Wenewed recruiting efforts outofstate. Year: '1981.
A8U plans both regular and special sessions. Year: 1981.
Chancellor presents recommendation to UNC citing need to utilize
summer months in the mountains (energy and human resources better /

used). Year: 1982.

Graduate assistantships increased for summer. Year: 1982.

Special'arrangements made to provide tuition reduction for outof
state or national units. Yea., 1903. ..

,

Community and familytype arrangements for advanced degrees with
livinglearning experiences. Year: 1984. '

ASU receives funding on state'supported basis; sgmmer enrollment
has increased significantly. Year: 1985.

Satelslite Telecommunications:

Task Group on Satellite Telecommunications is formally named to
consider*long and shortrange goals, technology problems, and
academic pxogramming. sYear: 1981.

Program needs are identified. Year: 1982.

Programming occurs in several areas. These mai be single thrust
efforts or unified graduate programs. Year: 1982.

Appropriate departments, in consort with the Graduate School, seek
to develop new advanced degrees which utilize the developing expertise
on campus and meet the needs of society and the marketplace. Year: 1983.
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-Community and regional groups cooptrate in provamming ettorts.

Year:,1983.
,

-The Chancellor seeks permission from UNC-GA tor A/3U tp oiler

new degrees.' Year: 1984. .

-ASU is internationally recognized as a leader in satellite

telecommunications. Year: 1989.

3. Year of Achievement: 1981 and succeedini years.

..

Evidence of Achievement: ASU has a variety of nontraditional graduate

degtee programs, including inter-university doctorates, programs which

utilize the campus in summers, and satellite telecommunications.

1

-

\
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Institutional Sector: RESEARCH

Research I: The university will develop an effective structure for the

advancement of Tesearch.

1. The Present:

The Chancellor presents this objective 60 the Administrative Cabinevt,

which, after careful consideration and possible revisions, approves

the plan to create an appropriate administrative structure (either a

Center for Research Development or an alternative ,structure).

2. The Intervening Years:

The Chancellor directs the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs to
conduct a study of research needs and goals for both the undergraduate
and the graduate programs and appoints a task force to determine non
academic research needs, to examine the compatibility of those needs
with the priorities of academic research, and to evaluate the advantages

and disadvantages of various models of administrative structure for

research. These studies, conducted during 1982, provide essential data

about probable outcomes under various structures and tost effectiveness

of each. After careful _consideration, the Chancellor decides whether

a Center for Researciti Development will meet the needs or whether-an

alternate structve would be most effective and specifies clearly the

range of duties. Year: 1983.

3. Year of Achievement: ,1983-84

Evidence of Achievement: A Center for Research Development or an
alternate integrative structure is in operation with the specific

purposes to increase the resources allocated for research; to provide

a more conducive envieonment for research; to coordinate research
support services and resources; to assist in securing external support
for research; to provide opportunities for faculty to upgrade their
research skills; to promote and.publicize research activities; to develop
research institutes in cooperation with other universities; to develop
cooperative research programs with business and industry; and to honor

ennually an outstanding researcher(s).

z

L.
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Ilesearch II: The university will elevate the importance of research

actiirities at ASU.

1. The Present:

The Chancellor presents- the rfcommendation, possibly with precautionary
amendments, to elevate the importance of research to the Administrative
Cabinet, which, after discussing the implications in terms of probable

cost and results, approves the recommendation and pledges support flor

necessary revisions of priorities to increase research productivity at

Asp.

2. The Intervening Years:

The Chancellor appeals to the UNCGA for funds to increase stipenils for

graduate students, initiate a research assistant piogram, and establish

a system of research as,signments (released time). The Chancellor requests

plans and documentation from the ASU committees and administrative offices

he deems appropr,iate. Some academic departments and colleges seek outside

sources of funds for their own graduate students andmresearch assistants.

Year: 1981.

The University Research Committee meets with representatives frum the,
academic departments and collegelevel research comMittees to begin
considering universitywide guidelines to determine the place of research

in the evaluation of faculty. Year: 1981.

Additional funding enables the university to secure Tesearth assignments;
est"hblish a research assistantship program; increase stipends to attract
more highly qualified sttidents; add secretarial help for typing manu

scripts-. The UNCGA provides the bulk of these funds, but some academic
departments and colleges are obtarrAg additional outside monies [or
research assistantships and stipends for their own graduate students.

Year: 1982.

Research committees of the degreegranting colleges.remain active to
provide encouragement and aid in the colieges' research activ.ities.

Year: 1962.

Deans of the degreegranting colleges and the Dean of the Graduate School
meet to formulate policies to integrate graduate Anstruction and researa.
Year. 1982.

Universitywide guidelines for faculty evaluation are adopted by the
Faculty Senate and approved by the Vice Chancellor Ior Academic Affairs.
These guidelines, formulated by the Univer'sity Research Committee in
consultation with representatives from the academic departments and re
viewed by the deans of the degreegranting colleges and the Dean of rhe
Graduate School, stress research productivity as well as instruction and
service as criteria in determining faculty retentio6, promotion, tenure,
and merit pay.

3. Year of Achievement: 1982

Evidence of Achievement: In evaluation of faculty research activity as
well as instruction and service, is considered; the university' has also
increased funding to provide an environment conducive to faculty research,
providing research assignments, secretarial supydrt, special equipment
and supplies, and funds for page costs.

fdt,
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Nillipt

of the st ement of purpose should allow fora regular consLderation of-the

meaning of this commitment.

'Research: The commitment to excellence in resgierch is not new. However,

greater efforts to realize this goal would fiave a positive impact upon

research activities.

Purpose II: ASU will seek,to make its statement of purpose operative by
requiring that all new university programs, initiatives, and commitments be
consistent with its official statement of purpose.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Achievement of this objective would involve additional
paperwork which might not be welcomed by administrators. However, it

should serve to remind administrators of the institut.ton's stated purpose

as they engage in planning new ventures.

Educational Program: Although careful procedures for Lurricular and program

changes already exist, this objective would Lurther.ensure that the educa
tional program9is consistent with ASU's statement of purpose.

Financial Resources: Careful evaluation qf new ventures in terms of the

university's statement of purpose might result in.some initiatives being

rejected, with consequent financial savings. But the extra paperwork
involved in justifying new programs would involv some addtCional cost.

Faculty: No direct impact upon faculty, except as t iheymght be involved

S\
i

in proposing new programs. Howeq1,1laculty membei-s concerned about ad
herence to the statement of purpose should welcome the intent of this

objective.
f

1

Students: No direct impact upon students, except to the extent that they
benefit from efforts to ensure that the university remains faithful to its
statement of purpose.

$

PhysicAl Resource's: The purpose or function of new facilities and other
physical resources would ave to be compatible with the institution's purpose.

.
This might have some impact on capital improvements priorities.

Special Activities: ,Special Activities would receive additional scrutiny
to ensure that each was compatible with the university's purpose. This might
have some impact on the types. of activities underraken and should'be bone .

ficial to the image of this sector.
.

Research: Grant proposals already undergo an internal screening'proLedure.
This objective would simply reemphasize the need to consider compatibility
with the institution's statement of purpose.
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Purpose III: ASU will ettablish a procedure to review periodicallycthe

implementation of institutional objectives recommended in the final stage-

orf- the self-study.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors: 1

Administration: Achievement of this objective will requi.re the cooperatjon

of the appropriate administrators in reporting upon actions taken with

...regard to the self-study,recoMMendatiions in their ar,sas and their

ness to be receptive to recommetdations from the Inftitutional Studies and

Planning Committee tor revisions.or additions to the plan in the future.

In efiect, it will require administrative support for the long-range planning

activities of this udiversity committee. A

f
EduCatIonal Program: The educational prggram should henefit from ongoing

attention CO the objectives proposed for thisesector, as well ds fedm future

long-range planning with regard to the curriculum and instruction.i

Financial Resources: This sector should benefit from attention to achieve-

ment of the objectives recommended for it, as well as from long-iange Finan-

cial planning in the future.

Faculty: The faculty.should benefit falkil ongoing attention to achieveMent

of the o ctives recommended fot\he fa lty sector, as well as from the

partici tion of faculty representatives i the long-range planning'procesS.

Studenti: Students should benefit from the attention given to achievement.

of objectives directed specifically to their needs, as well as Lo the good

of the institution in gener/al. Future students should also enjoy.the

benefits of effective longLrange planning.

Physical Resources: Physical resources should benefit brOm attention to

the achievement of objedttve meantior this sector, as.well as irom effective

long-range planning in the future.

Speci-al Attivities: This sector should benefit both from atlenCion to

achievement of the specific recommendations for Special Activities, as well

as from future long-range planning,activities.

Research: This sector should benefit from attention grven to the achievb-

ment of objectives which seek to enhance research activities at ASU.

4

A
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Organization and Administr'atton I: To implement programs leading to greater
energy conservation, efficiency, 0Alkl accountability and to be prepared to
evaluate academic, co-curricular, 4nd extra-curricular programs 'n terms oi
energy consumption versus their value to the institution.

%-

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:
!

Administration: A41 programs implemented for energy conservation require
adminisf,tatfve decisions as 0 personna,k, funding, phy'sical facilities needed,

% etc. This will necessarily niean increasZd personnel in the,administration
and increased resgons4bilities for the present administratiOn., A larger per-
centage of the university's resourcesei11 be concent,rated on administration.
It will take a very sInsitive and conscientious aaministrator Lo continually
reemphasize the university's commitment co education,first and foremost rather .
tharoenergy conservation, administrative empire building, financial concerns,
budgeting of his/her time, aad other such side issikcs.

Educationl PrOgram: The stringent effort to be energy efficient can have a
wide and potentiallY adverse effect upon the educational program Unls there
'is careful regard for acadelltic Values. Travel to New York, Washingtqn, ahd
other lo'cales bAs inestimable.value to various academic programs and should

. not be'juliged strictly on an energy efficient basis. New courses of study in
the field of energy will have little effect upon the educational program since

40t
the unixersity has.Taintained flexibility in its curriculum.

Financial ResourceK ntablishing an Office of Energy Systems.-Manage6T1t
yill,be an ongoing expense'for personnel, housing, office expenses, etc..
HopefullY, the energy cost Savings resulting will make it financially
efficient. Implementing changes suggested for energy efficiency may entail
initially large financial outlays.

1

'Facult One'.partjcular rea of direct impact upon the faculty by the emphasis
on stringent efforts tip achieve energy conservation is the restriction upon
travel. Faculty members need Oe give and take wi,th their peers at other
institutions to stimulate ideas, etc. ASU is geographically'isolated 'and the
faculty need more help, not less, by the university to travel to meetings,
conventions, etc. Re ision of the academic calendar has many virtues for
energy saving, but c re must be taken lest our calendar e so out of synchro-
nization with othe Os.titutions that oar faculty be far er isolaed and such
worthwhile educational experiences as visiting professors and teacher exchanges
be curtailed. Field trips, ,off-campus facilities, etc. have been used by the
faculty extensively in their teaching. Their curtailment fOr energy conser-

.

vative reasons alone would be questioned by the faculty. "New teaching metho-
dology.and/or alternative delivery systems" mandated by energy and economic
constraints will directli aftfect the faculty who must adopt these methods.

Students: Again, energy conservatioa musd be.weighed,pgainst the value of
what is.curtailed. Students are especially concerned with field trips?,
off-campus facilities, athletics, etc. Many students are ext6mely provincial

/ and'need the exposure to New York, Washington, etc. Revision of the calendar
must be carefully cldne so that student transfers ftOm one inWtution to
another can be facilitated. However, one calendar revision which might result

in energy saving is to en".11Yrt more requined classes on Saturday mornings
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and Ptiday afternoons to discourage studenOtravel every wedktuld. A .

shuttle bus fx.om metromlftan cencJers would perhaps work well'Unring'the
semester for weekend ti!avel when illarr amount oiii personal belongings

areanot inyolved, bu st. it might be 3uestionable whether students would use
'it to move everythingNat the beginnipg or ending of the- school year. .

01, 4 -

Physical Res'Ources: .If implemented, this ob t ve impact on the

physical resources of Ihe university would be all-enco assidg. Every

facility; every building,fetc. would be studied and affected.
, 6

Special Xctivities: Energy conservation would be an important cons ideration
in evaluating, cureailing, inititing, or continuing,every special activity
carried on by the cuniveebity.

Reseaxch: Research into ways of develop ng energy efficiency and (.onseri"s
vation will be of highest priority. Travel and field ips by faculty and
students tà cqnduct research-will be of increased dif 1 ulty under energy
conservation restrictions.

Organization and Administration II: An the face of adversity.such as dwindling
financia.l resources, greater competition,for those resources whiAll are available,
increase state and federal regulations affecting both admissions and personnel
policies, and publtkic demanitfor greater ccouhtability, the administration,willu
be prepared to make whatever chtinges are necessary to promote and ensure tht2
fiiancial secut.'y ot the Anstitution.

General Coriabient: Toward the end of "financial seCurity," any ,onceivalile''

'means to achieve such security might be justified. This objective effec-.
tively authorizes 4e administration'to make decisions regarding all
institutional sectors with consideration only for the "Unancial security"
of the university. This objective and the authority designated are perceived
as inappbopriate for a public.educational institution. The educitional
effectiveness of'any decision must be continuallkept in mind, as well as
its impact upon the memberg of the university,coMmunity, including faculty,
staff and students. Otherwise the effectiveness,of the,entire decision-
making process is'in jeopardy.

See the Stage Eleveri reports for Financial Resources,l, II, and III for
evaluation* of other objectives which address the financial secltity of
the institution.

V I Jo
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Organization and Administration III: Implement immediate measures which will

allOw Appalathian'State University to maintatn the controlled growth of the
student body while taking positive steps to ensure that the overall quality
of the institution and its academic product will not be compromised.

General Comment:, Ihe question,of the desirability of "groWN44jshould be

carefully evaluated prior to any immediate implementation of measures to

promote it. (44e also comments on.the implication of increased growth in

Stage Eleven report on Financial Resources V.) 'Any effort o increase

enrollment without adjusting other areas (such as faculty wbrk load, programs,
physical plant,- etc.) could be very limkting and reduce the educational effec

tiveness of the university. The real meaning of ,the objective Cs perceived
4

to be: to take action to maintain the growth,of the student body and to main
tain,the overall quality, of the student body. The intent to do both things

at the same time seems unrealistic and thns does not lead to any practical
,program for its accompfishment.

Impact upon InstktuOilonal Aectors:

Administration: 4,Wi'th mve,Students, more\administrative assistants,will be

needed'. With a slow, controiled growth' this should pose no problem. There

may be more demands for recruiting, and thikWeither more admin trative

,staff hired or incre-ised work,load for existing administration.

Educational Program: An increase in Student body should provide'the FTE's
necessaey to increase the number of ASU program. On the other ha5ci, the

04uality of programs may not necessarily improve if morse programs develop. j

The whole.question of "Is bigger better?" should be carCfully consedered.

4
Financial Resourceg: Provided student fees contsinue to represent a reason-

-"sable proOrtion ot the cost cd education, there should bu no'negative effects
on nancial resoyrces. Fastpaced inflation will hurt if fees cannot. keep

up Some resources channeled to advertising and recruiting programs will A

be lost in other areas. ,

P

Faculty: Controlled growth without corresponding faculty growth will put
an increasing pressure and burden on some areas of the curriculum ahd its

' faculty in areasdncluding class size, advising, program development, etc.

Students: Students may increasingly feel alien ed A number in a large

,megauniversity. 'Economies of scale may reduce tuitt4n charms. Bue at

the saturation point,.more students may mean the need to rai6 tuitton.
Faculty availability and housing may also present problems foe the studen4,.

Physical Resources: High enrollmen without a cbrresponding increase fn.

faCilities.will put a heavy buiderk n'existing facilities. ,With a growth

in enrollment there shoUld -be a eorrespond,ing increase in funds, permitting

the university td'keep pace in facilities.

. )

Special Adtivities: With steady.funds and increasing enrollment, fewer

' monies will be available for special activities. Also administrative,

faculty, and staff support may he taken from special octivities to provide

suppoct in more traditional areas. '

Research: 'Higher enroilment without an increase in faculty will put an

increasingly heavy strain oh faculty with consequent decline in research

output. However, if monie4 keep pace'witli enrollment, research may not

suffer significantly.

1JLJ
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Organization and Administration IV: For the aalini§.triation to be prepared to

revamp 'the academie structure of the iversity in ofder to respond to a \

collegial organization*which will more clearly emphasize and differentiate

the acidemic programs, objectives, and inteteses Ln the natural, physical, y

mathematical, and technical sciences from those of the social scientes, fine

arts, or humanities.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Adatnistration: A major impact of jthe creation bf a new colipge and.re-

organization of existing colleges will be felt hetet.. Benefits of speci'ali-

zation and increased focus on departmenal Aeds by each dean must be weighed

against the burden of.an increasing demand on resources, fragmentation of

interests, anxi need for 'effective intercollege and interdepartmental liaison.
-

Educational Program: While a new college'ltructure will allow more effective

coordination of curriculum ancidevelopment of new academit programs within

the new colleges, coordination,which has.existed among some departments may

be difficult to achiev.e. Beriefits of'program specialization must be weIghed

against benefits of a balanced curriculum and requirements. Additionally,,

as funding for programs shift with the social tide, support for all programs

must be guaranteed in the interest of a balanced curriculum.

Financial Resources: Reerganization of the collegial structure and increasing

departmental specialization will require some increased expenditures for

new facilities, learning and laboratory facilitties, facuAty, and administration.

Faculty: A new structure would allow increasingly effectiie faculty input to

departmental chairpersons, deans, and administration, resulting in opportuni-

ties for incteased specialization and intradepartmental coordination and cooper-

ation, and expansion of faculty in ceitain areas. However, faculty may be in-.

hibited by isolation of departments in separate colleges and by the lack of

healthy exchange of ideas.

Students: Students would benef.it from the increased quality and depth of

specific programs and the increased availability of resources. However, a .

A well-rounded education will depend on effeotive interdepartmental relations

which would prevent a stud It f-rom becoming overly involved iiione area.

Students flay also find it 4fficil t to gain information from areas not directly

ingolved with their major in a h ghlyspeciAlized administrative context.

Physical Resources: While a reorganization of officc an) classroom space

migfq suffice, major structural changes and administrative expansion will

ultimately require additional space. Expansion ol the curriculum would also

entail expansion of relevant educational resources, for departments and for
3

the library.

Special Activities: Departmental restructurfng would improve the quality and'

relevancx to specific educational goals.of some speci-al activities, such as

public programs. A balance andovariety of special activities should be main-

tained to ensure tOfir popularity and relevance to,university goals.

Risearch: Definition and planning of research among departments in the new
homogeneous collegts'would undoubtedly impiove the quality of such'projects.

Coordination among departments involved in similar.reseaLh projects would be

a uniting force. However, such coordinatton Scross college lities might be made

more difficult by a new cdllege structure.4

\
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Organization and Admimistration V: To provide the organizational stru:ture
and Administrative leadership for the integration (combining) and enhancement
of research functions and responsibilities under one unit which will be able
to direct, coordinate, and promote these activities in the most efficient
and effective manne possible.

1

ImRact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The'administration would probably have tu restru,ture
some-current office or idd responsibility'to the Graduate School to.
implement this objective.

N....... ,
.

Educational Program: No significant impact unless quantity and quakity
of research increased significantly as a consequence of restructuring.

.,

,

Financial Resources: No attempt should be mach? to provide an organizaional
structure unless money .is budgeted to do it and t9 provide leadership
separate from some other res'ponsibility to the University. Careful
reorganization and integration of research functions might res.ult in

financial savings.
f
4

Faculty: No impact unlessfaculty views adminfstration'c emphasis on
research activities as threat to the faculty's seciirity and future).
There would be resentment if reorganization resulted in increase /n

r'number oT administrators.

: / I
,

Students: No immediate impact.

. N4
Physical Resources: No new demands.

4,

S eciaLActivities: No impact of significance.

Research: Leyership, guidance, and support functions would b enhanced
and might resUlt in greater research productivity. r

4 4

4

i

4
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grganization and Administration VI: To implement programs which will promote
Iand providerfor the continued,personal and professional development of ASU's

faculty, staff, and students.. . .

Impact upon institutIonal Sectoi:s: . - I
,..

Adminkstration: Achievement of this objective would requi-re heightened

i

r

.

administrative concern for these needs and the provision of staff to serve

chem.
.4

Educational Program: Achievement of this objective might invol`ve ust, of

Ithe educational progtam to foster the concept of educatiQn (or human developJ4

ment. Courses that offer lifedcareer development.and enrichment could be

added to the curriculum; continuing education programs.for facult9,.staff,"

and students Louldbe increasingly accepted for credit and merit recognition I
. as academically legitimate. Moreover, ASU's educational program will be .

enhanced by a faculty which continues to enjoy opportunities for professional
,

and personal developmerq. .

Financial ResourCes: The cost of professional deve.lopment will increase.

If ale commitment is genuine', workshop, travel., secretariil, And supply ".....y I

funds^.are necessary onza continuing and hard money basis. .Tapping new

sources of revenue will be necessary, although support budget's need not be

\ lavish to make a difference.

I
Faculty.: Faculty mOrale and protuctivity will increase. This approach

mirrors the facilitative and developmental approach to working wirh students. .

If professional development l.'s done jn ways effective for faculty, they will
I

experience firspiand the kind of assisance in developmentOeir adult students

-.. deserve. However, faculty will find less time available for professional
development un1e54 it iS built into their work loul and the reward systems.

I
Students: Students would be dricreasingly responslble for their own learning

and would v..ew education as a lifelong process. The university would benait

in increased enrollXent of adults who come into and out'of Loilege on an....4 I
4. 'as needed' basis for their continued personal and professional growth and

development. . 1 .

ot

.

*

I
Physcial Resources: This objective may riece,ssitate,greater utilizatiCn ot

physical repurces. Some pioblems may 1.-esUlt in terms of scheduling conflicts

1
.

,Il

and overlapping progtams.
I

r::_____.Special Act vities: 'No direct impat on regionallservi(es except as enhance
ment o'f CampiNVilde,and public Programs would benefit the region.

1
. I

Research: Paculty will publish in greater numbers as the rieecli,Kr scholahhip

.
is given incre,asing_Importance through professional deveI9pment programs.

Undergraduate and graduate students will be encouraged to work with'iaculty

on projects. Research funds and individual grNnrs for faculty will be more

readily available and sought after.by faculty and departments alike. i

3
.r

0.
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Institutional Sector: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

(.*Educatlonal Program I: To provide for ontinuous engagement, among students

and faculty, in critical exploravion of values and ethics as these relate ta.
both individual an t! social dimensrions of life.

203

Impact upvn Institutional SeCtors:

Administration: In order for this objective to be realized, the administra
tive.units of'the university wilt have to join in a cooperative effort to
support curiiculum changes, some nontraditional methods of4delivery, and
evaluation of requirements'? Implications involve assignment 6f teathing
load credit, faculty assignment.to various secta5s of the university, and
financial support.for new programs.

Edu:ational Program: This objective would touch many areas of the educational
program: a) mahy tradiitional courses could incorporate values and ethics as
a part. of,,the,syllabus; b) the General Education.requirements would have to

I be examined; c) new courses would have to be anplemented.,

Financial Resources:', Financ 1 resources would have to be shifted, butt
the realization of the goal woU d prpbably be na more expensive than the
present program.

Faculty: Some faculLy. development woule be a naessity. Delivery of
courses would need examination and restructuring. Faculty would hhve to
work with colreagues in,multidisciplinary offerings. .Fak.ulty would need
to understand and ccepc the impOrtance of the exploration.

Students: Some students, accustomedto learning in a traditional manner,
may find the testing 0 ideas.by values and ethics disturblng; atter

,

realizing the importance, most students,should welcome this new approach
andrealize its worth as a part of their stUdies which will have lasting
application. /

in.

Physical Resources: This goal should not require additional physical
resources; some reassignment of spate may be necessary.

a

Special Activities: If values and ethics are to be examined in their social
context, stud nts must bebrought into contact with views of various segments
of society. this moy involve getting seudents out into social settings and/or

-
bringing representative groups to the campus.

..

Research: Research is necessary for new ideas. If students are involved
in.a "critical exploration," research by both faculty and students is
mandatory.

2
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Educational Program II: ' To provide for education in cultural diversity;

pkticularly as this relates to the contdnuing viability of American soci-ety

as an ongoiRg experiment in cultural pluralism and as it relates to inter-

cultural communicatiod and understanding de the international level.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: This goal will necessitate analysis of the appropriate

administrative location of new and expanded programs, such' as interdiscililinary,

minority, regional, or women's studies. Greater coordinationill be required

among Academic Affairs, Business Affairs, and the DevelopMent Office, and

among the college deans. Additionally, the administration may need to consider

the development of relationships with consultants or training of staff skilled

in imternational affails.
1

Educational Program: This goal will, necessitate evaluation of all depart-

mental course offerings, creation of new courses, revi.sqon of existing

courses, and evaluation of interdiscipknary programs and course offerings,

with strengthened or new interdisciplinary courses. The resulting wide ,

variety and depth of curriculum must be weighed agairist the,possible neglect

of traditional subject materials.

Financial Resources: External funding would be desirafile for faculty dev'elop-

ment ;1-T:I recruitment, departmental curriculum development, acquisition of

new materials for departments, learning resources, and archival an'd other

collections, for course offerings in nonpraditional settings, for faculty

and student exchanges, and for public progAms, such as workshops, speakers,

and traveling exhibits and performances. While the cost of meeting this-

goal will necessitate thoughtful, careful planning, rfie lack of new funding

sources might strain traditional programs.

Faculty: This goal will require faculty to deV'elop or exparal experti.se

in minority, regional, and cross-cultural arels, and may require the're-j

cruitment of new faculty. While sonie_will embrace, .this locus as an Wvenu&

for professional growth, others.may resent a poantifal negrect of traditional

western academic areas. Tile overall impact should be greater diversity in

faculty expertise, greater interdisciplinary and colleget,eapunication,
wider faculty expertise, and an enriched academic émiironment.

Students: While.some max consider new reduirements overly rigorous, students
will have the opportunity for dynamic understanding of their own'cultural
context in terms f the local and an International,seCting. A broadened sense

of alternatives and skills for postgraduate study and profesional employment

in both the local and'internationaL setting will result. While new progeams

.sensitive to tfile'regio6l, minority, and international context will.increase

the cultural diversity among the student populAtion and enrich the academic

environment, resentment.bf, and adjustment difficulties for, mirtority and
foreign students must be 'adarebed by significant srudent act;ivities and

support4tystems.

Physical Rtsources: Full realization of'this goal might include expansion

or creation of laboratories, museums, or,other facilities to house rdaterial

or archival collections ayd development of nontradktional classroom settings,

which would be costly but would enhance the.academic environment.
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Special Activities:. A new and strengthened curriculum which addresses the
minority and regional context will lead to-greater respect fur and utilization
of the university's role anci resources among the regional and minority

population. The curriculum will have to be supported by public programs,

. traveling exhibits, performing artists, workshops, intercultural exchange

programs and festivals.

Research: This goal will depend on new, well supported facu",y research,
including interdisiciplinary research proje..ts and projects involving

students. An expanded, well coordinated, gnd diversitied program would

enhance the university's abiliq to attract research support.

4.)

4.
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Educatic4al Program To provide for education with respect to the

multifacted problems and implications of human interaction with the environ

ment, particularly inclusive of instruction which will raise the level of

sensitivity to the complex network of value issues whidi are at stake ik

all environmental policies.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: This goal may necessitate evaluation of administrative

locatiom of new programs, strengthened programs, and interdepartmerhal

or intercoltege cooperative programs. It will also teqUire greater admin

istrative attention to new.and developing projects and consideration of

the universit00'5physical accountability eor its own energy utilization/

environmental impacts.

Educational Program: Implementation of thi.s goal will necessitate examina

tion of departmental.curricula, creation of new courses, devekpment.of

course offerings in nontaditional, elperiential, and experimehtal settings,

develt5pment of interdepartmental and intercollege course offee,ings, and

consequent revision of requirements..

Financial Resourea: New external sources mus.t be found for fasulty and

student research, for laboratories and equipment, for supplies and materials

to support the curriculum. Without new resources, internal m,ources will

have to be reallocatedAhich may lead to the underallocation of funds c)r

otIler traditional progrAms.

FacultY: Faculty wild be re4Uired to have enhanced expertise in these

areas. There will be greatett demand on those facultpyho have expertise,

and protessional growth and personal selfsatisfaction for those faculty

who havie interest in this area. This concentration may be threatening

to factilty who neither haiie the appropriate interest or expertise.

71-

Student: The student will gain knowledge(Of and sensitivity to relation

ships criti,zal to understanding of, and surtival in, the modern world.

This focuS w I give studenes exposure4,.and expertise in, neur career

opportunities d.lifestyle options.

Physical Resources:, This goal will n2psLLate expansion or development of

laboratories, museums, and sttes for conducting cia oom work, fxperimental

research projects, and could strain the limits xisting resources or

necessitate deemphasis on traditional use of existing resounes, particu

larly it extetnal support funds are not forthcoming.

Speciar Activioies: Curriculum offeriOgs to meet this goal would attract an

element Of the local population which otherwise may not make use of univerwity

resources. Projects which address human/environmental relationships x.luld have

a special appeal- to a segment of the local population which has chosen this

environmegt because.of the traditional human/environment relationships. ln

addition, projects, research activities, workshops, and weAke...rs would'be_

Ir appealing to the local community.

Research: In order to realize this goal, both new and expanded faculty and

student research will have a positive impact on the,quality and quantity of

research. However, research priorities to meet this goal may not he applicable

to some areas.

4,0 (/
"
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Educational Program IV: To provide for elevation of the level of communication

skills and the level of appreciation of the language arts.

ImpacC upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The general feeling among the administrators might be that
if Appalachian boins strassing basic communication skills and consequently
requiring remedial courses of a large number of its students, the word would
spread among potential students ind the result would be a substantial drop
in the admissions pool, thus causing the adoption of severe retrenchment
policies. However, student ,reaction may be positive toward remedial courses
because those courses would improve their abilities in university studies.
Given that reaction, the admirristration would be pleased to foster a greater
emphasis on communication skills.. .

Educational Program: Implementation 01 his object:ive in(_ludes the recommenda
tion that all departments establish:a new course titled "Source.Readings,"
with the prerequisite that a student must have recdived a "P" on the basic
comminicationstentrance exam or have passed with aominimum grade 4 "C" the
course titled "Improving Basic Communication Skills." If approved, this re
quirement gould increase the complexity of course offarings; possibly curtail
the number of existing course offerings;,andG increase the number of courses
in graduation requirements.

Financial Resourc(s: Additional funds would be necessary for faculty, supplies,
etc., for teaching remedial or basic communication skills courses. This would
require new ,outside funds or reallocation of existing funds.

)Faculty: All faculty members would have to agree tu the concept that they, as
well as the specialists, share the responsihility,for tea.hing basi«ommuni
caLion skills to their majors and agree to provide opportunities for developing

' basic coMmunication skills in each course they teak]] by incorporating required
short papers, one paper of extended length, and oral reports as part of the

basic yequirements. All faculty members would have to agree to accept the
responsibility of referring students whose work/performance demonstrates a lack
of basic communication skills to a special center for individual or group help.
Some faculty might feel,,because of remedial coitrses, that the quality of work
from students in their courses has greatly improved. However, this procedure
c-auld prove to be overl-y-timeconsuming for faculty, require the hiring of new
faculty, and could take away preferred courses beinlg taught by existing faculty.

Students: Students that fail to,pass the basic communications entrance exam
wbuld greatty benefit from a course such Is "Im6Yoving Basic tommuniLation
Skills" and shoulA be required tO complete the course successfully before
being admktted to 411eir degreegranting college. Their skills would be greatly
enhanced by such a course. However, there may be a danger of lowered self
image and a feeling of social exclusion for suJi students unless the course
is well sold.

Physical Resources: Additional classrooms and/or study labs utill be nd,essary
to teach remedial ar basic communication skills courses.
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Special Activities: Ef.forts on campus to improve communication skills

and language arts could rob resources from other areas. (Example:

Would resources for fieldbased programs lie diluted if more emphasis

is put on remedial programs on campus to improve communication skills?)

However, the positive reaction would be increased utinzation of university

resources and programs by nontraditional students.

Research: Faculty members involved in remedial or basic communication

skills courses would have less time for research project.k. The potential

longrange benefits could be greater credibility for the university by

funding agencies, and greater involvement by skilled stodents,in faculty

researth projects.
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Educational Program V: Ta provide for a renewed commitment in the university's

academic programs to meet the needs -- within our definition of mission --'of

all elements of sdtiety.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Planning and coordination of diverse programs Lu meet

this goal could require expansion of administrative personnel and appro-
priate funding to ensure the stability of existing, as well as new, pronams.

Educational Proaram: The educational program will benefit from expanded

curricular 'offerings if creativity is fostered, quality maintained, limita-
tions recognized, and overly rapid expansion avoided. If the Jernptalion to

crete "showcase" programs is avoided, except where carefully developed and
relwted to the overall program, the educational program will be enriched.

Financial Resources: A severe impact upon financial resources coul.d be felt

hy trying to meet the needs of all segments of society. Undoubtedly, even

the smallest extension of programs into new areas will cost; however, benP-

Picial expansion is justifiable. The limitation of financial resources will

neces.sarily be the major.guideline in 'planning for expansion.

"NL
Faculty: While the faculty may suffer from a greater work load in planning
and implementing new programs and new faculty will be needed,,faculty will
benefit from the opportunity to deal with a variety of students, subjects,
and formats in areas where they have special interests.

Students: Full-time and part-time students will benefit from a well,planned
prograM and from exposure to peers from varied cultural and age backgrounds.
If tokenism is evened and incentives for nontraditional students are.planned
to benefit traditional students from the "feeder" areas of N.C. as well, new

programs would be in harmony with public attitudes, the world and national
situation, and provide a varied and .enriched setting.

Physical Resources: Increased library resources and classroom sPace may be
necessary for expanded curricular offerings, arld,9dministrative and faculty
increases would require increased or reallocateroffice space. No major

impacts will be felt unless enrollment increases.

Speciai. Activities: A major,impact will be felt here as special activities
increase dramatically, although financial resources will limit the number

of new programs. Detailed planning of outreach programs will attraLt a
new clientele, but will require great coordination with the academic program.

Research: This goal will result in a wider variety of research activities,
particularly from grant sources for minority studies, and will broaden the
university's research activities.

t...
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Institutional Sector: FINANCIAL RESOURCES

. Financial Resources I: The u.niA:ersity will institute a progratil of continuous

reexamination of financial prioritie.

General Comment: Effective financial planning requiree'active,involvement

of the administration and should have desirable effects on all prograths a,nd

areas. However, "continuous" reexamination of priorities is highly inelf!-

cient. It produces a great waste of energy, a lack of conscancy and dire,tition

ot programs and goals, and an inabilitx to maintain,the constarvy of direction,

needed to maximize progress toward chosen objectives. For maximum elliciency

in tlA'use of resources it would be better to establish longer-range prigrities

ar the allocation of all of the university's resources (human, physical,

and financial) and to freeze these priorities as .part of three- to five-year

plans. Then program changes would be evaluated in terms of the prioriries

and be adecpAtely.justified before being approved. The'following comments

are related'to the objective as stated.

k

Impact upon Institutional Sectors: .

Administration: Wasteful in the use of resources and lanc of intermediate

and long-range direction.
t

Educational Program: Wasteful in the "use of resources and human energies

and therefore detrimental to the effectiveness of educational programs.

Financial Resources: Wasteful.

Faculty: Frustrating, wasteful in the use of faculty time, dnd.detrimental

to.faculty morale because of the lack of certainty introduced by "continuous

reexamination."

Students. The stud nts would feel the f ustrating aadi resource- and energy-

.wast44effect of te '"continuous reexami tion" process:1

Physical Resouroes: It would be difficult to,plan and carry out the long-

range program for phyical resource deqlopment if priorities are under

continuous reexamination.

Spacial Activities: Detrimental because of the resource drain required

by the continuous reexamination process and the lack/of dependable long-

range priorities.

Research: See omments.under Special Acti\aties:
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ial Resources II: The university wick441oursue rigorously a program of

nservation of resources in order Co offset the dwindling supplies of nev

oney.

6.,

General Comment: While there is certainly value in reducing or eliminating

waste, it is important to decide how "rigorously" conservation will be puisued.

It is possible for a rigorou's pursuit of.conservation ultimately to Lost more
than the success achieved in meeting the objective. For example, lowering

temperatures or eliminating a night class to conserve energy might be detri
mental to the effectiveness and value'of a pr gram worth more educationally
than che energy6cost. 'Since university perso nel, including staff, faculty,
and students, ,are perhaps the most valuable r source, the universiity should

seek to facilitate the effectiveness of personnel iti planning the university

environment. The availability and.location of resources should be carefully
examined in an effort to reduce the inefficiency of any university personnel.
This kind of rigo,rous pursuit may be more effective in the long run thN1

_other kinds of conservation.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:,

AdMinistration: New pOsitiory will become available at a decreasing rate.
Administrators throughout ATILwill'be forced to t4ce a hard look at their
reduced budgets and plan appropriately by becoMing more cost.
Therq may also beXhowiver, more administrative work Eor those-making
decisions about the' conservation of resources.

Educational Program: Will be tightened up and there maY be fewer options

for, new programs. Programs with a trend toward decreasing enrolliant will .

be closely evaluated to justifj, continuance or deletion. Standards of existing
programs will continue to be high: ,The theme of quality with conservation
should improve; not hurt, the programs at ASU, though there i4 an increased

. risk o disweement about which prograt ould be retained or deleted.

Financial Resources: Will be a high priority with a great increase in efforts
to locate and induce a variety ofsources. This area will require increases
in staff to better equip For i:the ncreased demands:

Facp y: Newyositions Will be available at a decreasing rate. Departments
will insist that faculty utilize every means available to conserve not only
departmental fdhds (travel, subsistence, research, eqbipmenc, staff support4

.butikelso to seek new ways to minimize classroom costs (heat, light, space
utilization, etc.). There may be fewer opportunities lor faculty development.

4
Students: May or may not find that more money is avaiable ror scholarship'S,
loans, and.workstudy allocations. They may find that classroom resources,
structure, and temperatuets, as well s living areas, have been adjusted with,.

the conservation effort. Class size may increase in conserving spaLe. Any

changes in the calendar which would delay the end of the spring semegtoer would
hayela detimental effect on students' ability to get'Summer jobs.

Physical Resources: Every Mort shOuld be made to utilizef physical resources

to the maximum capacity. ASU buildings- and grounds will be carefully evaluated

to determine effective, efficient use. Conservatign will also encompass the

utilization of personnel as a resource. Care should be taken chat cutting

down costs does not compromise the educational value of programs and personnel.

2 1
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Spe"cial Activities: MaY be reduced as cost prohIbirive in the efjorts to

conserve. t
.

4'

Research: More research will be done to study ways to economize within

ASU and,to develop areas of financial resourws. Less mono:), will be available

for facult'y and student supported researA projects na consistent with this

effort.

Financial Resources III: The university will 'pursue a policy-of,reallocating

resources rather tpan expecting funding for all nev;lorojeas.
:4 -

General Comments: As in any effortto conserve, reexamin'e, or reallocate

resources, the frequency with which decisions are evaluated should be

considered. The continuous shifting e resources brom one area to another

would be detrimental to anffort for continuity and stability. Further,

cuttIng one program on behalf of another might. presene'serious morale problems

for those whose programs.have been eliminated or reduced:

Impact upon'. InstitOtiOnal Seceors:

Administrahtion: Reallocation of resources will require much of the admin-

istration's-timq and talents.(as budgeting always.has, will, and Aould).

The administratiom will also serve as the mediator between competing groups

'desiring the xisting resources(

Educational Pro am: ExpensIve; small, underutilized programs and those

meeting pecialiàcd.needs may suffer to benefit less expensive; growing,

and more 'popular p rams as well as those meeting moea-,feneral needs.

There,would be competition for resources for existing and new programs.

.

Financial Resources: FirianCial considerations may become increasingly

important in making decisions "ni, programs. No apparent direct impart

otherwise.
.

Faculty:. Positions may be/ ost in some prclgramsland gained in otherg (see

section on Educational Program). Copetitfon will be high' among departments

for existing funds. Cutting faculty would be detrimental to faculty morale.
..,

Students: Ava.lability.of less popular, but desirable, courses way be limited.

Conversely, p pular programs will receive funding at a level which will make

them availabl to more students. .
A

Physical Resources: Maintenance of existing resources will take priority

over replacement. Difficult decisions about the utilization of physical
resource4would have to be qv. Any new physical resoueees must be as

economical and efficient as possible.

,
Special Activities: There would be decreased growth of special activities

'and some activities would have to be sacrificed for others. There would

be competitiln for the funds alloola ed to special activixies.

Research: Again, competition and shifttmg ot funds would occur. Non-

externally funded researchltould be most likely to be cut.

p.

I.
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finantial, Resources IV: The uni rsity will plan to seek funjs for "investment"
(or multiplier) purposes, wherein'a definite "payback" would be achie d.

General Comment: In general, the meaniilirof "investments" and "multi tier" Is
unclear. Does this referspienOwments, stocks and bonds. land purchases,
involvement by the univtrsityjn business activity, or something else? Th411

objective should be clarified. Further, any major effort to seek grant funds
is costly in.terms of resources (time, energy, and other costs) which mi ht
be diverted from other areas. Thel is a risk that the effort for 'tdevel
ment" might become out ofproportion with the univ sity's educational goals.

Impact upon Iristitutional Sectors:

Administration: Staffing have to increase t administer the investment
progFams, consequently drawin off a portion of e funds realized. fniti lly A

these monies'would have to co e ,from trlditional sources.

Educational Program: Increased revenues could be used to,add to programs.
Possibiyty that these programs would be.dictated by the sources of funds
(e.g.busines§) with a possible slighting.of_liberal arts pr4rsams.,

Financial Resources: Should imprOve. Possibility that ti4 state Legislature
will cut ASU funds as the investments succeed in giving ASU nontraditional
resource base. It is also possible that the state legislatve might increase
funaing as 'has occurred at other UNC institutions (e.g., Chapel Hill).

Faculty: Funds may provide for more faculty%and therefore ri-e'llse faculty
from hea y teaching loads', thereby permitting more research and publication.
Some facu ty may not enjoy playing the role of furidraiser or salesman.
Also woulcknecessitate released time for faculty fundraisers.

Students: Scholarship monies should increase, but again mbnies may be
designated by contributors to go only to students in particular fields.
This could preclude some studerqs from.11ttending ASU, thus reducing the
heterogeneity of the university.

\ . .

Physical Resources: No negative effect. Increased monies could be used
to increase the number and quality of the ASU physinl plant and library
holdings, AV equipment, and other technical equipment.

r`
%., .

Special Activities: No negative'etfects. There could.be an increased
amount available for special activities.

4

' Research: Again there is a pcissibility that funds could be designated
donors with special areas receivi( funds. Generally more released

time should be avail'able and more fukIs dikectliavailable fOr factflty
research.

0 r
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Finvicial Resources V: The university will 'strive to assure an adequatc:k level

of,funding by maIntaining a liigh level of stud&nt.eprollment while enLouraging
more diversity and excellence wit4ip the student body.

General Commlint:. This objective ieeks to achieve high, enrollment in order
tq keep the-Eunds coming in, and at the same.time it s9eks to improve the
academic capaUility of the students and the diversity of ,p.he srudent body,
,.ncluding '(a) brilliant, (b) outofstate, and (c) foreign students. No

one.would argue with the desirability oE having a highly qualified stbdent
body.with considerable diversity as to geographic and cultural.background.
Aut if this objective is taken very seriously; a considerable effort could
be expended, with considerable cost to the unbArsity, and without much
assurance of succes-s. A major sftift of Xesources oti,t of other programs and

into the recruitink effort would obviously haVe a detrimental impact on the
other programs. Further, to say "we are in favor of this" is one thing.
To say "we are ready to commit a significant sum oT money and resourees
toward trying to achieve this objective" is another thipg. It is not posble
to read the objective and to see which is the intent.

411"

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The shift of resources from other sectors of the adn ni .

stration rnto the increased recruiting effort could have a detrimental .

impact on otlier administrative activities. 'To mush sOccess in bringing

t lin additional'SEudents, both'in number and d' ersity, could increase ehe
....0

4,1 "adminik.rative burden and increase costs of administration'.

Educational ProRram: A lal-ge and diverse.stutent body offers the opportunity
for a great variety of educational programs, put it also offers the challenge
ofeincreased responsibilities of the faculty, and the danger that some facult
in some departments may find themielves spread too thin to maintain the ex
cellence of their cours, es and programs. .

. w
1 0

Financial Resources: More s udents will bring more money; more recruiting
effort-will require more mone3N&nd ocher resources,. -fel

4

Faculty: Faculty will.not be as likely to be unemployed as a 4result of
declining enrollments; some faculty may be called upon to assist,iD recruit
ing efforts; some faculty may find' themselves overburdened by the large and
diverse student body.

Students: Effect on the students will be either beiielicial or detrimental,
depending upon the resource drain from the recru,iting drive, diyersification,

1 new programs, etc., as against the value of the add.itional enrichment as the
academic proficiency of the average student increases (qf that happens) and
as the student body includes more people with diverse geographical and cultural
backgrounds.

.

r. tPhysical Resources:. Some parts of the univerity have a serious physical
resource shortage now. Some slacking in enrollment could help to ease this
problem; efforts to maintain and expanct enrollment can exacerbate this problem.
With hish enrollments, addikional physicalfacilitdes can be justified, but
usually the physical facilities 1-ag behind the need by several years.

4
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, Special Activitids: An academically talented and diverse student body
provides a rich resource from which to develop spec,ial,activities pf
vaiNous kinds. But additional pressurgs on,facultyi members because
of Alarget,,more diversified student body may reduce the amounk of time
which can be devoted to dgfigning," directing, and assisLing in special
acti4iEies. Also, an increasingly diverse student body may request
increasingly .diverse special activities.

Research: Some resource shiftseight be detrimental to. research-1
activities, and brighter and more-diversified studefits might be more
likely to stimula'te professors. to undeitake more and better research.
But, in general, it isn't likely that there would be any signi,ficant
impact on research.rdConcluding Comment: Another issue involved in this objective concerns the

I' 'qutstion "How big is best?" (also applicable to Organization and Administration
111). If we are willing to allow our enrollment-to drop somewhat, we are much

. more likely to succeed in improving the academic qualiey and diversity of-she .

student b9dy. If our objective is to maintain or to increase the size of Che .
student Ady, we are less likely to succeed in improv,ing quality. But if ,

enrollment is reduced i;:y'any significant amount, thts will reduce finanCial
resources anli will force some program cutbacks. Such cutbacks wou4d not be
good for the morale of those whose programs or activities are being hL
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Financial Resources VI: While keeping student fees as low as possible, the
university will pursUe a policy of shifting gradually a, larger proportion of
the financial burden of "college education to 'the person who will benefit
directly therefrom -- the student. .

General Comment: The language of this objective is evasive and avoids statiopg
directly.what is seen as the intent: "We,wiW raise student fees and'tuition
as much as we feel we can get away with. It is also unclear that the student
is the direct or only beneficiary of a college education. Society in general
ay benefit most directly.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: If cost to'the student increase m re administrative-time
and energy may be spent recruiting students to ensu e enrollment and income,
thus takills resources from other programs.

w.Educational Prog_ram: Direct impact as new money, is needed to continue the
"wquality we now have. Programs will be strictly evaluated with cost feasi
.bility a4,91ajor criterion. Less successful programs will be phased out or
modified. Eitisting programs will have to be sufficient to keep spdent
enrollment up while maintaining high standards. Students may demand an
increasbd role in making decisions about programs because they.are absorbing
more of the cost.

Financial Resources: Will.be direttly affected as more money is drawn
from tuipion nd special fees of students. WhiJe student tuition is
increaselthere should be special efforts to locateand, utilize other
meang of financial resources (e.g., Evergreen Campaign) to keep fees as
lowas possible. Financial resources will become more variable because they
will be more/dependent on enrollments which may vary.

raciaty: May reeeive antagonism and resentment from students) ecduse oi
W Pthe,ilicreased .financial burden and may have more demands made un them for

quality education by the students. if student enrollments decline as a
result of increased tuition and fees, some faculty positionslWould have to

Ir be. deleted.

Students: Will resent the rise.in tuition and fees. This will price higher
'education out.of reach for some and cause a decline in enrollment. There
,will be,an increase in applications for student financial aid, scholarships,
loans, and other means of financial resources. Students will demand more
Cor their money from ASU.

Physical Resources; No outstanding effects foreseen, except perh4s these
resources might be somewhat enhanced for the itudent in order to e u..girAgc
contLnued dnrollment increase.

Special Activities: No direct impact.. If revenue is increased, peci1ii
activities could increase. If revenue declines, so would special activities.
If these are,pee,ded to attractrstudents in spite of increased costs to them,
they may increase or change to :need the needs of the students in new ways.

Research: There may be more emphasis on direct. educational programs rathet
than on faculty research as students ass6me more financial responsibility.
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Institutional Sector: FACULTY

Faculty I(A): ASU will make every effort to continue to maintain a quality
faculty with Varied talents and background.

dr,

Impact upon Institutional Sectofs:

Administration: The Tuture will require m re difficult decisions relative
to the allocation of resources and faculty alaries. The interviewing o(
qualified candidates will require clearcut administrative'procedures
permitting prOmpt responses at the time of interview.

Educational PI2gram: An excellent faculty should guarantee an excellent
curriculum. My new programs must be s:reened to ensure that they are
consistent with ASU goals and objectives. This,problem will reqdire that;:i
periodic indepth reviews of current programs be conducted. Impact on the-
curriculum *hould be.positive.

Financial Resources: Achievement of this objective requir& financial
resources; but stringency will be the rule Of the day. A continuous and
increasing effort to obtain more funfis for faculty will be necessary. The
lack of mobili5*.may necessitate faculty exchange in the future.

./
Faculty: Faculty should benefit from efforts to majntain qiiality and
diversity. The financial problems of the fture may cause. the university
td.establish policies encouraging feasible faculty to take leaves at their
own expense or, at best, with only partial support to renew their energies
and stay on top of their fields.

Students: Students will obviously benefit from cont.F.ct 'with a quality.faciaty.
To the extent that ASU pledges to attract a broad, diverse cross section of
students and maintains a nondiscriminatory policy of admissip4, the iostitu
,tion must also provide a faculty 'reflecting these same attributes. Students
in the future will increaging19 desire and need experience wit1L interdisci
plinary study and therefore would benefit.

Physical Resources: Some substandard buildings will prudfle sume problems,
in that working conditions need to be reasonable for facii.Ley:and studeas.
Adequate resources will be n_scessary to attract and retain qualii.ted fT.ulty.

Special Activities: Regional service activities in whikh faculty are engaged
will benefit from a quality faculv with varied talents.

Research: A clear definition oftrat2onstitutes research and which research
ASU personnel can and.should undertake will be needed. Research will be
encouraged and rewarded so that the aclministration can realistically recruit
and retain a quality faculty.
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. .

Faculty ASU 4111-make every effort tO encourage, meaningful and necessary

resegrch and publication efforts by faculty.
'4,,

N1mp4ct upon Institutional Sectors:.

. Administration: Ncislirect impact. ,

,

Educational ProRram: Some diminlshod emphasis on classroom teadling could

, result. l4i ever, quality of instruction should improve provided ,..lass sizera

is not incre sed excessively to provide for released time for faculty
4'Rngaged in research.

Financial Resources: MorjBoney to support xesearch will be netessary.

Ta..;ulty: There mi ht be an improvement in the quality of faculty. However,

just as somaeath rs are poor researchers, some researLhers are por teAhers .
and are unlikely to.iiprove as a result of more research. Morale of research
oriented faculty would be imp/loved by recopition and rewards.

Students: Students will be the beneficiaries of increased emphasis on re
search, short of their having classes taught by teaching assistant's when
they enrolled in a course n the reputation of an instructor.

i
4.

Physical Resources: No significant impact.

Special Activi4es: No significhnt impact.

Research: There will_be 41.1 increase in the quality'and quantity uf research.

Faculty I(C): ASU will continue to encourage faculty to make impOrtant contri
.

butions to the community and region.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administrxtion: No direct impact is seen in this objective except as admin
istration continues to support this activity at all levels. It will be the.

'responsibility of this grOup to oversee service activities and prevent abuses
from occurring.

Educational Program: Although offLampus work will be entouraged, reasonable
' guidelines will be needed to asiure...that faculty effort is not funneled awa/

at the expense of other programs: Campus cooditions and requirements will
dictate the involvement ofjfaculty at any given time.-

Financial Resources: The driTh on faLulty energy must be determined. How

much extra activity can the ,university support? ASU will be forced to
4

establish time and budgee' limitations appropriate for this purpose.

Faculty: Lifilited impact is seen here except as the policy will tend to brill

better balance in time and resource allocation between those not now parti
cipating 1 this effort and th9se who are perhaps overcommitted at the
expense ,of other duties.

2 ju
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Students: Students derive indixect benefits from living in a community

in which the faculty is involved and good relations are maintained between
the institution end the community at large. Students, how&er, would be

concerned 4f commitments away from the university detract from faculty
effectiveness on t,ampus, and measures to guard against such over-extension

might ,be considered.

Physical Resources: Only slight *act is seen except as it becomes netessary
to establish guidelines fu'r off-campus use of the udtversity's equipment
and facilities.

I.
Special Activities: As the faculty serves the community and region, the

universitjos afiage will be enhanced.

Research: Interaction with the community, particularly the Appalachian
people, will encourage the continuation of research on Appalachian folklore
and preservation of memorie's of a particular way of life.

Faculty 1(D): ASU will make every effort to see that faculty are on the cutting
edge ot their disciplines.as well as broadly knowledgeable about comerns ot
soci.ety and their gblutions.

Impact,upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The administration will recognize that faculty mel'I4Irs

need opportunities for planned departures fkom old established norms.
Administrators will need to become viable and non-lethargic themselves
or*,some leathers will be ruffled in the process.

Educational Piogram: The curriculum will reflect the changing perceptions
of a more dynamic faculty. Courses that have been taught out of habit or
from a misguided commitment may be dropped'. The educational program will
becomemore interesting and varied.

Financial Resources: There is the possi4ility that more travel and off-.*
campus scholarly assipments will be necessary to achieve this objective.
Money may be required tLat is presently allocated to other areas. This
will be expensive and some disagreements over allocations may celcur.

Faculty: The fulfillment of this objective will do wonders for faculty
morale. Some who have refused to grow with passing years may feel threatened
and resentful.

, Students: The value to students in maintaining a sharp, up-to-date faculty
is obvious and the benefits would be evident in the readiness of the univer-
sity's graduates to enter the job market effectively and to function in a
changing world.

Physical Resources: The additional space im the library will be helpful for
addilaional materials to be added for ithis purpose. More meeting places for
the actIty. to gather and discuss both formally and informally will be needed.
Emphasis on Eitness may require more space in the gymnasium -- courts, indoor
track, lockers, etc.

4
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Special Activities: ASy's regional service activities will be enhanced

by a sharp, up-to-date faculty kngwledgeable about societal con(erns.

Research: kliievement of this objective will have a most profound influence

in the 'imount and quality of research done at ASU. This will be essential

in achieving and,maintaining quality.

Faculty 11(A.1): ASU will make diantingency plans for appropriate faculty respon- 4/

siyeness to changes in population over the next decade. Projected decrease in,

the number of young people and increase in the number of older people make

likely a shift in student constituency, necessitating faculty and program

adaptability.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The meeting of this objective would alter Lhe current admin-

istrative structure, its policies, and procedures. Specifically, the delivery

of academic and student services would require a closer cooperation between

student affairs and academic units to improve course content, advising,

tecrui,tment, retention rates, career develdpment, and more'eflective utili-

zation of faculty, among other programmatic concerns. Closer :(poperation

would also be required between Continuing Education and the degree-granting

colleges, as well as with Student Affairs.

Educational Program: Educational programs will become more flexible in

content, time, and locatiom and will be more individualized to meet the

needs and interests of a diversified student body. However, quality control

problems may develop. There will be more competitLon as well as cpopetation

among the various 4ducational providers of the region as they join together

to produce new courses and materials.

Financial Resources: Resources will be considerably strained. As die

delivery' of educational resources is marketed throughout the region hide-

pendently or in consortial arrangements with regional two- and four-year

colleges.and other educational providers, costs for such programs may be-

come prohibitive unless new sources of funding are found.

Faculty: ASU faculty will continue to accept teachOg as their prnary

responsibility. However, 'the need for noniraditional approaches wit a

less homogeneous student body necessitates a concerted effort in ret oling

of faculty not only,for teaching improvement and instr tional development,

but also for profes'sional or academic respecialization. This will necessitate

increased expenditures for faculty development.

Students: With the increase in part-Lime and older students, involvement in

traditional campus affairs will decline and identification with the main

campus will be lessened. Interest in alumni affairs and involvement will

also decrease. New program efforts geared to problem-solving, decision-

making, and life and career development will be emphasized. In a positive

sense, students reflecting diversified backgrounds and interests will provide

both an affective anci cognitive enrichment in and out ot the classroom which

has value beyond the credentialling many students associate with their college

education. There may be a decreasing interest in on-campus events and a

, I decline in "fun and games" and "Greek life" on campus.

o
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Physical Resources: The need may arise for establishing off-campus learning

assistance centers for easier student acces)Oility to educational,resources.

Classroom redesign for alternative learning approaches, increased 11,4e of

tOtecommunication capabilities, and computer-assisted instruLrion to provide

for individualized instruction may be expanded. No new major building

construction will be required.

Special Activities: New programming efforts will develop that take

services and activities to students where they live and to the community

in general. More family and community-related activities will result.

Research: FacUlty, if'Ireed from purely information dispensing in a
traditional classroom situation, may find increased time not only for

research but also for involvement in more subtle aspects of aiding

student development. However, the increasing need for one's own pro-

fessional development and possible retooling efforts, coupled with
time-consuming travel to cluster groups in adjacent communities, will

limit further time for extensive research efforts.

k".
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Faculty II(A.2): In view of the growing propensity for litigation, ASU will
provide procedurts and.safeguards for the protection of the faculty.

Imp.ht upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The consequences of this objective will be a genuine

problem. There.will be a huge burden.of paperwork for everyone. Hei tened

concern about litigation may cause a curtailthent of innovative thinking,

IS, risk-taking, creativity, and individual initiative.

Educational Program: The heightened awareness of the threat oL litigation
which this cobjectiVe reflects may hve a negative impact upon the educa-

tional program. The controversial and the undecided may not be explored

as carefulry 7- if at all, in some cases. However, if further ptotection

provides a greater sense of security, achievement of the objective would
have a positive impact upon intellectual freedom and instructional innova-

tion. Another positive effect might be the requirement that other points

of view be heard.

Financial Resources: Money spent ,to defend faculty members involved in

controversy will be taken from areas in which it might be more profita4ay

spent. A legal corps or at least- legal service on "stand-by" will be

required.

Faculty: Heightened awareriess of the potential for litigation may cause

faculty to feel the need to be cautious in some areas where boldness is

required. However, guarantees of safeguards by the institution should
increase faculty willingness to address controversial issues and expose

students to a variety of-educational experiences. Presumably the safe-

guards would not be so great as to encourage irresponsible behavior on
the part of individual faculty members.

Students: To the extent that faculty members would be freed from worry
or anxiety concerning legal challenges, effectiveness of the educational

program woihld continue to benetit the studenl.

Physical Resources: Procedures for local or on-campus legal services may

have to be developed to expedite faculty time. Perhaps it will be necessary

to provide afacility for on-campus litigation.

Special Activities: The university will find it necessary to support the
individual faculty member in areas proyiding special activities, parti-
cularly those of an unconventional nature. This might allow individuals

working in this area to perform their duties with a greater sense of
security, but it might also drain funds from the other items in the program.

Research: ,Guarantees of safeguards from litigation should increase the
faculty's sense of freedom in research. However, the heightened awareness
of potential litigation may leave faculty members with the sense that some-

one is looking over their shoulders.

01)
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Faculty II(8.1): AlU will hold on to its special heritage of knowledge

while responding to the multiplicity of society's concerns. Since the

faculty are the primary interpreters and purveyors of this heritage, their

views should be strongly considered in the setting of goals and,policies.

impact upon Institutional Sectors:
41

Administration: ASU.will retain much of the tradition of the-past.

Tradition will offer a springboard for action. Mostly positive conse-

quences are seen in this area, although soMe "footdragging" may be

possible in meeting the needs of a:changing society.

Educational Program: The program will 'change as a result of the faculty's'

influence on the curriculum. New programs will be added and old ones

phased out as the region and its people attempt to meet the new demandS

of a rapidly changing world. But at the same time the commitment to the

valdes of a liberal education will be maintained.

Financial Resources: ASU has traditionally served the needs oi the low

and middle income student and may f,ind ft more difficult to continue

that service in the face of inflation and changing tax,hases. New sources

of funding may have to be found.

Faculty: Faculty participation in curriculum matters is an accepted

practice at ASU and will. continue. Changes will occur in the curriculum
.and programs as faculty attempt to meet a changing world head-on. if

faculty 4re to teach so that students will be prepared for the needs of
our changtpg society, traditional methods may have to be modified or

abandoned. ,But instructional innovation is already a tradition At ASU.

Students: Although recent times have shown students to be predominantly

concerned with the job opportunities in various disciplines, the long-
range interests of students will best be served by faculty's persistencV
in instilling the values of a liberal education in its students.

Physical Resources: Many facilities may be found to be obsolete in the

future as a result of new methods of teaching, new technology, etc.
Monies will4have to be found for renovation of buildings, purchase of
new equipment, and "setooling" of faculty to keep programs and faculty

from obsolescence.

Special Activities:. The nontraditional student has been served well by

ASU in the past. This tradition will be continued, but with diminishing
funds the risk will be run of spreading ourselves LOU thin and over-

extending our capabilities.

Research: .Ex'Perimentation and research must be expanded Lo meet the needs

of the '80s. Faculty voice will be the key factor in maintaining and ex-
tending this area of university thrust, so that research becomes an esta-

blished tradition at ASU.

220
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Faculty II(B.2): Appalachian State Unilersity will 1,,trime to build mutual

respect and understanding in order to prevent any severe confrontation between

the university and society as a whole.

440.

Impac upon Institutional Sectors:

Ad nistration: Presumably ;he administration would welcome any increase

in "mutual respect and understanding" between the university and society

and faculty rejection of unionization. However, it Might queseion Che

easibility,or advisability of some qf the strategies suggested in Stage Ten.

EducationalNErogram: Little direct impact is seen on th

exCept insofar as high faculty morale is
Any improvement in the level of state fu
also benefit the educational program. .

ucatiopal (rogram
nstructional program.
in Stage Ten) would

Financial Resources: The direct impact of this objektive will be minimal

except as ASU attempts to meet any unforeseen changes in societal trends.

This is unlikely since good, will uSually is not subject to financial re-

sources. Some of the strategies suggested in Stage Ten would have impli-

cations for ASiPQ.inancial resources.

_Faculty: Some faculty will have to be persuaded of the need for publi&

and ,societal good will. Achievement of the objective implies a sufficient

high level of faculty morale to forestall attempts at unionization.

gtudenvs: Appalachian's students will benefit from greater respect and

understanding between the university and society.

Physical Resources: No impact upon physical resources is foreseen.

JSpecial Activities: A clearer understanding of public need nd expestations .'

will be helpful tn determining what off-campus and extension type programs

are offered.
l

Research: Research will clearly ,be more action-orient.0 and gered to solve

Immediate community probleMs rather than related to the particular interests

of a professor or departmenc.

Il
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Faculty II(B.3): ASU will encourage and preserve in" the ticulty those ethica

values necessary to the protection of individual 4ghts and the fostering of

individual responsibility.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administrat.ion: This objective would require that university administrators

become a model for imitation. Administrators might be uncomfortable imple-

menting a policy which, without proper safeguards, could evolve into an

invapion, -rather than a protection, of individual rights.

Educational Program: Fulfillment of this objective would result in a

heightened awareness, of'the values and ethical implications of a liberal

education.

Financial Resources: No impact would occur in this sector as a result of

this objective.

Faculty: Faculty members would probably wqlcome support and protection

f of ethical values and individual rights. But if each faculty member found

that his/her behavior was being more carefully scrutinized than in the past

and that in-house censorship was sccurring, there would be considerable

opposition to the policy.

Students: To the extent that this objective emphasizes a liberal education

and the responsible pursuit of truth, students benefit in that they would

not enter the job market as technocrats unable to think and change in a

changing technology.
.

Physical Resources: No impact would occur in this sector as a result of

this o6jective. 4.

Special Activities: No impact would occur in this sector.

Research: The nature of Aliearch pcpjects might undergo further scrutiny

as a result of implementation of this ogiective. This could be beneficial

or harmful depending upon the spirit in which the scrutiny were carried out.

41
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facularilliAl: The university will sharpen the process to measure and .

evaluate the effectiveness of the faculty in an effort to keep the faculty

professionally alive.

Impact upon lnkitu.tional S ctors:
A

Administration: This object ve would benefit the administration in that
administratorsmould have the opportunity to put pressure on faculty who
were ineffective and performing at less than an acceptable level. Also,

effective faculty members could be identified and rewarded.

Educational Prcigram: The entire program should become more s&ulating
'and relevant As those teachers who are competent receive encouragement
and the less than competent are forced to extend their knowledge about
their disclpline and/or improve their teaching methods.

Financial esources: There may be some need in the future for additional

funds to valuate and reward the efforts of particular faculty members. i

'Faculty: here will probably be some additional anxiety among the faculty
as more elaborate procedures for evaluation are instituted. However, las

professor& see their work rewarded and less competent colleagues forced
to shape upthe effect on morale should Irv. positive.

Students: A concrete process of evaluation of faculty eTfe iveness

could be one measure by which students could monitor the prog ms they

re receiving. Such information would benefit students by hel *ng em

t select programs and courses more knowledgeably.

Physical Resources: The impact on this sector is seen as negligible '

in the near future.

. Special Activities: Changes in the effectisveness of faculty on campus

will have a concomitant ilmpact on special courses and programs taught

off campus.

Research: Tightening of the evaluation process will lead to a greater
emphasis on research as 9ne part of the recognition process. All kinds

.of research should increase -- a mixed blessing.
*

.....)
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Faculty 111(8): The university will void potential fullittime/part-time

conflicts.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

491k

%--r
Administration: Achievement of this objective will require th 4! suppurt of

administrators involved in the i acuity selection process. They would have

to agree to apply strIct guidel.nes in the hiring of part-time faculty.'
Access to a large pool of part-time faculty could create a sente of wet).-
being which might slow down any wide ranging continuing search for full-time

instructors.
,

eo

Educational Program: 'Experts in various fields within the private sector

will be available on a part-trMe basis. Given a careful selection process,
part-time empldyment of such experts would allow the university to offer
courses which might not Otherwise be made available to students. However,

heavy reliance on part-time faculty might impact negatively on the quality
of instruction, since short-term, pact-time employees tend not to develop
a sense olf strong commitment to t4 he university and its long-range goals.

Financial Resource: Matching Social Securitylis.the only benefit which
must be supported for part-time faculty. Limikellifunding might necessitate

the employment ok part-time faculty to fulfill course obligations and possibly
negate the intent of this objecSve.

Faculty: Full-time faculty will need to be made aware of all regulations
t\ governing part-time faculty.employment. A large pool of available part-
\ time faculty might create a climate of insecurity, especially for non-tenured

full-time faculty. The observance of strict guidelines in the employment
.of part-time persons would help to allay these concerns.

Students: Students should benefit from a policy whicit stresses employment
of full-time faculty members but provides for the hiring of part-time
instrucaors where beneficial, provided adherence to such a policy doesn't
result in substantially higher cost to the student.

Physical Resources: No immediate or re vant impact on this sector is
foreseeable.

Special Activities: The opportun ty for offering off7campus courses akd
prograMs wiel be enhanced by a ca4eful use of part-time faculty in that they
will be available to staff these rograms.

Research: Heavy reliance on full-time faculty in a time of financial
stringency might restrict opportunities for research, whereas the hiring
of part-time faculty might allow more released time for research by lull-
time faculty. But overuse of facilities could become a problem if large
numbers of part-time faculty wished to engage in research. Support for
research would have to be restricted basically to full-time faculty.

'ay
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Facukty IV(A): In view of a declining regl wage for most settions of the

poOulation, including fatulty members,-th& university will strive to hold

faculty loss in real income to an amount no more than the national average

and will strive to increase,"indirect" means of compensation.

Impact upon Institutional Secws:

Administration: Predicted continuing inflation will have a distinct impact

on this sector of the university. All levels of administration will be

charged with responsibility to explore every avenue available to provide ..

adOtional meins of indirect and direct compensation, over and above state-

apftopriated salary.
(

Educational Program: To Che extent that satisfied faculty provide a more

Aptisfying educational program overall, the total curriculum at ASU would

benefit greatly from the.increased satisfacdion that adequate fringe bene-

47 fits and compensation provide.
.

.

, Financial Resources: Budgetary restrictions ptaced on stake-appropriated

salaries will continue tomprohibit flexibility in granting salary increases.

Other sources of funding will need to be explored for possible supplement.
I

These could be in the form of research grants or special awards for teaching

excellence.
4

Faculty.: The ability of the administratton to hold real income loss at a

low level will determine the impact upon this sector. Faculty morale will

be greatly affected by the degree of success or fa4.1(ure. Additional means

of compensation, such as increases In fringe benefits packages, external

funding for research, paid sabbaticals, agd awards for teachiay exgellerce,

will help maintain faculty satisfaction and dedication.

Students: If "maintaining a faculty dedicated to teaching and scholarship"

is dependent upon adequate faculty salaries, students would benefkt from

a quality fpcilty -- if they were willing to pay for it.

Physical Resources: Monies usually devoted to new facilities may be

diverted to faculty salaries in tilt.: future at the legislative level.

Special Activities: In the future, more and better qualified faculty

will be willing.to engage in extension, consultation, and other university-

approved activities to improve or maintain their 'standard of living

Research: Outside sources of funding fdr research will greatly enlarge

and enhance the potential for these activities; however, c,arc should be

exercised in becoming too dependent on external funding.
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Faculty ly(B): .The university will strive to acquire and maintain the best
possible faculty in an era when resources are diminishing. In order to do
this, the university, wilcmake every effort to 'expend as much of its budget

as possible on upgrading Taculty salaries.

Impact on Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Hard decisions must be made as to how to allocate shrinking
budgets so that a larger percentage is allocated,for faculty salaries. This

will present a very difficult situation for the administragion in the future,-
especially it the solution. involves reducing or eliminating the number of
administrators paid under faculty slots.

Educational Program: At first, it would seem that the educational program
might suffer if larger appropriations for faculty salaries come at the
expense of items such as supplies and equipment, but when fac_ulty members
are forced to rely on their own ingenuity and expertise rather than trendy
gimmicks, the educational program may improve in some areas.

Financial Resources: The objective will pLace.a*greater strain on.every-
thing and everybody.

Faculty,: If this objective is met, the faculty ought to feel relatively ,-

well rewarded, and this might lead to a renewed commitment to give a fail

day's work for-a fair reward.

'students: The students would benefit only if budget increases in [acuity
salaries did not come at the expense of very necessary non-faculty expen
ditures such as the librarY and departmental equilment (e.g.laboratory
s plies), as well as cultural programs (artists, lectures, etc.).

Physical Resources: This objective. wiPol have a negative impact,on this

sector in that if money, with budgets 'already shrinking because of inflation,
is redirected into faculty salaries, physical resources will deteriorate.

Special Activities: This sector will-suffer negativelx in that less and
less money can be spent away from the university campus on other programs
gnd courses. "c*

Research: An adequately compensated faculty will probably feel enc.ouraged
to pursue more research Vork, and a quality faculty wil.1 undoubtedly want
to pursue reseph as a part of thp natural life of the university ..ommunity.

114.0.
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Faculty V(A): ASU will-strengthen and nurture the Faculty As embly of the

University of North Carolina as an effective means of providin meaningful

and substantive faculty input to the President and his administratiun, to
the Board of Governors, and to the,Stat4 Legislature.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: An effective relatiOnship between the UNC General Admin
istration and,a strong Faculty Asstmbly appears to serve the most positive

ends of the development f the university. Care must be exercised td see

(that the ASU delegation oes not become merely the messenger of the will of

the few.
r--1

Educational Program: The Faculty Assembly can provide a vehicle for
continuity and precaution with rer,pect to overlapping programs. Care

should be taken to ensure that each institution is given equal and fair
treatmen.t, with no preferential judgments.

Financial Resources: An effective FacuLty Assembly can act as a force
fOr equality of monetary.distribution within the UNC system.

Faculty: Faculty interest in, and support for, the activities of the
Faculty Assembly should increase as the effectiveness of the assembly
grows, as communication between assembly delegates and general faculty
members improves, and to the extent that the assembly is trufy repre
sentative.of the faculty at participating institutions.

Students: The students at ASU,and other universities in the North Carolina
system will benefit from the efforts of the Faculty Assembly to ensure 'com
petent leadership in programs, *nancial resources, and competent faculty.
The students will benefit only the degree that the Faculty Assembly is
successful in its role.

Physical Re ell- E401 program in an institution can only progress*to
the limitations of its physical facilities. Equitable distribution of
resources, supported by the Faculty Assembly, will be helpful in assuring
the continued growth of the various programs at ASU.

Special Activities: Attention should be devoted to meeting continuing
education needs of constituents geographically and programmatically.
An appropriate body, such as the Fac.ulty Assembly, can aid in research
as to needs and provisions for continuing education.

Research: No direct impact. A valid response LC community need must be
encouraged through adequate research and expertise available within the
ranks of higher education. The-public, legislators, and upper level
administrative officials must be kept aware through the efforts of a
body such as the Faculty Assembly.
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Faculty V(B): ASU will continue and encourage the, development of the Faculty
Senate as an'effectiye voice in the governance of.ASU.

Impact upon Institutional.,Pectors:

Administration: The administrative function will be enhanced by the

*N1 ability of the faculty to govern itself and to keep the local administration
apprised of needs arising among the faculty.

or_

Educational Program: Benefits will accrue in the basic programs as a
result of increased morale and a heightened sense of responsibility
among individual faculty members.

Financial Resources: No direct impact. The Faculty Senate should reguire
only minor financial additions in the future. The,university pdys the
members as faculty. Continued released time for the chairperson and the
provision of ,a secretary should continue.

Faculty: Members of the faculty at large will benefit most directly as a
result of a.viable body of representatives cogilizant of thei- needs as
faculty members.

Students: Anything that directly affects the faculty indirectly affects
the students of the instttution. Students will profit to the extent that
the faculty and institution benefit from the :ielf-governancemade possible.
by the Faculty Senate.

Ph sical Resources: The Faculty Senate will place little drain .on the
re'sources of the institution as a result of its makeup. No special
provisions will be necessary for its effective continuanre.

Special ActivitieS: Innovation and academic responsibility will continue
to be-among the priorities of the Faculty Senate. /New ideas should be
forthcoming from this group to enhance tht growth and development of
students, facuLty, and community.

esearch: The culty Senate can take the lead in encouraging and rewarding
high-level research'among the'faculty.

44.
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Faculty V(C9: The Faculty Senate will revise and refine the st,ructure of

untversixycommittees.

iMpaCt upon'institutional Sectors:

AdMinistration: The accorpplishMent of this objective wil' have a- positive'

effect on thec'administration ok ASP. Well-functioning committees will

prowtde more clear-cut direction for tbe university as a whi)le.

Educational Program: FilActioning ,committees will aid in overseeing the

total program of the university. They will aid in giving guidance to

cutting fat from the program and adding new and more diverse cUrricula.

Financial Resources: No impact, except as strong committees influence

subs*tantive chaps in allocation of resources.

Faculty: acuity will benefit from a Faculty Senate that sees heeds and

necessary changes and uses universIty c mittees to meet these heeds.

They will afso benefit from'an ffecti and streamlined,committee structure

which is not wastefuT of committee memberi' time.

. 1

Students: .Students would not be affected by the restructuring of the

committee system so long as adequate student representation conLinued.

Physical Resources: Strom; committees will tend tO try to influence

substantive changes,in how_resources are used and what additional

resources are needed to do the job more adequately. Th13 can be a

positive fore on the ASU campus.

Special Activities:
in this sector.

No impact, either neptive or.posicive, is foreseen

Research: Research should be expanded and improved in the futUre as a

result of this objective as the Faculty Senate strengthens committees

involved in all phases of university activities.

t
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Faculty V(D)! There will be more interaction between the various university

councils and the Faculty Senate and faculty in general.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: In.reased interactfon between the administration and faculty

will produce more trust among the faculty about major decisions affetting'
their professional and private lives. Without this interaction, distrust

and seeming conflicts of interest may occur.

Educational Program: IncreaSed communication between faculty and admin-
istration via university councils will altow a free flow of information

related to academic programs. This should benefit the curriculum and

help prevent academic stagnation.

Financial Resources: Increased interaction may change the flow of monies

throughout the total university. Some programs will be enhanced, others

termimated or reduced to realistic dimensions.

Faculty: More iiiteraction would increase the likelihood that the strongest

faculty would serve on university councils. Care must be exercised to see

that no particular faction assumes control.

Students: The fulfillment of this objective would increase the benefits

to students in that self-governing and responsible faculty members should
also be responsible in their teaching.

Physical Resources: The councils ate bodies involved in requesting
additional facilities for the ASU campus. Positive benefits would
accrue through more administration-faculty incera(tion and strong
faculty representation in this area.

Special Activities: Off-campus programs and courses would be pc,itively
benefitted by responsible faculty input.

Research: The councils must consider ways and means to support and en-
courage research. Other things may tend to occupy their time. When
programs are considered, researcia should be an underlying consideration
tor their acceptance. Strong interaction between faculty and councils
may benefit this sector.
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Faculty V(E): ASU will establish an elected committee of the faculty to

adviie the Chancellor regarding retrenchment issues.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: This objective would place a heavy responsibility on

the faculty who are ultimately affected, rather than making administrators

the "heavies." Positive benefits for faculty and administration are

foreseen from shared responsibility.

Educational Program: During retrenchment, some programs may suffer cut

back or termination. Faculty advice in this area would be valuable.

Financial Resources: During retrenchment, distribution of financial

resources would be a major consideration. Faculty input would be a

useful element in the determination of adequate resource distribution.

Faculty: Some faculty members will suffer in a period of retrenchment,

hopefully not as a result of increased partic,ipation by faculty. However,

faculty participation should help to satisfy faculty concern for fairness

in any retrenchment procedures or decisions.

Students: Students would be severely affected as a result of retrenchment.

Programs and faculty might disappear. Hopefully, faculty would seek to

protect interests of students,

Physical Resources: Retrenchment may require reallocation of physical

resources. This objective should aid in nondiscriminatory moves toward

more effective use of these resources.

Special Activities: External programs and courses will suffer during

a period of retrenchment.,

Research: Research will suffer during retrenchment. Survival will be the

rule of the day regardless of advisory committees'and administrative

functions.

P '3
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Institutional Sector: LIBRARY

Library I: Library holdings will increase to keep pace with increased demands
for additional resources and to meet ACRL standards; a minimum of 80 volumes
per student (FTE) should be reached by 1990.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Adminietration: The administrat,ion would necessarily have to commit
itimelf to the growth of the library and would have to be willing to
help secure adequate funding.

Educational Program: A good educational program depends on the selection
of-titles asvell as the number of titles. A diversified, controlled

collection should have a positive impact on the educational program.

Financial Resources: Without a commitment by the traditional sources
offunding or some alternative funding, this objective would be difficult
to reach.

Faculty: Growth in the number of titles in the library should have a
positive impact on faculty use. However, the importance of the quality
and appropriateness of the selections must not be forgotten.

Students: Here again, growthin the number of titles in the library
should have a positive impact on student use. However, the importance
of the quaLity and appropriateness of the selections must not be forgotten.

Physical Resources: The full ackievement of this objective would ultimately
necessitate the enlargement of all areas of the library building.

Special Activities: The continued growth and diversification of the
library as a whole should enhance library use by offcampus and field
based activities.

Research: No librark will ever have all the resources needed for all
research projects. Through interlibrary loan, consortia, ERIC, DIALOG,
etc., library limitations can be reduced in severity.

Comment: This objective should be radically revised since, as it stands,
it is unrealistic, even if desirable. In the first place, if we assume a
student body of 10,000 in 1990, we are talking in terms of 800,000 volumes,
more than double the present holdings. If we are talking about 20,000
students by 1990, the objective is all the more fantastic. Financial
resources and particularly Thysical space would make such an increase in
holdings unrealistic.

23U
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Library II: To ensure adequate funding for the purchase of library materials

by increasing the yearly budget to.reflect the annual inflation rate, by

providing additional funding to support new Programs approved during the

preceding year, by seeking alternative means of funding to supplemea tradi-

tional funding, and by establishing a separate budget item for aUro:.visual/

media materials.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The administration would necessarily have to commit itself

to the growth of the library and would have to be willing to help develop

funding.

Educational Program: With only an annual inflation rate increase, the

library could no more than maintain the status quo. If additional

tions or sources of funding could be secured, Elle impact on the educational

programs would be beneficial.

Financial Resources: Unless additional or alternative methods ot funding

are obtained to supplement the budget base, Library II will not support

the positive aspects of Library I (to increase the library holdings to 80

volumes per student), P articularly if there is a significant increase in

student enrollment.

Faculty: The continued growth of the library would have a positive effect

on the faculty, and the realization of this objective is essential to

realization of this growth.

Students: The impact on th students would be similar to the impact on

the faculty.

Physical Resources: The f1 achievement of this objective would ultimately

necessitate the enlargement of all lireas of the library building.

Special Activities: The continued growth and diversification of the

library as a whole should enhance library use.by oft-campus, and field-

based activities.

Research: Zhe progressive enhancement of the library collections can only

have a positive effect on research. More resources will encourage more

research activity.

Comment: This objective would maintain the status quo: (a) this objective

will not support the positive aspect of Library I. It deals with cost inflation,

but not with potential growth in ,the number of students enrolled. There is no

provision in this objective to achieve the 80 volumes per student; (b) in appro-

ving new programs this objective should be considered and should be supported

by policy; (c) there is no assurancetthat alternative means of funding can be

secured.. Many times this type of fulls:ling. is a one-shot deal; (d) since tip

audiovisual/media materials are now a part ot the library, establishing a

separate budget item is questionable. Now that it is integrated with the

library, why should it need a separate budget?

2 0
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'Furthermore, the members of the Stage Eleven Library Committee have noted an
evitent discrepancy between thelepparent meaning of one part of Library 11

and the meaning given to this part in the extended interpretation provided
by the Stage Ten report.

The reDevant section of Library II is underlined in the following quotation:
"To ensure adequate funding for the purchase of library materials by...
providing additional funding to support new programs approved during the
preceding year...." This would appear on the surface to imply that the
successful achievement ofothis objective wpuld be the successful location

of funds for new programs already approved. But this does not appear to

be the case in the Stage Ten interpretation.
.

.

This interpretation provides instead a progression that starts with the
propostxion that, "The Academte. Policies and Procedures Committee considers
and approves the proposal...that no new programs can be established unless
adequate library funds can be provided for purchase of necessary library
materials." This scenario goes on to provide for an identical recommendation
from the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and final approval by the
Chancellor. This leaves us with 1982 as the Year of AChievement, and the
following definition of Evidence of Achievement: "No new programs are
established without adequate funds for the purchase of library mat*als
of both retrospective and future nature." ,

-

'

It-seems clear to the members of the Stage Eleven Library Committee that
this knterpretation goes far beyond the intent of the wording of the
objective itelf, i.e. to "support new programs approved during the
precedOg year." It might even be read to offer the library administra
tion a kind of Orior veto power over university program development,
semethin no owe among the Stage Eleven group wished to support. The

Stage El ven Library Committee wishes, therefore, to call attention to
tflis discrepancy between thi wording of Library II and the Stage Ten
interpretation of its implementation and to stress that it is only to
the limited sense of the original wordiqg of Library II that the committee
gives its assent and directs its responie.
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Library III: The library staff, in cooperation with the Learning Resources
Committee, will develop an overall collection philosophy as the basis for a
more systematic allocation of library resources among competing instructional,

research, and extracurricular program needs.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

.11J

Administration: No special ilmpact on the administration of ASU is apparent

-113 the result of the adoption of Library III, unless, of course, the achieve
ment of the objective will require additional staffing and line funding.

Educational Program: The gentral objective of understanding library needs

and being able to build a balanced collection ind to respond more"coherently

to new and revised program needs'should have a positive effect on most

educational programs.
.....

Financial Resources: .To the extent that this objective would allow more
informed decisions on future allocation needs, it should Kaye the effect
of making for more efficient use of available funds and more substantial

justification for future needs.

Faculty: A movement towards centralized planning and the concept of a

balanced collection should have a positive effect on faculty teaching in

poWtundergraduate c s. It would seem possible, though, that in a time

of diminishin financial support the building of specialized collections
for special area courses (undergraduate and graduate) would suffer, as
would AP building of special collections for individual faculty research
activities.

Students: The realization of this objective should aid the student body
generally, with the exception of those in very specialized courses. and

programs.

Physical Resources: There should be no foreseeable effect on thrIlbrary's
physical resources, except inasmuch as policy decisions implIct on proportional

space allocations (e.g., audiovisual as opposed to print, etc.).

Special Activities: The effect of this objective on special activities

is difficult to determine. It will depend on how careful the new planning
groups are to include special programs in the general effort.

Research: Research efforts associated with strong, broadly based plograms

could well be benefitted by this objective. It is not clear that very
personal or sptcialized projects by individual researchers would fare

as well.

4
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Library IV: Professional staff with expertise in the areas,of su ct

specialization, systems design, fore* languages, and information retrieval
will be added to library personnel to improve information serviCes. Clerical

staff with 4ibra y technical skills will be increased to provide sUpport

. services for th professional staff at a ratio of three to one.

Impact upon titutional Sectors:

Administratio4 eyond support from the administration in 'the funding of

the neW professional and clerical positions, there would_seem to be no

impact on the administration.

Educational Program: The realization of this objective should-have a positive
effect on the building of collections in the strength areas of the new pro-
fessional staff. There would also seem to be the possibility of muted strife
with faculty members over program needs and direction and steps should be

taken to minimize this.

Financial Resources: This objective would require a significant commitment
of funds and would have to be measured against comioeting needs in the univer-

sity as,a whole.

Faculty: Any improvement in library efficiency and service should have a
generally beneficent effect on faculty use af the library in teaching and

research. This, of course, is presupposing the absence of faculty/staff

conflict over priorities.

ii-

Students: Again, any improvement in librapf efficiency and service should
have a beneficent effect on student services in the library,loarticularly,
in the areas of collection balance, library hours, and quicker processing

of new books and periodicals.

Physical Resources: New staff woul4 require proper office space, but there
would not appear to be any further impact on the library's physical resources.

Special Activities: This objective should allow special programs to benefit
from general upgrading of library services, as well, as from the relevant

strengths of the new professional staff.

Research: As above, research should also benefit from greater library
efficiency and individual researchers from the added expertise of the
new professional staff, whenever this expertise is relevant.

23J
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Library V: The library administration will be conqulted by departmental ti

curriculum,committees concerning resources, presene'and potential, needed

for support of new and expanded programs, and the library will be represented

on all academic policy committees that affect or are affected by the library.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Admin tration: There would be no direct impact upon the administration.
It would, however, require the support of the admilistration in seeing that

this objective is carried out. .

Educational Program: A closer line Of communication between the library
it'd disciplines throughout the university would be established. Departments

wishing to implement flew programs and review existing programs would be
given a realistic view of the library requirements and capabilities.

Financial Resources: None

Facu1ty:1 Library faculty would have a gre ter input in the detailed

development of new and expanded.programs d in reviewing existing

programs:

Students: No direct effect. Librarians would, however, be bptter equipped

and more familiar with therfsaterialskin individual disciplines.

Physical Resources: 'None

Speceal Activities: See answer to Educational Program. 4

Research: The library faculty serving on curriculum committees would 'be

r
abre to direct faculty and student oing researdh,to specific areas which

may be of assistance to them.

0 u
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Library VI: To provide better and'more cost effective use of the library's
resources, computer technology will be utilized in the development and
implementation of a totil library system consisting of Acquisitions,
Cataloging, Serials, and Circulation Control.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:
s,

Administration: The university administration must supporr this endeavor
financially. Also, there must be full cooperation from the Computer
Celter.

E

Educational Progra

1
: Faculty and students would have quicker and easier

access to the libr y's holdings and possibly to those.of other libraries.

Financial Resources: Additional financial resources would be required,
especially in terms of capital outlay, computer time, etc.

Faculty: Faculty would have easi'er access to the Aterials in the
library with terminals provided in various locations on campus.

Students; Students,like faculty,, would have easier access to the
materials in the librarY; ,

Physical Resources: None at this time. However, if this objective
to be implemented by 1990, physical resoUrces will have to be

Allovided.

Special Activities: Accessibility to offcampuesites would have the
capability of the same instant access to library holdings.

Research: The computer system on campus can eventually be.connected with
the total Uni0ersity of North Carolina system and perhais eventually
with a national library computer system (bibliographic data base).

2 4
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Library VII: In order to determine how best to use its resources, the library

will conduct ongfing studies, including cost efficiency studies.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The general administration of ASU would be made aware of

problem areas and needs of the library as a consequence of adopting k his

objective. There should be a direct impact upon the library administ tion

since these studies would pinpoint where changes are needed and how to

utilize resources and personnel better.

Educational Program: These studies should outline areas of deficiencie'S in

library holdings and problems in accessing present holdings, thus making it

easier to correct or solve these problems. There is also the possibility

that it would allow more time for library personnel to work with each college

in the continuing development or expansion of academic programs.

-.Financi.al Resources: These studies would require additional financing,

especially with regard to hiring outside consultants. Ev'en thoUgh library

costs continue to rise, the use of these efficiency studies, if implemented,

should tend 4c, control the increase,in library costs to some extent. The

question-here is whether the costs of ongoing studies and consultants out

weigh'the benef.its.'

Faculty: There should be an impact upon faculty in that the process of ordering

books and perioditals anf getting them on the shelves should be speeded up.

Also, when areas of weakness in library holdings and operational procedures

of the li6wy as a whole are found and corrected, the faculty's ability to

either assign research projects or do researCh themselves should be enhanced.

Students: Students should be benefitted much the same as the faculty. If

there are more materials available which are organized in the most effective

and efficient manner allowable, the students should have quicker access to

an expanded and enriched field of educational and research materials.

Physical Resources: At the present time, there should be no impact upon the

physical resources of the library. Contingent upon the growth of the univer

sity, there could be an impact upon the physical resources of the library

in the future.

Speciat Activities: Since other educators and organizations in the area may

utilize services provided by the library, any improvement that could be made

in library holdings, improved personnel services, and better operational

procedures should have a positive impact. Without these ongoing studies, it

is extremely difficult to determine and keep updated as to what the present

and future needs are.

Research: Studies need to be made continually in order to determine the

areas of greatest need for research materials so as to ensure,that the

researcher has adequate materials available or has the capability of

quickly having access to these materials. To do excellent research there

must be an extensive supply or access to the greatest amount possible of

uptodate, quality research material.

24,
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Library VIII: The library will participate ih on-line information retrieval
networks and resource-sharing networks of a state, regional, or national
organizational structure, such as the Center for Research Libraries and the
National Periodicals Center System.

Impact upon Instftutional Sectors:

Administration: There should be 'positive impact upon the library admin-

istration since these retrieval nd resource-sharing networks should provi e
an extensive amount, of addition 1 educational and research materials not
presently available and-possibl not availabit at all because of the sig-

nificant cost involved. There would be an impact upon the general admin-
istration also in view of budgeting resources to Lover the cost of these
services.

Educational Program: Participation in these systems should have.a positive
impact upon the educational peocess, since it would greatly expand the re-
sources available. Those who utilize these services would also be benefitted
because of the reduction in time necessary to obtain information when the
library has these resource-sharing and retrieval netWorks available.

Financial Resources: There could be a considerable increase in funding
necessary for items such as hook-up or connection fees, specialized equip-
ment, additional personnel and/or employee training funds, and membership
fees. These costs could 14more than offset, however, if extensive use
was ade of the various networks or systems a an alternative to the direct
purchase of materials provided by these systems.

Faculty: There should be a positive impact upon the faculty in that they
would have considerably more resource material aya4le. These materials
should be available much faster than with the traditional methods. This

should enable the faculty to be more effective in their research efforts.

Students: The imliyact upon students should coordinate with that of the
faculty. They would have access to expanded material and much faster than
in traditional methods. If students were charged a fee for the.use of these
services, they might initially view it negatively. However, when considering
the cost of obtaining the expanded materials available in other ways, any
negative views should be eliminated.

Physical,Resources: There would be no immediate impact because of the recent
library addition. However, as the library and the university continue to
grow,'physical spce could become a factor.

Special Activities: An even greater service could be provided to other
educators, organizations, and the business coMmunity by these informational
networks.

Research: There should definitely be a positive impact upon research. The
greater data base and the faster retrivar of information should provide
the climate for expanded, quality research.

24,,
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Library IX: The library will provide improved access to its microform and

government document collections through comprehensive indexing of those

collections in the main card catalog, increased staff Issistance to users,

an increase in the number of microform reading machines, and more efficient

repair and maintenance of microform equipment.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Nm impact.
e

Educational Proaram: Attainment of this objective will make possikle

increased usage of the microform and government document collections by

students and faculty, allowing more indepth scholarship and an expanded

curriculum.

Financial Resources: The attainment and maintenance of this objective will

require substantial funding. Areas of cost to be cons,idered include:

salaries of additional staff who will undertake and maintain the indexing

of the microform and government document collections in the main card

catalog; purchasing of new microform machines; housing of the new machinery;

and continuing maintenance contracts for repair and upkeep.

Faculty: Greater utilization,of the microform and government document

collections by the faculty tiith regard to both their instructional and

research activities will be a fesult of reaching this goal.

Students: Attainment of this objective will allow students to engaee' in 4

more indepth and accurate research in less time than with present methods.

Better research will be i result, since students will spend mdre time

evaluating infprmation and less time searching for it.

4
Physical Resources: The inclusion of this information in the maim card

catalog and the acquisition of additional Aquipment will necessitate careful

consideration of the increasing space requirements and/or the rearrangement

of present facilities.

Special Ac ivities: The improved access to the microform and government
document-collection will allow Belk Library to become a better regional

resource for both government officials and citizens of the surrounding areas.

The impact of central cataloging and improved access to the equipment will
be especially significant to the nontraditional student sector or those

students with special needs.

Research: Improved access to the microform and government document
collections wll provide an incentive for an incre.ase in oncAmpus research.

Comment: Less than 507. of the total microforms collection is completely cataloged

and entered in the main card catalog. The catalog card for microform material

directs the user to the microform area and gives information on which microform

collection it is a part of and its location within that specific collection (this

will vary with each collection). The majority of .the Microform collection, though

not cataloged, is indexed through a variety of bibliographies, indexes, and com

puter printouts located in the Reference Department. Once' in the microform area,
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the user must use locator cards to find the col,tection hekshe needs and then

proceed to that collection to find out how it is arranged. The fact that the

user must gather location info ation from at least two sources increases the

need for a person to be on duty t all times to assist users in locating

materials. In addition, help is often needed'th operating the equipment,

especially readerprinters.
, t

T .

v
The catal ging of microform's is handled through Technical Services. The

volume of aterial and some a4ditional efiorbs required Eo catalog a microform,

make this an added load to personnel of that li rea.

method used now to locate government documents is not satisfactory

None of the documentsbare tndexed in the mi0ow-card catalog and to locate

document a person must look it up in a cata'og that lists every government

document printed in a particular month. However, we may not have the document

in our library; therefore, it is a hit or milss situ ion. An important factor

'4to be considered in including the government, docu t collection in the main

ibrcard catalog is thecnumber of documents our '.ary has -- approximately 100,000.

If the OCLOvsystem is to be used to catalog this material at an estimated cost

of $1.36ver entry, the cost of fuifilling teday's needs would be extremely

expensive, not to mention the documents that 'would be added by 1985. at is

doubtful that the state would allocate over $136,000.60 just forscataloging
, . 1

government documents.

An alternative to the indexing of gOvernment documents in the main card catalog

would be an inhouse cataloging system to be located in the governpent documents

area. This system could be based on a KWIC Index (Key Word Index) which would

list all government documents in our library Ehal.have a comma_ ord in their

titles. This system could be implemented using the university's computer system

at perhaps a lesser cost in the tong run than including all government documents

.in the main card catalog. Once the computer program was established, it is

conceivable that one staff person could feed the information into the computer

and let the system do the cataloging. An extepsive comparison of the cost of

implementation and maintenance of this system with the cost of implementation
and maintenance of indexing in the main card Catalog would have to be made.

The indexing of government documents would pose a problem with our present,

physical resources if this objective is fulfilled. Present card catalog space

is enough to accommodate added hard copies for the next five years. However,

if we are to strive for 80 volumes per student,f as has been proposed, and add

over 100,000 government documents and the remaining microform entries to the

main card catalog, we would:need many more cabinets and perhaps a larger area

Cn which to place them. In addition to these ppace requirements, any sizable

addition in the number of microform readers will require additional carrels,

electrical work, and physical rearrangement of the area.
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4,ibrary X: The library will seek ,to become the major repository for primary

manuscript data on the Southern Appalachian region.

4

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The fulfillment of this objective will have no significant

effect on the university's administration except fog the responsibility of ,

managing the necessary additional personnel and facilities.

Educarjonal Program: The att'ainment of this objectiv- can have'a'signi-

ficant and posiEive impact on the university's educational progrcm,

particularly the Appalachian Studies program, through improved access to

original source materials.

Financial Resources: The achievement of this objective will require'a

substantial financial cbmmitment for the purchase.of primary manuscrtpts,
,

the salary of a curator of manuscripts,, and the staff for cataloging,

Maintaining, and providing access to the marais-csipt (.oliections.

faculty: The attaihment of this objective will provide the faculty with

improved access to primary source materials. In addition, the university's

increasing stature, which will result from ob ctive attainment, will

attract very hidgh quality prospectiv faculty embers.

i
Students: Student research and educatio activities 'QM e enhanced

by improved access to primary source material. In AdUition, a major

collection of manuscript data will be a positive factor in. re,cruiting

students. ,

Physical Resources: Much consideration must be given to the physical

housing of a large manuscript collection. Owing to the probable' delicate

condition of many of the manuscripts, spacial facilities will be required

to preserve and plotect them. Special apinsideration should also be*given

to the probable Wage of this material by scholars and Others from outside

the University.

Special Actcvities: The attainnient of this objective can enhance continuing

education opportunities Othe university serving as a resource), can serve

as an attractive feature in attracting adult learners interested in the

Appalachian region,,and can further the university's efforts to bedome

a regional resource center.

Research: The attainmenttof this objective will allow ASU to become an N

important site for research related to.the Appalachian region. For both4

ASU personnel and students and individuals froM outside the universit/
a major collection of manuscript data on the Appalachian region

a 'prime resource in primary source investigation.

9 t)
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Library XI.: The library's organizational structure and procedures will be

designed so as to facilitate coopeutive participation by library administrators,
[acuity, staff, and the Learning 126iources Committee 1., management decisions

that affect rhe library.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: There will be little or no effect on the university admin

istration. The administration wouid oe expected, as it always has in the
past, to support the intent of the objective and its effeCt on the library.
The Learning Resources Committee, made up of faculty and others, has a direct
effect in recommending changes which might occur in the library or Learning
Resources Division.

EduCational Program: The organizational structure and educational programs
will be,affected because the library and the faculty are partners. Library

programs such as the library liaison program and the allocation of money to
the academic departments indicate library support for the education prugrams.
This objective further emphasizes the need for cooperation between the faculty
and the library administration in decisions that will directly affect the
educational program.

Financial Resources: Fulfillment of the objective has no direct implications

for financial resources.

Faculty: The library faculty are directly concerned with this objective.
The library faculty have been instrumental in discussing the building plans,
have worked with the Learning Resources Committee, and have helped to for
mulate procedures which facilitate cooperative participation with the
university faculty as a whole in making decisions about library policy.
This objeCtive further emphasizes the significance of faculty input into
library decisions.

Students: Students would not be affected by this statement in any direct
way. They may be indirect beneficiaries of the library's organizational
structure and procedures and the cooperative participation of all levels
uf employees in the library. The Student Government Association has had
an input into recommendations developed by the Learning Resources Committee.
In addition, students are on internal committees within the library, such
as the Library Council and the Learning Resources Committee.

Physical Resources: The objective does not directly affect the need for
additional physical resources. There is an indirect implication concerning
the library's organizational structure which could involve the reallocation
of physical resources.

Special Activities: No impact.

Research: The objective does not address itself to research directly. The
only indirect effect would be die supportive role of the library in research
efforts of the faculty and the effect of the library's organization and
procedures on this role.

24
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Library XII: Procedures for library support of off-campus classes will be

developed in several areas: funding to support needed resources as a separate

budgetary item; modification of circulation policies to facilitat3,4off-campus

use of library materials; and necessary support (perSonnel and professional

expertise) by Audio-Visual Services in providing for the development of in-

structional programs and telecommunications.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The objective would require the university administration
to support the library in its development of procedures to help conduct
research and develop policies to meet the needs of off-campus classes.
Telecommunications is a direct responsibility of the university administra-

tion.

, Educational Program: A major effect will be felt by the telecommunications
effort, because materials will be delivered electronically into the class-

rooms. The library will be able to transmit directly via microwayes to
the various points where off-campus classes are taught without sending the

actual materials. Two-way audio capabilities 14l1 be possiGre5 thus enabling

the faculty to conduct classes from campus to off-campus sites.

Financial Resources: The statement mentions funding to support needed
resources as a separate budgetary item and necessary support (personnel

and professional expertise) which would involve some type of financial

support.

Faculty: The statement commits the personnel and professional expertise
of Audio-Visual Services in providing for the development of instructional

programs. Faculty involved in off-campus instruction would benefLt from
the improved instructional support for their courses.

Students: Those students wishing to participate in off-campus classes
would be directly affected by the statement and would be the direct
beneficiaries of the realization of the objective.

Physical Resources: Necessary resources are directly mentioned in the
objective and would need to be provided for as a budgetary item as mentioned

tn the statement. Physical resources would be needed both on and off-campus
to support this objective, such as TV-type equipment and TV receivers.

Special Activities: The impact on off-campus classes would be far-reaching.

Research: It is difficult at this time to foresee the impact of this

objective on research.
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Institutional Sector: STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Student Development Services I: The Student Affairs area of the university

will be structured so as to offer most efficiently a wide-range of high quality

student services in order to enhance the total development of students as in

dividuals and as group members.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Achievement of this objective will require the cooperation

of other administrative areas if offices such as Placement and Intramurals

are to be placed in the Student Affairs area.

Educational Program: No direct impact. However, should Student Affairs

initiate efforts to define more carefully the educational needs of non

traditional students, this might have an impact upon the nature of the

curriculum.

Financial Resources: Unless and until "formula funding" is achieved for

Student Affairs, this area will have to compete with all other segments of

the university for scarce funds. Should enrollments decline, even the amount

available from student fees would decline.

Faculty: There might be faculty resistance to becoming involved in student

development activities as advisors or as participants in Student Affairs

programming. Many faculty members complain already that they are over

burdened with nonteaching and extradepartmental duties. Furthermore,

they might feel that such participation would not be given adequate recog

nition in promotion and tenure decisions.

Students: Students should benefit from the proposed changes. However,

unless they are involved in formulation of Student Affairs programs and

services, some students may find Student Affairs irrelevant to their lives.

Physical Resources: This objective,contains no plans for'physical facilities,

therefore no direct impact is foreseen. However, competition among all sectors

of the university for funds might have a negative Impact upon physical resources.

Special Activities: Student Affairs will be concerned with the developmental

npeds of all students, including married students, nontraditional students,

and extension students. Attention to the needs of extension students'would

require closer cooperation with Continuing Education.

Research: No direct impact upon research activities. However, Student

Affairs may have to engage in research to define more precLsely the student

development needs of a student body which in the future may be different

in terms of motivation, age, and background and may have to generate data

to justify new and established programs.

24d
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Student Development Services II: ASU w.11 seek to improve its program for

student academic advisement and career counseling.

Impact upon institutional Sectors:

Administration: Achievement of this objective will require close cooperation

among sevefil offices (Psychological Services, Placement, General College,

academic departments, and Computer Center) and possibly entails administrative

reorganization.

Educational Program: The "Life and Career Planning" course will continue to

be an important part f the curriculum, especially for undecided majors.

Some individual departments may decide to offer more specialized courses
designed to help majors explore career possibilities. However, there would

be resistance to any move to alter the liberal arts emphasis of the general
education program or to reduce the number of hours required in general

education to allow for a greater career emphasis. Use of more part-time

personnel and teaching assistants might impact educational program

negatively.

Fingicial Resources: Released time for faculty members involved in advise-

ment and counseling would necessitate the hiring of more teaching assistants

and part-time personnel. Additional money would have to be made available

to fund special seminars, workshops, and programs related to career counseling

and advisement at departmental levels. Additional financing would also be

required to expand and improve the services provided by the Psychological
Services Center, the General College, and the Placement Office and to allow
for full utilization of the Computer Center.

Faculty: If faculty members are to be more directly involved in the advising
and placement process, better informed about job possibilities, more sensi-
tive to occupational needs of their students, and involved in such efforts
as securing scholarships for outstanding graduates, locating internships for
majors, establishing contacts with prospective employers, etc., they will
require special training and released time in the form of course load

reductions.

Students: In order to benefit from improved academic advisement and career
counseling, students would have to assume more personal responsibility for

these needs. For example, they woUld have to meet more regularly with
academic advisors, take part in special programs and workshops devoted to
career counseling, make more effiective use of aervices offered by General
College, Placement, and Psychologicaj Services.

Physical Resources:, As the need for more frequent consultation between
students and advisors becomes evident, individual departments might wish
to designate a particular office or classroom as the "dep'artmental counseling
center," where a faculty advisor could hold regular office hours and where
materials describing career opportunities for the major might b collected

and displayed.

Special Activities: Continuing Education might ask, or be asked, to inves-
tigate how the benefits of improved advising could be extended Eo off-Lampus

students.
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Research: No direct impact upon research. However, those involved in the

advising/counselibg effort might conduct research, such as: (1) data compiled,
from questionnaires returned by ASU graduates to their major departments
(e.g., a specific job description, employee's major and minor, a statement
explaining employee's attitude toward the job); (2) data compiled from published
research rnto current job market trends, including information on availability
of jobs at the regional and national levels, the type of preparation generally
required, salaries, etc.

Student Develo ment Services III: The Psychological SerVices Center will be
adequately funded, housed, and staffed to meet the counseling needs uf students
and to provide testing service to the university community.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The impact upon administration Will be felt in thc Corm of

a demand for more personnel to implement programs. The increased scope of

programming will also call for more administrative time. Both personnel and

programs require more paperwork.

Educational Program: Students under e tional and social stresf, have diffi
culty concentrating and otherwise perfor ing academic functions. An expanded

prevention/outreach program would upgrad -educational functioning. The same

applies to faculty and staff, if they are included in expanded services.
Treatment also makes it possible for a student to remain in school.

Financial kesources: Stress here. There are now five and a half fulltime
staff members in Psychological Services. To meet the guideline would require

.more than_ ten,

Faculty: Better psychological services make the faculty's job much easier.
If faculty are included in a revised statement of the objective, they will

benefit directly.

Students: Direct benefits in education, preventive information, and more
adequate treatment facilities as well as greater availability through
outreach and crisis intervention.

Physical Resources: The new building for studentsupport services will

provide ample space.

Special Activities: No direct impaLt. upon Continuing Education and regional

services. However, special activities that might be undertaken in conjunction
with* this objective might include new programs for handicapped and other
special students, outreach programs, and specialized workshops.

Research: There is no research modality mentioned. This is too bad,

perhaps, but certainly research is a low priority-for Psychological Services
stafrand must remain so. The only research feasible is followup studies

after treatment.

25.A.
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Student Development Services IV: Student Affairs will contiaue to administer
a program of extraclass and cocurricular activities which enhances and illus
trates the knowledge gained in the formal classroom, broadens cultural horizons,
and creates international understanding and intercultural sensitivity.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration:* Supervision of intern grograms will place an increased
amount of responsibility on administrative personnel anerequire greater
time for supervision of students. Student Affairs staff will work more

closely with academic departments and faCulty.

Educational Program: Educational programs and curricula ill have to be

designed to accommodate internship activities and provide appropriate
academic credits for students prticipating in such en eavors.

Financial Resources: Since student interns will provide meaningful serviLes
o the institution and will be sacrificing the opportunity for outside em

ployment during the internship period, consideration ought to be given to
reimbursing them for their services. Faculty and staff increases to handle

expanded tural, cocurricular, and internship programs, as well as more

foreign st ents, will be financially costly.

Faculty: Faculty will be required to work more closely with the numerous

)

campus activities providing internship/experiential le rning opportomiLies.
Forinal systems will have to be designed for faculty to interface with

Student Affairs.personnel. An extensive faculty development program '

focused on the theory and principles of 4xperientia1 learning may be

necessary. Faculty may expect incentive0to participate -- e.g., released
time, consideration in promotion and tenure decisions, etc..,

Students: Students will beneiit because they combine theory and practice,

they find the opportunity to test their abilities and to survey their
interests and hence become more productively employed.

Physical Resources: A new student services building nearly completed,
Along with the existing facilities in Workman Hall,-will alleviate the
congestion and bring student programs to the hub of the campus.

Special Activities: Internships will provide regional opportunities for

interns. Conversely, 'they will provide the region with an increasing number
of educated individuals to assist with regional problem solving.

Research: Experiential learning programs provide an increased number of
studeno both capable and willing 'to conduct meaningful applied research
in the is:SU service region to the benefit of .hemselves, the faculty with

whom they work, and the region.
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Student Development Services V:. Appalachian State University will strengthen
its structure for involving students in institutional government.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Even if this objective is realized to the maximum extent,
it is likely that the administration will increasingly be vulnerable to
the charge of tokenism with reference to involving students in the decision-
making process of the university. To counter this charge, and to move
forWard toward the ideal of real student involvement, the degree to which
student participation is to be encouraied should be spelled out in detail.

Educational ProRram: Student participation in decisions which affect their
lives should certainly be viewed as educational. The instructional goals
of the university should therefore be viewed as enhanced by realization
of this objective.

tfl

Financial Resources: Increased student involvement in institutional
government is unlikely 65 have much impact on financial resources at ASU
unless student involvement reaches the point where students have genuine
power in decisions concerning fund allocations.

Faculty: Faculty might respond negatively to students being given more
say in areas considered to be related exclusively to instruction.

Students: Students ca41 only benefit from expanded involvement in university
affairs. However, with the current structure for Involving Students in
institutional government, SCA exercises total control over recommending
students for university-wide committee assignments. Although it cannot
be said truthfully that this process restricts participation on committees
--to students either in or very close to the affairs of SCA, it is neverthe-
less a'Vair criticism of the structure to say that other avenues to
committee ser ice should be made available.

Ph sical Reso rces: Realization of this objective is unlikely to have much
impact on phy ical resources. However, if students are given more power in
institutional governMint, they might exercise greater influence over capital
improvements projects and priorities.

Special Activities: No impact is seen in this sector unless students in
extension programs are given more voice in the timing, costs, etc. of
these programs.

Research: This objective is unlikely to have much impact on research
activities. HoWever, the admiqstration might undertake a survey of methods
other thah tudent government,for channeling students into university
government.

25 j
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Student Development Services VI: Student Affairs will involve sZents in

carrying out an effective judiciary system for the student body.

Impact upon iiistitutional Sectors:

Admtnistration: Decentralization will create increased administrative
responkbility Col- guidance and supervision, training and paperwork as
the various courts are developed and coordinated.

Educational' Program: SNtching roles of public defender and prosecutor is

educationally sound. There will be some educational effect in that more

students will be included in the process. Speeding up judicial procedures

should get students back into the educational process, relieved of anxiety,

sooner.

"financial Resources: No great strain, though the increase in training and

paperwork will add some expense. If courtroom space is needed, income from

dorm rooms would be lost.

Faculty: As some would probably be involved in training, there would be

. some increased demand on faculty time with little incentive.

Students: Spoedier trials would have a salutary effect on students.
Involvement in the process would also be beneficial. Decentralization

would benefit those students now laboring under a heavy case load.

Phys4caI.Resources: At some point, courtroom space might have to be set
asDde in the dorms, but, for now, there seems to be no space problem.

Special Activities: impact upon this sector.

Research: No impact upon research activities. However, research should be
done to determine student satisfaction with the new system and, perhaps,
4 check to see if speedier trials and wider student involvement reduces the
number of offenses and the recidivism rate.



Student Development Services VII: ASU will strive to maintain its policy of

making aid available to academically and/or financially deserving students.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Additional staff for the Financial Aid Office and additional

paperwork will be required. The Financial Aid Office will delite more time
to responding to indteased student need for financial aid and counseling.

Educational Program: No direct impact foreseen. However, students provided

with better financial aid and counseling ma; perform better in class. An

expanded scholarship program should bring more academically talented

tudents to the university.
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[inancial Resourees: Inflation will have negative impact on amount of

money available for financial aid and personnel.-

Faculty: A faculty better informed about financial aid ouortunities will
be better prepared to advise students. Some might be willing to assist

Financial Aid Office and ASU Foundation in developing new sources of
scholarship mongy if directed towards students in their departments.

Students: With sufficient financial aid, some students would nor, be obliged
to work and slYould derive more benefit from their academic work. The

addition of financial counseling should benefit all.students willing to
avail themselves of this service:

Physical Resources: No direct impact is foreseen.

Special Activities: No direct impact, unless these services are extended

to nonresident students.
-

Research: No direct impact on research activities. However, research into

the changing needs of students and into the sources of scholarship and other
aid should be increased.

I.
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Student Development Services VIII: University housing facilities will be operated

more efficiently and in a manner which enhances and contributes to the learning

program and to the general development of the student.
-

Impact upon Insti,tutional Sectors:
.i.,?

Administration: Implementation of this objective will require the

cooperation of Business Affairs and Student Affairs in the projected

reorganization. Further staff will also be requir*.

-.
..,

,
Educational, Program: Housing facilities that provide for the enhancement

of the learning program and geperal development of the student will

definitely have a positive impact on the educational grogram.

Financial Resources: The new personnel required for achievement of this

objective will place further demands on the budget. The financial resources

of the university will also have to be channeled into the conservation of

energy and efficient energy use in the residence halls, as well as into

the environmental improvement program for residence halls. .

Faculty: If housing facilities encourage learning and student development,
faculty benefits will be seen in the form of better prepated, more informed

students.

Students: Housing facilities that operated efficiently and allow for an
atmosphere conducive to student learning and development will be beneficial

to students.

Physical Resources: Housing facilities that are energy efficient and supply
students with environments conducive to study will require improvements in
existing buildings, such as provision of specific study areas and sound-

proofing bedroom areas. The cooperation of the physical plant will be

required. '

Special Activities: No impact on Special Activities sector.

Research: No direct impact on research activ-ities.

J
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Student Development Services IX: Studcnts at ASU will b provided with

better health services.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Implementation of this objective will require additional

staff and additional staff time.

Educational Program: No direct impact, except insofar as healthier students

are a result of improved health.services. Health services personnel might
work with proper adademic departments (e.g., HPER) to ensure dissemination
of preventive, environmental, and safety health information through workshops
or possibly through new courses.

Financial Resources: Adequate budgetary planning will be required to cover
the cost of "better" or "expanded" or "more diversified" health care ser
vices. Provision of such services might necessitate higher student fees.

Faculty: If faculty and staff are able to take advantage of increased
services, especially in the community health area, at less personal cost,
they would benefit. They should also be able to conduct their classes
more efficiently since student absenteeism for health reasons should be
lessened.

4udents: Students can only benefit from better health services.

Physical Resources: Preventive health programs that emphasize positive
environmental and safety factors in all aspects of life might induce
studefits to respect more highly our physiCal resources.

Special Activtties: No impact, unless services are extended to non
resident students.

Research: No direct impact on research activities. However, new programs
in environmental health and safety may require research into new needs of
students and into comparable activities in other communities.

f,
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Student Deelopment Services X: The university will offer a kampus retreatimn

program, both structured and unstructured, whicb meets students' needs.

Impatt upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The provision of a campus recreation program which mee s
students needs will requir4 more time and energy from the administration
in order to develop and implement these programs. Achievement of 7...he

objective also will require administrative reorganization.

Educational Program: An expanded recreational program will strengthen
the physical education/recreation aspect of ASU's educational program.

Financial Resources: The establishment of an enlarged recreational progr-
will require continuing outlays of capital. Such variables as energy use.
personnel requirements, and equipment will have to be considered. The

constru.ction of an indoor complex will require both state funding and
increased student fees.

Faculty: A campus ,recreation program that meets the needs of studcnts
would not have a great impact upon faculty unless it was extended tG
provide for faculty recreatiOnal needs and to encourage greater faculty
involvement in campus recreation activities.

Students: In order to be well-rounded, students need more than academics.
Recreation is another area in whtch students can excel and develop. Students
would benefit especially from a recreational faciLity primarily for studeh:
use, but they woyld have to pay for it in the form of highen student fees.

Physical Resources: lPhysical resources would have to be expanded to meet
an enlarged recreational program. A recreational facility would require
space on campus, possibly displacing a playing field, parking space, or
green area. Relocation of displaced functions might have negative environ-
mental impacts.

Special Activities: No im act, unless extension students were included or
regional services of a r re.'ational nature were provided. The objective
does not indicate such an intention.

Research: ,No impact on research activities.
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Student Development Services XI: The university will provide a varsity sports

`Orogram, facilities, and staff which conform to guidelines and regula,' is of

the Southern Athletic Conference, the National CoUlegiate Athletic Asso iation,

and the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women and which is con-

sistent with the purpose of the university.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: While continping their support fbr int-cfrcollegiate athletics,

administratdrs will also have to ensure ASU's compliance with NCAA and AIAW

guidblines, as well as fpderal and state regulAtions prohibiting discrim-

ination against women's athletic programa. lii addition, administrators will

have to redefine and reasses financial priorities in athletics, so that a

more-equitable distribution of funds among all sports is provided for.

Educational Program: No direct impact upon educational progrpm is foreseen.

However, drastic curtailment of major varsity sports might affect enrollments.

Financial Resources: Given the enormous expenses involved, varsity sports

will have to.become increasingly self-supporting, thus elimtnating the need

for athletic programs to compete with academic programs for diminishing

1 state dollars. In a decade sure to be marked by cutbacks in funds and
4

budgetary constraints, serious consideration will have to be given t.9

de-emphasizing costly, 'high overhead varsity sports (e.g., footberrrand

reemphasizing cheaper, low overhead varsity sports (e.g., soccer). Alumni

financial support might be affected by de-emphasis of major varsity sports.

Faculty.: No direct impact upun faculty. However, by means of coi.mittees

and elected representatives in the Faculty Senate, faLulty members will
become increasingly more vocal and more directly involved in making those

decisions which affect the varsity athletic program at ASU, particularly
when those decisions involve the allocation of funds.

Students: Student athletes will benefit from more concerted efforts (e.g.,
improved tutoring programs, better communication between coaches and teachers)

to help them achieve their primary objective, Chat of completing their educa-

tion. Students involved in varsity sports as participants or spectators would
be disappointed if financial cons:..raints caused their sport to be cut in size

or eliminated from the varsity program. SoMe (especially the athletes) might

transfer to another pniversity. Other students might enjoy the resulting

added emphasis on club or intramural sports.

Physical Resources: No need for expansion of physical facilities to support

the varsity athletics program is foreseen.
4

Special Activities: No impact on Special Activities sector is foresee;1.

Research: No direct impact upon re4prch activities. However, extensive
information.relating to the status of varsity sports programs throughoul

the Lountry should be collected and ,carefully studied by an appropriate

university agency or committee. ASU cannot afford to make tHe kinds of

financial mistakes (inflated budgets, misplace priorities) which have
crippled institutions elsewhere in the United States.

a
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Institutional PHYSICAL RESOURCES

Physical Resources I: Tke unive'rsity will make a commitment to the developlment

ot a comprehensive phased plan addressing campus bea ification, sound land use

planning, maintenance, energy use eff.iciency, and a cessibility.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

AdMinistration: The retentio of a design group w uld be the direct respon-
sibility of the administr I , as would all the plications of implementing

such a program: finding the inanLing for the desi n group, setting up commit-
tees of faculty and staff to work with the design roUp, and coordinating the,

resulting plan with ongoing plans of other uniyersit ncerns, such as an
Office of Energy Systems Management or Long-Rarige Plannin This will take
time and money which could be used elsewhere by the adminis ration. Even

when a developed plan is formed, there is nc guarantee t it will be followed.
Also, future unexpected developments could cause the whole expensive plan to
become obsolete. But without 'such a plan, followed to the best of the admin-
istration's ability, the unniersity will grow.baphazardly.

Educational Pro ram: The impact of this objective on the educational prograM
would for the most part be an indirect one, in that an improved campus would

an.environment conducive,to efficient study. Those educational pp-
grams whose subject areas might encompass the development of this objective
(botany, geography, etc.) could involve their students in it.

\,a

Financial Resources: It is to be hoped that the use of experts (design group)
would result In a comprehensive campus plan that could achieve some savings
(or at least avoid unnecessary expense). However expenses for campus beauti-
fication and maintenance will be ongoing. Certainly the financial resources
available_ will need to be 'a large factor to be considered in developing plans.

Faculty: An attractive,efficient, and accessible campus could help somewhat
to attract and retain outstanding faculty. Some members of the,faculty who
have expertise in appropriate areas can work with the design group in develop-
ment of the comprehensive plan.

4
Students: Students will be the greatest beneficiaries of the development of
the campus into a model physical setting and a comprehensive learning resource.
They .(and the faculty) would appreciate planning for accessibility and'main-
tenance of the campus for the winter season -- specifically, elimination of
steeply sloping walks and icy buildu on walks and steps.

Physical Resources: Since the objective is concerned entirely with the
physical resources of the university, specifically the physical campus, its
impact,is greatest upon this igseitutional sector.

Special Activities: A well planned and designed physical environment may
serve as a conducive setting for various special events.

Research: An improved physical setting would have very little di,Eect impaCt
on research activities at the university,. Howevdr, Tesearch should be an
important part'in developing a comprehensive campus beautifiCation,, main-
tenance, and energy use efficidntly plan.
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Physical Resources IL: The university will institute a more efficient main

tenance program for the physical,plant through incorporation of new techniques

and the development of a maintenance staff adequate to meet the needs of the

physical plant.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The administration will have to be wil1ing to support

such an improved program for the physical plant.

Educational Prugram: The educational program would be irrIaL .ed if such

changes were to be instituted in the physical plant:- Mot r-ficient
maintenance programs,would ensure a more positive student/..aLulty attitude

toward the learning process,

Financial Resources: Such a program could involve a great deal of iniiial

,expense. However, the existing money that is available for the, administration
of the physical plant plus the money that might be saved from the more effi
cient activities of the staff should be adequate to finance part of the

program.

Faculty: The faculty would benefit from an improved maintenance staff.

Students: The greatest benefits to the students would result from the
improved maintenance of physical facilities.

Physical Resources: If a more efficient maintenance program were instituted,
these "new techniques" and "adequate staff", might Lost more. On the other

hand, if it were a truly more efficient system, we might save money in the

long run.

Spc!cial Activities: No impact noted.

Research: No impact noted.
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Physical Resources III: The university will establish itself as a leader in

controlled energy use and develop a model demonstration campus for alternative

energy sources.

Impact upon Institutional SectoTs:

Administ,ration: Administrators must mediate successfully between cost
effectiveness and human needs to make the cont.rolled energy use plan and

the model campus truly workable. Administrators must perceive the full

time coordinator as the person in charge, and consequently many will go
back to old habits and won't be as sensitive to the ongoing and Lhanging

problems related to energy use.

Educational Program: Humanely administered, a controlled.and forward
looking energy policy offers enormous potential for educating students about

a lifestyle. Growing energy costs, even within a controlled energy plan,
will necessitate serious questions about some programs and may affect
educational quality in more subtle and fundamental ways: colder and darker

working and living areas.

Financial Resources: A plan of controlled energy us* and model campus

will pay clear financial dividends. Energy, howeve, will never:be cheap
again: -energy costs wiAl continue to grow and the pressure on the overall

budget will be enormous. How growing energy costs are managed within less

rapidly growing budgets is critical.

Faculty: Men and women of good will jump at the chance to work in such an

enlightened environment. Despite recognizing that a plan to control energy
use and experimentation with alternate energy sources are necessary, faculty
will grouse about the inequities within the system (e.g., Secondary Education
will have full budgetary support for its supervisors, while Anthropology's
travel budget is giitted).

Students: Students will come because of the plan and because of the model:
to learn, to absuib, to be part of a more energyefficient future. Students

will leave, or will never come, because of the constraints of the plan and
the model's experimental inadequacies. These students will seek energy ex
travagance in the name of economy by living at home and attending a nearby
college.

Physical Resources: The university will be using available resources in
the most efficient fashion while setting a practical and ethical tone Lor
a whole region. Despite the best efforts of reasonable people, unforeseen
changes of even minor dimensions can wreck plans of an institution so
vulnerable in both location and climate.

S ecial Activities: A flurry of workshops and demonstrations of our grand
design will trumpet our leadership to the rcgion and will attract nontradi
tional students. Ironically, this kind of public relations extravaganza will
be among the first programs cut as the cold equations take hold.

Research: Good will come from a working and workable controlled energy use
plan and from the findings of an experiment in alternative energy sources.
The growth and results of the research efforts in this area and the growth
and prosperity of the support staffs such efforts breed may be good indices
as to how Appalachian is coping with its energy problems.
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Physical Resources IV: Appalachian State University will improve its communication

facilities.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The most importaat aspects of the impact of this objective
on the administration will be the determination of who will be responsible

for these facilities. One office or department should be designated to
direct communication facilities or problems will ensue if several people
have scattered responsibilities in this matter.

Educational Program: The educational program would certainly benefit from
an improved communication system. Possible negative impacts might be
avoided with the institution of in-service instruction concerning equip-
ment use and the development of a public relations program concerning the
advantages of such a system.

Financial Resources: Even though such a system will be expensive and may
never result in any substantial monetary savings for ASU, improved facilities
may free us from the commercial market, enabling us to produce high quality
programs_ af _aur_own.

fAcultx: Improved communication facilities could result in very positive
impacts on ASU faculty. Care should be taken that no particular departments
are slighted or use of such facilities may result in morale problems.

Students: Students would also benefit greatly from an improved communication .

system. Programs such as internships for communication and media students
might result from such a system.

Physical Resources: Maintenance of an improved communications system would
be an added responsibility for the physical resources sector or the university.
Housing of such facilities will also impact this sector.

Special Activities: Field-based instruction will benefit from the potential
for broadcast to the region.

Research: The communication and media departments would certainly benefit
from a new communication system. Other departments would also find their
research activities facilitated.
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Physical Resources V: The university will mount a consciuntious Lampargn to
acquire the Dougherty family house and property and develop a plan to use
the house as an alumni/information center or as a museum/gallery.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The ASU Foundation would be totally responsible for the
operation; therefore, no direct or indirect impact upon the administration
of ASU is foreseen by using the Dougherty house as alumni/information
center. The Dougherty house would be inadequate as a museum/gallery.

Educational Program: The only educational function would be in p.romotion
of ASU,by the Alumni Affairs Office ancl through information presented to
visitors.

Financial Resources: There should be lo change in financial resources that
would impact the university other tha the purchase of the property, the
refurbishing of facilities, and the onstruction of a parking lot.

FacultY: The use of the Dougherty house as alumni/information center would-
not Oquire any additional faculty. .

Stmlents: Prospecti'Ve students would be the beneficiaries by and large.
Ayumni would also benefit by the addition of this propertY.

/Physical Resources: 'Such a physical resource would lend support to the
promotion of ASU. The largest burden would fall on the physical plant in

/ maintaining such a facility.

Special Activities: This facility would be appropriate for various alumni
and university-related projects. its location and accessibility favorably
enhance its potential. The Dougherty house is a landMark of the university
and should receive special attention.

Research: The value here is one of providing a facility in which in-lipuse
research can be conducted, e.g., watching for trends among our graduates.
However, such research can readily be accomplished in existing facilities.

1
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Physical Resources VI: The university will identify desirable tracts oi property

and develop a plan for acquiring those parcels deemed appropriate for use as re-
creation areas, open spaces, or potential building sites.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Impact would be felt by the administration in terms of
acWitional manpower required to process the acquisitions. Some negative
impacts might.be involved in any administrative emphasis on the "land
acquiring business."

Educational Program: The aesthetic as well as the academic asPects of the
educational program could be positively influenced by the identification and
acquisition of building sites. The expansion of classroom space and research
facilities would certainly enhance the educational program.

Financial Resources: The eventual acquisition of tracts of property Would
require additional financial resources. The over-extension of funds should

be kept in view, and steps should be taken to guard against such over-extension.

Faculty: New classrooth and research id( recreation areas, and Open

space would have a positive impact on th!:"Npality of instruction at ASU.

Students: Students would obviously benefit in a verly *positive way from the

acquisition of recreation areas and open space, as well as new classroom
space. One potentially negative impact on students would be the possible
divisions of space resulting in "old and new" campuses, making transportation
a problem.

Physical Resources: The campus environment could also benefit very positively
from the acquisition of land. Careful planning should be instituted to prevent
the possible negative impact of a campus which is not aesthetically pleasing
or environmentally sound.

Special Activities: Land and building acquisitions off cat pus, similar to the
New York and Washington houses, will certainly have.a pus Vt. ive impat on ASU's

special activities.
,

Research: New research facilities to be built as a result of d plan could

impact this sector in a positive way.
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Physical Resources VII: Program demands, as reflectedin long-range planning
projections, will given Prime emphasis in setting capital expansion prior-

ities.

Impact upon 1n iM1tional Sectors:

Administration% The administration must be prepared to support systematic
and continuous long-range planning activities involving coordination among
Long-Range Planning, Business Affairs, and Academic Affairs.

Educational Program: Completion of this objective will benefit the educational
program in that the educational program will be served by adequate facilities,
thus helping to ensure a positive attitude toward the learning process.

Financial Resources: This objective serves to clarify and to urge zhat the
prioritization of financial resource expenditures be coirelated with the
prioritization of program demands. If this objective is fulfilled, it will
,help to maximize the efficiency of expenditures to make certain that growing
programs have adequate facilities rather than using money for programs that
have stabilized or which have declining student enrollment.

Faculty: The morale of faculty in expanding programs for whom good facilities
are provided will be high. However, if facilities are allowed to deteriorate
in stable or declining programs, faculty morale will deteriorate.

Students: Students will benefit from this objective by having adequate
facilities in which to learn, thus helping to create a positive learning
environment. Adequate facilities are very conducive to a positive student ^

attitude about learning.

Physical Resources: This objective Would serve to maximize the efficiency
of future expansion projects. Inasmuch as the physical environment is an
important factor in the learning proces, we must seek: 1) to maintain and
to improve the physical environs of all expanding programs, and 2) to maintain
and improve the environs of all stabilized programs on campus.

Special Activities: The facilities for Special Activities will be expanded
if there is evidence of increased demand. Facilities for activities regarded
as "frills" will have low priorities.

Research: Those research activities requiring special facilities will
benefit if in an area of growing program demands. However, if a special
facility has been needed in the past and there is not a growing program
demand in that area, the need will persist.

V.

0
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Physical iesources VIII: Increased importance will be placed upon transpuration
resources in 'future program planning.

Comment: This objective should be rewritten to reflect some policy directions
rather than an attitude one would hope already exists. As written, it dis
courages any real thinking about consequences and results.

Imilact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Administrators will communicate to the new office cuurdinating
university travel a clear set of priorities based on informed administrative
goals and welldefined university needs. 'Or a new and ineffective bureaucracy
will nullify any gains made through the efficiency of new equipment.

%

Educational Program: More emphasis will be placed on developing edUcational
possibilities orl campus (see plans about-campus development). The programs
must dependent on travel must face severe,cuts or terminatipp or the retention
uf such courses and programs at present levels must presage cuts in other areas.
(academic?).

Financial Resources: As noted in "Administration," to get the most out of
limited or shrinking resources, priorities in funding transportation must be
reflected in both policy and prpctical decisions. New organizational charts
and better machines do not guarantee better management. In harder times, a
dependence on a system for its own sake is the greatest danger, followed closely
by a reflexive clinging to all the travel presently supported.

Faculty: Faculty will find more ways to use th educAtional resources avail
able on campus: ETV and videotaped programs may7 be more important than ever
before to augment inclass efforts. Faculty will resent strictures on travel
for professional reasons and that travel to offcampu., courses is now part of

,

their regular teaching load.

Students: Students will appreciate the efforts to enrich campbs lae and
will decry the loss of attractive fringes like the Appalachian House, the
Loft, and International Studies travel, or at least the curtailment of some
of these.

Physical Resources: The largest benefit will be the shift away from the
offcampus orientation of some faculty and students toward a realization of
the potential of our campus, its halls, and museums.

Special Activities: As already noted above, this is a key area to consider
when one speaks of transportatioh management over thc next 20 years. Reasonab.le

standards applied to the value of programs and activities must have a beneficial
effect. .

Research: Some forms of reseatch will prosper despite the growing cost of
and tonsequent strictures on travel. Some research will clearly suffer from
a lack of university support: geology, anthropology, in face many of the
physical sciences.

2, o
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4

Physical Resources IX: The university will improve its recreational facilities.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: If recreational facilities are built and expanded, more time
and personnel will have to be devoted 0 such facilities and the activities
taking place in them.

Educational Program: If the intended facilities are to be used solely for
recreational activities, there will be no direct impact on the educational
program.

Financial Resources: Reconversion of parking areas, con.cruLtion of indoor
faLilities, and the provision of separate facilities for iemales where mandated
or advised would require that suitable appropriations be made and would probably
require incrdased student fees.

Faculty: Presumably, faculty as well as staff would have access to these
facilities and hence would benefit by these improvements. However, they
might resent being charged a fee for their use (as suggested in.$tage Nine
report).

Students: These facilities would chiefly benefit students, especially if
more students stayed on campus during weekends. If students are hired to
supervise and implement recreational activities, they would benefit from
increased income and,experience. Student fees would presumably be increased
to cover increased costs.

Physical Resources: If the facilities in question are carefully designed;
they might enhance the appearance of the campus and respect its topographical
features. If not carefully Aesigned, however, they c uld have a negative
impact upon the campus environment.

Special Activities: No direct impact upon Special Activities,sector.

Research: No impact upon research activities.

\J
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in;.tituLional Sector: SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Special Activities I: The university will seek to provide a broad range of

continuing education services to the people of the region and state in a manner
chatdis academically sound and is consistent with the role and purpose of a

university.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The impact, upon administration depends upon the work load
generated for the Community Services section in fulfilling the stated goals,
particularly wich regard to the extent tof which field supervisors'are needed
to assess "the educational needs of the region," a rather openended assign
ment. In relation to 9ther goals, the administrative machinery appears
already to be in place.

Educational Program: Public perception of quality would certainly reflect
either positively or negatively on the university as a whole. Therefore,
the "academic soundness" referred to in this objective is of the utmost
importance in achieving a positive rather than negative impact in this area.

ll'

A possible negative impact, partic larly since one specified goal is to
utilize the "best qualified Eacul e y" for offcampu courses, is that either
these persons would be forced to reduce their total input to oncampus students
or tc spread themselves too thin to be maximally effective in either offcampus
or oncampus courses. As resources are shifted to continuing education and
possibly away from traditional academic departments, the perception of the

academi,: departments may be negative. In terms of the total educational pro
gram of the university, however, the impact sliould be positive.

Financial Resources: Since the stated goal is to orient these programs
"toward academic and educational excellence rather than financial return,"
'Alt: possibbe negative impact on financial resources is selfevident. In the
lung run, however, a sound academic program would probably have a positive
-impact in basic support for the university from many sources -- enhanced
student enrollment, donations from university alumni., etc.

Fa_ulty: The fimpact here is direct and positive. An additional source of
income will have been provided to faculty, and there will be more exposure of
the faculty involved to the concerns of people already in the "world of work,"
adding impetus to structure their regular courses to prepare students for
that "world."

Students: Continuing education courst of all varieties undoubtedly provide
positive impacts on the additional students reachd by these programs. The
summer courses, of course, give'regular students a direct opportunity tU
optimize their educational "time frame."

Physical Resources: Positivel9e, greater use is made of fixed physical plant
and-other resourus. Negatively, energy for heating, air conditioning, and
1,ghting, as well as maintenance and cleaning costs, are increased somewhat,
but certainly not significantly.

Special Activities: Special activities stand to be the major beneficiaries
of this objective.
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Research:. The exposure to a different student population could positively
impact ori both ideas and resources for research projects on the part of

faculty involved in empirical research in various fields. ln hddition,

anacademically sound program would attract faculty who are interested in
research.

Special Ac.tivities II: The university will provide academically sound continuing
education services to the people of the region and state in a manner that is
as efficient and possible -- administratively, fiscall), and otherwise.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Satellite teaching centers, one.of the goals listed in
conjunction with this objective, would certainly require more administrative
personnel. This would be positive or negative depending un whether yuur out-
look was that of a potential administrator or a taxpayer.

Educational Prograw: No additional impact over and above that outlined
in the discussion of Special Activities I.

Financial Resources: The objective is to make continuing education as
"fiscally efficient as possible." How could such an effort affect this
sector in anything but a positive way?

ElculLy: If moves toward efficiency are too stringent, theu may be
detrimental effects on the ability of the faculty to do its'job.' In

fact, if this objective were interpreted to imply that low faculty salar,ies
for continuing education courses were desirable, thc impa,t could be negatfve
in that "the best qualified" faculty would not be attracted to the program.
A stated goal, however, is to raise faculty salaries, "to levels commensurate
with the instructional demands of extension."

Students: The impact on students can be inferred from the above comments.

Physical Resources: Attempts to operate the physical plant more efficiently
by skimping on maintenance costs could eventually result in its deterioratiom
On the other-hand, the use of physical resources in various communities could
broaden the physical base and create a greater overall efficiency in the us.e

of ph:ysical resources.

Special Activities: Special activities stand to be the major beneficiaries
of this objective.

Research: If efficient use of resot-ces works Co free faculty time
(and other resources such as money, facilities, etc.), there may be
more opportunity for research.
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Special Activities III: The university will provide throughout the entire
year a broad spectrum of dUltural activities reflecting the region, the
"nation, and the world.

1

Impact.upon 'institutional Sectors:

Administration: Cultural activities, international and regional, tend
to.move administrators from particular to more universal perspectives.
Increased summer programs, however, will call ftr more administrative
supervision which Will call for realignment of personnel.

Educational Program: * Since educational programs will move, toward a
more comprehensive awarenessl a loss of "tunnel v.ision" might be expected
with consecluent positive mplifications to regular curricular offerings.
if the educational program in total is to be a broad one,'wide cultural
offerings are essential.

Financial Resources: Since financial resources must be ex:,anded to meet
an increase in cultural activities, resistance must be eXpected; however,
positive steps should be taken to increase sources of financi'al support.
Selfsupporting programs would lessen the drain on exist;ing financlal
resources. Wide publicity of cultunal events would undoubtedly enhance
the opportunity for this.

Faculty: Faculty will experience both an enlargement ot their perspectives
and increased social awareness from such cultural activities. Also, the
ability to recruit a highly qualifiet faculty would be vastly enhanced
through the knowledge that a wide variety of cultural events would bes
available.

Students: Growth in academic breadth and social awarerness on the part of
students could be antkcipated. Negatively, students may perceive that they
are having to help pay f r events they prefer not to participate in (through
student fees), but only f the amount of cultural offerings becomes eXcessive.

Physical Resources.: Increased uie of physical resources should be expected
and encouraged, even lo the pciint of overuse.

Special Activities: Since this sector of the university shodld expect an
increase in its projects in conjunction with cultural activities, intimate
participation will beneEit both parties.

Research: International experiences correlated with regional experience
tend to stimulate research in a positive way. Also, cultural activities "
serve to bring people together who are already (but perhaps unknowingly)
involved in the same areas of research interests. Some cultural programs
present an opportunity for the dissemination of research findings in a
direct way.
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Special Activities IV: The university will provide adequate facilities for the

performing arts and other culturaj activities.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: The establishment of a gallery and riluseum is sorely

needed by ASU. The establishment of such a facility would necessitate
the creation of an administration position (i.e., museum director and
assistant) with staff members to operate it year round.

Educational Program: The establishment of a gallery/museum has unlimited
educational potential for the students of ASU, the community, the offering
of children's art programs, and the enlightenment of the cultural hcritage

of this region for visitors to the university. This facility would serve

to improve the aesthetic literacy of our students.

Financial Resources: The majority of the financial, support should come
from the state, with the ASU Foundation and federal monies making up the

deficit.

Faculty: The research possibilities alone merit such a complex. The

faculty could also be called upon to lend their expertise when necessitited

by a select group. The faculty should upon s'uch occasion be remunerated

for such services.

Students: The student body of ASU Would be the biggest beneficiari of

.
such a complex. The community and visitoes to our community would a

benefit.

Physical Resources: The correction of iridequacies of Farthing Auditorium

should be accomplished. The addition of a galler museum sho be the #1

priority of.ASU. Farthing Audi4orium is inadequ te for the displa and

storage of art and other museumtype collections. We are nable to ing

major shows owing to protection problems. The cons lom of a theater'

'should be undertaken to enhancepand complement the gallery/museum.

Special Actiyities: The construction of a theater and gallery/museum yould
enable ASU to present pducationdl experiences that. at P'resent cannot be

provided. This would result in an atmosphere of enhanced communications
between the local commudity and the student body. Major productions and
shows that ASU cannot now bring on campus would be available.

Re.search: Provision of these facilities wOuld enhance oPportunities for
researchtype activities in the fine arts.

'\\
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Special Activities V: The university will seek to provide facilities, financial

assistance, and other.opportunities for students and faculty to engage in

international studies.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: To achieve this goal, the administration, including deans

and vice chancellors, would have to be ,committed to the importance of

international contact and make provision for the administrative, academdc,

and fiiihncial arrangements necessary for its realization.

Educational Program: It is:possible that new programs would have to be

established; however, a morg immediate concern would oe more flexible

-requirements in current programs which would embraCe international studies.

Foreign language studies would have to be strengthened.
9

Financial Resources: The implementation of this goal implies a considerable

outlaY of money. Financial commitments must be made for the establishment

of foreign centers, for faculty, staff, and for travel.

Faculty: Some facultS, would be.needed to teaCh at foreign centers.

.Replacements would have 0 be provided. In.some casds faculty would

need to become fluent ia foreign languages. Opportunities for foreign

exchange would be helpful. Most faculty welcome the opportunity for

international experiences,.and the faculty in general would benefit from

the program.

Students: The student would benefit tremendously from international .

contact. Cultural differences could be examined in a practical way.
Unless financial assistence could be provided, an added expenditure on

the part ot the student might be expected. Student exchange would result

in increased foreign language requirements.

Physical Resources: Foreign cpnters of study would have to be provided.-

Housing and activities for foreign students on our campus would be necessary.

Foreign language labs would need expansion.

Special Activities: .Evéry advantage of foreign study will have to be

explored: the economic, political, cultural, 'and aesthetic aspects of

life. Continuing Education programs and regional Service activities would

be enhanced if included in the efforts to expand international studies.

Resei.rch: Relevant research would be necessary forothe understanding of *

ethnic uniqueness. Expanded research in foreign countries would be desirable

for a more complete integration.

27,,
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Special ACtvities VI: The university will seek to integrate the facilities
,of the Center for Continuing Education into the life of the university at

large.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Both the university administration in gerkeral and the
CCE administration in particular will experience positive results as the 4
fundamental goals of this objective are realized. The goals deaLing with
a "sliding fee schedule" for the center' and the acquisition of the Daniel,-
Boone Hotel, however, would vesent severe problems. A "sliding,fee
schedule" particularly would invite abuse and resentment.

Educational Program: The enhan ept of bilateral working relations tietween,

the centgr and the other parts of the university will have very positive
effects upon educational proirams, especiaIly in view of anticipated chat-vs
in student population and ftofilesl

Financial Resources: No negative impact would result from the realization
of this objectiVe, provided the goal of seeking additional funding Us
retAined.

Faculty: The faculty_will benefit directly through increased Use of the
,enter's facilities, but even' more through greater opportunities to serve
the nontraditional studsnt population.

Studen)s: All students, both traditional and itraditional, should

x.

Physical Resources: This object will increase the effective and
efficient use of physical reso rces. No negative impact is foreseen.

Special_Acti;,thes: The relationship betweed t'he center and other offices
involved.in "special activities" is very favOrable. This objective should
not diminish Ehe quality or effect of chose relationships, but rather
should further define and strengthen them.

Research: The continuing opportunities for professional contact with
colleagues from throughout the wide geographical, areas served by the
center and its sponsored activities obviously prIoduce an atmosphere
more conducive.to the 5upport) the disseminat,ionl. and the fact of

, significant research.,

2
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Special Activities VII: The university will continue to provide an environ-

ment which is open and conducive to special projects which are of service to

the people of the region, state, and nation.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Since the language of this statement is given as a

."continuing" objective, and since adequate administrative machinery

already exists to support the specified goals, no negative impact

can be predicted.

Educational Program: This objective will have a positive effect upon

the overall educational program, especially insofar as resources now

concentrated on "traditional" programs will be shared with "non-

traditional" programs.

Financial Resources: Many of the special activities are funded from

extraordinary sources, including receipts, and therefore place no drain

on financial support for traditional programs. It is anticipated that

this will contilUe to be the case.

Faculty: If the faculty moves toward demanding "extra pay for extra

work," it will become necessary to include specifications of non-

traditional and "service" responsibilities in both general guidelines

and individual contracts governing employment.

Students: Students, particularly the "nontraditional," will benefit

from this objective. There should be no negative effect upon students

(r studert-otiented programs.
i

I

Physical Resources: Many of the "special activjties" cal:, and do,

share physical facilities with other university functions. In other

cases, of course, the cost of a commitment to regiclal service will

continue to place extra demands upon physical resources.

Special Activities: Special activities stand r.o be a major beneficiary

of this objective.

Research: Research opportunities should be enhanced by special projects

designed to provide area-wide services.

270
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Institutional Sector: GRADUATE PROGRAM

Graduate Program I: ASU will strive to maintain graduate enrollment at, or

above,,current levels.

Imliact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: No impact on the university administration with the

exception of the Graduate School. More time, effort, and money wil4 be

needed to direct or coordinate recruitment activities with the various

departments offering graduate programs and Community Services as they

develop more nontraditionaland offcampus programs. However, owing to

funding cutbacks, recruitment might suffer.

Educational Program: New and innovative practical graduate programs will

be developed and some existing programs modified. Scheduled class times

will be modified to meet the changing character and nature of students.

Increased enrollment would be beneficial to most programs, especially if

apparent in programs in danger of becoming underenrolled.

Financial Resources: Inflationary trends will continue with close scrutiny

over budget items such as public relations, recruitment efforts, travel.

Students will have fewer dollars for tuition, fees, and other costs of

pursuing graduate training. Grant proposals to support graduate training

and hiring of faculty will increase, but grants awards will be limited.

Graduate School will hAve to compete with other sectors for extra funding

associated, with implemc-,.ation of this objective.

Faculty: To maintain current enrollment levels will not require additional

staff. In some departments increases can be handled by current levels of

staffing. Those departments with increased enrollment over staff levels

will of necessity need additions to faculty. Currently it does not mean

anything to be a member of the graduate faculty. Without incentives to

continue handling graduate programs, there may be a reluctance on the part

of faculty to assume the responsibilities.

Students: One danger is that ASU may lower admis.sions standards to meet

enrollment goals. Students will be older in terms of year, and real life

experiences. Students will probably not enroll at ASU unless greater

attention is paid to their needs such as housing, parttime and fulltime

employment opportunities for themselves or spouses if married and with a

young famijy. Students will benefit from increased stipends and placement

services oriented toward graduate students.

Physical Resources: Offcampus programs will need more space for their

program olferings. On campus, there is already a need for better use and

coordination of seminar rooms. If correspondence type courses or other

personalized instruction courses are increased, the facilities for storage,

mailing, and support staff will have to be found or built.

Special Activities: Community Services will be affected by any increase

in enrollment in continuing education programs.
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Research: Expanded or modified programs will require greater emphasis on

research by the student and/or the faculty. Thesisoriented graduate

programs will be impacted, as will the library. The type of research

undertaken may be more applicable to practical considerations than is

presently the case.

Graduate Program II: The Graduate School will increase its flexibility in

order to adjust to changing academic, student, and constituent needs.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: No impact of any consequence.

Educational Program: Programs offered in various departments would change,

expand, or contract in response to perceived changing academic, student,

and constituent needs. Departments experiencing growth would be supportive

of the process; departments experiencing decline and consequent cutbacks

would resist. Need to be alert to danger of curriculum becoming unbalanced

if traditional disciplines are neglected in responding to current needs.

Financial Resources: Some impact is noted in requiring additional resources

either from public funds or private grants to meet staffing, equipment,

postage and mailing costs, research activities, graduate assistantships....

Faculty: Achieving this objective would require gradiiate faculty to

act in concert with the Graduate School as it meets the challenges of

changing student needs/demands and increased enrollment in some areas

and declining enrollment in others.

Students: If the Graduate School is successful in discerning student

needs, the majority would be better served.

Physical Resources: No real impact other than some additional space for

staff needs.

Special Activities: There will be closer coordination between Community

Services and the Graduate School in administering offcampus programs.

Research: Impact will be noted in support for more research activities

of graduate faculty.

2 7
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Graduate Program III: ASU will increase funding for graduate assistantships

and scholarships and for graduate research.

Impact upon Institutional. Sectors:
%

Administration: No impact except the determination of the university

to push for more funds E..iim the state.

Educational Program: With limited funds, a problem of determining which

departments will share in the distribution of funds will surface. But the

quality of those programs supported by increased research activities will

be enhanced.

Financial Resources: Increased funding could be at the expense of some

other activity of the university, student body, or faculty.

Faculty: Faculty would benefit in terms of reduced teaching load for

those directing student research and thesis; allocation of research

assistants; possibly more highly qualified graduate students (see below).

Students: There is no guarantee that quality student applications will

result by the meeting of this objective; however, we could compete for

students with the more prestigious schools. Presumably, some graduate

students would have greater exposure to faculty research activities.

Physical Resources: More assistants rdquire more room; the type of

increase would determine whether more office space or laboratory space

and equipment would be necessary.

Special Activittes: No impact.

Research: If the assistantships and scholarships require or provide

opportunities for research, then more researdi can be undertaken.
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Graduate Program IV: ASU will develop and encourage nontraditional graduate

degree programs. Such degree programs might include:

I. inter-university programs leading to a doctoral degree;

2. increased use of summer workshops;

3. international prc rams making use of satellite telecommunications

systems.

Impact upon Institut &nal Sectors:

Administration: Impact would be to require more administrators, leading

to a negative feeling that there may be too many administrators already.

Educational Program: Programs would suffer, in general, although some

specific areas would be enhanced; on-campiis programs would suffer if

current faculty are required to handle new demanding responsibilities.

Financial Resources: Negative aspects are noted: sugusted programs would

be underfinanced with current and forecast economic indicators. F;nancial

resources would be strained to allow for efficient use of personnel and

equipment needed to implement this objective. Pushing nontraditional

programs without proper modification of traditional programs would threaten

academic excellence.

Faculty: Emotional, attitudinal, ane physical support might be withheld,

thereby lessening the success of nonlraditional programs. Implementation

would also require more interdisciplinary programs with basic questions Of

departmental allegiance and academic "homes" being ra,ised. Questfons re-

lated to standards and accountability will be raised.

Students: Increased benefit Crom summer workshops for students will be one

impact. However, these programs might attract a different kind of graduate

student -- one more opportunistic and perhaps less inclined toward academic

responsibility.

Physical Resources: No major impact except reordering of priorities in

space utilization.

Special Activitieg: The suggested degree programs are currently under

consideration by Community Services and the College of Continuing Education.

If they are to be institutionalized,'then those offices might have to be

restructured to implement them and to coordinate activities wiLll the

Graduate School.

Research: Atr suggested programs are research-oriented br subject to a
research emphasis which entails funding from scarce resources-and support
from a faculty generally unwilling to do more without proper incentives.

27d
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Institutional Sector: RESEARCH

Research I: The university will develop an effective administrative structure

for the advancement of regearch at ASU.

Impact upon Institutional Sectors:

Administration: Unless someone already is in place who can take 'on the

responsibility, there will be a negative reaction by the faculty to an,

increase,beyond current levels of administrators.

Educational Program: No impact unless quantity and quality of research

increased significantly.

s.
Financial Resources: There should be no impact unless the cehter requires

significantly more staff, supplies, equipment, and office space than is

currently devoted to promotion of research.

Faculty: Resentment of hiring more administrators and dismay at money

going for admin strative offices instead of travel and equipment would

be prevalent am ng faculty. Some faculty might feel threatened by

increased emph sis on reseaxch.

Students: No significant impact unless quantity and quality of research

increased significantly,

Physical Resources: No impact of consequence unless significantly

more office space is required.

Special Activities: No impact of consequence.

Research: Quantity and quality of research proposals would increase

owing to obvious administrative support for research.

1

1.
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Research II: The university will elevate the importance of research

activities at ASU.

impact upon institutional Sectors:

AdministratiOn: If Undue e'Mphasis or an unusual amount of PR is 'devoted

o persuading the fhculty to devote.more effort to research than to

teething, the administration can expect suspicion and resentful attitudes

from faculty, especially those faculty members not normally engaged in

research activities.

Educational Program: A greater emphasis in the curriculum on,courses

relating to research as a tool of the academic discipline might result.

Graduate Program will be enhanced by,increased amounts of research by

graduate faculty unless performed at the expense of responsibilities

to students. Departmepts judged "productive" in research would benefit;

departmenps judged "unproductive" and losing graduate programs would

undoubtaly question the evaluation process and/or criteria.

Financial Resources: Faculty in researchoriented programs generally

demand higher salaries or some comparable compensation. The university

might not be prepared to pay the price.

Faculty: Morale problems, ethical considerations, and perhaps legal

problems could result from overemphasis of research! This would be

acute if tied to promotion in rank and salary increases. University

would have to be alert to charges of creating an elite group of research

professors.

Students: The students would be exposed to uptodate or higher quality

instructional materials, to professors actively engaged in research,

and would have opportunity to share in activities as research assistants.

But some students might be shortchanged if too many classes are taught

by teaching assistants in an effort to provide released time for researgli.

Physical Resourcesl No immediate impact.

Special Activities: No direct impact.

Research: Heavy emphasis on research would result in increased research

efforts regardless of quality, need, or contribution to the discipline.



STAGE TWELVE

FEASIBILITY

In Stage Twelve the self-study at last addressed a general question Rat

had been raised by many individuals during previous stages -- can this objective

really be accomplished? Consideration of feasibility was intentionally placed

at the end of the planning process in order 0 encourage,open-mindedness in

the earlier stages. Altheugh it was realized that many of the objectives would

face serious constraints, it was feared that an early recognition of these

inhibiting factors would prevent the committee from even considering desirable

. actions or programs.

The feasibility tests employed in Stage Twelve addressed two separate

categories of potential constraints -- external (nati.pnal or regional) constraints

and intetnal (institutional) constraints. A list of potential constraints was

proposed by the Steering.Committee for each category, and each Stage Twelve

committee was asked to indicate briefly what the effect of each constraint

might be upon the achievement and vitality of a given objective.

Seven potential external constraints were proposed:

1. A less traditional student population as a consequence of basic

changes in population structure.

2. Rising costs, shortages, and uncertainty in energy supplies.

3. Higher costs for most goods and services as a consequence

of continuing inflation.

Is. A rapidly changing technology which threatens to render

obsolete materials, equipment, and individual knowledge,

training, and skills.

5. Difficulty of adjusting career-oriented program development
to keep pace with changing market demands.

6. Insecurity of federal funding for programs in,higher education

owing to changing federal priorities.

7. Increasing demands for ,..,valuation and accountability in

higher education.

Seven internal or institutional constriintsiwere suggested by means of

thefollowing questions:

1. Which sector(s) or group(s) ASU will support the policy?

Which will not support the policy'?

2. Is ASU likely to have the resources in faculty, staff, admini-

stration, and facilities to implement this policy? Does it

now have the resources to begin to implement this policy?
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3. What about the legal status of the policy? Do any laws have

to be changed? Does the state legislature have to act?

4. Does the policy require the approval of the Board of Governors

or The Udiversity of North Carolina General Administration?

5. Will the policy meet opposition at the state level -- from the

state legislature? the Advisory Budget Commission? other

state or private institutions? the Board of Governors? the

UNC General Administration? i

6. Will the community support the policy?

7. APproximately how much will the implementation of the policy

cost? Where will the funds be fOund?

Because many of the proposed external constraints (e.g., energy crisis,

inflatiqn, changing technology) had been.addressed as societal trend's in

Stages Three and Four, the committees often discovered that rather than

conflicting with these constraints, objectives were actually responding to

them. However, internal constraints posed Magikftoblems. Not surprisingly,

it was predicted that some objectiv,D would meet resistance from some gectors

of.the university community and/or that the institution lacked all.of the

resources necessary to implement.the policy. Greater difficulties wefe site-

naled when an objective requ,ired the approval of the UNC General Administration,

Board of Governors, and/or ,North Carolina State Legislature. Usually such

approval was required because new funding or positions were involved. In a

period of stable tax4revenues, high inflation, and oalls for fiscal conserva-

tism, fiscal constraints presented a serious challenge to many of the objec-

tives.

The Stage Twelve reports provided helpful and sometimes sobering

information for the Steering Committee. Although the committees lelt that

some of the objectives lacked sufficient detail to allpv for a reliable cost

estimate, their reports clearly identified those objectives vihich would require

substantial amounts of new money from some source. Given the present and anti-

cipated future state of the economy, this information virtually required that in

Stage Thirteen the Steering Committee review the objectives from the point of

view of feasibility and that it prioritize those objectives which it would

finally recommend.

The original reports filed by the Stage Twelve committees consisted of

two pages (A. External Constraints and B. Lnternal Constraints) for each

objective. However, in order to reduce the length of the self-study document,
these reports have been abridged so that they can be presented on a one-page

form. The oriiiinal reports are preserved in the backup files.
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Institutional Sector: PURPOSE
&ma

Purpose 1: Appalachian State University will seek to ensure that its statement

of purpose accurately reflects the character and aspirations of the institution.

A. External Constraints:

I. Less traditional

students

Provision for periodic revision of the statement of

purpose should help assure that ASU will remain alert

to changing student needs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Might inhibitIASU's ability to carry out fully its purpose

or reduce scoPe of its activities or size of student body.
Might requirelrevision of statement.

3. Inflation If not matched by funding, might affect ASU's ability to

carry out fully its purpose or reduce scope of its

activities. Might require revision of statement.

. Rapidly changing

technology

Would make it difficult to prevent equipment and/or
knowledge in some disciplines from becoming obsolete,
and thus inhibit pursuit of "excellence."

5. Changing market/
career demands

Statement of purpose balances commitment to "liberal
education" with "opportunity to participate in a wide ,

range of educational experiences & professional programs.."

6. Insecurity of,a

federal funding
Many students depend on federal financial aid. Loss of

these funds would reduce size of student body, hence
the scope of ASU's activities.

7. Demands for

accountability

II applied to purpose statements, might require costly
evaluation procedures and data collection; might result
in a more pedestrian and pragmatic statement.

B. Internal Constraints:

I. Internal support

and opposition?

,

Most would be supportive. However, some might disagree
with specific elements within the proposed statement.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

No special resources required.

3. Legislative

action
required?

No legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

No'approial beyond ASU required.

5. State-level
opposition? 4 1No opposition at state level.

6. Community
support?

The community is unlikely to be aware of, or
concerned about, the policy.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

/

No extra cost - revisions of publications are

and funds are budgeted for this activity.

26,4

routine
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Purpose ASU will seek to make its statement 0 purpose operative by

requiring,that all new university programs, initiatives, and commitments be

eonsistent with its official sCatement of purpose.

A. External Constraints.:

1. Less traditional No effect, provided statement of purpose is revised
students when necessary to recognize .changing student needs.

2. Energy costs/

shortages No effect.

1
Luatk-y aim/ULU auLvu Lk, 1.1111..ULL UUVULUI,MUM. UL HVW voat.o,ub

incompatible with ASU's statement of purpose and hence

prevent some unnecessary expenditures. 4

4. Rapidly changing

technology No effect. t

5. Changing market/
career demands

No effect, provided statement of purpose is revised when
necessary to reLognize changing student needs. Policy

should act as a deterrent to rampant careerism.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding

1

No effect.

7. Demands for
accountability

Policy should help to satisfy partially these

demands.
,

B. Internal Consrraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

Many faculty may yelcome greater scrutiny of new initia-

Lives. Administrators may resist policy as unnecessary

or wasteful becau:se of additional paperwork.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

.
i

,

Yes. i

i

i

3. Legislative
action

required? ,

i

No legislative attion required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

.

No.
.

5. State-level
opposition? No.

6. Community

support?

The community is unlikely to be aware of the policy
unless it serves to prevent future programs which it
might desire.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Slight additional cost ih paperwork & time is possible.

Policy might save money by requiring more careful
scrutiny oi new ventyps.

4 0 t)
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Purpose 111: ASU will e.,,ablish a proc.edure to review periodi .illy ehe

implementation of institutional objectives recommended in the 1 inal
stages of the selt7study.

A. External Constrailt.s:

1. Less traditional
students

Several objegtives are directed toward the needs of this

group. Provision for continuing long-range planning
should allow ASU to be alert to their needs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Might inhibit ASU's ability to fulfill objectives, but.
mady *objectives seek to respond to this constraint:
Continuing long7range planning will also help.

3. Inflation

.

Could prevent or delay achievement of soma objectives.;
wilyequire setting of priorities. Long-range financial
planning should help ASU cope with inflation.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Provision for Lontibuing long-range planning Should
allow ASU to make plans for coping with this
constraint. 1

5. Changing market/
career demands

4

Provision/for Lontinuing long.-range planning in the

area of educational programs should allow ASU to remain
alert to this constraint.

6. Insecurity of

/federal funding

.

-...

Awareness of this constraint should require thatiKgiT
make contingency plans for.those areas dependent upon
federal funding.

7. Demands for

accounpbility

<
Follow-up on implementation of objecnves and provision

A

for future planning is consistent with these demands.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
Those committed to sell-study eifort should be supportive.

Some administrators may not welcome requests from CISP
for'reports on implementation of objectives, etc.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

,

to.

Yes.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action reqtrired.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

No.

.

5. State-level.
opposition?. No.

6. Community
support? The community is unlikely to be aware of the policy.

I;

7. Cost/Source

or - % 7

No additional cosi. Office of Long-Range Planning and

C P are already functioning:

. 2 6 n
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Institutional Sector: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

,Organization and Administration I: To implement programs leading to greater

energy conservation, efficiency, and accountability and to be prepared to

evaluate academic, co-curricular, and extra-cuaicular programs in terms of

energy consumption versus theirvalue to tk institution.

A. External Constraints:

1.

. .

Less traditional

students
No effect. There will be an increasineneed to Lonserve
energy'no matter, what basic changes occur in student

populatibn.
'1......,

2. Energy costs/

shortages
This will only increase the need for energy conservation
and create a greater push to meet this object.ive:

..t,

3.'

.

Inflation GT

. , .

. .

Rapid inflation might affect the program by delaying ..

com nipletio but will also increase need b'ecause of
greater savings resulting from energy conservation.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Could benefit he energy conservation program because
the ef.ficiency of equipment could be improved.

5. Changing market/

career demands

.

Should have no effect on energy conseryation.

i

. Insecurity of
federal funding

If federal funding was being used, could delay completion

of the program. Might a.lso threaten state funding.
,

7. Demands for

accountability

. .

Costly evaluations for accountability shou1d.intre#se
%

need for energy program to help curb rising operaeing
iv

costs.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

,

Most should support program. However, some individuals

might resist controls.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

ASU will have the resources needed if funding
_comes available. ,

. '..

3: Legislative
action

required?

J

No legislative action required unless st'ate fuliding ,

is requested.

4. . URC-GA or Board

of Govs..appro-
val required?

The program needs approval i state funding is to

be required.

5. 'State-level
opposttion?.

No, if funding is available.

6. CommUnity
support? The community is likely to support such a program.

7. CostiSource;

of funds? '

Impossible LO estimate acc.t'ately. Sources: state funds

'and government grants.

9 t..,
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orzln._)nand_Al_mininH: In thelace of adversity such as dwindling

if.mc-flil-resources..., and federal,regulations..., and public demand for greater

accountability, the administration will be prepared to make whatever changes are

to promote and ensure the financial security of th instituCion.
1,

A. External COnstraintsf

1. Less traditional

students

ASU will have to recruit nontraditional students to

strengthen its financial base. *Educational quality

and ethics must be kept in mind.

2. Energy costs/

shortages Objective attempts to respond to this constraint,
,

3. Inflation Many. programs on campus will have to be. looked at and

all expenditures scrutinized. This constraint pushes

ASU toward this objective. ,

4, Rapidly changin g

technology

Some use of this new technology will help ASU achieve

this objective. How much use will be a controversial

issue.

5. Changing market/

career demands
Controversial. ASU must be competitive with ottler

institutions. General'education & quality must not

be forgotten in gearing programs to the job market.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
Objective should help ASU cope with any sudden

qanges. '

7. Demands for /----

accountability
4

The objective and the constraint are complementary.

.

I. Internal sqfport

and oppositionf

Faculty at times will not support this policy. Many will

feel the administration has taken too much on, particu-

larly 'when programs or jobs are at stake.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

,

Yes, but the administration should not do it alone.

All sectors of the univezsity should be involved where

practicable.

3. Legislative'

action
'required?

Pro ba y nor.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

Possibly. ,Objective statement is too open-ended

to predict.

5. State-level
opposition?

.

Same as 114.

6. CommUnity
support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds? .

.

It should reduce expenditures.

280
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Organization and Administration,III: Implement immediate measures which will

allow ASU to maintain tfre controlled growth of the student body while taking

positive steps to ensure thit the overall quality of the insAitution and its

academic product will not be compromised.

A. External Constraints:
,

1. Less traditional

students
It,

Recruitment would have to be oriented toward nontradition-

al s-tudents., especially through mass media which could

Nreach them. . .

2. Energy costs/

shortages

Casoline shortagkwould reduce possibility of personal

contacts with prospective students. Other means of

contact wouid have to be explored.

3. Inflation
....

Impact on cost of an education could reduce pool of

prospective applicants.. .

,

4. Rapidly changing

technology

-

,

No effect. i

.

,...,

5. Changing market/

career demands

,z#

Recruitment and educatiwial program should stress
basic skills that can move from lob to job.

.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Loss of federal Aid to students wou4d threaten enroll-

ments. Recruit ent would have to emphasize alternative

means of financi g education.

7. Derqands for

accountability No effect.
'

B. Internal Constraints:

I. Internal support

and opposition?

-

Foresee no opposition.

..

.
..

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

.,

Placement Office personnel might need'to be increased.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action required, unless additional
.

.

funding is requested.
,

4. UNC-GA crr Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

Increase in TA monies would require such approval.

5. State-level
opposition? No opposition likely, except for TA funding increase.

,

6. Community

support?

..,..

No effect.

7. Oost/Source

of funds?

.

e

,

Increased scholarship.fuads would be provided by
o

ASU Zoundation. 4

0
3 .

(... Ly



Organization and-Administration IV: For the admiriistration to be prepared to

revamp the academic strucCure of the.university in order to respond to a

collegial organization which will more.clearly emphasize and dtherentiate

the academic programs, objectives, and interests in the natural sciences...,

from those of 'the social sciences, fine arts, or humanities.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students

Could create a need for a much more-involved 1-,evision of

academic structure, depending on the special needs of

the student population.
L

2. Energy costs/

shortages

Might limit ASU's ability to complete the revamping of

administrative structure & could conceivably create a

need to decrease number of colleges kdepaElments.,

3. Inflation

.

.

.

Might reduce enrollments & decrease trend toward special-

ization within disciplines; combined with fewer faculty,

could reduce need for restructuring. .

4. Rapidly changing

technology

Reorg anization into smaller; more specialized units

should provide administrator's able to forestall amassing

of obsolete materials and training.
,

5. Changing market/

career demands

. .

This objective should provide clearer definition.of

career-oriented programs & enhance ASU's ability td

keep abreast of market demands.

6., Insecurity of

federal funding
A decrease in student population as a result of loss of

,(ederal fundtng might reduce the 'scope of the admin-

istrative staff.

7. Demands for,

accountability

.

Demands for acconntabilit51 could re'quire costly
'

evaluation procedures which might result in a more

utilitatian or pragmatic academic structure. ,

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

Resistancefrom departments or colleges that 'feel their

effectiveness & status wouldfbe diminished by increased .

number of colleges and/or depvtments.
.1

,

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

.

ASU has thc, Aualicy but not quantity of personnel to

implement the objective; additional financial resources

would be required,
,

3. Legislative

action
required?

. .

No IlegisIdtive action required. ..

.

4. UNC-GA or Board

-of Govs. appro-
val required?

-,

,

Yes, if substantial.restructuring is undertaken.

.

5. State-level
opposition? Pbssibly.

'

6. Community
support?

The community is unlikely to be aware of, or concerned

abailt, the implementation of (his objective.

7. Cost/Source .

of funds?

Addition of 2-3 deans with staff could cost $80,000-$90,00(

per office if "new" personnel were employed rather than

reatranging faculty teaching loAds. 2 0 ij
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anization and Administration V and Research I: TO provide the organizational

structure and administrative leadership for the integration and enhancement of .

research functions and responsibilities uhder one unit. The university will

develop an effective adminrstrative structure for the advancement of researca\,,s

at ASU.
.

A. External Constraints:

I. Less tralditional

students ., No clear constraint.
.

2. Energy co.sts/

shortages
Unless an extensive organization develops, cobts

should not be a factor. -
,

_

3. Inflation
\

See #2 above. .

,

4. Rapidly changing

technology None.

5. Changing market/
career clAands May be enhanced by objective. .

-

6. Insecurity of,

Eederal funding
May be dithinished by centra4 organization whit!)

remains alerC to cbanging priorities.

7. Demands for

accountability
Evaluatioh \nd accountability would be part of

. 1,
organization's function.

the

B. Internal Constraiits:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
,

,

,

Some collegei, departments, and individuals would see

a needless bureaucracy developing. ,

.1

2. Adequacy oE

instiitutional

'resources?

,

t

Yes. -

.
,

'

3. Legislative
action
required?

,

No legal or legislative action foreseen.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?"

,

vf...-

PrObably not. Dependg on type of organezational strucLore

recommended. .

5. State-level
Opposition?

e
.

No. A

6. Community
support? Yes.

.
S.

,

7, Cost/Source

of fuOs?

t

. .,

Don't foresee larO expenditures of neW-funds as necescary

0,, ....-
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Organization and AdAnistratiOn VI: To imPfement programs whiA6will,promote.

and provTde fon the continued growth and development of Aal's fAcult,

ktaf,i-,.nd scudents.

A. 'Extern1 Constralnts:

1. Less tradittonal

students

.

,.,

This 6constraint may dictate to spme-extent'the .
s,

required programs"to be implemented. .

'. .

,

,

1 I

2. Energy costs/
shortages

.
i

,

Programs will cost more and will.be more difflcul.to
.'

4..

fund as a result.
,

...

- .

'

. .
A

3. Inflation
-

.

f 6 ,J
1 ' ,

Programs will cost more and wi11 be moi...e difficult to

fund as a resultr
. .

4. Rapidly changidg

technology

.

,..it A
Programs will equire careTuh monitoring an'd extensive

planning to offset these factors.
, .

5. Changing market/
career demands

Hard choices of lasting impacts mus.t be made to ensure

wlqe use of limited funds. ,

N.
4

6. Insecurity of

federad funding
i

.

'

The effect of this constraint is unknown. /

.

. .

7mands for

accountability
Prograls will require carefql monitering and extensive

plannii14jo meet these demands% .

.

B. Int rnal Constraints:"

1.

,

Internal suppo.rt:

and opposition?
All groups will support t policy, .

.

.
'I

2.

._

Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

I

Only on a limited basis unless.increased funding; is

forthebming fcatm the legislature.
6V A

t

3. Legislative
action 4

required?
.

,
LegiOature would have to appyove some of ehe,strategie;

suggestgd n Stage 10 report. .

. ...4, 9

.

4. UNC-GA or Board.

of Goys. ,appro=

va I required?

.

Approval is required for funding and for degree programg

which might result, as well as for extension of tuition

waivers. -, .

5. SCate-level
oppositio 2

.-.

. .

Some opposition is foreseen to increased funding &

extension of tuition waivers.

6.

,91

Community

support? Yes. ,
.

.

,

7. Cost/Source .

of funds?
A

.

No reasonable estimate is possible.
'

I. .
.

.
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Unstitutional Sector:-EDUCATIONAL PROaRAM

Educational'Program 1: Xo provide for Continuous engagemen, amorfg students

and facultu in critical exploration .o6 vaRkues and ethics at these re4ate to

both individual and social .dimensions of life: .0"
A. External Constraints:

1.

(

Less .traditiOnal

students

. ,

91der students may not 'have Cime for such courses

(unless req;tred) or.symposia; some may lack acadedic'

.

fundamentals for full p4rticipiation.
. 1

. .

2.

,

Energf costs/

shortages

,-
.

- .. ,

-No disescNt effect. . .

I

.

, '

3.

/

Inflation .

....

,

4
a N -, .

, .

No direct effect. .

.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
.

.

%.
.

In regular courses and in special courses, students wii:1

bek much concerned'about discusion of the consequences
%

,.

of rapldly changing, teAnOlog.y.
.

5. C4anging market/
-

career demands

ParticipatiOn in capstone course's & symposia: should .,

,
better prepare scudents to face ethical decisions 8,

value judgmentas as they relate to carsers.
.

6. InsecUrity of
federal funding,

This'factor could result"ina'decrease in enr011ment and

'seriously undermine efforts Lo introduce speAllitl symposia

and'courges to fulfill tthe objsctive.

7. DeMands for
accountability

+iigfit limit eff.orts to explOrcl vafues as ev'idence of
i

change may not appear for years. Demands for accounsa-

bil.ity might result in a more utilitariin appro'ach.

B. IA rnal Constra.ints:

. Int-rnal support

an, opposition?

,

Reexamination of. general Alucation requirements will b(
'

sensitive issue for service-orignt4
..

departments an4 /

students in'programs with high percent of required cours !

'

2. 'Adequacy of .

institutional

resources?

*
.

.

.

...

Yes.

,

.

.
.

3. Legislatiye
action
required?

.

, 1? . ,

No legislative action ?equired.
,

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. app'ro-

val requiredl
,

No. .

.1.'
.

.

5. State-leve'l

opposi.tion? a i
No. v

'

6. 4Community -

support?

.

, r
There should ilot be 'any opposition unless some
highly controversial issue were being dis4ssed. .

. .0.
7. Cost/Source

of funds? 4

_ .

,

N'ew cour*es would cost little. Special symposia might

cost $5000 each (5 speakers (() $1000 each for honorarium,
.4-..

travel, and lodging).
'..1 #

I 01
9
., ,.. .

'

,

4
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EducatIonat Program ll: o previde foe Littation in curtutl diversity, parli-)4

cukarly as this r+tes to the Contjnuing viakility of American society as. an

.opgoing experimenin cultural 1)1.uiralism and as it xelates to. intercultural
- t

"co
. .

mmunication understanding aej.t.he. international Yevel.

A!. Ex erAal Constrafnts:

1. Liss traditional

.
students ,

. #

.

: As the population AS ecomes more diverse, thd

at,tainment of this objecti 6 becOmes more impor.tant.,

. .

.

, .

2. Energy costs/

. shortages
r

..

.
.

,

This constraint will affect the cost of transportation

for vrsits 'to other nationS, but shoued have little

effect on no-Eampus programs. .

3.. InflaCion
'

t r.,
.

, .
.

This should have little impact on the proposed

objective. .

. .

4. Rapidly changing
echnology -

,

. ..

.Major changes in the tech logy t3tilized to tore,

rerrieve, & utiltze necess ryrcultural re%ources could

,

have an impaCt on'the usef ness of such materials:.
,

1. :Changing market/
, career demands

.

Personsartuned to Cultural diversity should be better
,

prepared to enter job market as business & government be-.
.

come more sensitive to international nituce,of. commere.

6. InSecurity of,
federal fundip6 '

,

. t

The lack of'federal funding could have a limiting effect .

on.the planning. & curriculum development ph/ase ot steps %
taken to meet'this.6bjective. /

7. Demands for J

accountabhlity

Dematitis for, accountability could requite costly ever-,

uarien procedures which might result' in a more utili-

tarlan or pragmatic acadqmic approaqh.

'B.k Internal Constrain:
1. Internal support

and-apposition?
, .

0

General support, biut resource reallocation might'engender

opposition ,from sori\e'administrators & faculty; many

stud'ents might ciPpose any.new & rigorous requiremehts.
l 4.

2.' Adequacy of

. inscitutional
resdUrces?

8

Can begin impleminttion, but assistance will be required

to reach necessary level of faculty preparation,

curricutum & facilities modificat46n. .

1. Legislative
Action
required?

- ..

No legislative action is requi ed.

.
.

.

\
i

4. 11N7GA or Board
,

of Govt. appro-
1

val required?

.

'Approval will be revired if new degAte Prog<amg, or
1

.

tracks are needed to meet., this objective. .

.

5. S ate-level

.
op osition Z -

r
. '

No opposition is 'anticipated.

.

'

1 .
1-

6. Community

) support?

Although some might object to the teaching of non-western

political, religious, or et,bical beliefs, community in

general will support such aCtivities. .

7. Cost/Source

of tunds.?
,

O'

A

, e i

Full implementation of the policy could reciire funds for

up to 13 additional faculty ,peiitions for foreig languagi

instructiOn & clas5.room/laboratory Eacilities.
.

.

.,

&
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Educational Program III: To provide for education wt Eh respect to the multi

, faceted problems and implicationsy.human interaLlion with 'the environment,

/particularly inclusive of instruction whis.chwill raise the level orsensitivity
to 'the complex network of yalue issues whiGh are at stake in all'env.tronmentai

.
1.

policies.

A. External ConS"traints:

q. Less trAditional

Aitudents

i

,

The diversity of'bpss traditional students would
.

..

enhance the attainment of thsrs objective. .

.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

. ,

This constraint could have neiative efiects on the
,

objective. however, these factors would graphqcally

demonstrate the importance of the objective.
.

3. Inflation

%

-

.

If not offset by adequate fundin4, could affect the-
successful implementation of this,objective. intra .%
& interdepartmental efforts could still be effective. :

..

4.

.

Rapid y changing

technology ..

01
.

A. l? ck of uptodate resources & trained.personnel to
carry oiit these activities wouid h'inder fulfillMent

of the obiActive.

5.. Changing market/.
ctreer demands 4

Emphasis on highly specializ d training may serve as a
constraint. Thbre may not be suffiCient interest or
knowledge within departmen'ts concerning this objective.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

If federal funaing'relating to the areas covered in
the objective decreases, some.negative effects could
be realized.

,
, .

7. Demands for .4
accpuntabiliey

.

Demands for accountability coul.d%require Costly eval
,uation procedures which might result in a more utili
tarian or pragmatic approach. .,--

*.r

. Internal Constraints:

1.

-

.Internal/ support

and oppositon?
.

. '.

Significtnt opposition unlikely. Some disagreement,

.possible uoncerning tile roles & responsibilities of
,various departments and colleges.

.

2.

--
Adequacy of '

institucional
resource:s?

.

ASU has resburces to begin implementing this objeotive;
some additional funding necessary if a .c(cmprehensive

program is established.' ,

.., N

3. Lefisl'ative

action
required? .

No

.

....

-

..., .

(legislative action is required.
. .

1 .

4.
.

UNCGA or Boatd .
oe Gbvs. appto
va1.required?

N
were

/

approval beyond ASU is required unless new progrinns
envisioned.

,
.

6. Statelevel,
opposition?

. . ,)

'NG sioificant opPosition is expected at these levels..
.

.

6.

.

Community'
,

support?
.

1

,

It Ls likely that the community will support this
.objective.

... .
.

7. Cost/Source -.Much

of funds? .,,s

- '

funding would come through coop(rative efforts of
existing budgvs. Eve/itu0

) ? ]

funding for a fulltime
......--

Coordinator 'might lie, requ,i4 P0i.j .

.
.

'
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Educational 'Program 1V.: To provide fOr elev_ation o*f the level of communication

'skills and the level of.appreciation of the language arts.

It
e--

A.. External Cdnstraints: .

1. Less traditional

I Students

.

e s o I liL dmwt.I lc .Nontraditionaa stud nt d v s e needs in
..

communicatioo skills astraditiona1 students. Older

returning students might nee0 special help.

2. Energy costs/ ,

shortages

:

.

*This shoilld have nosignificant effect on.the 'policy,
provided ASb eitrcises better use of existing

utilitEes/facilities.

3. Inflation
, .

.

If ASU,is commttted,to getting the maximum from
existing resources, this should not be a significant

...Problem.

4. Rapi ly changing

tech ology :
This makes 'it even more essdntial fO r ASU to commit

.

Itseff to proviAtng hi,gh-level communications trai,ning.

5. Chan ing market/

caree demands

.

.

This factor strenthens tht need for ASU to dtvelop
communication/language arts skills.

6. Insecurity of
federal fynding

-
. ,.

This factoy.could make it more difficult to implement
or'continue special developmental programs to develop

communication skills'.
' . t

7. .Demands for
. accountability

,
.

I.)evelopmental courses often come under fire in higher

education. CouPd require costly evaluation procedures
which mielt result' in more pragmatic program.

.

-

.

B. Internal Constraints:'

1. Internal suPport More.support from depts. with direct concern,for Communi-

, and opposition?' cations than from those cbncerned with professional kre-

paration. Some resistance because of resources reouired.
- Students may give only limited support. .

.

2. Adequacy df ASQ does have the faculty, staff; and facilities
institutional to impleent the policy provided the commitment were

:*resources?
.

. 0

r

3. LegislatiVe
4

action
. No'legislative action required.

required? . . .

4.e1UNC-GA or Board
d .

of Gdvs. apporo-. No.
,

.' 'val requixed?",

5, State=level Is .

opposition? NO.

.
. .1 .

6. Community .

suppOrt4) :
The regional community will give gcn.aI support.

, .., . .
.

7. .gost/Source - Depends on whether nem personnel were hired or cad] dept.

' of funds? commPtted itself to achievem9nt of objectie with
. exiSting_resourcds.

, .

.

.....

9(4., .

e

7.
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8ducationa1 Program.V: To provide for a renewed%-ommitment in the university's

aeademic programs, ,to. meet tlie needs -- within our definition of mission --

of all elements Of society.

A External Constrailltsr

. Less tradrtional

studetits

.

This objective is 'directed toward needs of this group.

May require shifting of resources & delivery systems

to provide necessary programs. .

2. Energy costs/

shortages

. .

faci'easing costs of delivering programs may be a

prolcm. It is difficult to determine the impact.

since utilities do not prOject their costs..
.

3. Inflation

'

ASU will have to commit itself to accomplisljing more
with the-same -- or less -- resources currently .

available.
.

4. Rapidly chanting

technology
Changes in technology will affect the programs needed

and the demands placed.on ASU.

5. Chvging marlket/
career dematepV

Many nontraditional students whom ASU will attract will
be older students trying to reenter the work force.
Objective could help Aqu keep abreast of their needs. '

6. Insecuritydof
federal funding

.

gould cause a deLrease in student population from all
elements of society & hindeT implementation of new
,programs on and offCampus.

7. Demands for -

'aczountairility
Demands tor accountability could require costly oval
uation proLedures which might result in a limitation
of efforts to serve all elements of society.

B. Inter al Constraints:

l. Internal support
and opposition?

General support unless/until tip policy begins to
drain resources from other programs or activities.

2.
0

Adequacy of

institutional.
resources?'

,

Ylthough "fak_ulty development" will be necessary. ,

Extensive efforts in this direction would require a

reallocation of resources. ,

,

3. Leglslative
action
required?

4

,

NO legislative action required.

'

4. UNCGA or Board
of Govp. appro
val required?

\ ,

Any new degree programs or tracks (fi&ldbased or on
caiiipus) would require UNCGA approval. .

5. Statelevei
opposition?

Policy would be consistent'with ASU's mission. The

rdqqest for additional resources for new programs may

raise some opposition. .
.

6. Community
..._

supporti
The ASU community and the communityaL7large will lend
general.support to tlfe policy.

7.

'

CAt/Source
of funds?

)

If implemented through wIs4e use of oxisliwg resairkes, cos
would be low,. II new programs were-required, the costs
would be substantial.

. .

9 .

l.d 1-
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Institutional Settor: FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Finamial Resources 1: Ttle university will inslitute a program of continuous
reexamLnation of financial priorities.

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students
,

,

A change in stOdent population will require a.

contindous reexamination of financial priorities.

. .

.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

The,university must be prepared to cut,or elimirlate
people, departments, or programs to meet rising/costs
in vital programs.

. -

lc Inpation

'

. .

The only way the university can combat inf)ation is
with a continuous reevaluation of financial priot-ities.

.

4.

'

Rapidly,changing
technology .

The utilization of newMethods & tools ig the o.nly way"'
.

the.university can objectively evaluate itself,

-
. .

5.. Changing market/ ,

career demands

,

Additional resources must be allocated to the area of

, career planoing & development. 'The university has a.
responsibility Co its students.

6.
s

Insecurity of .

federal funding

2\

The university must preliare to operate with fewer
federal funds. The federal climate is too uncertain.

' .

,

(

7.
,

Demands for

accohntability

,

.

. ,

ASU must,pre'pare to'become more accoun.table. The
objective would help in meeting this demand.

,
.

.

B. Internal Constrants:
1. InterOal support

'and opposiCion?
...

The administration and staff will support it. The
faculty will tend to proteCt some "sacred cows."'

.

A

2. Adequacy Of
,

ibstitutional
resources?

-

.

ASU has the necessary resources & taient to' implement ir.
in many are.as, such a1/4program has been.lin eflect for
years.

%

3.- Legislative
action

.
.

required?

Pergonnel regulations,,General AdministTation guidelines,
state laws, and provincial attitudes may preclude
implementation of findipgs.

4. UNC-GA or Board .

of Govs. appro-
va1,requi.5ed?

ii
No, but implementation,of findings would.

.

5. State-level
.opposition?

i ,

implementation ofkffndings'would meet opposition 6n
,Iall lemels.

t
:.;

.

6. Community
support?

.

, .

Yes.
.

'1' 1

7. Cost/Source
of funds?

A guess: $10,000 per year, resulting in savints which
would repay 10 to I.

.

290
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filnimialResout.esll:IThe univeesity wiLl pursue rigorously program of

conserv&tion of resoures in order to offset dwindling supplies ol new
money.

.A. External Constcatnts:
1. gess tradititynal

,students Not applhable.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

The pursuit of this objective will complement this
constraint.

t

l

3. Inflation
.-

. .

Same as #2. AIL s.egments of university wilj have to
learn to live with less; all should be included in
decisions directly affecting them.

4. Rapiclly changin g

technology
Will have to shift resources to purchase equipment &
train people. Will have to ask if new technology is
worth cost ,& time of implementation.

5.

8

Changing market/
career demands

,Will have to shift resources to accommodate some market
demands. Must remember that students (especially under-
giraduates) need a sound general education.

6.

,

Insecurity ot
federal funding Same as #2. .11 a program cannot survive without

federal funds, it may not survive at all.

7; Demands for

aclountgbility
Objective complements this, constraiat. Public and
private sectors of the state must be kept informed
of our progress. ,.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support,

and oppositioh?

I
All sectors will support this policy unless adversely

N
aLiected individually. Faculty need to be proCected
Erom extreme and sudden shifts in the market place.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

Yes. Many faculty members possess the knowledge aril,
4xpertise to implement this objeactive.

3. Legislative
acLion

required?

,

Federal and 'state pollution laws need to be looked at

close'154 if/when ASU switches.to alternate fuels., The
automobile is als6 a polluter.

.

4: UNC-GA or Board

of Govs.'appro-
val required?

Not, as generally stated in the objective. .

-,

5. State-level
,

opposition? No, excvpt perhaps to proposed changes in state
purchasing regulations.

6. Commbbity -

support?
.

Yes', but the , itizens of Boone will not support the
pollutmig of the air by the univecsity (same for other
forms of pollution).

7.

1

Cost/Source

of funds?

%

Colicy, ir effective, should save money. Amount impossibli
to estimate.

it, ti . A
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Financial Resources III: The university.will pursue a policy of reallocating

resources rather than expecting funding for all ney projects.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

-

This will increase the need to reallocate resources
as demand!, ior courses and programs.change.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
Reallocation procedures are already being used to

.cover rising costs fur energy sources.

..-..,

3. Inflation
,

This will increase the need to reallocite resources
.to obtaiwthe maximum bvelit from available funds.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Reallocmtion of resources will be needed to provide

.

up-to-date materials and equipment.

5. Chafiging market/

career demands

,

.

Reallocation of resources could ease the financial burden
of offering new programs as markey demands. change by .

elinfinating fuad\itng for program. not in demand.

Changing federal priorities could eequire 'reallocations
to cover existing programs. Decrease in stuilent aid

could affect program demand and resources..

6.. Insecurity of

federal funding

7. Demands for

accountability
If additional funding is required to meet demands, it

would mean a dekrease in funds for educational programs.
Objective should help satisfy tliese demands. . .

B. Internal Constraint:
I. Internal support

and opposition?
.

Most groups.will recognize a need to reallocate funds

unless adversely affected. Administration will support

this objective.

2.
.

Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

.

No additional resources would be requrts.d. to implement
k

this objective. .

,

.
.

3. Legislative'

action
required?,

No legislative action required for general policy;
program changes and consequent reallocations would
require approval.

4. UNC-Ck-or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required..?

Not for general poliLy, but fur program changes and
consequent reallocations of funds. ,

.

5.
.....

State-level
opposition?

, .

Approval by the state budget division would be required

for certain funds to be realloLated.

6. Community
support? The community will probably not be aware of the

obje. tiye.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

No additional ejtpendLtures will) be required to
s..

implement this objective.

I
. .
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Finanal Re:-;oures IV: The university will plan to seek funds for "investment"

(or multiplier) purpo,.es, whereen a definite "payback" would be achieved.

A. External Con'straints:

1. Less traditional

students
Serving a lehs traditional student population could open

new souroes of private support. ExampJe: If ASU re-
Cainee the employees of a particular industry, that
induitry would become a ro'ssective donor.

2. Energy costs/
shortages .

This should have little effect. Fund-raising costs

would go up, but donors would expect that and
probably respond accordingly.

3. Inflation
-his should ha4e little effect. Private gifts tend to

infla,te at a similar rate as the cost of living.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

.

,

Fund-rai-sing methods change. Those involved must.

change. ,
, .

5. Changing marketl/

career demands)

i
/

.. .

Little or no effect.

.

.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

, . r
Will help more than it hUrts.

1

7. Demands for

accountability
Very important co business community which producils the
most private support; would have dramatic effect on
private support

,
if ASU could prove accountability'.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
f

All sectors and groups would support the policy. Less

than 25% (g)f the individuals would contribute financially:

V.

2. Aequacy of
institutional
resources?

1.

ASU hp framework & resources to i'mplement objective.
Staff must be increasedrDr ASU to realize its full
private support potenteal. -

3.

.

Legislative
action

require6?

The policy is legal and no laws have to be chaiged.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
*val required?

Only to the extent of providing resources for /more

staff. -

,

5. State-lever
gpposition?

.

(

No. All state institutions are in the busineas of

helping themselves. r-

6. Community
support?

1

Yes.
--:.

i. .

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Cost depends upon the number of staff to he added. Two
professionals are needed now at a total annual cost of

$50,000.

1, '-)ot 0 .

.
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tkuan,ial iteiuir,es V: The university will strive to assure an adequate level

of tunding by maIntaining a high leveloi student enrollment while encouraging
more diversity and excellen.:e within che student body.

A. External Constraints:
1.

,

Less traditional

students
Recruitment would have to be aimed at nontraditional

students. Objettive otherwise unaltered.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
Shortages in gasoline might require us to rely more
onrregional students, thus increasing rather than
decreasing regional identity.

3. Inflation ontinued inflation in an era of reduced student
supply might make tuition increases dangerous to
the objective of maintaining htgh enrollments.

4 Ranidlv changin2
,-- , --

technology

,

Alongrwith specifi( johetrainiag, recruitment would

need to emphasi7A. basic skills that can be trans
ferred in a changing job environment.

Changing market/
career demands

.

See #4.
,

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
,Would affett re(ruitment, but, would bc sharA by all

r 1 ns t i tut, ions.

7. Demanas for

acountability No effect.

B. Internal Constraints:

I. Internal support

and opposition? Appalachian Studies might object, to downplaying of
regional image.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

A
Staff wouldhavo to be added to Admissions Office,
especially tor outofstate recruitment. Some

increase iii liarketing costs would occur.

3. Legislative
action

required?

Legislature would have to approve any changes in out
ofstate tuition or funding formula.

4.. UNCGA or Board
of Govs. appro
val required?

Funding according to headcount would require such
approval.

5.

I

,Statelevel
opposition?

Opposition to outofstate tuition changes and head
i;ount funding (ould be expected.

6. C6mmunity
support? Community might resent deemphasis of regional identity.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
hureased funds for aC)demic, sc,holarships wuuld come from
ASU Foundation. Increksed funding for positio,, would

,

come from state.

11 . t
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Finaw 1,11* Resoures VI: While keeping student fees as low as possible, the

oniver-,it , will pursue a policy of shifting gradually a larger proportion of

the I uaii& ta 1 burden of a ,ollege education to the person who will benefit

dtrectiv therefrom -- the student.

A. External Constraints:

1. 1.,,_ss traditional

scudents

1

Students seeking degrees in speciaCized fields might
be willing to pay slightly increased fees if they
aee competitive with those of other universities.

2. Energy costs/

shortages

-

Could cause increase in student fees co cover energy
costs, making other increases more burdensome.

3. Inflation .

Would cause student tees to be increased, thus limiting
th'e number of lieople able to afford an education.

4. Rapidly changing(

technology
.

.

Would necessitate inorease in student fees to cover
co:sts of offering uptodate equipment and knowledge.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Studentts paying ever increasing tuition costs would
'have!the right to expect careerorignted programs
that meet current marke.,t- demands.

6.
1'1

nsecurity of
federal funding

Students who rely on federal financial aid could be
affected. A decrease in total number of students
could increase costs for those remaining. --

Demands for
accountability

If realistic, such demands can enrich quality, thus
justifying higher fees. Excessive demands can cost
time 3, energy better devoted to educational process.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Administration is trying to do away with special billings
for courses,and would not support this objective.
Students are likely to be opposed. -

2.

.

Adequacy of
institutional

resoui-ees?

Resources are presently available to implement
objective.

4

3. Legislative
action
required?

No.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Goys. appro
val required?

Yes, approval is needed from the Board of Governors.

5. Statelevel
opposition?

IGovernors.

Policy would probably nbr meet with oRposition, altho gh
approval would have to be obtained from the Board of

6. Community
support?

Continuing inflationary trends would cause the community

to resent increased cost for education.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

No extra cost system is already established for billing
tuition and fees. Should provide additional funds unless
enrollment is impacted negatively.

.11-1 .
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to,t ut lona I Se, tor: FACULTY

14 ttl! 'iAI: AtiU wlil make every effort to continue to maintain a quality

Ichulry with varied talents and ba(kground.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
Will require flexillle faculty. Strategies suggested

in t-dge 10 (curriculum review & fa(ulcy development)

(ould help ASV respond to changing needs.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
These factors will make it difficult to attend pro-
fessional meetings which are necessary for maintenance
id quality faculty.

i. Inflation Will hamper quality of teaching & resear,h if needed
lab equipment, books, etc. are lacking. Will hamper
recruitment of good faculty if we cannot offer these.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
This ,onstraint ((impounds the problems of 2 & above,

as ic makes attending meetihgs and buying equipment,
etc. all the more important.

5. Changing market/

career demands
,

Excessive turnover of faculty & change-of programs possi-
ble. A well-balanced faculty ,Idif,h interdisciNynary

competence will help prevent overreaction co short-range
market demands.

0. Insecurity ot

tederal fund ing
This will make it difficult t(fii-ire and keep cop

quality faculty.

7. Demands tor
accountability

Will reinfor(e professional a(c.ointabilicy & thereby

support quality ia(ulty. But uses faculty time and
energy that could be spent on teaching & research.

B. Internal ConstrAints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Everyone, hctori(ally, will support che pohiy. However,

less qualifiq lai.ulty may resent competition or fear
replacement by higher quality faculty.

2. Adequacy of
institutiohal
resources

In general,'ASU has quality facu:cy & seems co be
improving. No problem as long as the job market is

tight and salaries are reasonably competitive.

3. Legislative
action

required?
No legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or*Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

lc is assumed that there is approval for this
objettive.

--,

1

5. State-level
opposition?

.

,

It is assumed that there will be no opposition to this
objective.

6. Community

,support? No objection is foreseen.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
No exa(t figure (an be projected. The present level of
funding must at least increase at the same rate as
inflation. .

,

3 o 1
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Fa,ulty 10) and Research I: ASU will make 'tvery effort 'to encourage me,:ningful

and neesary publikation efforts by faculty. The university will elevate the

importance of research activities at ASU.

A. EAternal- Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students No clear ionstraint.

,
.

.

2. EnergY costs/
shortages

.

.

Severe constraint unless, as th some areas, research
directly attacks energy problems.

3. Inflation
Obviously, a limiting 4onstraint.

,

4. Rapidly changing

technology

. ,

Will impose increased demands for funds to keep abreast
of new equipment, procedures, knowledge, etc. ,

,

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

Oay encourage support for specific forms A eesearch
(i.e., careeroriented) and not others (i.e., basic)%/

-

6. Insecurity of
federal funang

V
Insofar as faculty funds are dependent ontfederal
funding, this will curtail research.

7. Demands for
accountability

_

.

,

Encouraging research will enhance evaluation and
accountability.

B. Internal Constraints:

I.

,

Internal support
and oppos,ition?

NeWer faculty may be less opposed than older (teaching
oriented, research resistant). Motl'ale problems could

ensue if "publish or perish" pitlicy is pushed.

2. AdequacCof
institutional

resources?

,
Would require more released time, lessened'teaching
load,more time to direct & model research activities.
Perhaps more space needed.

.

o

3. Legislative
action

required?
Not unless major (doctoral) degrees are envisaged.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Goys. appro
val required?

Yes, if doctoral degrees are contemplated. Perhaps,
for any comprehensive reorganization.

,

5. Statelevel
opposition? Perhaps, depending upun how "elevated" we become.

6. Community
support?

.

Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
(.0uld be expensive if elevating importanre equals establis
ing new research programs & adequately funding them.
State, federal, and private funds required.

ilf '



i(U): ASU wIll (ontinue to encourage faculty to make important

,ontributions to khe community and region.

"101

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students

.

..

This gives ASU a new ,ppportunity to serve the community
and region as more reicional students may attend ASU.

.

2. Eqergy costs/
shortag7s

,

This narrows othet opportuniti,es, thereby leaving more

time & resources to contribute t.o the local community,

but will make regional programs more costly.

3. Inflation

A

This will not 'affect our ability to give expertise
but might hamper some programs.

4. Rapidly chaneging

technology

.

This will expand our opportunities co serve our
.community and regn. .

.._

5. Changing markeT1

career demands

.
.

As the needs of die community change, ASU must nemain
flexible in the'types ofscontributions it makes:

b. Inseurity ot
federal funding

e

To the extent that communities receive funding for pi'o-
grams to which ASU can contribute, it gives us oppor-
cunities Lor applied rather than academic programs.

7. Demands for
accountability

r

Increase in contributions to.the region & community will
increase our ability to demonstrate the tangibh

,
benefits of higher education,

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Interaal suppot

and oppo:ition,
(

All sectors_will g-v.,,e rhetorical support, but funding

for refea4d tide, travel S.,, o.rher expenses may be
diffi(ult to a(hieve.

., Adequacy 0
institutional

resources?

We have the pevsonnel &, if nrolJnwnt drops, we may.have
Lime tc resources, although not perhaps to extent projecteC
in Stage 10 strategies.

. Legislative
action
equired?

.

No legislative a(_tion required.

. U. -q4 or Board
of Costs. appri-

val required?lk
No 4e(. ial approval is requirjd.

5. State-level
opposition?

No opposition to the-Rpirit of the objective. 4NC-GA
might frown on use of off-campus scholarly assignments
as suggested in Stage 10 strategies.

. ,Community

support?
The community can be expected to support the policy if
we are not arrogant or "pushy" in the type pf help,

. ...
we give.

-

<--

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

_.

It depends on how much,& what kind of service ASU gives.
Advice may be free; programs could be expens e. .

:.1"i/()

./-''
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Faculty RD): ASH will make every effort to see that faculty are gn.the

cUtting_edge of their disciplines as well ós broadiy knowledgeable alYout

concerns of society and their soluitions.

A. External C,Zstraints:

1. Less traditional
students

/

r'''

.

No Ofect is foreseen. .

r

2. Energy costs/
'shortages

.

,

No effect is foreseen..
do

%
-

.

3. Inflation

,
.

Hiring of top quality faculty will cost more. Greater ,
support for faculty dgvelopment, physical litne.s,s /and

-,--

employee assistance will bc more costly. .
, .f..

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
. .

Continuous retraining of faculty will make achievement
. ,

Of the objective more difficul t and more ne(ess.ary.

5: Changing maket/
career demailas

,-

Faculty in carker-oriented programs must keep well in-

formed througha close alliance wit!h businesommunities.
This objective would addres.: thisconstraint.

6. Insecurity,of
Lederal funding

FacuIty have been dependent in a significant way on

federal support for research. Other sources of support
would have to be sought. I

7. Demands for

accountability
Th'is constraint suggests inoreased monitoring of faculty
performance within the profession & will serve as a
'positive force to improve faculty performance.

B. Internal Constraints:

I.

o

Internal support

and opposition?

f ,'''

All are expected to support this poliuy.
I

, .

2f Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

,

Rising costs,will tend to require larger budget
allocations to meet this objective. /

. -
.

J

3.

,-
.'.4.

Legislative .

action
requiredi

,

.

No legislai.'ive ac.tion eeluired.
i.-

,

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

No approval is required.
.

/

5. State-level
opposition?

. ,

Opposition is unlikely from any of these groups.
1 .

6. Community
support? 4

I

Yes.
. d

7

. . . l

7. Cost/Soufce

of funds?
,

While no specific cost can be identified, it is likely
that additional funds will be required, probably from
state revenues.

'

.

`

.A.41
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'Iatulty li(A.t): Appalachian StateUniver;ity will'make contingency plans
tor approprfate ia(Ulty responsiveness to'changes in population over the
next dekade. Proje,ted decrease in the eumber of young peopla and increase
in the number of older people make lik0,1-y a shift in student constituency,
nekessitating faculty and program adaptabiqty.

A. External Constraints:
1, Less tradLtional

students

\

4
The objective is aimed directly at meeting uhe needs
of this popuktidn.

.

2. ,trlergy costs/

shortages
.,

, 0
No 0 fect.-40is foreseen.

3. Inf la t io6 L
..

.,.., - '

ANo ettect is foreseen.
1

, .

4. Rapic1).y changing

'technology

,
.

No effect i,, foresepn.

'.

5. Changing market/
, career demands Faculv flexibility is re'quired as career opportuffities

L.ause shifts in academic major!; chosen by students.

6.4 Insecurity of
i

federal funding
,

/-

. .

No effect it; foreseen.

7. Demands for

accountability
.

No ebtect 4s foreseen.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

and opposition?

,

-,..

General support can be expected, although 'individual

faculty members directly affected (especially off-campus
vaching assignments) may be unhappy.

2. Adequacy of
institutdonal
resources?

'
.

Yes. However, ,if dormitory modifications, new construction

etc. are required (as itiggested in,Stage 10), additional
resources would be necessary.

3. Legislative
actfon

required?

The legal question of tenure staCts v. need to'adjust
faculty & programs needs exploration. Legislature would
have to approve revised funding formula.

,

4. UNC-GA or Board
.of -

val

Govs. appro

required?

0,
It seems apparent that this approval is required to
WI plement thJ strategies ,suggested in Stage 10.

5. State-level
opposition?

,

The state does, not support extension students. This
f

attitt de may change as this population grows. The UNC-
GA ould be likely'to support the policy. .

6. Community
support?

. .

.

Yes.

7p Cost/Source

of funds?
Additional funds would have to come from,state revenues

and might be covered bY revised fioding formula for FTEs.

.*
301j,
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FaAlty I1(A./): In view,of the growing propensity for litigation, ASU

will provide procedures add safeguards for the protection of the faculty.
4

A. External Constraints:;

1. Less traditional

students ....

/

No eiiet I% foreseen.
. -

2. Energy cogts/
shortages

.

.

.

.

No efLect is foreseen. .

. i

.

3. Inflation
--

.

.

CQSt of personal liability insurance & legal copnseling,
like other professional services, will continue to
increase, thus influencing ASU's budget.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
.

No effect is foreseen.

. , ..

5. Changing market/
Career demands

i

No effect is foreseen.

. .

6. Insecurity.of'

federal funding

,

No effect is foreseen.
.k.

7. Dem4Ods for

accous6 ability

.

ASU must continue to offer the highest quality programs
in order to avoid individual or class actifon suits that

might be brought againsti the university.

B. InternIn Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

. f

. .

General support from all groups is expected.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

.

Need for incre.ased financial support is foreseen.

4.
-

3. Legislative
actiOn
required?

No laws need be changed, but the -legislature would f N

have to approve increased employee benefits.
d

,

4. UNCPA or Board ;
of Govs. appro
val required?

t

Approval is required.

. .

5. Statelevel
oppolition?.

-

It is the hope of the university community chat there
will be no opnsition to this policy from any groups.

6. Community
support?

,

.

Yes. i

. ,

7. Cost/Source .

of funds?

While no specific cost can be- identified it is likely

that,additianal funds will be required. Source of fiinds

will likely be from state revenues.
0

4
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Faculty 11,05.1): ASU will hold on 'to itsIspecial heritage of knowledge while

responding to the multiplicity of society°t concerns. Stnce the _faculty are

the primary Interpreters and Purveyors qf this heritage, their views should

be strongly considered in the setting oC goals and policies.

A. External Constraints:

I. Liss traditional

students

.. .

No effect is foreseen. 4

2. Energy costs/
shortages

, .

.

No effect is for.eseen.
N "

.

- ,

.. .
.

3. Inflation

,

'

No eff.ect es foreseen.

4., Rapidly changing

technoldgy

If f acuity are to teach so that students will be prepared
* for Ore needs of a changing society, tradition may have

.4.

a negative effect on faculty & their teaching.

5. Changing market/

career demands See 114 above.

* .

.

6. -Insecurity of
federal funding

%

.,
,

No effect is foreseen.
,

r.!

7. Demands for

- accountability

0

Achieving this objective should spread the responsibility
for accountability over a broad portion of.the

university. .

B. Inernaj, Constraints:

I. Internal support

and opposition?
All sectors will probably support the po4cy eft
principle.

....!'

, I.-,

2. ikdequacy of

institutional
resources?

Yes.

3,. Legislative
acLion
required?

--.

No ef-fect is foreseen.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Govs. appro .

val required?

,

,N9 effect is foreseen.
.4.

5. Statel-evel
oppositIon?

-

'No effect is foreseen.

6. Coplmunity

.support? *. Probably so.
t'

/

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
No additional d)sts are foreseen.

3

,
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Faculty 1I(B.2): ASU will strive to buil'd mutual respect and understanding

in order to prevent any severe confrontation between the university and

soiety as a whole.

A. External Constraints:

1.

,

Less traditional

students

.001

No effect is'foreseen.. .

_

2. Energy costs/
shortages No effect is foreseen.

\

3. Inflation

(

No effe(t, except that benefits & funding for strategies
suggested in Stage 10 will be expensive & will have to
compete with already established programs.

\

4. Rapidly changing

technology No effect is fore.s'een. .

t

5. Chani-ing market/

career demands
Aelievement of this objective will minimize the
effect of this constraint.

6. ,Insecurity of

federal funding
.

No effect is foreseen.

, .

7. Demands for

accountability

-.?

Achievement of this objective will meet_these demands
headon.

,

,

B. Internal Constraints:

I.. Internal support

and oppbsition?
All sectors will_support this objective.

..

i t

. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Resources are available to begin, bilt increased funding
will be required for fringe benefits, cultural activities,
& increased library holdings.

. Legislative
action

required?

Approval will be required foe"che needed funding.
. .

. UNCGA or Board
of Govse appro
val required?

'

ApprOval will be required for the needed funding.
.

. Satelevel
opposition?

Some opposition is foreseen for the funding of fringe
benefits, cultural activities, & increased library

holdings required.

. Community
support?,

Although shortrange'objections may be voiced, achieve
ment of this objective should strengthen the univeristy's
position in the community. ,

. Co t/Source

of funds?

M
'the costs will,be large & will vary Aepending upon the deg
to which this goal is achieved. Funds will come largely
from state appropriations, with relatively small amounts
coming from the ASU foundatior.

'4 I

ree
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Fa.ulty fliB.1): ASU will encourage and p'reserve in the faculty thpse
values necessarN to the -protection of individual rights and the lostering
of individual responsibility.

A. External Constraints:
I. Le'ss traditional

students

.

No effect is foreseen.
.

.

2. Energy costs/

shoitages
Will require that faculty recognize ethical values as

important considerations in making decisions regarding
energy usage and needs.

-

3. Inflation Will require hard decisions regarding allocatioti of
limited funcl. Ethical values must be one of the
inputs 4n making these de'cisions.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
1,

i

Same as #3 above.

`,....

5. _Changing market/
career demands

.
4

Same as #3 aUove.

. Insecurity ot

federal funding' Same as #3 abovj.

7. Demands for

accountability
The achievement of this objective will help iii
answering these demands. 4

B. Internal mnstraints:
1. Internal support

and opposition? All sectors will support this policy.

2. ' Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

are available.Resources

.

3. Legislative
action

required?
No legislative action required.

4. NCGA or Board
of, Goys. appro
val required?

No special approval is require .

5. Statelevel
opposition? No opposition is foreseen.

6. Community

supportf Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?'
No costs are foreseen.

31
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Fakulty III(A): The university will sharpen the process to measure and
evaluate the effectiveness of die faculty in an effort to keep the faculty

professionally alive.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students

Measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of the faculty

will always be crucial for any student population.

2. Edergy costs/
shortages

'

See #3.

-

ft Inflation Unless faculty evaluation -is given'an important role
the educational process,* might be eliminated as.a
"ftinge" effort in an infkationary period.

in

4. Rapidly changing

,technology

4: ,

Faculty evaluation shoulcrbe RELATIVELY unaffected by
these constraints.

5. Changing market/
career demands

,

See #4.
,

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

4
See #4. - .

7. Demands for
accountability

Faculty evaluation is consistent with this constraint
and addresses these.demands.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Faculty who feel confident of their teaching abilities
would support efforts at evaluation; vice versa for
faculty who do not. .Untenuccd-tenured issue may relate
to this as well.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

"i

Yes. A joint effoet between the offices of the student
government association and academic affairs is re-
commended.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legislative act.ion required.

.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

.

No.

5. State-level
opposition?,

.

Nu. .

6. Community
support?

$

'Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
No reasonable, estimate is possible.
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Likulty HMI): F1I niversity will avoid-eot6ntial fullLime/pariLime

A. External Constraints
1. Less traditional

students
Parttime faculty could'be an advantage: it would be

possible to match' the i ,erdsts of the faculty to the
changing student population.

2. Energy.t\osts/

shortage's

1

Could severely limit ASU's ability to hire fulltime
' faculty & may tempt it to Cut costs by hiriug part%
time lacklty.

3. Inflarion
i

)

,......-
.

.

Same as //2.

4. Rapidly clihnging

technology
-As available money has to be used to replace such
material needs, there would be less money available
to hire parttime [acuity.

5. Changing market/

career demands
Parttime [acuity might Kelp meet this constraint by
providing.relevant persons to help programs adjust to
changing market demands.

6. Insecurity of )
federal funding

A

Any decrease in funding to a university produces a
srrain on all programs; potential decreases from
federal sources would be nu exception.

7. Demands fox :

accountability
Should not be a constraint if U continues to rely
mainly on fulltime faculty or if parttime faculty
are truly competent.

B. ,Internal Constraints:
I. Internal support

and opposition?
Departments in need of parttime faculty may question-
this objective. Some faculty may question hiring of
paretime faculty.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

,

Yes, if state funding for positions keeps pace with
inflation and enrollments remain stable.

)
.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No.

.

4. UNCGA or Board
.of Govs. appro
val required?

'

No. .

5. Statelevel
opposition? No. v

.

?

6. Community
support? /es. .

..

7. Cost7Soyrce

of funds?
ifo reasonable estimate is possible.

. 01
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Faculty_ IV(A): In view of a declining real wage for most sections of the

population, likluding faculty members, the university will strive to hold

fa,-ulty loss in real income to an amount_ no moryhan the national average

.and will strive to increase "indirect" compensation.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students

, .

If anything, improved benefits will horease our
.

ability to' hi're faculty appropriate for shifting

populatio
In
s.

.

,

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Decreases in the general monies for a university
will restrict efforts to produce such .benefits.

3. Inflation
Same as #2.

1,

4. Rapidly changing

technology

,

-Same as #2.
- --

5. Changing market/

careei demands
Increased faculty benefits will aid in attracting
faculty to meet changes in market demands tor shifts

in career orientation.

6. Insecurity ot
federal funcitng

Reverberations from this could restrict such efforts.

7. Demands for

accountaVility No effect is foreseen.
,

.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

. ,

All faculty will support this.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

,
The resources to support the idea are there. The

money is not. .

3. Legislative
.

action
required?

No lwis need to be changed, but the state legislature
would have to approve additional fringe benefits.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

Approval will be required for 19creased fuNdirig.

5. State-level
opposition? Some opposition to increased funding is foreseen.

6. Community
support?

,

Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

-

No reasonable estimate is possible .

1) r
,.) i d
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Fdtulty [V(b): The university will strive to acquire and maintain the best

possible 1,& tiny in an era when resources are diminishing. In order to do

this, the university will make every effort to expend as much of its budget

as is possible on upgrading faculty salaries.

. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
If anything, improved benefits will increase our

ability to hire faculty appropriate for shifting
populations.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Decreases in the general monies for a university
.

will restrict efforts to produce such benefits.

3. Inflation
Same as #2.

4. Rapidly changing

technology Same as #2.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Increased faculty benefits will aid in 'attracting
faculty to meet changes in market demands for shifts
in career orientation. .

6. Lnsecurity of

federal funding Reverberations from this could restrict such efforts.

7. Demands for

accountability
.

No effect is foreseen.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

No one aware ot budget regulations will support this
objective, since it is unnecessary or illegal, depending
tni the intent of the statement of the objective.

2. Adequacy
/
of

institutional

resources?

Implementation is not possible if intent is to expend
supply & equipment monies for salary purposes; not
necessary if intent L to spend all of salary allocations,
since that is already one.

3. Legislative
action
required?

,

ASU can only spend the designated portion of fits budget,

on faculty salaries.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Goys. appro
val required?

,

Yes. See #3 and #5.

5. Statelevel
opposition?

Yes, because vt is illegal to spend nonsalary funds
for salary purposes.

6. Community
support? No.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

The cost will be zero since the objectivecan have no

legal or meaningful implementation.

31It)
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Fa.nity V(A): ASO will strengthen and nurture the Faculty Assembly ol the

University of North t;arolina as an'elle(,tive means of providing meaningful

and substantive !acuity input to the President and his administration, to

the board of Governors, and to the legislature.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

Students

.
,

No effeet.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

,

No effect.

3. Inflation
No effect.

--

4. Rapidly changing

technology

A
1

No effect.

.

5. Changing market/
career demands

i

No effect.

. Insecurity of

federal funding
This constraint creates a greater need to articulate
guidelines for refocusing programs.

7. Demands for

accountability

These demands suggest a greater need to articulate
guide4ines for refocusing programs, plus great need

fur faculty input.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and oliposition? Support from aii groups.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Yes,

3. Legislative
action

required?

11,o, legislative action required.
4.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

No.

5. State-level
opposition? No.

6. Community
support?

/

Neutral.

-
7. Cost/Source

of funds? None.

31 'A I
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Faculty V(B): ASU will continue and encourage,the development of the

Faculty Senate as an effective voice in the governance of ASU.

A. External Constraifts:

1. Less traditional
students

1

No effect.

...

2. Energy costs/

shortages No effect.
.

3. Infjation
, No effect.

4. Rapidly changing

tbchnology No effect.

5. Changing market/
career demands

No effect.

b. Insecurity of
federal funding No effect.

7. Demands for
_

accountability No effect.

.

B. Internal Constraints:

r. Internal support
and opposition?

\..

General support from all groups.

2. 'Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Yes. .

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legislative action required.

I

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. ippro-
val required?

No.

5. State-level
opposition?

.

No.
.

6. Community
support? Neutral.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Nothing required.

31 0
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Fa..ulty V(C): The faculty Senate will revise and refine the structure f
university committees.

A. External Co stratnts:

1. Less traditional
students No effect.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
.

No effect.

j. Inflation

No e f .

. Rapid,ly changing

technology
o

No effect.

Ili

5. Changing market/
career aemands

I,
No effect.

.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding No effe.4 ,

7. Demands for

accountability
More effective committees should contribute to
overall efficiency of the institution.

(

B. Internal Constraintsk
1. Internal support

and oppositton?

,

PossOle objections from some faculty members to
deletion or modification of certain committees.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

.

Ye§.'

3. Legtslative

action

required?

,

No legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

....,,

r
.

o.N

5. State-level
opposttton? No.

n. Community
support? Neutral.

4

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Possible cost of centrally-located meeting room for

university committees.

s
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Fatuity /(D): There will be more interaction be.tween the vatious university

councils and the Faculty Senate'and faculty in general.

A. External Constraints:
i. Less traditional

students

.

A

No effect.
.

.

2. Energy costs/.
shortages 1No effect. ..

3. InfLartion

No effeCt. .

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
May hinder the interaction between disciplines; rapid
obsolescence will make it less likely that faculty
& their representative groups can.communicate well.

5: C nkng market/
c reer--"demands

.

,
No effect.

t

. Insecurity of
federal fundih No effect.

7. Demands for
accountability

7.--"--,

No effect.

,

1

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

and oppositiv?

___,

There will be general support for this objective.

2. Adequacy of
imstitutional '

resources?,

Yes.

3. Legisle
action

required?

No legislative action required.

4. UNCCrlit.joard
of Govs.,appro
val required?

No.

5.

-

Statelevel
oppogition? N.

6. Community
support? Neutral.

lit

*,

7. Cost/Source

of funds? None.

\ /
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Fa;u1ty VkE): ASU will establish an elected c'ommittee the 1aai11 y to.

'advise the Chancellor regarding retrenchment issues.

A. EAternal Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
Retrenchment Committee is an essential element.

2. Energy cosp/
shortages

.
Retrenchment Committee is an essential element.

-A.

34'4
.

Inflation

4

Retrenchment Committee is an essential element.

.

4. R.pidly dhanging

technology Retrencheen Comm4ktee is an esTential elemwt.
40

i r

5. Changing market/

career demarvis

7

Retrenchment Committee is an
,
essential element.

;

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Programming adversely affected. More need for

retrenchment. ..)
, .

\

7. bemands for
accountability Retrenchment Committee is a necessity.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

1

Ne.utral.

,

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

,

Yes.

,

3. Legislative
action

.

required?
No.

,

--,

,

4. UNCGA or Board
Of Goys. appro

$
val required?

If advisory, no. s

5. Statelevel
opposition?

-.....,,

No.
,

..,

6. Community .

support?
Neutral.

7.

,

Cost/Source

of funds? Minimal.

i

,)9
0 1.4 L
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institutional Sector: LIBRARY

Libr,tty I: Library holdings will increase to ke4,pace with increased demands
'tor additional resourLes and to meet ACRL standards; a minimum of 80 volumes

per student (FTE) should be reached by 1990.

A. Extetal Constrai ts:

1. Less traditional

Students

,The larger adult population, off-campus increases in
teaching centers & clusters, & varied curricular offer-
*ngs may change number of holdings per student.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
This objective remains central to the purpose of the
university. Possible alternative, such d's a reduced
plan of operation, may be consWred as need arises-.

3. Inflation

.

inflation would reduce real purchasing power yearly.
Possible alternatives include extension of.....eilie period

for implementation or Secure funds from Mte sources.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Technological systams are more efficient ov'er time &
would solve as many problems as they present. Care is

needed in planning and selection of materials:

5. Changing market/
career demands

Emphasis on education rather than training, balance
flor programs, changing student populations (more
adults) are a serious challenge.

6. Idsecurity of
federal fundibg

Loss of federLi funds would -not present a serious threat
to most Rrograms or resourceA'. Student funds would be

lost, but student attrition would offset needs.

7. Demands for

accountability
All- institutions should provide evidence of their
purpose. Simple models could be used for this specific

objective.

. Internal Constrain :

I. Internal support

.and opposition?.
-4.11 or most groups within the university will support

'the policy. Special support should come from graduate

programs. ..

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Faculty, staff, admfnistration, and facilities exist in
sufficient strength to begin implementation. Full im-
plementation will require additional personnel & ekpanded
physical facilities.

3. Legislative

action
required?

The, state legislature will be required,to approve the
. ,funding.

,

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-

val required?

Meting this objecLive necessitates a substantial increase
in the library budget, which will require approval througl
the usual, budget process.

,.....

5. State-level
opposition?

Objective is consistent with mission statement. Advisory

Budget Commission may not approve sufficient increases to
implement objective.

6. Community
support? N/A.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

\
Given: $23.66 per book, with 127, inflation. Given present
FTE: 8,353. Cost total, with 250 annual FTE increase:
$25,264,838.

3 9
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.Library To ensure adequate fundi4 for the purchase of library materials
.by inkrea-,Ing the yearly budget..., providing additional funding co support

new programs..., seeking,alternative means of funding..., and establishing

a separate budget item for audio-visual materials.
'

A. External Constraints:

1. Less tradietonal

students

,

Most aspects of objective would not be affected. Mere

additional audiovisual media may be needed,for this

specific population. .

'

2. 'Energy costs/

shortages

.

,
,

Difficult to assess. Certainly
,
these factors will

influence the amA,t of materials purchased.

3. Inflation If the inflation factor is obtained, this should offset
any substantial effect of higher costs brought on as

a result'of inflation.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Technology should solve as fally problems as it creates,
unless a major technology arises.

5. Changing market/

career demands
1

Nu new major problems. If we stay within the par, meters

of objective, all new programs must be approved of the

basis of budget.

6. Insecurity of
federa.1 funding No effect.

7. Demands for
accountability

This objective is a strong move toward an accountability
model.

B. Internal COnstraints:
1. Internal support

and opposition?
Most university groups will support the objective(s) as

stated. There may be some new programs that do need ,

immediate university budget support:

2. Adequacy of
instituti nal

resourc 9

No. .
,

3. Legislatt
action
required?

Funding at a rate equal to the annual inflation.rate
would need to be enacted by the st-ate. 'Internal
distributiOn of fundi is a university prerogative.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

Funding at an increased rate tual to the annual in-
flation rate would need approval of the UNC-GA and

Board of Governors.

5. State-level
opposition?

,..

Probably not in.theory. Necessary money must, of course,

be available from the state budget.
.

6. Community
support?

N/A

. ,

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Present library book budget $478,247. At 127. annual.in-
flation this figure would double in 8-10 yrs-. In vtew
of incri.ased.expenditures recommended in Obj. I, meeting
this objective would not provide the funds to implement
that policy.

'4 9



Library III: The library 'itaff, in cooperation with the Learning Resources

Committee, will develop an overall collect,ion philobphy as.the basis for

a more systematise allo.ation of 4brary resources among competing instruc-

tional, research, and exmacurricular program needs.

A. External ConstrAnts:
1. Less traditional

students

Might 'necessitate a change in priorities for allocatioti

of library resources; however, an overall collection .

philosophy would still be desirable.

%

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Higher errergy cost.s might force a limited ltbrary
budget thereby requiring, to an even greater extent,

an overall collection philosophy.
(

3. Inflation If inflation forced a limited library budget, then -

an overall collection philosophy would be very

desirable.
.

4. RapidlYtchanging

technology

.

This would not affect the need for an overall
collection philosophy.

5. Changing market/

career demands
.

No effect. -----

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
This would not affect the need for an overall
collection philosophy.

7. Demands for

accountability

,

An Overall collection philosophy would be very4esirable
if there were increasing demands for accountability.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Most groups or sectors within ASU will support the policy.

However, some might disagree with the specific allo-
cations. .

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

The only resources needed which ASU does not peesently
have would be funding of a position for a professional
bibliographer.

3. Legislative
actioir\
requireciN,

This policy calls for a new position & therefore the
state legislature would have to act.

4. UNC-GA or Bo**-ald \

of Govs. appro-
val required?

.

Yes, since a new position is involved.

/

5. State-level
opposition?

Probably not, since it only involves the funding of
a position for a professional bibliographer. ,

6. Community
support? Yes. .

k

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

\

$22,000-$25,000 annual salary for a professional'

bibliographer.

3 2 git
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Library IV: Piofe.,,.ional stall with exeertise in Che a'reas of subject special

'cation, systems design, foreign languages, and information retrieval will

be adged to library personnel to improve information services. Clerical staff

with library technical skills will' be increased to provide support services

for the professional staff at a ratio of three to one.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students '

Might, necessitate a different type of professional staff.

however, the need for such a staff would still exist.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
These additional costs probably would result in a

reduction of staff. and new posilions such as these

would suffer.

3. Inflation Serious inflation, it not matched by funding, might

affect the hiring of additional staff which certainly

woUld affect this bbjective.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
This iicwhy there is a need for Sprofessional staff

with expertise,in these various Yteas. .

5. Changing market/
career demands No effect.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding

Loss of federal funds might indirectly cause a
reduction of staff, and this objective would

certainly be affected. .

7. Demands for

accountability

,

A professional staff with expertise in various areas
.1

would be an asset if there were increasing demands
fOr evaluation and accountability.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
tf increase of staff in one area results in a dqcrease

in another area, this,policy would meet with opposition

in those areas negatively impacted.
,

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

No.
-

3. Legislative
action
required?

.

, This policy calls for new positions & therefore the ,

state legislature would have to act.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Goys, appro
val required?

Yes, because new positions would have to be funded.

5. ' Statelevel
opposition?

Probably, because of the numben of now positions

requested iii this objective.

6. Community
support? N/A

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
$304,0004. Stage 10 recommends addition of 32 clerical

staff & an unspecified number of professional staff,

which would be an additional expenditure.99
_ b., j
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Libraly y: ibv library administration will be consulted by departmental
,urriculum Lommittees concerning resources, present and potential, needed

tor the support ot new and expanded programs, and the library will be,
represented on all academic policy committees that affect or are affected
1, rile library.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
This objective should help ensure that changing program
demands will be supported by adequate library resources.

2. gnergy costs/
shortages

,

N/A

3. Inflation
,

N/A

4. Rapidly changing

technology

-,....

N/A

5: Changing market/
career demands

,

This objective should help ensure that changing program
demands will be supported by adequate library resources.

. .

6. .nsecurity of
/federal funding N/A

7. Demands for

accountability
This objective should be an asset in meeting these
demands.

. B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition? There should be no resistance. .

.
.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resourcgs?

.

Yes.

1

3. Legislative
a ction

required?

No legislative action required.
.

'

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

No.

5. State-level
opposition? No.

^

6. Community

support? N/A

7.
4Cost/Source

of funds? No extra cost is involved.

v's

.. Is...
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Ltbrar), VI: To provide better and more.iost effective use of the library's

resources, k.omputer tetDnology will b utilized fn the development and

implementation of a total library gyStem consisting of Acquisitions,
CatafogiA, Serials, and Circulation Control.

A. External Constraints:

. Less traditLonal

students/

//

This objective
changing needs

2. Energy costs/
shortages

lould assist library in meeting

Curtailment o'i echnical services would result in
a need Lor mo rsonnel.

3. Inflation
Same as 112.

4. RapIdly changing

technology The current partially\hutomated system is planned
for compatability with technological changes.

5. Changing market/
caneer demands

'

This objective should asSisttlrbrary in meeting
changing needs.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
No effect owing to minimal ($1900 for books)
federal funding.

7. Demands for
accountability This objeiitive should aid in meeting these demands.

B. Internal Constraints !

1., Internal support
and opposition?

t
The current partial implementation has general supp-ort.

2.i/ Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

Yes, to begin implemen Thtation. is is already

underway.
.

3, Legislative
action

required?

No legislative action required, unless additional
fund(ng is requested.

4. UNN.GA or Board
of Goys. aRpro-
val required?

Any adgitional funding for the implementation of this
policy would need action at this level.

5. State-level
opposition? No, except to large amounts of additional funding.

6. Community

support?
.

.

As library use by community increases, there should
be appreciation of the system./. \

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
More detailed planning information is required before

,

any estimate can be made -- an automated system involves

a major expenditure of funds,0),)
0 Af. i
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,Library VII: In order to determine how best to use its 'resouFcest, the

library will conduct ongoing studies, including cost efficienc/ sEndies.

A4 External Congtraints:

1. Less traditional

students
N/A

2. Enecgy costs/,

shoitages
N/A

3. Inflation
Higher costs will make it mandatory that.the library
implement this objective.

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
Achievement of this objective will lessen the negative

effects of tlis constraint & provide library adminis-
tration & staff opportunity to identify problem areps.

'

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

.

N/A
.

.

6. Insecurity ot.
federal funding

*

. .

Decreases in federal funds to support libraries woukd
make the implemehtation of this objectiv'e necessary.1

7.

......---..

Demands for

accountability

v
Implementation of this objective will be a positive

response to this conscraint.

B. Internal Consf:raints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

:-
Support from administration. Possib y some staff members
may be reluctant to undertake studie projected in Stage 9
Library management may question cailing in consultants
in arhrary years instead of as needed.

2.

.

'Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

It is anticipated that library staff will conduct the
majority of the,se sLudies with no additional staff needed
for this purpose & that a consultant will be hired in
'19&5&'ery 5 or 10 years thereafter.

3. Legislative
action
required?

.

ao legislative action'required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

No.

.

5. State-level
opposition? No. .

6. Community
support? NiA

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Cost for consultants will be in the $200 per day range.

Other costs involved will be staff time for ongoing,

internal studLes.,

32,,.
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ibrary VIll: to order to supportjaculty research and the information needs

ot the patrons of the library, the library will participate in on-line information

retrieval oetworks and resource-sharing networks of attate, regional, or na-

tional organizational structure.

A. ,,External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

Meeting these changing needs would be facilitated

by the implementation of this objective.

2. Energy costs/

shortages N/A

3. Inflation Higher costs Will decrease use of on-line information
networks or limit use to patrons who can afford the
service (e.g., faculty members wail rarch grants).

4. Rapidly changing

technology
4

Will give patrons better access to information from many
sources, & require periodic upgrading of equipment and
that staff constantly improve skills & training.

5. Changing market/
.career demands N/A

)

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
Decreases in faculty research due to lack of federal fund-
ing for research & other programs will lessen the need
for access to some of these resources.

7. Demands for

accountability
There will be a need for constant evaluation of how well
the library patrons' needs are being met by the systems
to justify the high expense involved.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

ion will supirt this .The faculty and adm,inistrat r
objective.

(..

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

The-major constraint' in this area will be the lack of
staff to implement this object:ive to the fullest.

3. Legislative
action
required?

Legislature must approve any changes in funding
formula or increased allocations.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

Yes, because of need to change the way libraries are
funded and to increase amount of library allocations
to provide these services.

5. State-level
opposition?. Possibly.

t

6. Community

support? N/A

.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
.

To dati necessary funds have come from library book

budget. To improve and extend the service, either a sub-

stantial ncrease in this budget area must be made or a

separate c tegory established vlichin the budget.

Ly
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Library IX: The library will provide improved access to its microform and

government document (ollections through comprehensive indexing of those

collections in the maLn card catalog, increased staff assistance to users,

an increase in the number of microform reading machines, and more efficient

repair and maintenance of Sixroform equipment.

A. External Constraints:

F. Less traditional

students N/A

2. Energy costs/

shortages N/A

3. Inflation
Early purchase of materials would forestall increased
cost.

4. Rapidly changing

technology An ongoing budget for updating machine use would he
desirable, e.g., programmable equipment.

5. Changing market/

career 4emands N/A

6. Insecurity of

federal funding N/A

7.1 Demands for
accountability

Increased services slguld meet foresc!eable demands
for accountability. _

B. Internal ConsrPints:
. Internal support

and opposition? All groups would support this.

2.-Adequacy of
1
. institutional

resources?

Additional staff will be needed to index the
collections.

3. Legislative
action
required?

Budget increases would require legislative approval.

4. UNCGA or Board
of Govs. appro
val required?

Any additional budget increase will need approval.

5. Statelevel
opposition? No.e

6. Community
support?

NJA

7. Cost/Source

of funds? 0
Additional resources needed to purchase microfilm (c.$14o0
ea.) & microlithe (c.$4,20 ea.) readers. It would tost_ ove]
$100,000 to Produce ca.tAlog cards for the material in
these collections.

.. 3till

,/
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Library X: The library will seek to become the major repository for

primary manuscript data on the Southern Appalachian region.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
(.....

N/A ,

2.

--1

Energy costs/
shortages

..

N/A

31.

/
Inflation

This would not be a great constraint since most
manuscripts would be donated.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

...

N/A

1

5. Cilanging market/

career demands

4,
N/A

--.,

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

The recommendation that grant funding be sought for this
collection might be threatened by changing priorities &
require that private grants be sought instead.

7. Demands for
accountability A manuscript collection on Appalachia would fulfill

a natural mission of ttie university.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition? All areas will support this policy.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Resources are adequa
.
e to begin. Increasing the acqui-

sitions in this area ill require a manusc.ript specialist.
Facilities for preser ation and restoration of manu-
script materials will be required.

3. Legislative
action
required?

Legisliture would have to approve increased funding.

,

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

The policy involves a new position which would have to
be funded by an increase in the library budget.

5. SDate-level
opposition? No.

6. Community
support? The community has evidenced enthusiasm for this policy.

,

7. Cost/Source

of funds9

1 additional professional: $22-25,000. Supply & equip.
budget additions to cover archival materials cost. Slight
increase in book budget CO cover acquisition of manu-
script materials cost.
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Library XI: in order to meet adequately the changing demands on the library
'and its limited resources, the library's organizational structure and procedures
will be designed so as to facilitate cooperative participation by library admin-
istrators, faculty, staff, and the Learning Resources Committee in management
decisions that affect the li.brary.

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students N/A .

2. Energy costs/
shortages N/A

3. Inflation Broadened input into decision-making process by library
personnel & LRC will bring more knowledge to bear*on
solutions to problems created by this conitraint.

4. Rapidly changing

technology Same as #3

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

Same as #3

6. Insecurity of
federal funding N/A

7. Demands for

accountability
Drawing upon expertise of library personnel & LRC in
identifying.problems & developing more efficient poli-
cies & procedures will aid library admin. in meeting
these demands.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

and opposition ? The university administration & Learning Resources
Committee would support this objective.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

Yes.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

No.

5. State-level
opposition? No.

6. Community
support? No.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
-No'additional funds needed. The increase will be in more
time spent in committee meetings & other shared management
activities by li cary personnel & LRC.

00
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Library_XII: Procedures tor library support of off-campus classes will be devel-

oped in :,,veral areas: funding to support needed resources as a separate budget-

ary,item; Modification of c(rcelation policies to facilitate off-campus use of

library materials; and necessary support by Audio-Visual Services in providing

likfor the development of instructional programs and telecommunications'.

A. External Constraints:,

1. Less traditional
3

students
This objective will improve ASU's ability to serve the

needs of nontraditional off-campus students.

2. Energy Cosa/
shortages

Will make implementation of this objective necessary if
higher energy costs result in increased number of

cluster programs.

3. Inflation

.---

Rising costs of library materials & telecommunications
system development may make it impossible to achieve

this objective.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

4

Will require that any delivery system for off-campus
programs be designed to be 'as flexible as possible to

meet changes as they occur.

5. Changing market/
career demands N/A

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Stage 10 suggests federal or private grants be sought for

planning & construction of telecommunications system.
Lack of federal funding might jeopardize this.

.

7. Demands for

accountability
This objective would improve quality of off-campus
programs & thus respond to demands for evaluation.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

Support from Graduate School, Learning & Human
Development, Continuing Education, & Learning Resources.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

Additional funding for books, equipment, & travel and
possibly additional personnel as off-campus program
grows. Telecommunications system requires additional
facilities and substantially increased funding.

3. Legislative
action
required?

'

Broadcast licensing will be required for the tele-
communications system. Legislature must approve any

additional state funding.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

The establishment of a separate budgetary item for
purchase of materials will require action at this

level.

5. State-level
opposition? No opposition to the policy is anticipated; funding

more difficult. ,

6. Counity
su port?

r,

.

The commujJy stands to benefit from the policy.
,

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Insufficient information on which to base an estimate:

probably very expensive because it includes both pro-
fessional personnel & sophisticated technology.

,,..
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Institutional Sector: STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Student Development Services I: The Student Affairs area of the university will

be stru,tured so as to otter most efficiently a wide range,of high quality student
serviLes in order to enhance the total development of students as individuals and
as_group members.

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students
Needs of less traditional students (an be' met if Student

Affairs is structured to offer wide range of services &
considers development of students as individuals.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Cost benefits may necessitate reevaluation & justification
'Of scope of programs. Activities related to environmen-
tal concerns & conservation need to be stressed.

3. Inflation Expansion of services would be affected by financial
resource limitations. More selective targeting of
activities and services will.be necessary.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
.

Re quires that individuals stay current with information
trends soras to make better, decisions regarding
acquisition of materials and equipment,

5. Changing market/
career demands The objective aims at achieving flexibility necessAry

to complement the students' academic pursuits.

6.
,

Insecurity of

federal funding
I

Impact would be evident in student financial aid area .

since many ASU students are dependent on federal
financial aid..

/
7. Demands for

accountability
Direct cost benefit accountability would be difficult
to establish for all programs; ste:lent'retention &

recruitment efforts could serve as measurements.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

Snd opposition?

.

Policy is not controversial. t) sigdificant disagreement
foreseen.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Staff, faculty, & administrative 1.7=n;rces are available.
Possibly restructuring solhe responsibilities could
enhance overall programming & services offered.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legislative action required for resAucturing, but
would be necessary for formula funding referred to in
Stage 10 report.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

Not to restructure, .but would be required for formula
funding.

5. State-level
opposition?

No opppsition to restructuring. Formula funding for
staffing of Student Affairs would meet some opposition.

6. Community
support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Specialist,5-4n the area could evaluate effectiveness.

Restructuring should enhance the opportunity for more
efficiency.
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Student Development Services II: ASU will seek to improve its program for

student academic advis,ent and career counseling.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

C

Greater emphasis on career counseling & possible reduc-

tion in liberal arts programs may result, creating need

for faculty members better versed in career advisement.

2.

t

Energy costs/
shortages .

Needed personnel increases and released time for faculty

might be curtailed; special workshops to orient faculty
to career counseling might not be developed. \

.

3. Inflation
,

See #2. %
t

4. Rapidly changing

technology

--.I

Major impact on career counseling, since jobs for grads

will change with changing technology. Would make it more

difficult for faculty to kepp abreast of career trends.

5. Changing matket/
career demands

Will require greater effart on part of faculty & counselor

in outreach programs, workshops, etc. May require adjust-

ments in curriculum & faculty assignments.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Student financial aid reductions might reduce number of

' students & create a shift in type of student served and

type of counseling & advising needed.

7. Demands for
accountability

Wou1d4volve keeping statistics on students employed,
employers contacted; more emphasis on finding jobs for
grads, job training, less emphasis on liberal arts.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

Many faculty & counselors would resist assuming career
counseling duties. No unit is currently staffed to dO

this adequately. Development would probably oppose

removal of outreach aspects of Placement Office.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
-

resources?

Sufficient staff lacking for expanded vocational

counseling. Faculty available, but require retraining

for extensive vocational counseling.

3. Legislative
action

required?
No legislative ac,tion required.

.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs,..appro-
val required?

No approval beyond ASU is required.

,

5. State-leva
opposition?

,

Opposition unlikely.

6. Community
support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

ot funds?

A suggested reorganization plan: place 3 grad assts & 1
full-time counselor in Counseling Center as vOcational
counselors. Outreach function to remain in Dev. OH.

...
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Student Development gervices III: The Psychological Services Center will be
adequately funded, housed, and staffed to meet the counseling needs of students
and to provide testing service to the university community.

, External Constraints:
1.- Less traditional

students

.

,

Little effect, since counseling is highly individualized
& already deals with a variety of student needs. More

impact on group counseling. ...'

,

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Will affect total budget, ulttimately affecting the Center
in staffing capacity. AV & biofeedback equipment are
"hardware" Pxpenses most likely to be reduced.

3. Inflation'

See #2 above.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Biofeedback technology would show the greatest impact.

Equipment-wo/uld need to be updated & users retrained
as technoloiy advances.

5. Changing market/
career demands

r

w
Vocatiocal materials need frequent up8ating & counseling
personnel need to attend workshops to keep up.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

/

The.se services are not directly dependent upon federal
funding. Indirect effects would result if cuts in
financial aid reduced number of students at ASU.

.

7. 'Demands for
accountability

Steps are being taken to increase evaluation & accounta
bility efforts. These demands will be met readily & at
low cost under leadership of new director.

B. Internal Constrain :

1. Internal support

and opposition?
Greatest obgtacle involves overlapping functions among

the Center,,Placement, Complementary Ed., & General Colleg
Any of these might perceive a threat if curtailed.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

Center staff inadequate in quantity, but quality is high.
Need to add 2 staff members during'next 2 yrs., reorganize
services, use more graduate assistants/interns.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action required.

4. UNCGA or Board
,of Goys. appro
val required?

If student fees are increased, outside approval will
be required.

1

5. Statelevel
opposition? Unlikely.

ii)lik

6.
,..
Community
support?

,

Yes.

r

7. Cost/Sburce

of funds?
Two counselors: $15,000 1st yr.; same 2nd yr. 4 longevity;
$18,000 for 2nd counselor 2nd yr. Recommend moving 1

vocational counselor from Placement & add 3 assists.
Source: student fees.

3 3 t)

e.
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Student Development Services IV: Student Affairs will continue to administer

a program of extra4=class and co-curricular activities which enhances and

illustrates the knowledge gained in the formal classroom, broadens cultural

(horizons, and creates international unders anding and'intercultural sensitivity.

. Eiternal Constraints:

1. -Less traditional
stWents

/ 1.

Should enhance international & Nikercultural dimensions

of Obj. TV. Might require shifts in funding pri6rities

to organizations CO serve non-traditional students.

2. Ehergy costs/

shortages
1

Will curtail activities of co-curricular nature. May

require new efforts to generate funding outside of
university budget for specific co-curricular activities.

3. Inflation
Will inhibit growth of new.programs, and make difficult

( the maintenance of existing programs.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

-

Impact is difficult to predIct on extra-cla,s activities.

5.... 'Changing market/

career demands

,

Will have to emphasize flexibility, innovation, experi-
mentation in new programs rather than to be left behind
offering out-of-date or redundant programs.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Less imPact at ASU than other universities in terms of

extra-class activities: ASU will have to.tailor of fer2'

ings in accord with budget limitations.
.

7. Demands for

ac, untability

If such demands come down the chain of command, a plan

will have to be formulated for an evaluation scheme &
then will undergo an experimental implementation.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal suppor t.

and opposition?
University agencies who have to support new programs with

money or faculty time will resist the policy. Those

which stand to gain will support it.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Not unless other currently funded activities are neglectec
A shift in funding priorities will have to occur.

Y

3. Legislative
action

required?
Nu legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

Not unless higher fees are to be assesspd.

5. State-level
opposition?

, ,

Policy implementation can be formulated in such a way as
to stay within existing regulations and directions.

,

6. Community

support? In minor ways, yes. Large-scale community support in
terms of participation or .funding is not predictable.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Impossible to say without programming, personnel, housing,

and administration costs. .

3'i') f
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Student Development Services V: Appalachian State University will strengthen

its structure for involving students in institutional government.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
The prospect of older, more mature and job=cirented
students probably makes greater student participation

harder to achieve.

2. Energy costs/

shortages
Energy problems should have no major effect on the

achievement of this particular objective.

3. Inflation Students involved in academic govt. typically oppose .

raises in tuition & other academic expense's. This may

make such increases harder to implemnt & justify.

4%

'

Rapidly changing

technology
Technological change poses no thre'at to the

achievement of this objective.

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

No difficulty is anticipated here.
,

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Fewer funds could heighten tension between student and
faculty members of university committees over allo-
cation of funds.

7. Demands for
accountability

While some student involvement in institutional govt.
is desirable, it is admin. & faculty who remain most

accountable. This must be clear to all concerned.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Probably general student approval, but many admin. and
faculty are opposed in principle to students' taking'
more than a minor role in such matters.

2. Adequacy of
institutional_
resources?

No additional resources should be required to put this
policy into effect.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legal difficulties unless student involvement reaches
a point where administration & faculty appear to have,
abdicated their responsibilities.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

Changes anticipated should require no official approval
fkim bodies beyond the campus administration.

5. State-level
opposition?.

Difficulty could be expected only if the traditionally

conservative legislature felt that excessive power had
been put into the hands of students. .

6. Communit.y

support?
Policy is unlikely to be of interest to the community
unless it should come to share the perception mentioned
in #5.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Since committee memberships are unsalaried pdsirjoils,

no additional cost i's foreseen.

33, - o
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Student Developmv Services VI: Student Affairs will involve students in

,arrying out an effective judiciary system tor the student body.

A. ExternaljConstraints:
1. Less tr ditional

Ystude

s .No appreciable effect. .

,

Energy costs/
shortages N/A (

y

3. Inflation

'

N/A

.

4. Raptdly changing

,technology
N/A

5. Changing market/
career demands

Active student participation in the judiciary system

would serve as good experience for any chosen field
of study.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

No effect.

7. Demands for
accountability

Student development research experts could evaluate
this aspect of the system.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition? -

,

All sectors should give support. 0

,

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

Resources are already available.
.

3. Legislative
action

required?
No legislative action required.

4. UNCGA" or Board
of Go4s. appro
val required?

. No.

5. Statelevel
opposition? . No.

v

6. Community

support? Policy should have no impact on the community.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

4111,

No additional funds would be necessary.

,
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Student Development ServicesoyII: ASU will,strive to maintain its policy of

alcing aid available to academically and/or financially deserving students.

A. External Constraints:
1. tess traditional

students
More students from lowincome families create a strain

on resources. More students declaring legal independence
'from parents require costly verieication work.

2. Energy costs/
shortages Energy costs add to student need and.thus to the drain

on available aid money.
t

3. Inflation Available funds may fail to keep pace with rise in in,

dividual student budget. Either fewer will get assis
tance or many will be given less than proven need.

. Rapidly changing
tqhnology Changes in technology are unlikely to have major

eiffects on the availability of aid funds. ,

...

5. Ch/anging market/

career demands
Financial aid is only very indirectly related to

such academic adjustments.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

'ederal funds will continue to be a matter of great
uncertainty, especially because of the advent of a

new administration in Washington. -

7. Demands for

accountability

Rate of default on student loans at ASU is lower than
national average, but continuing inflation & ailing
economy may make collection more difficult in future.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

\,

The'financial aid program has the support of a great
majority of students and faculty on campus.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

More computer time is needed by Financial Aid, as well as
additional personnel to counsel students & inform poten
tially qualified recipients of aid.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No change of laws at present, but is a possibility if the
general money situation continues to tighten. Stage 10

projects new state funded positions.

4. UNOWA or Board
of Goys. appro
val required?

Regulations governing disbursement of aid funds are

enacted primarily by the U.S. Congress rather than at
the state level. -

5. Statelevel
,

opposition? No opposition is likely. Federal money makes up the
greatest part of financial aid for college students.

6.

.

CoMmunity
support?

The ommuntLy generally supports academic financial aid
programs &has a stake in keeping ASU's student populatiol
as hig as possible.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Financial Aid Office will coordinate about $9 million in
1980-81. Sources are federal, state, institutional, &private. State funds projected for new positions.

gill
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Student Development Services VIII: University housing facilities will be .

operated more efficiently and in a manner which enhances and contributes to

the learning program and to the general deIelopmenc of the student.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

.

Consideration will have to be given to flexibility in

accommodating needs of a less traditional student

population.
!

2. Pieriy cos.ts/

shortages
i

. P
Rising energy costs will require that ASU continue to
carry_opi retrofitting and energy conservation '

meastiars.

3, Inflation
The objective *should reinforce the effective utili- '

N
zation of resources.

4. Rapidly changing

,technology
Ongoing .effort for personnel in the area to stay current

with new technology in order to make better decisions.

5. Changing market/

career demands

,

.

Not applicable.

6.

4.

Insecurity of

federal funding

-

Not applicable.

7. Dcmands for

acountability

,
Justification of self-supporting area fees requires that
constant evaluation and accouncabilit,y be maintained by

the area.

B. Internal Constraints

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Policy should receive support from all concerned groups.

2. Adequacy cf
institutional
resources?

No additional personnel required. Efforts must continue

to seek budgetary relief for administrative positions.
through appropriated funds. ,.....

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legiSlative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

No approval necessary.

5. State-level
opposition? Nc.

6. Community
support? The community should-bt very supportive of the policy.

,

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Most activities are)already in the bodget. Fed. funds wil:
be soughs_ for technical assistance in evaluating energy
efficiencies. Matching funds from student fees.

:.34 '

. 1 A
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Student Development Services IX; Students at ASU will be provided with

better health services.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less Craditional

students

uir

Little impact is expected; health needs are expected

to remain the same. .

L

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Student health services are so vi_al that student Lees
might be increased so that services would not be

curtailed.
,

3. Inflation

.

.

See #2 above.
f

.

J

4. Rapidly changing

technology

, .

New laws concei-ning pharmaceuticals will have impact, as

will need to keep equipment current. ,Need pharmacist;
travel funds & workshop tuition to keep staff current. ---

5. Changing maiket/
career demands-0

<-

. ,
.

\
No impact is expected. ,

, Insecurity of
federal fdhding See,#2 above.

f

7. Demands for

accountability

The medftal profession is increasingly being held account-

able for medical pro..edures, and this campus organization
,

is no exception.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

...and opposition? No opposition is expected.

(\------

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?
f

Probably an increase in student fees will be required.
Student needs exceed capacity of staff & facilities.
Additional doctors/staff are needed.

A A

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action required.

4.

,

UNCGA or Board
of Govs. appro

* Val required?

Outside approval is required for any increase in

student fees.
--\,

. Statelevel
opposition?

.

No.

b. Community
Yes. I

,

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

$70,000 for 1 new doctor & nurse. combination pharmacist
business manager $27,000; the $f00,000 allocated to
furnish new builtling will probably be ins,uffitient.,
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Student I)evlpnin1 Services X: The university will offer a campus recreation

program, both structured and unstructured, which meets students' needs.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

f

Less traditional students may require fewer

recreational programs. 4

2. Energy costs/

shortages
May restrict the construction of new facilities,
limit hours of operation of existing facilities.

3. Inflation May limit the building of new facilities or require
that smaller or less than optimum facilities be

constructed.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Limited impact; however, new facilities should be of

the most uptodate design, utilizidg the latest
equipment and knowledge.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Recreation program under discussion here is not career
oriented, except for a few PE majors Who function as

interns.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Federal funds for recreational Prams are insecure
in any case.

7. Demands for

accountability
No problem, except for accountability to funding sources
who find it difficult to see relationship between recrea
tion programs and the university's mission.

B. Internal Constraints:

'Internal support

..a..4.4 opposition?

-1k1,

Support should be widespread if new prograMs do not
undercut or compete with existing programs.

. AdequacAP.S

institutional

resources?

Yes, to begin implementation. Additional funds will be

required for projected recreational facility.
s

)

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action for creational program, but Genera

Assembly would have to ap rove and perhaps provide partial

funding for new facility.

. UNCGA or Board
of Govs. appro
val required?

Approval would be required for new facility.

5. Statelevel
opposition?

No, except possibly to provide state appropriation

for new facility.

6. Community
support? Community not likely to be concerned.

..

.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

.

L,stimate for recreational facility in 1980 budget request
wan $1,179,700, with $589,850 in state funds requested.
The rest to come from selfliquidating funds.

q..1 .
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:)tudent Development Servi(es XI: The university will provide a varsiiy sporLs

program, la, ilities, and staff which konform to guidelines and regulations of

the Southern Athletic Conference, the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
and the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women and which is consis-

tent with the purpose of the university.

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students
No problems are anticipated for the varsity athletic
programs as a result of such developments.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Varsity athletics will suffer financial difficulties.
Heating and lighting needs aye higher for athletic events
& practices than tor most campus activities.

3. Inflation

ir.

Rising scholarship costs; rising travel costs may
necessitate cheaper modes of travel taking smaller
squads to competitive events off campus.

4.. Rapidly changing

technology

Except for the general piroblem of replacement )sts

for athletic equipment, this con(ern presents no
immediate difficblties.

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

Such difficulty has little bearing on non-professional
athletic programs.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
Federal funds make up no direct part of Athletic budget.
In any general retrenchment, however, varisty athletics
would suffer to some degree.

7. Demands for

accountability
In addition to continuing to apply strict financial
accounting procedures, varsity sports must constantly
prove their own value to the university & community.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

and opposition?
Majority of students strongly support an active varsity
program; most of faculty share this view, though signifi-
.cant minority are opposed. Cutbacks would be controvee-
sial.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

ca. l Ae.l i iCoaching staffs are adequate; (leril p s n short

supply & it is dotO)tful that.more money can be found
soon to fill this need.

3. Legislative
action
tequired?

The Athletic Department believes itself in coLormity
with iederal law regarding women's athletics. No addition
al legislation required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

There is little likelihood of disapproval or radical
alteration of these policies as they now stqnd.

5. State-level
opposition?

The state government appropriates funds for athletic
facilities but not operating funds for the program.
Opposition unlikely from any of these bodies.

,

6.
.

Community
support?

The community has historically supported ASU varsity
athletics enthusiastically. Elimination of minor sports
would not be noted.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Cost is now $1 million annually & should rise by about 104
'per year for next decade. Funding must come from student
fees, gate receipts, & alumni giving (Yosef).

.
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Institutional Sector: PHYSICAL RESOURCES

Physical Resources 1: The university will make a coinmitmet to the develop-

ment of a comprehensive phased plan addressing campus beaut fication, sound

land use planning, maintenance, energy Lse efficiency, and accessibility.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students No appreciable impact.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Although these factors may slow the implementation of

such a plan, they should not affect its development

since it addresses energy efficiency.

3. Inflation
May slow the implementation of the plan, but should not

affect the development oi a phased plan.

4. Rapidly changing

technology No effect. .

5. Changing market/

career demands N/A

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

,

Not a factor.

7. Demands for
accountability The achievement of this objective will respond to

such demands.

B. Internal Constrain s:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
All sectors will support the objective in principle.
Some may question its cost or specific proposals that

result from it.

2. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

Yes, to Iormulate the plan, but will probably lack
the Iunds to implement it.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legislative action required to plan. State funding

would require legislative action.

4. .UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

No, not to plan.

5. State-level
opposition? No, not-to the concept of planning.

6. Community
support? Yes, unless specific aspects of plan threaten

community values.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Much can be done using local personnel & resources. Ho-
sirabie profession:al consultation estimated di $35,000.
Funds can be set aside for a 2-3 year partitioning of
project by Business Affairs.

f.)



Phy!,i,a1 Reseurkes II: The university will institute a more efficient maintenance
program tor the physical plant through incorporation of new techniques and the
development of a maintenam.e staff adequate to meet the needs of the physical

plant.

A. Ext'ernal Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students Should not affect this objective.

.

2. Energy costs/
shortages The impact cf energy costs & consequent shortages should

enhance the implementation of this objective.

3. Inflation
Radical inflation should make it mandatory to improve
effi:ient use of existing facilities & personnel.

4. Rapidly changing

technology May require in-service training programs for existing
personnel.

.

5. Changing market/
career demands

4
NiA

.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Insecurity of federal funding could limit the total use
c physical plant, but would not appear to limit the

need for efficient maintenance.

7. Demands fo
accountability

Would appear to demand cost accounting at all levels,
especially in physical maintenance. Objective should help

meet these demands.

B. Internal Constraints!
1. Internal support

and opposition?
The majority of employees would support this. A small

percentage may be apprehensive if efficiency changes cause
a reduction in the number of needed personnel.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Existing resources appear to be available for initial
implementation. Restraints exist in funding.

3. Legislative
action
required?

State legislature would have to approve funding for .

/
additional positi is if not supported by increased
enrollment.

4. UNC-GA or Board
,of Goys. appro-

val required?

.
.

Not unless new positions are requested.

5. State-level
opposition?

Possibly, if achievement of objective requires
excessive additional funding.

,

6. Community
support?

Yes. t

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

The increased efficiency cot* conceivably reduce the
current cost of operqtion & not necessitate additional
funding.

. i .13 4
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Physical Resources III: The university will establish itself as a leader in

controlled energy use and develop a model demonstration campus for alternative

energy sources.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional'

students
,

No effect.

'.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

These will spur and encourage completion of the

objective.

3. Inflation May delay implementation; however, the economic
advantage of completion should offset this.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
New technology can be used to advantage in

developing this objective.

5. Changing market/
career demands No impact.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding Federal funding will be of assistance in completing

this objective, so this could have a negative effect.

7. Demands for

accountability

.

,

Objective responds to these demands.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition? All will support this objective.

.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Requires additional personnel and resources.

3. Legislative
action
required?

Legislature would have to approve any increases

in state funding.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

No, with the exception of projects which will

require state funding.

5. State-level
opposition? No.

6. Community
support?

.

Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

$500,000-$1,5n0,000. Some of the funds related to this
objective have been requested for 1981-83. More will
be needed and requested for 1983-85.

:3. 1 , .
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APhysicaI ResQurces IV: Appalachian State University-will improve its

eommunication facilities.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
.

students
A change in the traditional student population should
not affeFE-the need for improved communications. .

,

. Energy costs/

shortages

Rising costs could affect Jra get monies-already set

aside & dould affect abi,letie of both parties to

live up to agreements.
,

3. Inflation
Serious inflation, if not matched by funding, might

affect ASU's ability to meet proposed plans.
-

\

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
Would make it difficult & expensive to prevent rquipment

from becoming obsolete. If equipment can be,constantly
updated,communication facilities will benefit.

5:47nging market/

career demands
The proposed communication system would help program
deyqrpment keep pace.

-:,

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
A loss of these funds would probably reduce the size
of the student body and hence the scope of the
communication system needed.

7. Demands for

accountability
No significant impact.

B. Internal Constraints:

I. Internal support
and epposition?

Most would desire an improved communication systems

This would noq be very controversial.

. Adequacy of

institutional

resources?

See no problem in acquiring any special resources,

if needed.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legal problems are foreseen.

.

4.. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

The agreement between UNC television network and ASU

may be difficult. Who will pay?

5.

.

State-level

opposition? Not unless large amounts of state funding are required.

6. Community
support? The community is likely to support the project.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Difficult to determine from information provided.

3110
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Phys_ital Resources V: The university will mount a conscientious campaign to

acquire the Dougherty family house and property and develop a plan to use

the house as an alumni/information center or a museum/gallery.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

A
If the student population becomes older, there should

be more appreciation of the museum/gallery.
,

40

2. Energy costs/
shortages

t

No direct impact on this objective.

\,.
.

3. Inflation
Higher costs could4be avoided by expediting purchase
of property and renovation of gallery.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
\

No real impact.

5. Changing market/

career demands N/A
.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

No real impact, since federal funding for this

objective is unlikely.

7. Demands f

accountability

,...

Justification/approval for museum/gallery project will

be difficult.
I

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Broad support for the acquisition of Dougherty property,
but some conflicts of interest possible over development/
utilization of parts of the property.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Some additional staff personnel will be required, as well

as additional parking,facilities.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legal problems are foreseen. If, in fact, an alumni

foundation to raise funds is formed, legal counsel will

be needed.

4. UNC-GA or gOard

of Govs. apprb-
val required?

,

Yes, if state funds are required.

5. State-level ,..

opposition?

*-------

Probably, due to limited resources at the state level.

6. Community

support?

The community will probably support the proje(t; however,
private real estate brokers may compete for purchase

of the property.

7.. Cost/Source
.

of funds?

Around $1,000,000. -Funds could be raised through (ormatit
of an Arts Alumni Foundation; from community & private
business sector; through state appropriations.

'.) 4 .

'
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Physical Resources VI: The university will identify desirable tracts of
property and develop a plan for acquiring those parcels deemed appropriate
for use as recreation areas,,open spaces, or potential building sites.

A. External Constraints:
1.

.,

Less.traditional
students

More married students will require family-type housing.
D. Boone Hotel & other nearby motels which could be
modified into small apartments should be identified.,

2. Energy costs/
shortages

,
.

No direct impact, except upon inflation in general.

3. Inflation

,

Land in the immediate area of ASU mill continue to
appreciate rapidly -- any proposed purchases should
be made as soon as possible.

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
Additional facilities may be required to expand programs
which are commensurate with changing technology/job
markets.

5. Changing market/
career demands

.

Same as above.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
Federal funding will probably become tenuous in the near
future,, but will have little impact on land purchases.

7.

.

Demands for
accountability

Justification for money to purchase additional property
/will be difficult. Proper use of present landholdings

near the State Farm area will be called for.

B. Internal Constraints:
1. Internal support

and 'opposition?
Broad general support for property acquisition, but con-
flicts of interest possible over specific purchases/uses.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Funding will be the' major problem.

3. Legislative
action
required?

i

No legislative action required except for state
funding.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required? '

The acquisition of additiOnal private property near
Camp Broadstone & southeast of present'university
property at State Farm would requtre approval.

5. State-level
opposition?

.

No, subject to availability of funds.

,

6. Community

support?
Local community should give general hupport, as expansion
would mean more jobs. Limited opposition to spe(ific
tariets possible.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

....x.....-..
.

Approximately k million to round out State Farm area;
troperty in Broadstone area less expensive. Cost estimati
.impossibJe until Apecific sites are identified.

4
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Physik.al Resources VII: Program demands, as reflected in long-range planning
proje._tions, will be given emphasis in setting capitat expansion priarities.

A. External Constraints:
1. Less traditional

students -,..,....

,

,

Will require greater attention co changing program
needs when setting capital expansion priorities.

,

s

2. Energy costs/
shott'ages

Will require effective planning for capital expansion,
as called for by ails objective. .

3. Inflation
Same as #2

,

4. Rapidly changing

technology
The ability to adapt to needs dictated by changes in
technology will depend upon funding & effective
planning.

5. Changing market/
career demands The ability to cope with a changing job market may be

dictated by the success in meeting this objective.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding - May inhibit capital expansion.

..

7. Demands for

accountability Implementation of objectives should help satisfy
these demands.

B. Internal Constraints:
1.

_!

Internal support
and opposition?

1

The academic sector may support the objective, but
cooperation among various units may be difficult.
Opposition to'specific recommendations likely.

-

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

-

ASU has the personnel to implement the objective.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action required, except in area of funding
for projects recommended.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro2
val required?

Not for the process, but must support the projects
recommended as a result of the process.

5. State-level
,

opposition?
No opposition to the process, but opposition to specific
programs/capital expansion projects possible.

6. Community

support?

.

Probably, if it iS aware of it.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
No extra costs for planning - appropriate offices

and personnel already exist.

1) .-
. t .1 1
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Physikal Resourt:es VIII: rnueased importance will be placed upon

transporation resoures in future program planning.

A. External Constraints:
I. Less traditional

students
Any growth in off-campus programs will increase
importance of this objective.

2. Energy costs/
shortagev

,

This objective addresses this constraint.

3. Inflation
Same as 112.

4. Rapidly chang ing

technology
Changing technology may effect changes in conventional
modes of transportation & sources of energy. ASU must
avoid over-commitment to one form'of transportation. (

5. Changing market/
career demands

N/A

6. Insecurity of

federal funding

-

Places greater emphasis on local funding for
improvising alternate resources.

7. Demands for
accountability

,

Will rPsult in a greater demand for justification
of activities requiring transportation.

B. Internal Constraints:
I. Internal support

and opposition?
All sectors will support che objeetive in principle.
Specific allocation decisions will be opposed by those
negatively affected.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Yes. May require a new part/full-time position for
director of travel.

.

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legislative action reAuired.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. appro-
val required?

Possibly in area of consolidation of vehicle acquisition
within UNC system.

.

5. State-level
opposition?. No.

.

6. Community
support?

--.)

Yes.

7.
..

Cost/Soufce

of funds?
Initial cost of implementation should be offset by

long-term effect of a potential decrease in travel

expenditures.

11
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flusical Resources IX: The university will improve its recreational

facilities.

WIG

A. External Constraints:

1. LeSs traditional
students

If less traditional implies students who are older and

employed off-campus, these students would have less

need for recreational facilities.

2. Energy costs/ 14111 complicate the problem of discovering resources to
shortages build new facilities, bspecially those for intramurals

& recreation. Hours of access may hBve to be curtailed.

3. Inflation .

May force reductions in facilities, hours of operation,
and supervisory personnel to operate the services.

4. Rapidly changing New technologies may render obsolete existing facilities

technology for the formal "semi-professional" college athletics
program; little impact oh recreational facilities.

5. Changing market/ Recreational internships mill be concerned with adjusting
career demands to new market demands. Few reireational programs (or

facilities) will be affected in major ways.

6. Insecurity ot

. federal funding
Federal funding of recreational activities is always

insecure and minimal.

7. Demands for

accountability Little impact.

. .

'

. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

.

,

Opposition from those competing for funds to be used for

new facilities; all inconvenienced by lost parking space;
program managers,forced ,to open ptogrami to females &
minorities whose .rtici.ation is now limited;

. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

Yes, over the long term, if chahges are implemented
piecemeal & if a careful plan is inaugurated with wide-
spread participation of all persons affected.

3. Legislative
action\
requira t_

,

General 41,1sembly must approve construction and funding

(if any,state funds are sought).

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro.-

val required?

-
, .

Yes,. Tor the construc'tion of new facilities.

,
.

5. State7level

oppositionT ...

No, unless ASU's academic Mission is compromised. Partial

.ate funding of facility might meet opposition.

6.

.

Community

support?

-

Yes.
.

7.
.

'Cost/Source

of fdndsr

.

Es. timate in 1980 Capital Improvements Requelt list was

$1,179,700 with $589,850 in state funds requested: .The

rest to come from self-liquidating funds.

3 5
4
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InstiCutional Sector: SPECIAL' ACTIVITIES

Special Activities 1: The university will seek to provide a broad range of

continuing education services the people of the region and state in a manner
that is academdcally sound and is consistent with the role and purpose of a

' university.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students
No effect. Continuing education programs are geared

to the nontraditional student. ,

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Rising costs & energy shortages will increase need for
off-campus programming for less traditional students,

but will make faculty commuting more expensive.

3. Inflation

.
.

Will encourage the development of new & innovative prograr
delivery methods that will be positive with regard to
ASU's delivery of continuing education services.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

*
Unless the university maintains the "state of the art"

in teaching methods, materials, & equipment, we will
have difficulty fulfilling this objective.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Continuing education can well be the frontier tor alertirq

us to changing market demands in the futuee. Stage 10

strategies address this constraint.

6. Insecurity of

federal fUnding
No effect, since ASU does not directly rely on federal
funding for its continuing education services.

t

7. Demands for

accountability

This will lend support to achievement of the objective, .

which is aimed at improving the responsiveness and
academic quality of the continuing education program.

B. Internal Constrainrc:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
-

General support, with some reservations. The.sciences

will not support off-campus programs owing to the lack

of laboratory facilities.

2. Adequacy of

instinutional
resources?

ASU has necessary personnel & some facilities, but these

assets are isolated due to ASU's location; faculty input
is limited by teaching loads & overload salary limitation:

3. Legislative
action
required?

No legal problems with this policy with exception of poter
tial liability problems in area of adequate off-campus
facilities for handicapped & contractual liabilities.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Goys. Apro-
val requi d?

Continuing education services are an accepted part of the

total university. The UNC-GA will need to give approval

of new courses or program offerings.
,..,

5. State-level
opposition?

Opposition if new degreek/tracks'& additional funding are
required; less so if receipt-funded. Othe'r institutions

will object to overstepping territorial boundaries.

6. Community

support?
Yes, if it is more economical for them.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
.

The cost of supporting this objeLtive is ambiguous due to
unknown size & scope of effort. Efforts should continue
to seek state support to lessen burden on students.

35.i
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Special Acte-rries II: The university will provide academically sound continuing

education services to the people of the region and state in a manner that is as

efficient as possible -- administratively, fiscally, and otherwise.

A. External Constraints:

1.
,

Less traditional
students

Creates a need for developing recruiting & academically

sound programs tailored to such students & more selective

choice of faculty in such programs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Might 11,mit participation & force changes in modes of

instruction; energy costs may force host facilities to

impose users fee. Objective seeks to address constraint.

3. Inflation Might make continuing education unaffordable for indi-

viduals without assistance from.state or industry. Stpte

may be less willing to support Stage 10 strategies.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Adaptations in regular academic programs will have to

be reflected in continuing education programs.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Adaptations in regular ow-campus instruction must be

reflected in continuing education programs.

6. -Insecurity of
federal funding

Loss of federal support to individual students and

communities might cut revenues for some continuing

education programs.

7. Demands for
accountability

Might promote priority changes in favor of on-campus

programs and diminish field-based activities.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Administrative support is strong. Faculty will supp,-)rt

academically reputable programs, but must be better

informed on,continuing education.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Yes, but eed careful development of televised instruction

faciliti & working out of faculty teaching loads &
salariesf Additional funds for Stage 10 strategies.

3. Legislative
action

required?

Policy requires no statutory changes, but will require
new appropriations by the state legislature t6 fund

off-campus FTEs.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

,

Board and General Administration must approve appropriatio:

for continuing education.
,

5. State-level
opposition?.

No likelli opposition to the spirit of the objective, but

state futiting of off-campus FTEs will meet opposition.

Concern for territories from UNC-GA & other institutions.

6. Community
support?

Yes. ,

1

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

Difficult to determine. Funds must come from receipts

and state appropriations.

. I
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Special Activities III: The university will provide throughout the entire

year a broad spectrum of cultural activities reflecting the region, the

nation, and the world.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less tri.ditional

students

Cultural activities will have to be pres nted in a decen-

tralized manner & take maxamum advantagef medhi distri-
bution & nontraditional student's work env ronment.

2. Energy costs/

shortages

These factors will prevent or severely limit the ability

of people to gather at central locations to experience

these efforts.

3. Inflation Locally generated cultural events or activities will be

the rule. The ability to purchase resources from outside

providers will become t0 expensive. ,

4. Rapidly changing

technology

,
y-

This ,makes it more important io develop & deliver historic
regional cultural preservation programs to the public.

Technology will aid in dissemfpion of results.

37-17nging marked/
career demands Does not apply.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
.

Regionally oriented cultural activities will have to

compete for financial support iln an already strained

institutional budget.

7. Demands for
accountability

,
Cost-effective delivev, of (-ultural activities will par-
tially satisfy ASU's Arvice mission & satisfy accounta-
bility demand by extenling resources to public.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

if this effort will require the diversion of funds from
instructional 6. research budgets, recipients of those

funds will oppose this objective.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

Implementation has aaready begun to some degree. Achieve-

ment ot all strategie,s in Stage 10 report will require
additional funding for two positions.

,

3. Legislative
action

required?

N9 legiLdative ac,ion required.

4. UNC7GA or Board

of Goys. appro-
val required?

No,

5. State-level
opposition? Yes, .t additional funds from the state legislature

are necessary. ,

6. Community
support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds? Depends on activities offered.

35 b



Special Activities IV: The university will provide adequate facilities for

the performing arts and other cultural activities.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

If ASU's purpose changes appreciably, the types of
facilities provided may have to be altered; demand for
facilities proposed in this objective may change. -

2. Energy costs/

shortages
Might inhibit ability to provids e tensive fatilities
and create the need for a multil r ose utilization of

existing facilities. .

3. Inflation
Continued inflation may curtail the development of '

new facilities & renovation of existing facilities.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
May render equipment in facilities obsolete and inhibit

quality of service.

5. Changing market/
career demands No direct impact upon this objective.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

This insecurity could delay, if not deter, new

facility development.

7. Demands for

accountability
May require more elaborate justification of such
facilities.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Fine & Applied Arts and Arts & Sciences would probably
give strong :..upport. Colleges with more pragmatic goals
may place higher prioriLy on other activities/facilities.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Existing resources are adequate for implementation of
initial stages of development. ...aancial resources

could limit extent of development.

3. Legislative
action .

required?

No legislative action required except to approve

state funding.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

Yes, for new construction and state funding.

5. State-level
opposition?

Possibly. Priorities in budget allocation would affect
the accomplishment of this objective.

6. Community
support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Five to seven million. State funding, federal funding,

and private sources.

l) 0
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Spe,ial A,tivitiet, V: The university will seek to provide facilities, linan(ial

assistance, aod other opportunities for student and faculty to engage in inter-

national studies.

A. External Constraints:
I. Less traditional

students
The presence on campus of persons from other cbltures

will be beneficial, as they will be useful as learning
resources in on-campus courses.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Will increase the cost of overseas programs to a point
where ASU may have to evaluate cost-effectiveness of
such programs. Little effect on on-campus programs.

3. Inflation

-

Will adversely affect cost of operation of overseas
facilities & programs. On-campus programs should not
suffer as much.

4. Rapidly changin g

technology
Little effect on student & faculty exchange programs.
Will affect ASU's ability to keep current in materials
& equipment necessaryfor curricular components.

5. Changing market/

career demands
Unless internationaestudies is an important facet of the
professional development of students, they may look to
more traditional activities to assure success in job marke

0. Insecurity of

federal funding
A reduction of federal subsidy for students will make it
more difficult for students to pay for overseas experience
and could result in enrollment decline.

7. Demand., for

accountability
Demands for accountability could require costly eval-
uation procedures which might result in a more utilitarian
or pragmatic approach.

B. Internal Constraints:

t.

I. Internal support
and opposition?

Majority would welcome increased international contacts &
sticlies. Necessary resource reallocation would meet oppo-
sition. Students would oppose new financial burdens.and
academic requirements.

2. Adequacy of.,

institutional
resources?

ASU has the resources to implement this policy; however,
a reallocation of these resources would be necessary.

3. Legislative
action .

required?

No legislative action required.

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required?

UNC-GA approves educational programs offered abroad for
academic credit. Board of Governors would have to approve
new degree program'. ,

5. State-level
opposition? No outside opposition is anticipated.

6. Community
support?

Support of the community can be expected, although certain
groups will question the increased presence of foreign
nationals in the community.

7. Cost/Source
of funds?

Two overseas study facilities (c.$200,000 per yr.); fundinl
from FTE appropriations & student fees; 1/2 time advisjr &
k time ESL teacher for foreign, students/scholars.

.) r
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Spet.ial ALtivIties VI: The university will seek to integrate the facilities

ot the Center for Continuing Education into the life of the university at

large.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

This stvdent population would be a posite factor since
the center thinks of itself as appealin to the less
traditional student.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

These factors could, of course, reduce the number of
persons coming to the center, which in turn would
reduce income.

3. Inflation The impact would still fall harder on "outside" users
of the center as opposed to "inside" users (or
campus users).

4. Rapidly changing
technology

Very little effect.

5. Changing market/

career demands No effect.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding No effect.

7. Demands for
accountability Again, this might be a plus factor as long as the

center insists on and promotes quality programming.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

General support for the policy as stated. However, there
is the question of whether the objective is economically
feasible in view of CCE's role as a residential facility.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Yes, but there is the question of the validity and
feasibility of the objective itself to be resolved.

3. Legislative
action

required?
No legislative action required.

4. UNCIGA or Board
of Govs. appro
val required?

Not applicable.

5. Statelevel
opposition? No.

6. Community
support?

.
Not applicable.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
The policy might begin to be implemented at virtually no
cost. The question remains as to what extent financial
losses might occur by the policy's conflict with outside
groups essential to the center's operation.

OP"-
J t,)
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Spe, ial Activities VII: The university will continue to provide an environment

which i. open and conducive to special projects which are of service to the

people of the region, state, and nation.

. Eiternal Constraints:

1. Less traditional

students

.rhis trend will demand that the university offer more
special projects to address needs of these students.

2. Energy costs/

shortages

,

Will require that ASU provide more programs in surround-
ing communities & possibly in individual homes through
improved technology(i.e., telecommunications). .

3. Inflation Will require that innovative & efficient techniques
be developed to deliver the education that nontraditional
students will require.

4. Rapidly changing

technology

Will offer opportunity to devise innovative educational
delivery systems & programs that will keep students
abreast of rapid technologital changes.

5. Changing market/
career demands
,

ASU must be prepared to meet demand for professional
development programs & design & deliver programs to
meet time & space requirements of nontraditional students.

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
If lesser amounts of federal funds are available to
higher education, the special projects will be the first
co feel tlak effect.

7. Demands for

accountability
Will require ASU to desi.gn & deliver more cost-effective
programs because future programs will rely more on
receipts from nontraditional students.

B. Internal C3nsrraintc:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

Faculty will resist unless changes are made in formula to
determine pay for the additional time & credit expended.
Administration will support the objective.

2. Adequacy of
institutional
resources?

ASU has the faculty, staff, administration & facilities
to implement this policy. However, implementation will
require a realignment of resources. i

3. Legislative
action

required?

Legislative funding for nontraditional programs is
presently non-existent & will be required to provide
financial aid to nontraditional students.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
val required?

Yes, the policy will need the approval & advocacy of
the Board of Governors and General Administration.

5. State-level
opposition?

Any resistance by these agencies will result from
insufficient state revenue to underwrite the support
of this'objective.

6. Community

support?

..

Yes. The community is the sector that will be making
the demands on the institution.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?

ASU must determine how it is going to deliver to its
constituency before funding can be determined. Cost
depends on the types Af programs offered.

..3 6 v
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Institutional Sector: GRADUATE PROGRAM

Graduate Program 1: ASU will strive to maintain graduate enrollment at.,

'or above, current levels.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less trattitional

students
Will require vigilance in studying basic changes in
population and development of programs to meet changing
needs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

' ,

May reduce enrollment, especially on the part of
commuting students.

3. Inflation -

Will bring increased tax receipts and so budget
alloCations should keep pace with inflation.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
No serious problems in replacing materials and equipment
and in stimulating facelty development if economic growth
continues.

5. Changing market/
career demands

ASU mist strive to determine students' career needs &
counsel them effectively. Objective addresses these needs

6. Insecurity of
federal funding Objective could not be achieved if federal funds for

student financial aid are sharply reduced.

7. Demands for

accountability
Effective evaluation, which requires funding, will
strengthen instructional program and affect enrollments
positively.

B. Intprna1 Constraints:

1. In*nal support
and opposition?

No known groups within the university are opposed
to the objective.

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

ASU has the resources to implement the policy.

3. Legislative
action

required?
_

No legal problems are seen in connection with this
objective.

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Goys. appo-
val required?

No approval of objective required. Specific tactics
suggested in Stage 10 would require approval.

5. State-level
opposition? No opposition to the policy.

6. Community
support?

The community and region have little or no concern
about the policy.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Funds are budgeted for publications and routine

revisions.

3 ; i
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Uraduate Program II: Illy Graduate School will increase its flexibility in

order to adjust to chpiging academic, student, hnd constituent needs.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less'traditional
students

A more liberal student body may consider ASU's emphasis
on App.culture & traditions too regional & provincial.
But objective addresses adjustment to changing needs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

,

May reduce enrollment, especiaLly Among commuting
graduate students who tend to have less traditional
needs.

3. Inflation

..

May result in reduction of.library acquisitions and
quality of instruction, research, etc.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
,

May place additional financial burden on departments
and_decrease ability to respond to changing needs.

5..:......ehanging market/

career demands
,

Must avoid slavish accommodation to market demands which
change more quickly than educational goals, especially
in the humanities.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

.

May result in hefitancy to begin new projects unless
securely funded.

.

7. pemands for
accountability c

No dLrect impact on objective.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support
and opposition?

'

Some groups may not support a program in satellite
communication, an increase in fieldbased education, &
too fast an accommodation to changing market demands.

2. Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

it has the resources to begin to implement most segments
of this policy.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No legal problems are foreseen. Will have to approve
new funding. .

,

4. UNCGA 'or Board
of Govs. appro
val required?

It will have to approve new programs and their funding.

5. Statelevel
opposition?

Some may oppose new Satellite Telecommunications Programs,
that ASU should leave those programs to.MIT or similar .

schools.

6. Community

support? Yes.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Funding will have to come from the state, business,

friends, and alumni of ASU.

N
A..3'6

.
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Graduate Program 111: ASU will,.increase funding for graduate assistantships

and scholarships and for graduate research.

A. External Constraints; .

1. Less traditional

s;tudents

i

Less traditional (i.e., older) student population would
make the objective even more pressing and desirable.

.

2. Energy costs/
shortages Rising costs could be a major constraint on increased

funding. .

3. Inflation
Same as #2 above.

'

.

4. Rapidly changing

technorogy 'Changing technology could cause an increase in the funds
needed for research materials and equipment.

5. Changing market/
career demands

,

No effect foreseen.

6. Insecurity of
federal funding

Responsibility for funding probably will become more
that of the state & ASU Foundation as a result of /

the growing conservative political climate.

7. Demands for

accountability
No effect foreseen.

B. Internal Constraints:

1. Internal support

and opposition?
..

Presumably all within the university will support the
objective.

2.
...

Adequacy of
institutional

resources?

Increased funding for assistantships & scholarships he's
no direct relationship to these resources.

3. Legislative
action

required?

No known legal implications. Legislature would have to
approve increased state funding.

1

4. UNC-GA or Board
of Govs. appro-
val required...?

Only to,extent increased state funding & tuition waivers
are invoLked. .

5. State-level ,

opposition?
.

No.

6. Community
support?

,

Probably would have no interest.

7. Cost/Source

of funds?
Total cost unknown. Hopefully, funds would come from
state appropriations as well as the ASU Foundation.
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Graduate Program IV: ASU will develop and encourage nontraditional graduate

degree programs.

A. External Constraints:

1. Less traditional
students

Increasingly nontraditional student populations should

encourage the development of nonthditional programs.

2. Energy costs/
shortages

Nontraditional degree programs which are energy and cost
effective or capitalize on ASU's summee climate should
have a relative advantage over more traditional programs.

3. Inflation
Use of technological advantages may allow ASU to meet

this constraint.

4. Rapidly changing

technology
Should increase the dematfil for graduate education,

perhaps especially nontraditional programs.

5. Changing market/
career demands

Nontraditional degree programs are not necessarily more
or less adaptable to changing market demands than

traditional programs.
t

6. Insecurity of

federal funding
Insofar as planning & start-up costs are dependent on
federal funding, rapidity of development may be slowed.

7. Demands ford

accountability

Nontraditional degree programs will be subject to closer
scrutiny with respect to integrity, quality, & results:'
Planning must include methods of documentation and

evaluation.

B. Internal Constraintc:

1. Internal support

and opposition?

Non-supportive groups will inc.lude faculties not convinced

of academic soundness of programs and library (if funding
for appropriate materials is not included).

2. Adequacy of

institutional
resources?

Shortfall in resources will be in equipment, library
resources and support staff.

.-..,.

,..j

3. Legislative
action

xequired?

Legislature will have to support funding requirements.
,

4. UNC-GA or Board

of Govs. appro-
yal required?

Bo,th establishment & deliAiery of nontraditional degree
programs will require approval of Board of Governors &'s
approval and support of UNC-GA.

5. State-level
opposition?

Opposition from present doctoral degree-grantihg insti-
tutions & university & legislative committees resisting

budget increases.

6. Community
support?

4
The.community and the region, if informed, would support

the policy.
,

7. Cost/Souxce

of funds?

The costs could be substantial. However, they should

be balanced against the potential cost savings.
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Institutional Sector: RESEARCH

Research I: See report for Organization and Administration V (p. 292).

Research 11: See report for Paculty 1(B) (p*. 306).
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